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An Analysis of Pedagogical Strategies:
Using Synchronous Web-Based Course Systems in the Online Classroom
Shauna J. Schullo
ABSTRACT
This study investigated a synchronous web-based course system (SWBCS) as a supplement to
distance learning courses. Although challenges exist (such as the complex interface and potential
technological problems); these systems hold the potential to enhance the distance learning experience
through increased interaction, immediacy, social presence, group work, and collaboration.
Using a rigorous blend of research methods, the study investigated the following questions: (1)
what types of pedagogical strategies do instructors implement, (2) how do instructors utilize the tools, (3)
which tools do instructors choose to use, (4) why do instructors use the tools and strategies that they
choose, and (5) what perceptions do students and instructors have about using a SWBCS? A total of five
unique cases were examined using surveys, interviews, focus groups, analysis of archival documents and
extensive classroom observations. The classrooms observations were essential to answering the research
questions; a comprehensive observation instrument was developed and validated during this research.
Results show instructors implemented familiar strategies based on their teaching styles. The most
successful strategies were: (1) mini lectures with interactive exercises, (2) structured group work and
collaborative exercises, and (3) case study discussions. Each instructor used the tools in the synchronous
system to solve a problem or address an issue, such as lack of immediacy or the need to guide the
assimilation of information. Most instructors used a wide variety of the tools, including: (1) VOIP, (2)
textual chat, (3) whiteboard, (4) hand raising and emoticons, and (5) breakout rooms. Although some tried
many tools, most chose to use tools based on training, experience, the teaching strategies selected and
student needs. Both instructor and student perceptions were positive and all of the instructors planned to
continue to use a SWBCS in the future.
Overall, the SWBCS was found to supplement existing distance courses, allowing educators to
build connections with and among students more efficiently and increase the potential for interaction in the
online classroom. In addition, this research provided the initial framework for the development of a set of
guidelines to support the planning and use of SWBCS in higher education instruction.
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Chapter One – Introduction and Background

Introduction
Due to the popularity of the Internet, the landscape of education is quickly changing both in the
classroom and in distance education programs. In 1996, McIsaac and Gunawardena stated “distance
education, structured learning in which, the student and instructor are separated by time and place, is
currently the fastest growing form of domestic and international education. What was once considered a
special form of education using nontraditional delivery systems, is now becoming an important concept in
mainstream education" (p. 403). Using data from the 2000-2001 academic year, the National Center for
Education Statistics reported that “90 percent of public 2-year and 89 percent of public 4-year institutions
offered distance education courses” (Waits & Lewis, 2003, p. iii). Compared to the 1997-1998 academic
years, where 78 % of 4-year institutions and 62 % of 2-year institutions offered distance education courses
(Lewis, Snow, Farrris, & Levin 1999), it is obvious that distance education is growing at an exponential
rate.
The increases in distance education are directly related to the proliferation of the Internet both in
society and education. The National Center for Education Statistics report points out that most institutions
(90%) offering distance education courses in 2000-2001 indicated that they used asynchronous Internet
technologies as a delivery format (Waits & Lewis, 2003). This shows that web-based instruction is
becoming a popular choice for distance learners in higher education.
Web-based instruction is also popular in the K-12 arena. A report by Clark states that “the trend
‘virtual high schools’ to ‘virtual K-12 schools’ continues” (Clark, 2001, p. i). He estimated that 40,000 to
50,000 students would enroll in a virtual school course in 2001-2002 (Clark, 2001). Interactive Educational
Systems Design, Inc., surveyed 447 high school principals and 345 school district administrators. From this
sample, 40 % of U.S. high schools indicated they were already using online courses or planning to start
using them during the 2001-2002 school year. An additional seventeen % were interested in offering online
courses in the future, and 32 % of the public school districts were planning to adopt and use an online
learning platform for the first time in 2002. The participants chose delivering a broader curriculum costeffectively and expanding college prep/advanced placement offerings for students as the main driving
forces for this movement (Sivin-Kachala, Stanton, & Bowerman, 2002). In a study conducted by Education
Week, a survey of state technology coordinators indicated that 12 states already had a virtual high school;
32 states had e-learning initiatives; 25 states allowed cyber charter schools; and 10 states were planning to
administer online assessments (Trotter & Skinner, 2002). These reports show that utilization of online
learning is emergent in K-12 education.
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Changes in industry are also evident, partially because training budgets have been reduced
significantly, requiring organizations to find less expensive ways of conducting training. An article written
by Galvin (2003) in Training magazine notes that the last time U. S. companies decreased training budgets
this low was in the mid 1990’s. The survey indicated a massive shift of preference in delivery methods to
E-Learning because it yielded the “biggest bang for the buck”. E-Learning can, by definition, encompass
many electronic forms of instruction, not just web-based instruction. However, web-based instruction is on
the rise. A breakdown of the movement in training shows that although face-to-face instructor led training
is still the highest (at 69 %); it has dropped from 74 % in 2002. Increases were seen in both computerdelivered training (asynchronous) and instructor led training from a remote location (synchronous) (Galvin,
2003). Industry has taken an interest in using the Internet for an increasing number of training elements.
The Internet is ubiquitous, providing a place to shop, a place to socialize, and a place to learn.
Educational environments in higher education, K-12 education, and industry show increased interest in
distance education and online learning. Research into the design of effective distance teaching and learning
via the Internet would be beneficial to educators in all fields.
Statement of Problem
The examination of current literature in distance education provides insight into two major issues
facing distance educators. The first challenge is to provide optimal interaction, both course related and
social, for students to learn. Second, there exists a lack of proven pedagogical strategies used in distance
environments to create conducive learning opportunities in synchronous environments. Both of these issues
need to be addressed by educational researchers.
Interaction
Research in distance education continues to emphasize the importance of interaction for effective
teaching (Garrison, Anderson, & Archer, 2001; Hillman, 1999; McIsaac, Blocher, Mahes, & Vrasidas,
1999; Moore & Kearsley, 1996; Sherry, Fulford, & Zhang, 1998; Vrasidas & McIsaac, 1999). Studies
indicate that interactions between students and instructors as well as student-to-student interaction greatly
enhance education at a distance by improving attitudes, encouraging earlier completion of coursework,
better performance on tests, and greater retention (Harasim, 1990; Hillman, 1999; Hillman, Willis, &
Gunawardena, 1994; Moore, 1989; Willis, 1995). In addition, studies on distance education have found that
the important social aspects required for students to be successful learners are frequently missing. Students
assert feelings of isolation and detachment from their instructors and peers (Galusha, 1997; Hara & Khling,
1999; Kubala, 1998; Lockett, 1998). Many educators use asynchronous computer mediated communication
(CMC) such as email and discussion boards, to address this issue, but these asynchronous methods may not
be sufficient. Lack of immediacy still makes it difficult for students to connect quickly with each other or
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their instructors. Research indicates that this isolation can be a serious detriment to learning (Galusha,
1997; Hara & Khling, 1999; Kubala, 1998; Lockett, 1998).
Pedagogy
Most distance education methods, especially real-time solutions such as two-way video and audio,
still emulate passive lecture hall modes of instruction for content delivery. Other asynchronous methods
use large volumes of reading similar to that of correspondence courses of the past, but with newer
technological delivery options. These methods suffer from long standing pedagogical problems, such as the
lack of active student participation and effective interaction coupled with lack of immediacy. These passive
modes of instruction are heightened in distance education by the fact that students are unable to
communicate face-to-face with their instructors and peers. Many proven pedagogical strategies for the use
of asynchronous CMC have been devised to address these problems. In addition, a few strategies have been
established for using synchronous chat as an effective educational tool. However, the pedagogical strategies
for synchronous technologies have not been extensively examined to determine the approaches that are the
most successful – especially with some of the new technologies that are available in synchronous mode.
To enhance interaction in distance education, many instructors are combining asynchronous
computer mediated communications with other distance education technologies used for synchronous
content presentation. For example, an asynchronous discussion board might be combined with broadcast
video to increase the opportunities to interact with students (Burge & Howard, 1990; McIsaac &
Gunawardena, 1996). Even with these combined approaches, interaction between students and instructors
as well as student-to-student interaction may not be sufficient to alleviate the isolation and potential
frustrations the distance learner experiences.
Possible Solutions
With previous research in mind, distance educators must seek to actively involve students in their
learning and create communities that support an environment conducive to learning. Due to the
technologies required and the distances in time and space, distance educators find this challenging. This
research proposes the use of Synchronous web-based Course Systems (SWBCS) as tools to overcome these
problems, allowing distance educators to build connections with and among students and increase the
potential for interaction. SWBCS are fairly new, showing up on the market in the late 1990’s. At the time
these systems first became available, educators were not able to take full advantage of the tools because of
limited bandwidth. As technology continues to advance, these systems are becoming more and more
feasible for education. Therefore, research into the use of SWBCS in education is new, yet very significant
to the distance education communities in higher education, K-12 and industry alike.
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What is a SWBCS?
A SWBCS combines many different tools into one interface creating a web-based classroom that
can be used in real time either with a whole class or with a group within a class. It can be used by as few as
two people or as many as feasible with the content, connections and bandwidth available. A SWBCS is
used to offer web-based instruction and can be broken down into three broad categories based on the
capabilities offered:
Deluxe. High-end systems offer two-way audio using voice-over Internet protocol (VOIP),
options for one-way or two-way video, application sharing, text chat capabilities and the ability to breakout
into groups. Some products in this category also provide learning-management features, such as course
scheduling, tracking, and assessment.
Standard. This category includes systems that offer one-way VOIP audio or use a phone bridge
for two-way audio. Text chat is often used for feedback. Application viewing, in which, learners can see,
but not modify documents exhibited by the instructor, are typical of these systems.
Economy. This category includes browser-based software that provides chat functions and some
degree of application viewing. Client-side downloads are often unnecessary as long as Java-enabled
browsers are being used by learners. Products in this emerging category are offered free of charge or for
little cost. This category is the closest to electronic groupware or software meant to facilitate collaborative
work over the Internet.
For the purposes of this study, a deluxe SWBCS was used (Elluminate Live! ™).Table 1
highlights each tool available in an Elluminate Live! ™ classroom, presenting a good picture of the overall
system. A screen capture of the SWBCS environment in Elluminate Live! ™ is provided in Figure 1 to
illustrate the overall environment.
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Table 1. Features of a Deluxe Synchronous web-based Course System
Feature

Feature Description

Textual Chat

Allows for real-time conversations with all participants using the keyboard. It is
sequential, with all messages intermingling based on when they were typed. Access can
be controlled by the instructor or left open for anyone to use.
Provides instructor, guest speaker or students, with authoring privileges so they can

Visual Presentation

upload pre-prepared presentation materials such as PowerPoint slides or web pages for
synchronous viewing by all participants.

Auditory Presentation

Provides a means for two-way communication between all participants. Access can be
controlled by the instructor or left open for anyone to use. This is usually conducted using
voice over Internet protocol (VOIP).

Polling/ Questioning

Provides a means of getting feedback and responses from the participants. Questions are
presented in a multiple choice format and students are able to respond with a click of the
mouse.

Hand Raising/ Learner-Instrctor

Allows students to interact with the instructor by “raising their hands” in a manner similar

Interaction tools

to the face-to-face classroom. The instructor is notified and students are placed in a que
based on who raised his/her hand first. Students have access to tools that allow for
emotional reaction such as smiling, applauding, frowning or asking the instructor to slow
down.

Guided web Surfing

Allows the instructor to display a web site he/she wants the students to explore.

Group Breakout Rooms

Permits the instructor to place students into groups in a “private” room. Once in this room,
all the same tools are available. An instructor can elevate the status of a group member to
moderator to provide control over the breakout room.

Application Sharing

Provides a means to work collaboratively with any software installed on the instructor’s or
the student’s computer. It is useful for demonstrations and collaborative work.
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Figure 1. Illustrative Screen Capture of the Elluminate Live!™ Synchronous Environment

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to observe the use of a synchronous web-based course system
(SWBCS) as a supplement to existing distance courses to determine if and how it enhances the distance
education environment. These systems have the potential to reduce challenges faced in distance education
by providing increased interaction, immediacy of feedback, social presence, and opportunities for group
work and collaboration. It is important that studies are conducted to determine how the tools available in a
SWBCS can be used to supplement and/or improve existing educational strategies. Once the basic
educational implications of a SWBCS are clear, research can expand to include in-depth studies on the
effective implementation of individual pedagogical strategies and approaches.
Research Questions and Methods
This study utilized a combination of data collection strategies such as observations, surveys and
interviews to investigate how instructors used a SWBCS in their online courses. The main questions
addressed include:
1.

With access to a multitude of tools available in a SWBCS, which, tools do instructors choose to
use?

2.

How do instructors utilize the tools available in a SWBCS in a distance education environment?

3.

Why do instructors use the tools and strategies that they choose?

4.

What types of pedagogical strategies do instructors implement with the tools?

5.

What perceptions do students and instructors have about using a SWBCS?

In his writings about choosing a research strategy, Yin (1994) states, “a specific research strategy
has distinct advantages in certain situations. For a case study: a how or why question is being asked about a
contemporary set of events over which, the investigator has little or no control” (p. 9). For this reason,
qualitative research strategies were most appropriate for the majority of this study and therefore the main
method of data collection. The research design, however, was a mixed methodology using the following
modes of data collection: student and instructor surveys, instructor and support personnel interviews and
focus groups, both direct and participant observations, analysis of event logs and analysis of archival
records. The use of multiple sources of evidence helped to strengthen the construct validity of the research.
Most data collection took place electronically, and all was stored in a database for later review. The use of
case study protocols and the creation of a study database assisted in increasing the reliability of the study.
Theoretical Rationale
Because a SWBCS allows for significantly more interaction in real time than other distance
technologies, the theory of transactional distance, which, centers on interaction between participants in the
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class (learners and instructors) as well as social learning theories, played a significant role in this study.
Interaction studies highlight interactions between the students, between the students and the instructor, as
well as content interaction and interactions with the interface. Distance education research also needs to
address the “distance” factor of the teaching method. This is accomplished by looking at the aspects of
transactional distance theory, which, address distance communication based on different levels of structure,
dialog (interaction) and learner autonomy in the course (Moore, 1989). Early researchers, Vygotsky and
Bandura, provided a foundation on which, many social learning theories are based (Bandura, 1971;
Vygotsky, 1978). Both addressed the fact that social interactions are important to the learning process. To
truly understand the learning that occurs in a synchronous distance classroom, social interactions made
possible by the use of a SWBCS that lead to learning and understanding were examined.
Since added interaction and social learning are shown to be effective ways to increase learning, it
is important to examine what pedagogical strategies are implemented, exploring how interaction,
transactional distance, and social learning are incorporated into the online classroom. By examining
interaction, transactional distance and social learning, a minimal taxonomy of successful pedagogical
strategies used by instructors in this study was created. This taxonomy serves as a starting point for further
research on the effectiveness of synchronous distance pedagogy. The theoretical underpinnings discussed
here were used as a basis for the design of the study. However, since this was a mixed method design that
significantly utilizes qualitative case study, this basis evolved as data was reduced and analyzed.
Limitations and Delimitations
This study examined live classrooms situations, therefore some limitations were addressed. To
gain a good understanding of the use of the SWBCS, the study looked at the instructor, the students and the
support team for each case. Purposeful sampling was used to select five instructors from various colleges
who teach a variety of subjects at a variety of levels. Each instructor had a unique teaching style and all had
experience as distance instructors. Purposeful sampling was chosen due to the richness of the data available
and required in this exploratory study. Patton (2002) states “cases for study are selected because they are
‘information rich’ and illuminative, that is, they offer useful manifestations of the phenomenon of interest;
sampling then is aimed at insight about the phenomenon, not empirical generalization from a sample to a
population” (p. 40). The variability in this sample provided rich information illustrating how a SWBCS can
be used in a variety of disciplines and circumstances. However, this research was limited by this small
sample and caution should be taken to not generalize to other populations.
As previously discussed, generalization is often a problem, making external validity of case study
research questionable. The generalization of case studies is not automatic. However, through replication of
findings in a second or third case where the theory has specified that the same result should occur, external
validity can be strengthened. Since replication of this type was successful the results of this study can be
accepted for a much larger number of similar cases, even though extensive replications have not been
9

performed. In this research, each instructor and his/her class was defined as a separate case. Using the
multiple case strategy helped to reduce problems with external validity by allowing for replication across
the cases.
For the most part, this research was an exploratory case study. Due to the variability and the reallife situation, the researcher had little control over the actual events that took place in the classroom. The
goal was to examine what naturally occurred in these classrooms and relate the findings to theories of
instruction. For this reason, concerns about internal validity were minimized. In a discussion about internal
validity, Yin states that “internal validity is a concern only for causal (explanatory) case studies. It is not
applicable to descriptive or exploratory studies which, are not concerned with making causal statements”
(1994, p. 35). However, internal validity can be addressed using explanation building which, was one result
of the combined methodologies of this research. No true causal relationships were studied, but some
quantitative data was collected through surveys and quantitative analysis that provide insights into why
certain strategies are or are not successful.
One additional limitation that needs to be noted was the role of the researcher. The researcher
holds a position at the University in which she is responsible for professional development for faculty. In
this project, she was the main facilitator for the training provided to the instructors and producers. She also
played a role of support person throughout the study. Although many different approaches were
demonstrated during training and care was taken to start instructors thinking on their own about the many
different possibilities, there is a chance that the researcher had a influence on how instructors chose to
proceed.
Acronyms and Definitions
To provide a basis for discussion, the following definitions were used in this study:
Asynchronous education does not take place simultaneously. Here, the instructor may deliver the
instruction via video, computer, or other means, and the students view and respond at a later time. For
example, instruction may be delivered via the web or videotapes, and the feedback could be sent via e-mail
messages. (Barron, 1999)
Distance Education is described by Willis (1995) at its most basic level as “education [that] takes
place when a teacher and student(s) are separated by physical distance, and technology (i.e., voice, video,
data, and print), often in concert with face-to-face communication, is used to bridge the instructional gap.
For this study, a variation of this definition will be used in which, no face-to-face interaction occurs
between the students and the instructor or other students unless it is technology mediated (i.e. Video over
the Internet)”(¶ 1).
E-Learning, in some situations, is defined specifically as learning across electronic networks.
However, in this study, e-learning includes all learning that has an electronic component to its delivery.
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This encompasses a wide set of applications and processes such as web-based learning, computer-based
learning, virtual classrooms, and digital collaboration.
Computer Mediated Communication (CMC) is defined by Webopedia, as “human
communication via computers and includes many different forms of synchronous, asynchronous or realtime interaction that humans have with each other using computers as tools to exchange text, images, audio
and video. CMC includes e-mail, network communication, instant messaging, text messaging, hypertext,
distance learning, Internet forums, USENET newsgroups, bulletin boards, online shopping, distribution
lists and videoconferencing” (Webopedia.com, 2004, CMC ¶ 1).
Interaction as defined by Wagner in 1994 is “reciprocal events that require at least two objects
and two actions. Interactions occur when these objects and events mutually influence one another”
(Wagner, 1994, p. 8). Moore’s (1989), discussions on interaction between students and content have long
been recognized as a critical component of both campus-based and distance education. Interaction will be
addressed in depth in Chapter 2.
Sense of Community relates feelings students have of belonging or being a part of “a readily
available, mutually supportive network of relationships on which, they can depend” (Sarason, 1974, p. 1).
This community provides support such that a student does “not experience sustained feelings of loneliness
that impel one to actions or to adopting a type of living masking anxiety and setting the stage for later and
more destructive anguish” (Sarason, 1974, p. 1). Sense of community can be difficult to build at a distance.
Social presence was defined by Spencer and Hiltz as “that sense of ‘intimacy and immediacy’ or
‘we are together’ feeling, leading to increased enjoyment, involvement, task performance, persuasion and
socio-emotional interaction” (Spencer & Hiltz, 2003, p. 37). Tu and McIsaac use a similar definition in
their research on text-based communication in which, social presence “is the degree of feeling, perception,
and reaction of being connected by CMC to another intellectual entity” (Tu & McIsaac, 2002).
Social Learning is defined by Encyclopedia Britannica as a psychological theory in which,
“learning behaviour is controlled by environmental influences rather than by innate or internal force.”
(2004). It is sometimes also referred to as observational learning or “learning that occurs as a function of
observing, retaining and replicating behavior in others” (Wikipedia, 2004). Many theories that will be
examined in the study have been derived from social learning theory.
A Synchronous web-based Course System (SWBCS) is a software application that manages realtime interactions between students and instructors in an online learning environment. A SWBCS often
contains methods for content delivery, textual chat, VOIP, hand raising, breakout rooms, application
sharing and polling. For this study, a system called Elluminate Live!™ is being used.
Synchronous education is learning in which, the instructor and the student interact with each
other in "real time." For example, with two-way videoconferences, students interact with "live" video of an
11

instructor. Less complex technologies, such as telephone conversations are also synchronous (Barron,
1999). For this study, the synchronous environment will be completely web-based.
Transactional Distance (TD) was originally defined by Moore as a function of dialogue,
structure, and learner autonomy (Moore, 1993). Based on interactions between learners and instructors,
transactional distance refers to a physical separation between participants (learners and instructors) that
causes a psychological and communicative chasm in the distance educational environment. Moore’s
definition reflects a balancing act between dialogue and structure in which, decreases in dialogue must
coincide with increases in structure and vice versa in order to close the distance between participants
(Moore, 1991).
Web-based Instruction (WBI) is instruction that takes advantage of the Internet and the World
Wide Web for the delivery of information.
Conclusion
This chapter has provided a brief overview of distance education, pointing out some of the
challenges and the gaps in the research. It presented a general explanation of this study directing the reader
to focus on the importance of social learning and interaction in distance education. This chapter described a
SWBCS as a new, relatively complex set of tools that can be used by instructors.
The remaining chapters of this dissertation cover literature and research methods relevant to this
study. Chapter two reviews literature pertaining to distance education and the technologies used for
synchronous learning, outlining the theoretical background that will be used as the basis for the study.
Chapter three contains a detailed description of the methods of research used in the study. This includes
how cases are selected, how data is to be collected, as well as an overview of the intended data analysis and
reduction that will take place. The chapter ends with detailed plans for the pilot study, which, will evaluate
the instruments and procedures. Chapter four discusses the resulting data and the processes used to collect
it. Chapter five provides conclusions, summarizes the outcomes of this research, and suggests directions for
future research in this area.
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Chapter Two – Literature Review

Introduction
Distance education provides access to instruction for those not able to attend conventional classes
due to geographical separation from institutions, mitigating life circumstances or personal preference. It
relies heavily on technologies of delivery; therefore the face of distance education changes quickly as
technology progresses. Research in distance education must shift with changes in distance education
delivery. Research on how innovative technologies improve our ability to teach at a distance must be
examined in detail, providing proven strategies to distance educators. Due to the characteristics of distance
education, challenges such as social isolation, lack of immediacy, feedback, and insufficient interaction are
threats to success. This study investigated a Synchronous Web-Based Course System (SWBCS) in online
distance education courses to determine how pedagogical strategies utilize the available technologies to
address these challenges.
Implementing a SWBCS is an enhancement used to improve teaching at a distance. Successful
strategies for using the tools provided in a SWBCS need to be examined to provide educators ways to
maximize student learning. Overall, this chapter provides an understanding of the research in synchronous
distance education as it pertains to transactional distance, interaction and social learning. It also points out
gaps in the research that this study addressed. The chapter begins with a discussion of a theoretical
framework supported by previous research. This framework includes transactional distance theory and
social learning theories. Discussion of principal constructs within these theories and research conducted,
points out how the learning process is enhanced by interaction between all course participants. The
discussion indicates that both academic and social interactions are important and that a SWBCS provides
tools that allow sound pedagogical strategies to be used effectively in the distance environment. Little
research has been conducting on the use of a SWBCS for instruction. However the research in this area will
also be reviewed.
The chapter culminates in a discussion of frameworks that allow these pedagogical strategies to be
logically categorized. Overall, this chapter outlines the research previously conducted in synchronous
distance education environments that pertain to transactional distance, social learning theory, and
interaction. Table 2 provides a quick overview of research reviewed and how the constructs impacted this
study.
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Table 2. Importance of constructs in this study
Theory - Constructs

Importance of concept to this study

Studies Reviewed

Transactional Distance Theory

Transactional Distance theory provides a basis

Moore (1990, 1993)

Dialog (interaction)

for examining interactions in

Moore & Kearsley (1996)

Structure

pedagogical approaches that make

Saba & Shearer (1994)

Learner Autonomy

them successful teaching strategies.

Chen & Willits (1999)
Chen (2001)
Jung (2001)
Hillman et. al (1994)
Monsoon (1999)

Social Learning Theories

Learning is usually a social process. Therefore

Tu & McIssac (2002)

social presence

understanding how social learning can

Newberry (2001)

Interaction

be improved in a SWBCS will help to

Spencer & Hiltz (2003)

Community

enhance strategies for teaching.

Jensen & Farnham (2000)
Lobel (2002)
Swigger et. al. (1999)
Rourke & Anderson (2002)
Burge & Howard (1990)
Rovai (2003)

Research on SWBCS

The use of SWBCS is fairly new, but some

Frank et. al. (2002)

research has been conducted that

Mark (1999)

supported and guided this study.

Evans (2000)
Knolle (2000)

Pedagogical Frameworks

A method to sort and analyze pedagogical

Moore & Anderson (?)

strategies that instructors use in a

Bonk & Dennen (2003)

SWBCS was necessary to assist in

Bonk & Reynolds (1997)

validating this study. Previous

Saskatchewan (1991)

frameworks were examined to

Chickering & Gamson (1987)

determine the best approach for this

Khan(1997, 2001)

study.

The Theoretical Framework
Introduction to Research
The pace of distance education research does not correspond to the rate of change in distance
education delivery. Therefore it is critical that educational researchers strive to provide quality research on
how to effectively teach with the evolving delivery tools. Past research in distance education has been
dominated by comparisons of delivery methods, resulting in a large body of research labeled the “nosignificant difference” phenomenon (Russell, 1999). However, as more and more research confirms the
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efficacy of technology-mediated distance education (Phipps & Merisotis, 1999; Russell, 1999) the focus of
research is moving toward other considerations. These include how students interact and learn at a distance;
how distance students are supported; how courses are designed, managed, and supported; and how teaching
at a distance affects faculty work life.
Overview of Theoretical Constructs
A wide range of theoretical constructs discussed in recent years pertain to the understanding of the
distance learner and the distance classroom. Three such concepts evolving from Cognitive theory are (a)
transactional distance (Jung, 2001; Moore, 1990; Saba & Shearer, 1994), (b) interaction (Hillman, Willis,
& Gunawardena, 1994; Moore & Kearsley, 1996; Moore, 1989), and (c) social learning (Feenberg &
Bellman, 1990; Hackman & Walker, 1990; McIsaac, 1993; Short, Williams, & Christie, 1976). These three
constructs provide a framework about how learning occurs in distance education. However, discussion of
the constructs and the research reviewed show that they overlap in many areas. For this reason, a combined
framework taking into consideration all the constructs of interests was developed for this study.
Transactional Distance
Introduction
One of the most prominent theories discussed in distance education is Moore’s (1993) theory of
transactional distance. Moore’s theory provides a global perspective broad enough to cover most distance
education situations. Moore considered distance a pedagogical phenomenon, not a geographical one.
Therefore, transactional distance is the “sense of distance” a learner feels during the learning process,
which, can occur even in a face-to-face course. Moore and Kearsley (1996) state that “the procedures to
overcome this distance are instructional design and interaction procedures, and to emphasize that this
distance is pedagogical, not geographic” (p. 200).
This theory is represented in Figure 2, showing how it encompasses the constructs of structure and
dialog between the instructor and the student in the distance classroom. The variable, dialog, is defined as
two-way communication between the student and the instructor. Structure refers to the flexibility and
design of the course. A third variable, learner autonomy, although not represented in Figure 2 does play an
important role. Learner autonomy represents the learner’s perception of both independent and
interdependent participation in the course and is directly related to the student’s level of self-directed
learning.
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Transactional Distance
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Less

Structure

Less

Low Transactional Distance

Transactional Distance
Figure 2. Depiction of Transactional Distance Theory
The word transaction suggests that relationships exist between the environment, the individuals
and the patterns of behaviors in a given situation. Moore and Kearsley (1996) discuss transaction in
distance education as the relationship between instructors and learners in special environments where they
are geographically separated from one another and must use a resulting set of pedagogical approaches to
compensate. This geographical separation often leads to a communication gap or “psychological space of
potential misunderstandings between the behaviors of the instructors and those of the learners, and this is
the transactional distance” (p. 200).
Dialog and Academic Interactions
It is obvious that content delivered through highly conversational methods such as
telecommunications provides dialog. This dialog is synonymous with a newer term (interaction) that is
found in research. The concept of interaction has been important in education for decades. According to
John Dewey the goal of education is to develop reflective, creative, and responsible thought (1938). Dewey
believed that an effective educational experience required two key processes – interaction and the
continuity of interaction. The original concept of dialog encompassed only learner-instructor interactions.
However, the definition of interaction and therefore dialog has expanded to include other forms of
interaction that the learner experiences. Recently, Moore and Kearsley (1996) identified three types of
important interaction namely (a) learner-content interaction (LCI), (b) learner-learner interaction (LLI), and
(c) learner-instructor interaction (LII). Moore and Kearsley proposed that these types of interaction should
be utilized to enrich learning within distance education environments.
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Hillman, Willis, and Gunawardena (1994) define a fourth type of interaction (learner-interface
interaction) as interaction occurring between the learner and the technology. Since distance education relies
heavily on technology, this interaction is also important. However, it most likely falls into the category of
structure, rather than dialog. Proper training in the use of the technological tools should be coordinated to
make the interface more transparent, reducing the distraction and stress learner-interface interaction can
cause. Optimizing educational interactions using a combination of learner-instructor, learner-learner and
learner-content interactions, while limiting problems due to learner-interface interaction, is the key to
successful online learning. In addition, as educational interaction is optimized, dialog should increase,
therefore decreasing transactional distance. The concepts of interaction are intertwined with more than just
one theory utilized in Distance Education. Although interactions are important in studies of transactional
distance, they are also important in studies on Social Learning. Therefore, interaction was a recurring
theme in this study, discussed from many angles.
Learner-instructor interactions (LII)
Interaction between the instructor and the learner is defined as learner-instructor interaction (LII).
Therefore, dialog as originally defined in Moore’s (1993) transactional distance theory includes all twoway academic interactions between instructor and learner. Understanding the potential for utilizing
SWBCS for meaningful learner-instructor interactions to promote better teaching at a distance was one of
the proposed outcomes of this study. Many approaches for using a SWBCS address interaction, immediacy,
feedback, opportunity for dialog, and more. Asynchronous interactions that take place between the student
and the instructor within the class such as email communications, discussion forums in which, the
instructor replies, assignments with feedback, and other forms of one-to-one communication are considered
learner-instructor interactions. The real time interactions made possible by the use of a SWBCS should
increase not only the opportunities for learner-instructor interaction, but also the quality and variability of
the interactions. Synchronous interactions might include activities such as mini-lectures, virtual office
hours or help sessions, direct question and answer periods, demonstrations and many more. Once course
content has been presented and reviewed by the student, instructors should engage the learner by using
strategies that enhance all types of interactions.
Learner-learner interactions (LLI)
Later research (Chen & Willits, 1999; Jung, 2001) suggests that dialog also encompasses learnerlearner interactions. The extent and nature of the dialog depends on many factors such as: (a) the
educational philosophy of those responsible for the design of the course, (b) the personalities of
participants, (c) the course content, and (d) the environmental factors. Some of these factors are more
important in distance education and therefore have been studied extensively. For this research, the
environmental factor of communication was very important. According to Moore (1993), as the mode of
communication provides opportunities for better dialog, transactional distance decreases. Remembering
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that dialog requires a two-way interaction, distance education tools such as chat and two-way audio
increase dialog more than one-way methods of communication such as one-way video.
Interactions that take place between the student and others within the class during course
discussions, critiques, debates and other forms of interpersonal communication are considered learnerlearner interactions (LLI). These interactions can take many forms depending on how the course is
structured, but are often more social than other types of interaction. For this reason, a more lengthy
discussion of learner-learner interactions will occur in the sections on Social Learning. However, there are
learner-learner interactions that are not social, but academic in nature. These interactions need to be viewed
differently than purely social interactions or interactions that make up social learning. The strength of using
a SWBCS to enhance learner-learner interaction comes from the many different forms of two-way
communication available. This study examined many different forms of interaction and how they relate to
the strategies used by instructors within the SWBCS.
Learner-content interactions (LCI)
Learner-content interaction (LCI) refers to the relationship between the learner and the subject
matter under study. Interaction with the content allows learners to construct their own knowledge by
integrating new information into their pre-existing mental structures (Schoenfeld-Tacher & Persichitte,
2000). Due to the nature of the media used for web-based instruction, online courses provide an ideal
setting to take advantage of learner-content interactions. Although structure of a course determines how
learner-content interactions take place, it can also be seen as a form of internal didactic dialog in which, the
learner “talks” to himself in order to comprehend the material. This makes it a bit more difficult to
determine if learner-content interaction is based on structure or dialog. The concept of dialog incorporates
internal conversations about instructional content. While the concept of structure incorporates designs for
using instructional content such as a website, a print based study guide, a textbook, a television program, or
an audio tape. Therefore learner-content interactions straddle both dialog and structure. This may also be
true for learner-interface interaction.
Structure
Another variable in transactional distance theory, structure, should be addressed in the design of
the distance course. Structure is determined by the educational philosophy of those involved with creating
and maintaining the course. It expresses the rigidity or flexibility of the course’s educational objectives,
teaching strategies and evaluations methods and therefore describes the extent to which, course components
can be responsive to the individual learner’s needs. Structure of a course is directly related to the
pedagogical strategies an instructor incorporates into his/her course. For a more difficult or risky strategy,
more structure is usually needed. For example, instructors can provide structure in a SWBCS by having
students do pre-work, making sure instructions are clearly defined for the activities, have visual or textual
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materials (i.e. slides or instructional text) prepared that will be used in the session, have planned for proper
support to make the session successful yet be flexible enough to change plans if needed. Overall,
preplanning is the key to successful structure in a SWBCS. Therefore structure was addressed in this study
by examining how instructors integrate strategies using the SWBCS.
Learner Autonomy
One strength of online learning is the ability to allow students more self directed opportunities and
less structure in a course. However when this happens, more dialog is often needed for a successful
educational experience. Some researchers (Moore, 1993; Saba & Shearer, 1994) posit that as structure
increases and dialog decreases, transactional distance increases (See Figure 2). However, it is questionable
whether an increase in structure always results in a decrease in dialog. Even with low structure, if dialog
decreases, transactional distance increases, which, results in the necessity for the learner to take more
responsibility for his/her own learning. This concept is called learner autonomy and relates directly to selfdirected learners as well as immediacy.
Successful distance learners are often very self-directed and therefore have high learner
autonomy, but what about those who do not? For these students, our goal is to reduce transactional distance
by increasing dialog and developing well-structured courses. “Garrison and Baynton (1987) discuss the
relationship between autonomy and various elements of structure, such as pacing and the negotiation of
objectives and dialog, which, they describe as frequency and immediacy of communication” (as cited in
Moore & Kearsley, 1996, p. 208). The elements that effect learner autonomy are also important in the study
of SWBCSs. For example, there are many tools in a SWBCS that can increase immediacy and feedback
between students and between students and instructors. The lack of visual cues requires that other methods
of feedback and teacher immediacy be adapted. Changes in feedback and immediacy can affect the dialogstructure continuum of the distance learning relationship. Therefore it was important to examine how
SWBCS was used to enhance the opportunities for feedback and increase immediacy.
Summary of Transactional Distance Overview
Transactional Distance Theory plays an integral part in the design and successful implementation
of distance education in any environment. With the added benefits that a SWBCS can provide, dialog,
structure, and learner autonomy can be adjusted to fit the needs of the instructor, the students, and the
content of a course. This section has discussed how interaction plays a role in decreasing the transactional
distance between students and instructors, students and other students and students and content. The
following section will review research that has been conducted in the area of transactional distance as it
relates to synchronous distance education.
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Significant Research on Transactional Distance
Moore (1993) was the first to postulate the theory of transactional distance. Since then it has been
studied in many different ways. Synchronous interactions provide a good opportunity to study this theory
as dialog can be recorded and examined in detail. Many researchers use different approaches to
categorizing and analyzing the results, but all of the literature reviewed deemed dialog, structure and
learner autonomy to be important parts of successful distance learning. To make it easier to follow the
review of this literature, a matrix of the studies reviewed is provided in Table 3.
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Table 3. Summary of Research Reviewed on Transactional Distance (TD)
Purpose of study

Method

Delivery Method

Important Statistics

Importance to this study

Authors and Dates

Empirically verify concepts

Qualitative using

Desktop Video

See Table X. for Pearson correlations

Used a systems approach to

Saba & Shearer

of dialog and structure in TD

transcribed video tapes

conferencing

N= 30 students, Model equations

mathematically show that TD is

(1994)

and interviews for

tested with all 30, Correlation used

effected by dialog and structure

Saba (1988)

student perceptions

only five. See Table 4 for correlations

Determine what factors make

Mixed - Exploratory

Video

N=121 students, See Table 5 for

The constructs of TD are very complex

Chen & Willits

up structure and dialog

factor analysis based on

Conferencing

factor analysis and correlation results

and not as easy to identify as previously

(1999)

survey data

thought

Identifying factors that make

Mixed - Exploratory

WBI – including

See Table 6 for factor analysis and

Determined that TD consists of four

up TD in WBI

factor analysis based on

synchronous chat

correlation results N=71 students

dimensions: instructor-learner, learner-

survey data

and asynchronous

learner, learner-content, and learner-

discussion

interface transactional distance
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An attempt to categorize

Qualitative Review

None

pedagogical features of WBI

N= 58 articles, No real statistical

Categorized pedagogical features in the

analysis is reported

WBI literature using TD as a

using past research and create

conceptual framework. Subdivided

an expanded framework for

interaction into additional categories.

Chen (2001)

Jung (2001)

TD
Explore learner-interface

Qualitative – Small case

interactions

study

Audiographics

No real data provided N= unknown,

Importance of training and familiarity

Hillman et. al

One four hour orientation session for

with the technology for success.

(1994)

Monsoon (1999)

graduate level distance students
Determine relationship
between technology and
communication apprehension

Quantitative

One-way video

N=385 students, 19 classes, See Table

There is a special type of apprehension

two-way audio

7. for results of Pearson correlations -

that students experience when using

Descriptive statistics

technology

Proving Transactional Distance
Saba (1988) and Saba and Shearer (1994) studied transactional distance from a systems
perspective. Their research had two main goals: (1) to empirically verify the concepts of transactional
distance structure and dialog and (2) to develop a methodology for achieving the first goal. The result was a
set of mathematical equations that model the learning situation in connection with transactional distance.
Saba and Shearer used an integrated voice, video and data system (similar to desktop video conferencing
with a shared screen) where one student and one instructor interacted in real-time from different locations.
A system dynamics approach was used in order to conceptualize the relationships among the key variables
and to simulate the time-based variance of such inter-relationships. Since these variables are not static, a
systems design approach allowed for measuring change over time.
Discourse analysis was used to code the learner-instructor interactions that were recorded during
the sessions. This analysis specifically defined and measured the rate of four variables (active, passive,
direct, and indirect), which, were then used to determine the level of all other variables included in the
study. Overall the project measured nine variables:
1.

Dialog – the extent that the learner and instructor are able to respond to each other,

2.

Structure – a measure of the program’s responsiveness to the learners needs,

3.

Transactional distance – a function of dialog and structure,

4.

Learner control – a dynamic variable changed by dialog between the learner and tne instructor,

5.

Active – speech acts by the learner that show involvement in the instructional transaction,

6.

Passive - speech acts where the learner responds with a simple yes, no, or lack of speech,

7.

Instructor control – a dynamic variable changed by the interaction between the instuctor and the
learner,

8.

Direct – indicates the instructor’s expository speech acts providing guidance, information and
feedback, and

9.

Indirect – indicates the instructor’s inquisitive speech acts requesting clarification and elaboration
from the learner,
A discourse analysis form was filled out for each minute of the session for both the instructor and

the learner. The diagram in Figure 3 depicts the relationships considered in this study.
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Transactional Distance

Dialog

Structure
Learner Control

Active

Passive
Instructor Control

Direct

Indirect

Figure 3. Flow diagram of Transactional Distance (Saba & Shearer, 1994 p. 8)

In this diagram, the boxes depict variables with levels, such as transactional distance, while the
circles on arrows depict variable rates. The clouds represent ‘infinite sources’. Arrows that cross from one
level to another represent direct influence on a variable, such as instructor control directly influencing
structure. This model was then converted into equations that represent this complex flow of variables. The
resulting mathematical model predicts different levels of each variable over time. When plotted (See Figure
4) it becomes easy to see how the five variables (instructor control, learner control, transactional distance,
dialog and structure) that support the hypothesis of this study interact.
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Figure 4. Plot of Saba and Shearer Model for Transactional Distance (1994, p. 12)
The model shows that instructor control and structure take the same path through time. In a similar
manner, dialog and learner control follow also. The model also shows that the high dialog and low structure
results in minimal transactional distance.
Although this model was verified using real data from learner-instructor interactions, it did not
take into consideration many of the other types of interaction that are now thought to make up dialog. In
addition, only a small number of students were used (N=30) to check the model, each interacting with the
instructor one at a time, not as a whole class. Of the 30 students, only five were used for the Pearson
correlation coefficient analysis. A summary of the final results of the correlation analysis can be seen in
Table 4.
Table 4. Summary Correlation Analysis of Key Variables (Saba & Shearer, 1994, p. 18)
Students

Direct-Indirect

Direct-Active

Direct-Passive

Indirect-Active

Indirect-Passive

Active-Passive

1-5

-0.1911

-0.4761

-0.59219

0.53081

-0.0636

-0.6129

The data showed a strong negative correlation between direct instructor behavior and both active
(-0.4761) and passive (-0.59219) learners, along with a positive correlation between indirect instructor
behavior and active (0.53081) learner behavior. This indicates that strong instructor guidance is essential
for passive students and productive for active students. In addition, students with a more active approach
(more learner autonomy) may have fewer problems with transactional distance if an indirect approach is
used by the instructor.
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The Saba and Shearer study (1994) recognized that as technology advances, their research needs
to be repeated to include instructor-learner interactions where more that one student is participating. This
would allow for examination of learner-learner and learner-content interactions as well. The Saba and
Shearer model helps to support other findings that an increase in dialog will decrease transactional distance
and helps to inform the study of SWBCS.
Exploring the Makeup of Transactional Distance – Adding Interactions
Again, based on Moore’s theory of transactional distance, Chen and Willits (1999) conducted an
exploratory factor analysis to determine the factors that make up dialogue, structure, and learner autonomy.
They found that dialogue consisted of three dimensions (a) in-class discussion, (b) out-of-class electronic
discussion, and (c) out-of-class face-to-face discussion. Structure contained two dimensions, course
organization, and course delivery, and learner autonomy was comprised of independence and
interdependence.
A questionnaire was developed and piloted with videoconference learners. The final questionnaire
was completed by 121 graduate and undergraduate students in a variety of video conference-based classes.
The questions asked addressed dialog, structure, and autonomy. Dialog was measured by students
indicating how frequently each of thirteen different types of interactions occurred on a scale of 1 (never) to
7 (always). Structure was measured by students indicating the level of flexibility of the course structure on
a scale of 1 (extremely flexible) to 7 (extremely rigid). A measure of learner autonomy consisted of eleven
statements in which, students indicated how well the statements described them. The answers ranged from
1 (not at all true) to 7 (completely true).
The major results of this study (See Table 5) include verification that the central concepts of
transactional distance are complex, not simple. Class structure was found to be differentiated by two
factors: course organization and course delivery. These two factors were only modestly correlated, meaning
that a rigidly organized course was only slightly more likely to demonstrate inflexibility of delivery than
was a more flexibly organized course. However, the inflexibility of course delivery was found to
significantly inhibit in-class discussion while inflexibility of class organization did not affect dialogue.
Results on learner autonomy show that most students described themselves as both independent and
interdependent learners. In addition, these two characteristics were not correlated indicating they are not
two ends of a continuum. The researchers point out this is the beginning and more research is needed in this
area.
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2

3

4

5

6

7

% of Variance

Cronbach’s Alpha

Factors

Mean Score

Table 5. Results Matrix adapted from Chen & Willits (1999)

.37**

.21*

-.09

-.45**

.38**

-.04

4.4

31

.84

.26**

.00

-.12

.07

.09

2.9

13

.58

-.08

-.09

.06

-.06

2.0

10

.59

.28**

-.09

-.05

3.9

33

.75

-.15

-.13

3.2

19

.69

-.04

5.3

29

.82

5.1

26

.77

Dialog
In-class discussion
Out-of-class F2F
Out-of-class Electronic
Structure
Course Organization
Course Delivery
Learner Autonomy
Independent
Interdependent
*significant at 0.05 level
** significant at 0.01 level

Chen and Willits (1999) imply we can assist practicing distance educators by making them aware
of the complexity of transactional distance. It is important to encourage utilization of varying types of
dialog, consider the degrees of appropriate flexibility in both course organization and course deliver, and
foster both independence and interdependence of learners in all classes. SWBCSs provide many tools that
may help educators overcome the complexities of transactional distance when properly used.
Chen (2001) continued to examine the complexities of transactional distance in web-based
instruction by investigating 71 user’s experiences in a web-based course. The purpose was to identify three
dimensions or factors that constitute transactional distance in web-based learning environments. Chen
determined that transactional distance consists of four dimensions: instructor-learner, learner-learner,
learner-content, and learner-interface transactional distance.
The model Chen used to depict the relationships between transactional distance and Interaction
can be seen in Figure 5.
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Transactional Distance
Learner-Instructor

Learner-Learner

Communication
Teacher

Learner
Learner

Content
Learner-Content

Interface
Interaction

Learner-Interface

Transactional Distance

Figure 5. Model of Transactional Distance (Chen, 2001 p. 462)
In order to answer the questions “What constitutes transactional distance and how do we measure
it?” an exploratory factor analysis was conducted, which, resulted in the four-factor solution represented in
the original model. Chen (2001) used a 23 item questionnaire with a 5 point likert scale (1=very close 5=
very distant) to address these four factors (See Table 6). Final results of the factor analysis are shown in
Table 6.
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Table 6. Statistical Results on Transactional Distance (TD) Factors from Chen (2001)
Factor

2

3

4

Mean Score

% of Variance

Cronbach’s Alpha

Learner-Learner TD

.32**

.47**

.51**

2.81

33

.87

.34**

.42**

2.36

13

.86

.29*

2.42

10

.85

2.82

7

.82

Learner-Content TD
Learner-Interface TD
Learner-Instructor TD
*significant at 0.05 level
** significant at 0.01 level

The results of this study show transactional distance does exist, supporting and expanding the
findings of Moore and others. It also reiterates that transactional distance is a very complex concept made
up of at least four factors: (1) learner-instructor TD, (2) learner-learner TD, (3) learner-content TD and (4)
learner-interface TD. This research also challenges instructors, designers, and institutions to look for ways
to overcome various types of transactional distance perceived by learners.
Exploring the Makeup of Transactional Distance – Adding Social and Academic learning perspectives
In a recent article by Jung (2001), the theories of interaction and transactional distance were
examined in a slightly different framework specifically for web-based instruction (WBI). In a review of the
literature on WBI, Jung found that “not many studies investigated pedagogical processes in WBI in a
rigorous manner” (p. 528). Jung also states that “research on WBI has indicated that ‘student centered
learning environments’, ‘full of multimedia resources’, ‘expanded interactivity’, and ‘adaptability to
different student characteristics’ as distinctive features of WBI, most reflecting integration of technological
features of web into WBI” (p. 529). In addition, he categorizes pedagogical features found in the WBI
literature into categories using transactional distance as a conceptual framework. This framework (See
Figure 6) consists of three main domains: (1) communication variable, (2) learning variable and (3)
teaching variable, tied together by teaching and learning in WBI. The use of a SWBCS will most likely
affect all these domains in one way or another and this framework is a good way to look at the interactions
that take place in the synchronous online classroom.
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Communication variable
• Academic interaction
• Collaborative interaction
• Interpersonal interaction

Learning variable
• Learner autonomy
• Learner collaboration

Teaching and
Learning in WBI

Teaching variable
• Content Expandability
• Content adaptability
• Visual Layout

Figure 6. Jung’s Transactional Distance Framework

Jung’s theoretical framework provides a starting point for examining the pedagogical strategies
that can be used in a SWBCS within the distance classroom; potential strategies would fall into all three of
these domains. For example, collaborative approaches using group work and breakout rooms fall into
communication. Presentation materials, either visual or auditory, fall into teaching. Students offering
suggestions or responses to each other or the content without prompts from the instructor might fall under
learning, especially if they had the freedom to choose interaction via text or audio.
Based on the work by Moore (1993), Jung determined that the levels of interaction in these
situations were more complex than first thought and subsequently subdivided Moore’s levels of interaction
into additional categories, which, can be seen in the communication variable. Transactional distance is also
addressed in this model in all three variables where dialogue and structure play a role for both the instructor
and the students.
Transactional Distance and Interface interaction
In an effort to learn more about learner-interface interaction, Hillman, Willis, and Gunawardena
(1994) conducted a study on orientation sessions used in a pilot distance education program facilitated by
audiographics and electronic mail. A four-hour orientation session was required with two and a half hours
devoted to training on the audiographics system and one hour devoted to introducing electronic mail. This
study was small and qualitative, culminating in an understanding that a single day orientation is inadequate
to address learner-interface interaction when using this audiographics system. This result may have some
important implications on how students are trained to use a SWBCS and their resulting levels of
satisfaction, especially since they may not be present in a face-to-face situation.
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Monson, Wolcott, and Seiter (1999) studied a random sample of distance classes (N=385 students)
delivered via a one-way video/two-way audio delivery system. The purpose was to determine the
relationship between the technologies used and students’ communication apprehension levels in
synchronous distance education. The study examined whether students in these settings experience anxiety,
reluctance, and frustration (i.e. communication apprehension) when using technologies to interact and, if
so, what factors (i.e. prior experience with technology) might function to ease such negative reactions.
Findings indicate that half the students experienced moderate to high levels of communication
apprehension in this environment, and communication apprehension levels were negatively correlated with
students’ prior experience using interactive technologies (see Table 7). More significantly, the overall
findings suggest the existence of technology communication apprehension, a type of apprehension that has
not been addressed in previous research. These findings are consistent with others that have studied
interface interaction, which, relates a great deal to problems seen in usability design.
Table 7. Correlational Results from Monson et. al. (1999).
Measure

1

Trait-like CA
State-CA

.597

Technology-CA

.639

2

3

4

.597

.639

-.237

-.214

65.89

18.74

.449

-.135

-.084

38.36

14.28

-.234

-.267

17.68

4.95

20.54

7.58

6.12

2.63

.449

Prior Experience

-.237

-.135

-.234

Familiarity

-.214

0.084

0.267

5

.360
-.360

Mean

Standard Deviation

p=0.01

Summary of Transactional Distance Research
This section has discussed the importance of transactional distance theory in the design and
successful implementation of distance education environment as portrayed by many different researchers
from a variety of different perspectives. Transactional distance was first postulated by Moore (1993) and
has since been the focus of numerous studies. Transactional distance has been shown to be complex,
encompassing variables such as academic and social interactions as well as course structure and learner
autonomy. Researchers have shown that synchronous interactions provide a good opportunity to study this
theory because dialog can be recorded and examined in detail. The approaches to categorizing and
analyzing transactional distance have been varied, but all deem dialog and structure to be important parts of
successful distance learning. With the added benefits that a SWBCS can provide, dialog, structure, and
learner autonomy can be adjusted to fit the needs of the instructor, the students, and the content of a course.
This section has discussed how interaction plays a role in decreasing the transactional distance between
students and instructors, students and other students, and students and content. The next section provides
more detail on the social aspects of learning, examining how social presence, social learning interactions,
and community have been studied in the research on synchronous distance education.
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Social Learning
Introduction
Theoretical frameworks that highlight learning as a social process such as social constructivism,
social development theory, and social learning theories are important aspects of distance education.
Bandura’s (1977) social learning theory highlights the importance of observing and modeling the behaviors
and attitudes of others. It postulates that instruction can be more efficient by modeling desired behaviors to
learners and providing situations which, allow learners to use or practice that behavior to improve retention.
This theory explains how humans behave through two-way cognitive, behavioral, and environmental
factors (Kearsley, 1994). According to Bandura, the process of observational learning is made up of four
parts: (1) attention, (2) retention, (3) motor reproduction, and (4) motivation. Bandura’s work shares
concepts with other theories emphasizing the role of social learning in education, such as, Vygotsky’s
(1978) theory of social development and Lave’s (1988) theory of situated learning. The major theme of
Vygotsky's theoretical framework is that “social interaction plays a fundamental role in the development of
cognition” (Kearsley, 1994, ¶ 1). More important, for this study, Vygotsky’s theory maintains "that
instruction is most efficient when students engage in activities within a supportive learning environment
and when they receive appropriate guidance that is mediated by tools" (Vygotsky, 1978, as cited in Gillani
& Relan 1997, p. 231). Lave also argues that learning is a function of the activity, context and culture in
which, it occurs (i.e., it is situated).
With these social learning theories in mind, the next few sections will discuss the literature related
to social learning in the environment of synchronous distance education. Significant research on social
learning concepts has been conducted in synchronous distance education such as: (1) social presence, (2)
social learning interactions (collaboration, cooperative learning, group work), (3) sense of community or
the ability to build learning communities. All these areas of social learning intermingle with both
transactional distance and the concept of interaction. Therefore they play a role in the framework for this
study and are important in the study of SWBCS.
Synchronous Distance Education Research in Social Learning
The next three sections of this chapter will discuss research in the area of social learning as it
pertains to synchronous distance education. The aspects of social learning seen in literature are numerous,
but only three will be discussed here:
1.

social presence,

2.

social interactions in learning, and

3.

community
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To make it easier to follow the review of this literature, a short introduction of the topic and matrix
of the studies reviewed is provided in each section.
Social Presence
Introduction to Social Presence
Social presence, the extent to which, a learner or instructor is perceived as ‘real’, is important in
distance education. Social presence is directly related to the concept of immediacy with immediacy defined
as behaviors that enhance closeness to and nonverbal interaction with others. Anderson (1979) found that
teacher immediacy is conceptualized as those nonverbal behaviors that reduce transactional distance
between teachers and learners. In face-to-face classrooms, instructors accomplish immediacy using many
visual cues and body language. When using technology to communicate, rich media such as video and
audio offer more opportunities for these social cues but do not always suffice. Some immediacy can be
transmitted using approaches that provide more personal interactions. Therefore ways to increase social
presence and instructor immediacy are being quickly developed. Social presence is harder to generate in
distance education environments due to the lack of visual and other nonverbal cues that can be sent and
received. However, there are ways to enhance distance environments that will increase immediacy. For
example in a distance environment the concept of teacher immediacy can be expanded to include other
behaviors such as talking about experiences that have occurred outside class, adding humor, calling
students by name, and praising students' work or comments (Gorham, 1988) help to increase social
presence. A review of research in the area of synchronous distance education shows that the trend in distant
education has evolved immediacy behaviors into the theory of social presence (see Table 8).
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Table 8. Summary of Research on Social Presence in Synchronous Distance Education
Purpose of study

Method

Delivery Method

Important Statistics

Importance to this study

Authors and Dates

Examined elements of social

Mixed -

First Class LMS with

Exploratory Factor

Defined social presence and showed it as

Tu & McIssac (2002)

presence Questionnaires,

Quantitative

asynchronous tools and

Analysis, Pearson’s

necessary for fostering online social

synchronous chat

Correlation, document

interaction

Participant observation,

analysis See Table 9 N=

interviews, data from LMS

51 students
Examined how richness of

Not research

None

None

Reiterates that social presence is very

media supports social

complex. Implies that Synchronous

presence as seen in previous

communications are richer and provide

literature

more social presence than asynchronous.
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Which, levels of synchronous

Qualitative Field

ALN, ALN + Face-to-face,

Bonferroni and ANOVA

Use of synchronous communication two

communication use aid group

Study using action

ALN + one chat session,

See Table 11

or more times with other formats provides

interactions and social

research and

ALN + multiple chat

N=113 students. 18

more social presence than other

presence?

participant

sessions

courses

combinations.

Voice, Text –to-speech,

See Table 12 Multivariate

Highlights importance of using more

communication to see if

Text Chat and no

ANOVA N=66, ANOVA

advanced forms of communication

differences in levels of

communication in

cooperation exist.

conjunction with a

Newbery (2001)

Spencer & Hiltz (2003)

observation.
Analyzed four modes of

Quantitative

computer based two person
web-based game

Jensen et. al. (2000)

Social Presence Research
An often-referenced study by Tu and McIsaac (2002) looked at social presence in an online
learning environment by focusing on three elements: (a) social context, (b) online communication, and (c)
interactivity. These three elements emerged as important in establishing a sense of community among
online learners. The study also discussed issues of privacy, learner characteristics, computer-mediated
communication, and course design. Tu and McIssac provide a diagram of social presence (See Figure 7),
hypothesizing that increasing the dimensions that make up social presence will increase the Interaction
possible in online learning.

Social Presence
Intimacy

Interactivity

Social
Content

Interaction

Online
Communication

Immediacy

Figure 7. Social Presence and Interaction (Tu & McIssac, 2002, p. 132)
Dimensions of social presence were examined using a Computer Mediated Communications
Questionnaire validated in an earlier study by Tu and Corry (2002). The questionnaire evaluated email,
bulletin board, and real-time chat on measures of social presence and privacy. Additionally, a participant
observation method was used to better understand social interaction. Data were collected through casual
conversations, in-depth interviews, direct observation, and document analysis. Communication took place
via a computer conferencing system providing email, bulletin board, and synchronous chat.
Overall this study determined that “social presence is the degree of feeling, perception, and
reaction of being connected by CMC to another intellectual entity through a text based encounter” (Tu &
McIsaac, 2002, p. 140). In addition, “social presence is necessary to enhance and foster online social
interaction” (p. 146). Data analysis suggested that more variables contribute to social presence; therefore it
is much more complicated than previously imagined. Perceived social presence and privacy using CMC
was found to be high, with social presence positively influencing online interaction. Interestingly,
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correlation between frequency of CMC participation and social presence did not vary with the level of
social presence.
An exploratory factor analysis of the questionnaires was conducted with five factors remaining:
(1) social context, (2) online communication, (3) interactivity, (4) system privacy, and (5) feeling of
privacy, among the three CMC systems. These five factors accounted for 76.74 % of the variance with
Cronbach’s alpha ranging from .82 to .71. One-way repeated-measures, analysis of variance (ANOVA)
were conducted on the three systems (email, bulletin board, and chat) and the five factors. Results (See
Table 9.) indicated a significant difference in the level of five factors.
Table 9. Multivariate Tests: Five Factors (Tu & McIssac, 2002, p. 139)
Effect

Wilk’s λ

Value

F

d. f.

Error d. f.

Sig.

η2

CMC

Social Context

.58

14.84

2

41

.00*

.42

Online Communication

.66

10.38

2

41

.00*

.34

Interactivity

.42

27.97

2

41

.00*

.58

System Privacy

.83

4.21

2

41

.02*

.17

Feeling of Privacy

.71

8.39

2

41

.00*

.29

Note: Sig. = statistical significance of the F value; CMC = computer-mediated communication
* p < .05, two tailed

From this study, Tu and McIssac concluded that the complicated nature of social presence requires
that the relationships between social presence theory and social learning theory be examined further. They
suggested that CMC systems be examined in different formats: one-to-one, one-to-many, many to many;
both asynchronously and synchronously.
Newberry (2001) also explored issues relating to social presence in online classes, suggesting
ways to increase student social presence. Through previous literature, this study reviewed the relative
richness of seven media types as seen in Table 10.
Table 10. Media Types in Media Richness (Newberry, 2001)
Criteria

Feedback

Multiple Cues

Message Tailoring

Emotions

Totals

Media types
Face-to-Face

3

3

3

3

12

Video Conferencing

3

2

2

2

9

Synchronous Audio

3

1

2

2

8

Text-based Chat

3

1

1

1

6

E-mail

1

1

2

1

5

Asynchronous Audio

1

1

1

2

5

Threaded Discussion

1

1

1

1

4
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The framework combined concepts of media richness and social presence. Succinctly, media
richness is the ability of a medium to carry information. Newberry’s criterion for rating media was based
on the media’s ability to:
1.

relay immediate feedback,

2.

transmit multiple cues such as body language,

3.

permit tailoring the message to the intended receiver, and

4.

relay communicator feelings or emotions
Table 10 shows how the study rated the seven media types using the concept of media richness on

a scale with one being lowest and three being highest.
Not surprisingly, synchronous technologies tended to be rated richer than asynchronous
technologies. If Newberry’s results are accepted, one would expect to see students in classes using the
richest media possible experiencing the highest levels of social presence. However, these results did not
take into consideration what happens when multiple media formats are combined in the same system such
as a SWBCS. In addition, with practice using voice intonation and getting to know your students, the
message tailoring and emotions categories can be improved by using synchronous audio. This effect of
instructor experience and training was not discussed.
Newberry suggested ideas for raising social presence in online classes such as:
•

using student pictures in the course web site

•

allowing the use of voice for students

•

using synchronous media types to help create greater social presence by selecting chat or
audio conferencing for appropriate activities

•

forming persistent student groups that work together online via computer-mediated
communications on a variety of topics throughout the course allow more time to build
relationships in an online environment.
Newberry also points out that raising student social presence in an online class may help to better

replicate some subjective impressions of quality of experience on the part of the student.
A field study conducted by Spencer and Hiltz in 2003 looked at various levels of synchronous
media use:
1.

Asynchronous learning networks (ALN) only, using email and discussion boards,

2.

Face-to-Face plus ALN,

3.

One Synchronous chat session plus ALN, and

4.

Multiple Synchronous chat sessions + ALN,
The study investigated which, of the four levels of CMC best aided the group to resolve ambiguity

resulting from increased social presence, where social presence was defined as “that sense of ‘intimacy and
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immediacy’ or ‘we are together’ feeling, leading to increased enjoyment, involvement, task performance,
persuasion and socio-emotional interaction” (p. 2). Using an action research and participant observation
method with data collected via interviews, transcript analysis, and student surveys, Spencer and Hiltz
(2003) found the student’s perceptions of the usefulness of chat as illustrated in Table 11.
Table 11. Means of Student Perceptions of Chat (Spencer & Hiltz, 2003, p. 7)
Mode Synchronicity
ALN only
FtF plus ALN
One Sync plus ALN
Two or more sync plus ALN
Total

Useless Chat

Revealing

Complex

Supportive
3.64

Mean

3.36(^)

3.28

3.96(*)

Std. Dev.

1.753

1.275

1.306

1.800

Mean

4.21

3.43

3.93

2.86

Std. Dev.

1.528

1.222

1.207

1.027

Mean

3.90

3.60

4.20

3.20

Std. Dev.

1.969

1.350

1.033

1.317

Mean

4.55(*)

3.07

4.87(*)

3.10

Std. Dev.

1.917

1.654

1.526

1.667

Mean

4.20

3.21

4.50

3.20

Std. Dev.

1.885

1.501

1.460

1.609

ANOVA sig.

p= .054

p= .671

p= .015

p= .436

Bonferroni p <.001 (*) Bonferroni p <.05

Most importantly, students found chat significantly more ‘Rewarding’ and less ‘Complex’ for
classes that scheduled chat sessions two or more times than for students in asynchronous only classes. This
implies that when students actually use chat they find it ‘Rewarding’ rather than ‘Complex.’ Using a
Bonferroni pair-wise comparison Spencer and Hiltz also found that students in the ALN plus synchronous
courses posted more actively (p<0.05) in asynchronous discussions than the other groups. Students reported
significantly (p<0.001) more postings to the two synchronous sessions plus asynchronous communication
mode than to the face-to-face plus asynchronous mode.
Although the results of this study look promising, student perceptions of chat was mixed. On a
scale that ran from ‘Useless’ to ‘Rewarding’ students claimed 33% unfavorable ratings and 44% favorable
ratings. The study was inconclusive, unable to show or disprove the ability of synchronous media to foster
social presence.
Jensen, Farnham, Drucker, and Kollock (2000) adapted social dilemma research paradigm to
quantitatively analyze different modes of communication at a distance. In their research, they compared
four forms of communication: (1) no communication, (2) text-chat, (3) text-to speech, and (4) voice to
determine if statistical differences could be found in the levels of cooperation generated. Results showed
statistically significant differences between the various forms of communication, with the voice condition
resulting in the highest levels of cooperation. This study highlights the importance of using more advanced
forms of communication in online environments, especially where trust and cooperation are essential (see
Table 12).
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Table 12. Mean dyadic contribution as a function of the communication. A mean of 10 would
indicate perfect cooperation between the dyadic pairs. (Jensen, et. al., 2000, p. 4)
Mode of Communication

Dyad N

Mean Contribution (Cooperation)

Standard Deviation

None

9

5.3

4.2

Text Chat

9

6.4

3.5

Text-to-Speech

7

8.4

1.4

Voice

8

9.4

0.2

The research found that “more immediate forms of communication (forms of communication
producing a heightened sense of social presence, for instance face-to-face or voices) would prove more
effective in promoting cooperation than less immediate forms such as text chat“ (20000, p. 2). Jensen et. al.
indicated “voice affects cooperation for reasons other than the differences in the semantic content of the
text versus speech and for reasons other than the nonverbal information communicated through personal
voice such as intonation and gender” (2000, p. 4).
Further, in the no communication condition, people tended to fall into either a pattern of no
cooperation, or complete cooperation, while people in the chat condition showed a range of levels. Table 12
shows the mean values for contributions to the game or cooperation for all four-communication conditions.
A between subjects analysis of variance (ANOVA) (F (3, 29) = 3.42, p < .04) shows that the type of
communication had a statistically significant effect. The graph is Figure 8 shows the differences between
the communication conditions in a way that is easier to view. As can be seen, in the text to speech
condition as well as the voice condition people tended to be cooperative.

10

Points

8
6
4
2
0
None

Text Chat

Text-to-Speech

Voice

Figure 8. Mean dyadic contribution as a function of mode of communication. A mean of 10 would
indicate perfect cooperation between the dyadic pairs. Error bars represent standard deviations.
(Jensen, et. al., 2000, p. 4)
Other results showed that the ability to communicate played a large role in this study. How people
evaluated their partners suggested they had a more positive image (likable and trustworthy) of partners with
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whom they could communicate. In addition, when communicating via voice modes, people felt their
partners were more intelligent. This is possibly due to the immediacy of the communication mode where
the differing amounts of time it took for people to communicate in each of the modalities may have had an
effect. The research suggests that the experience of hearing a voice enhanced people’s perceptions of social
proximity and situations in which, there was no history available (like in text chat) forced subjects to pay
greater attention to the other player, hence increasing their sense of social presence.
Summary of Social Presence
The studies discussed in this section have approached the concepts of social presence from many
different directions. Numerous terms were used to describe the complex relationship that social presence
has in online learning environments, but all the results point to the same conclusions. As you increase
opportunities to build social presence in meaningful, rich ways, learners will be positively affected. The
study of SWBCS addresses many of the issues seen in social presence research. Although, social presence
will not be directly measured in this research, categorizing social interactions that occur during the use of
SWBCS will provide a better picture of social learning. The concepts of social presence are tied to the
many different social learning concepts and require social interactions in the educational environment.
These interactions will be discussed in the next section of this chapter.
Interactions in Social Learning
Introduction to Interactions in Social Learning
Many different types of social interactions take place in a classroom. Learner-learner interaction
and learner-instructor interaction are often considered social interactions that include components of social
theories such as attitudes and emotional reactions. However, it is more difficult to encourage these social
interactions in the distance environment. Therefore many studies have been conducted to examine why
social interaction is important and how social interactions can be encouraged in distance education (Burge
& Howard, 1990; Newberry, 2001; Rovai & Lucking, 2003; Tu & McIsaac, 2002). This section will review
literature relating to social interactions in the online synchronous classroom to better appreciate how these
social interactions affect learners and how instructors can capitalize on the tools available to increase
interactions in distance education. As an advance organizer of the material to be reviewed on social
learning interactions, a matrix of the studies examined is provided in Table 13.
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Table 13. Summary of Research on Social Learning Interactions in Synchronous Distance Education
Purpose of study

Method

Delivery Method

Important Statistics

Importance to this study

Authors and Dates

Examined patterns of learner-

Mixed

Chou (2002)

discussion boards, textual

Content analysis coded using Bales

More interactive exchanges occurred in

learner interaction in a distance

chat and enhanced virtual

analysis schema, Unit of analysis =

synchronous communication than

education environment

systems (MOO)

sentence (N=4,977) Cronbach’s alpha

asynchronous including an overall higher due

for inter-rater reliability ranged .88 to

to immediacy of the media %age of social-

.90, multiple regression analysis F(2,

emotional interactions.

116)=85.7, p <.0001 (see table 14)
eClassrom, a web-based

N=20, document analysis, regression

Online real-time, instantaneous interactions

facilitation on Attentiveness,

interactive text, image, and

analysis, network analysis (see Figure

are parallel unlike face-to-face interactions

Interaction, Involvement, and

animation messaging

9.)

which, are serial, enhancing perceived worth

Participation

system with a main room

of the group to be many times the sum of the

and four breakout rooms.

worth of its individuals. Students attend and

Explores the impact of group

Mixed

Lobel et. al. (2002)
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participate much as they do in face-to-face
classes.
Mixed

Swigger et. al

Shared web browser with

N=400+, pre-post test matched controls

Distributed groups produce similar work to

collaborative technologies on

chat, whiteboard,

design results in no significant

face-to-face groups. Group chat was the most (1999)

learning outcomes, attitudes

application and file sharing

difference, No statistical data given

frequently used mode of communication for

Studied the effect of

and attitudes about

groups, but typing skills inhibited some

collaboration.

users.
Asynchronous voice

N=11 students, descriptive only due to

None of the groups maintained the fidelity of

Rourke &

based, group communication

system (Wimba),

small number of students, content

their treatment but migrated to tools that fit

Anderson (2002)

systems to support case-based

synchronous test system

analysis

the need of the group at the time.

teaching and learning

(MSN Messenger),

Examined the capacity of web-

Mixed

synchronous voice system
(Tutor’s Edge)

Research on Interactions in Social Learning
Research on interaction in synchronous distance environments covers many technologies
previously discussed; mostly focusing on LLI. A study reported by Chou (2002) compared patterns of
learner-learner interaction between synchronous and asynchronous Computer Mediated Communication
(CMC) systems. The results suggested that constructivist-based instructional activities were conducive to
interaction. The course examined used multiple technologies to provide content and interaction including
discussion boards, textual chat and enhanced virtual systems (MOOs – object oriented multi-user
dimension). Important findings from this study include results on social-emotional interactions. Socialemotional interactions can be defined as interpersonal relationships such as trust, friendship and positive (or
negative) feelings toward other people. These interactions constitute the affective domain of social
interactions and are very important in the overall concept of social presence and interactions.
Chou (2002) discovered more interactive exchanges occurred in synchronous communication than
asynchronous. This included an overall higher percentage of social-emotional (SE) interactions (33% SE)
than task interactions (67% Task) where task interactions are those that relate directly to the content and are
not usually emotional in context. In contrast, students spent more time on academic interactions (8% SE,
92% Task) when using asynchronous discussions (See Table 14). For example, in the synchronous
environment, students discussed the topic of the week, but also spent time in getting to know each other
through interpersonal interactions.
Table 14. Multiple Regression Analysis Predicting Interaction in Synchronous Versus Asynchronous
Discussions (Chou, 2002, p. 5)
Synchronous Mean

Synchronous SD

Asynchronous Mean

Asynchronous SD

F

SE

8.66

8.12

4.26

4.72

-7.46

***

Task

17.65

15.53

46.74

19.11

12.21

***

Totals

26.31

22.01

51.00

20.76

5.85

***

*** p < .0001

It was found that the immediacy of synchronous message exchanges encouraged more socialemotional oriented interactions. In contrast, there was less two-way communication taking place in
asynchronous discussions and the majority of the discussions were about the instructional content. After the
initial social interactions required for getting to know each other, there was a gradual decline in socialemotional interactions in both communication modes. Students then tended to concentrate on the content.
In addition to discussions about learner-learner interaction, the study touched on the interaction of
the learners with the interface reporting that “time played an important role in student adoption of new
technology. Usually after the first two or three weeks, students were able to ignore some of the "obstacles"
of a system and concentrate on the task at hand“(p. 7). Many important issues were addressed in this study
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that can be tied to the use of a SWBCS. Interactions made possible and successful in the synchronous
environment will also be possible and successful in a SWBCS, but with a much expanded tool set that
allows for even more interaction possibilities.
A study by Lobel, Neubauer, and Swedburg (2002) looked at group interactions in a synchronous
online chat environment called eClassroom. They determined that group interaction in this environment has
a parallel communication pattern, as well as classical elements of group interaction. The resulting parallel
interactions were graphically presented (see Figure 9) to illustrate that given the chance, people will reach
out to each other to establish connections and to develop relationships any way they can.

Figure 9. One hour Interaction Diagram of eClass, with color coded small breakout groups. The bold
numbers are the total messages sent by the participant. (Lobel et. al., 2002, p. 10)
In addition, Lobel et. al. (2002) specifically examined the impact of effective group facilitation on
attentiveness, interaction, involvement, and participation. Although this study states that synchronous
communication was used, on closer examination it appears to be a pseudo synchronous system that
required students and instructors to click the “Get/Send” button to refresh data each time. In other words,
the screen was not auto updated as is the case with most synchronous systems. Analysis of the system log
files resulted in three distinguishable types of students, students with a tendency to:
•

attend (lurk but are paying attention) rather than participate

•

students who attend and participate consistently
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•

students with a tendency to participate more than attend (or pay attention)
A regression analysis calculated a .23 correlation (p < .05) between attending and participating.

Lobel et. al., (2002) considered this low correlation to confirm “that ‘vocal participation’ may not
necessarily mean ‘paying attention,’ while ‘non vocal participation’ does not necessarily imply inattention”
(p. 26). The study determined that the relationship between attending and participating can be expressed as
a ratio that remains fairly consistent for each of the participants over time. The three distinguishable types
of ratios observed were: (1) participants with the distinct tendency to attend more than participate (students
3, 4, 7 in Figure 10); (2) participants who attend and participate equally (students 5, 9, 11 in Figure 10); (3)

participants with a tendency to participate more than attend (students 8, 10, 14, 19 in Figure 10).
Figure 10. Ratio of attending to participating for each participant for each class session. Each data
point represents one 3-hour class (Lobel et. al., 2002, p. 9).
Extrapolating from the work by Lobel et. al. (2002) to the current study, the use of a SWBCS
offers more opportunities for interactions to occur as well as a space for groups to interact in real time. The
parallel nature of the group interaction in one medium such as chat may become overwhelming when
multiple mediums (chat, audio and whiteboard) are provided for group interactions. The ability for students
to provide and receive feedback in different ways may also change the way students attend and participate.
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This study will not examine all of these concepts, but Lobel et. al. (2002) provide interesting information
on interactions in online systems that may guide sine if the research.
Swigger, Brazile, Bryon, Livingston, Lopez, and Reynes (1999) conducted a study designed to
determine the effect of collaborative technology on student learning outcomes, student attitudes and
attitudes about collaboration. The data were analyzed to determine which, factors contributed to successful
/unsuccessful collaboration in these collaborative systems. Results from over 400 students show that “most
distributed groups produced work that was indistinguishable from groups doing the same work face-toface” (p. 3). As is usually the case with group work, some groups performed poorly, some had members
who never participated, and some work teams complained about the system, even though they performed
well.
The interface for this study consisted of a shared web-browser and a set of collaborative tools that
permitted groups to chat, use a white board, share applications, and files. Systems logs were used to collect
data on source, time, and type of interaction, constituting a detailed record of types of activities that the
students and groups performed while using the interface. Data analysis indicated group chat was the most
frequently used collaboration tool regardless of course content or activity. The study also observed several
problems with using this environment. For example:
1.

Students had trouble multi-tasking and using multiple windows,

2.

Students had difficulty distinguishing between shared and individual modes on the computer due
to a lack of experience with shared applications,

3.

Students found it difficult to map computer-collaborative tools onto the specific tasks, and

4.

Students became frustrated when they did not know what other members of the group were doing
The study also showed that the collaborative interface was a good tool to use for groups to

brainstorm and co-author documents. Doing this task in the synchronous environment was found to
encourage both talking and doing in the same meeting. On the other hand, because of the often restrictive
nature of the interface, groups were forced to talk to each other through the keyboard rather than verbally.
Therefore, team members with inadequate typing skills felt inhibited or restrained. This point is quite
important for SWBCS as multiple means of communication are available and should help to alleviate this
problem.
Rourke and Anderson (2002) studied the capacity of web-based, group communication systems to
support case-based teaching and learning, with eleven graduate students studying at a distance. Using
action research, students were randomly assigned to three groups using one of the following
communication tools: (a) Wimba, an asynchronous voice system; (b) MSN messenger, a synchronous text
system; (c) or Tutor’s Edge, a synchronous voice system. The goal of the interactions between the students
was to produce a 3000 word report and a presentation. Data were collected from written and verbal reports,
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student activity time logs, student reflections on the project, and a one hour group interview conducted via
audio conference.
The analysis of the data provided interesting results, with the most powerful detail being that none
of the groups maintained the fidelity of their treatment. Participants used each system strategically, with
email used to share files and arrange meetings, while synchronous voice systems were used for more
immediate needs such as brainstorming and decision-making. This study provided quite a few student
insights pertaining to interaction and the use of synchronous tools for distance education. For illustrative
purposes, some have been quoted here.
When we found [the synchronous voice tool], that was when we became most passionate about the
project. We were finally able to discuss, plan and debate the issues in real time. Issues that would
take 2-3 days to discuss asynchronously could be resolved in a few minutes. (p. 6)
Our group tried to use the asynchronous voice technology as a synchronous communications tool
when we needed to brainstorm solutions, have discussions, and distribute the tasks (asynchronous
group member) (p. 6).

Rourke and Anderson found that although the instructional activity seemed to have more of an
effect than the communication mode, the asynchronous voice group, who switched to synchronous voice
mode after the first week, did report they were able to get to know each other better and faster once they
switched. They stated that “the [synchronous voice tool] enabled us to joke around with each other and
gave us an opportunity to chat about things unrelated to the task at hand. This built a community out of our
team (asynchronous voice group member)” (p. 6). Overall, this study was very enlightening and leads to
many questions that should be explored for distance learning as it pertains to modes of communication.
Summary of Interactions in Social Learning
Review of literature on interaction portrays how important the technology is in distance education.
Interaction is an integral part of social learning theories such as social presence, sense of community and
community building as well as a factor in the dialog element of transactional distance. This section has
provided a wide variety of research on social learning interaction in groups and in whole classes. The most
important outcome of this research is that synchronous mediums tend to offer more immediate forms of
communication and therefore are often used for social interactions that might not occur as easily in the
asynchronous environments. This is very important when examining SWBCSs that offer the ability to
enhance the interaction for both large and small groups utilizing many different modes of synchronous
communication.
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Community
Introduction to Community
Social interaction between people with shared goals or ideas is the basis and the nature of
community. Time spent sharing goals and ideas allow relationships to be formed and communities are built.
In the case of learning, the shared goal is to sustain learning, thus learning communities are formed. In
order to create successful online learning environments, instructors need to include means and mechanisms
through which, online social interactions can be fostered. The means to build community have existed for a
long time in tools such as discussion boards, chat and other forms of online communication, and have been
the subject of many educational studies. In this study, the issue is not the inclusion of the tools in the online
environment, but the manner in which, SWBCS are used to create and sustain learning relationships. The
following section looks at some of the most prominent work in the area of community and synchronous
distance education. As an advance organizer of the material to be reviewed on community presented here, a
matrix of the studies reviewed is provided in Table 15.
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Table 15. Summary of Research on Community in Synchronous Distance Education
Purpose of study

Method

Delivery Method

Important Statistics

Importance to this study

Examined changes necessary for a

Qualitative

Audio Conferencing

Surveys with closed and

Suggestions collected on

student centered approach to

open ended questions N=120

how to improve the learner

distance education using audio

students, 14 courses

centered environment.

Authors and Dates
Burge & Howard (1990)

conferencing

Examined the sense of classroom

Used a validated

One-way closed circuit

Descriptive statistics of pre

Educators need to re-

community in a television-based

Sense of Classroom

television broadcast to 24

and post SCCI, ANOVA,

conceptualize how sense of

higher education distance course

Community Index

remote classroom sites in

ANCOVA, discriminant

community can be

compared to the same course in a

(SCCI) Mixed

conjunction with Two-way

analysis N=120 students,

stimulated in a different

audio teleconferencing

101 face-to-face, 19 distance

learning environments

face-to-face setting

Rovai & Lucking (2003)
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Research on Community
There are many studies that discuss community in synchronous and asynchronous distance
education environments. Only a few will be presented here. Burge and Howard (1990) along with Rovai
and Lucking (2003) looked at social issues from the community perspective. Rovai and Lucking measured
the sense of classroom community in a television-based higher education distance course and the same
course in a face-to-face setting, while Burge and Howard, looked at community-building and interaction
using audio conferencing.
The Burge and Howard study was a non-generalizable small case study examining changes
necessary for successful distance education using audio conferencing when a student-centered approach is
taken. In fourteen courses 120 students returned end-of-course surveys that contained both open-ended and
closed-response questions. Results showed students quickly adjusted to using the technology and were in
general satisfied with their courses and the learning experience. The most important outcome was
suggestions collected on how to improve the learner centered environment. Although most students were
not adversely affected by the absence of visual cues, they suggested: (a) avoiding online lecturing and
promoting student-student interaction on and off-line; (b) creating conditions to promote feeling and being
successful; and (c) employing facilitators who are personable, keep control, and give regular feedback. Due
to reduced visual cues, attention must be paid to the interactive courtesies of a quiet and attentive classroom
and to local site group dynamics so participants can join in an ordered sequence of speakers without feeling
pressure of interrupting. These suggestions are useful as information to guide our teaching strategies while
using SWBCS.
Rovai’s study was more robust, including 120 students in two sections of an undergraduate
education course, 101 from the distance section and 19 from the face-to-face section. The distance
education delivery consisted of one-way closed circuit television broadcast to 24 remote classroom sites
located throughout the state, complemented by two-way audio teleconferencing. Data were collected via a
validated ‘Sense of Classroom Community Index (SCCI)’ (Rovai, 2002). The SCCI was a self-reporting
survey, used to operationalize the classroom community. Using a causal-comparative design, the study
investigated differences between and within groups, controlling for instructor and course effects by having
the same instructor teach both sections. Students self-selected course sections based on proximity to an
available classroom site with overflow students placed in the telecourse studio as audience members at the
main campus. The researchers discuss the fact that the measurement of sense of community was limited to
self report measures by the students and may be affected by additional variables such as: (a) instructor
communication styles, (b) student stages of learning, (c) instructor teaching styles and pedagogy, (d)
instructor immediacy, and (e) the course parameters.
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Classroom community increased during the semester for the traditional course with a significant
difference (p = .005) between the pre and post test, while the distance education section’s sense of
community decreased only slightly.

Table 16. Sense of Classroom Community by Type of Classroom (Rovai & Lucking, 2003, p. 6)
Type course and sites

Community pretest

Community posttest

M

SD

M

SD

n1

n2

Traditional total

123.00

13.38

133.58

11.28

20

19

Distance total

110.56

15.89

106.65

19.64

130

101

Note: Total possible scores range from 0 to 160, with higher scores reflecting a stronger sense of classroom community. Variable n1 is
the total number of enrolled students at each location. Variable n2 is the number of students at each location participating in
this study.

A two-group stepwise discriminant analysis showed three significant items on the SCCI were
important in discriminating participants between traditional and distance education sections:
•

“I feel spirit of community” (community spirit) (coefficient = .57; traditional group: M =
3.53, SD = .51; distance education group: M = 2.46, SD = .82)

•

“I feel comfortable speaking candidly” (ease of interaction) (coefficient = .44; traditional
group: M = 3.47, SD = .61; distance education group: M = 2.47, SD = .89)

•

“I feel a sense of certainty in this course” (feelings of certainty about the course) (coefficient
= .38; traditional group: M = 3.47, SD = .51; distance education group: M = 2.43, SD = .97).
Using these three items as predictors, 75% of original grouped cases were correctly classified. In

each instance, the distance education group felt less positive regarding these three items than did the
traditional group. These results suggest telecourse students felt a lower spirit of community than did their
traditional section counterparts. They felt less trust, making them less comfortable speaking candidly and
less certain about the course. As a conclusion, the researchers state that “educators who perceive the value
of social bonds in the learning process may have to re-conceptualize how sense of community can be
stimulated in a variety of learning environments” (p. 8). This study is important to the study of social
interactions in a SWBCS as social bonds should be easier to stimulate in this environment, but will still
need to be addressed in the design of SWBCS activities.
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Summary of community
Community requires the sustained interaction of people with shared goals and ideas. Learning
communities require social and academic interactions that sustain learning. The research reviewed here has
shown that social interactions in the distance education environment can lead to learners’ development of a
sense of community, but it is not as straight forward as it is in the traditional classroom. In order to create
successful online learning environments, instructors need to include means and mechanisms through which,
online social interactions can be fostered. SWBCS offer the means via tools embedded in the system. This
study will look at the mechanisms or pedagogical strategies that instructors use to increase the interactions
both socially and academically that allow learning communities to form.
Summary of Social Learning
The previous discussions have pertained to three concepts within social learning that have shown
to be important in the distance education environment, namely: (a) social presence, (b) social learning
interaction, and (c) community. These social learning concepts provide a basis for the discussion of
significant research on synchronous distance learning and how it is affected by the elements present in
social learning settings. In addition, concepts of social learning have been shown to intermingle with both
transactional distance and the concept of interaction, all playing important rolls in the theoretical
framework of this study. This theoretical framework will evolve further as the field of distance education
and web-based synchronous distance education are examined.
Web-Based Synchronous Distance Education
Synchronous web-based instruction as found in a SWBCS has seen little study. Most research on
synchronous distance education has been done in courses utilizing tools such as: (a) textual chat, (b)
MOOs, (c) non web-based audio and video conferencing and (d) audiographics. Other non web-based
interactive tools such as interactive television and satellite broadcasts in conjunction with a two-way phone
bridge have also been reported in the literature. Those not familiar with these technologies can read a full
description of each tool in Appendix A for clarification.
Since integrated systems such as SWBCS are fairly new, they have not been extensively studied.
Some researchers have investigated the use of electronic meeting places and low end synchronous systems
(Farnham, 2001; Guzley, 2001; Jancke, 2000; Mark, 1999). Others have studied instructional strategies in
synchronous online systems and topics directly relating to SWBCS (Collins, 2000; Hofmann, 2000; Knolle,
2000). However, none have reported how and why instructors would use synchronous web-based systems.
This gap is being addressed in this study. The exploratory research described here will define pedagogical
approaches to using SWBCS; providing meaningful insight on strategies that can be used to improve
distance education.
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Synchronous web-Based Course Systems (SWBCS)
Introduction
In Chapter One, a description of the SWBCS system, Elluminate Live! ™, that was used in this
study was provided (see Table 1 and Figure 1). To reiterate, a SWBCS combines many different tools into
one interface creating a web-based environment where a whole class or a group within a class can interact
in real-time. This system can be used by as few as two people or as many as feasible with the content,
connections and bandwidth available. SWBCS have tools such as textual chat, two-way VOIP audio, realtime presentation and whiteboard areas, application sharing and more. The next few sections will take a
look at the research that has been conducted in the area of SWBCS in educational environments. As an
advance organizer of literature on SWBCS research presented here, a matrix of the studies reviewed is
provided in Table 17.
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Table 17. Summary of Research on Synchronous web-Based Course Systems
Purpose of study

Method

Delivery Method

Important Statistics

Importance to this study

Authors and Dates

Examined the differing and

Ethnographic Study using

Netmeeting without audio

Means on responses to

Provided important lessons on

Mark, Grudin, &

evolving patterns of use

observation, questionnaires,

and video but in conjunction

questionnaires are provided for

how to manage a class or

Poltrock (1999)

document analysis, and

with telephone conferencing

some questions. No other

meeting using synchronous

statistics reported.

web-based communications.

interviews
Tracked and observed the

Qualitative study using

Flatland and Netmeeting

Summary statistics only were

Points out some important

White, Gupta,

evolving use of a new

questionnaires in 3 classes

were used to give live

provided. N1=4, N2=10, N3=7

issues about integrating and

Grudin, Chesley,

using synchronous

Kimberly & Sanocki

communication systems.

(2000)
Evans (2000)

synchronous web-based system

demonstrations

Discusses reasoning and

Qualitative report. Used

Horizonlive implemented in a

No statistical data is provided

Provides some insights into the

process for implementing a

surveys to solicit opinions

live studio situation with

except in summary form.

implementation of SWBCS and

SWBCS in distance education.

from faculty and students.

students at distance sites.

Examined what happens to

Mixed Method Qualitative

Used LearnLinc iNet in

Summary statistics were

Provides suggestions for

Frank, Kurtz, &

teachers and students

study using series of pre-post

classrooms at two different

provided. N1=38, N2=19, N3=13.

implementation and lessons

Levin, (2002)

participating in distance

class questionnaires in

sites where each student had

Two-tailed t-test for pre/post

learned for success.

education projects.

sequential classes with

a headset with a microphone

technology interactions were

observation, interviews and

and a computer.

only significant difference (t=-

how it is received.
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content analysis.

3.37, p<.01)

Identified how instructors

Masters thesis using

Horizonlive implemented in a

N=56 instructors. Statistical data

Data was reduced to 68

translate guidelines they found

qualitative Delphi technique.

live studio situation with

is not provided, but final 68

strategies used by instructors

to be successful in the

Three questionnaires were

students at distance sites.

strategies are given with their

that support Chickering &

traditional classroom to the

used in succession to get to

average ratings.

Gamson’s (1987) seven

synchronous online

final result.

environment.

principles of good
undergraduate teaching.

Knolle (2002)

Introduction to SWBCS Research
After an extensive search of the literature, a lack of current research related to the use of SWBCS
is evident. Terms used in the search included synchronous online learning, synchronous online classrooms,
synchronous web based instruction, synchronous distance education, synchronous distance learning,
synchronous training, HorizonLive, Elluminate, vClass, Centra, LearnLinc, Interwise, LLinc and WebEx,
all combined with the term research. This covers most of the major synchronous companies’ products as
well as most of the terms currently being used in this area. The search resulted in a few educational
research articles and one Masters Thesis (Blakeslee & Johnson, 2002; Danchak, 2000; Ellis, 1997; Evans,
2000; Frank, 2002; Knolle, 2000). Most of the research found was conducted by Microsoft researchers
(Cadiz, 2000; Farnham, 2001; Jancke et al., 2000; Mark et al., 1999; White, 2000) and borders on usability
research rather than pedagogical research. Other resources discussed the features of SWBCS and how they
may be used (Ellis, 1997; Hofmann, 2001 & 2004; Hyder, 2002; Schullo, in press). Only one (Knolle 2002)
reported on pedagogical issues that face distance educators. Only those that have significant bearing on the
current study are discussed here.
Research by Microsoft on Synchronous systems
An ethnographic case study by Microsoft researchers in conjunction with Boeing (Mark, Grudin,
& Poltrock 1999), examined how desktop conferencing with application sharing was used routinely by four
groups within a major company. The authors discuss differing and evolving patterns of use including a
range of difficulties arising from poor communication. The project required merging communication
technologies and information sharing technologies by using NetMeeting in conjunction with
teleconferencing. Four geographically distributed groups were studied in the Boeing Company. The groups
had existed for six months or more and had recently started using desktop conferencing. In some cases a
conference room with a computer connected to a projector was used for groups at one site and in others
each member was at his or her own desk.
The behavior of the teams was observed in their work environment with one author attended
meetings silently and taking notes. Recordings were not permitted. The teams were observed for 3 months
during weekly or bi-weekly meetings. Data collection utilized questionnaires after each meeting to
determine ease of using the technology, social aspects of participation, and satisfaction of the meeting. In
addition, in-depth interviews with 19 members were conducted and meeting documents were collected. A
content analysis was performed resulting in a list of problems and solutions.
Overall, the use of NetMeeting was felt to be worthwhile. However, problems did occur that
affected the flow of meetings. These were due mainly to difficulties in coordination and proper protocols
for this new approach. For example, problems occurred with setup for the meetings, and the teams did not
use the environment for collaborative production, therefore limiting the usefulness of the technology.
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Problems with coordinating interaction made it difficult to coordinate participation, identify speakers, and
know who was present. Team members felt it was difficult to tell how others were feeling and what their
intent was. There was little socialization that had previously been present in face-to-face meetings. Some
participants suggested low involvement was due to multitasking.
Solutions to these problems came as organizational and procedural advancements in the teams. For
example, roles were created such as the technology facilitator role and the virtual meeting facilitator to
make things run smoothly. These new roles addressed many of the interaction problems. The facilitator
often coordinated speaking turns by recognizing body language in the conference room or hearing an
utterance online and making sure to directly address remote site participants. In addition, one group found
it useful to add a chat channel for side conversations that would not disturb the meeting.
Advantages in using this type of system over teleconferencing alone were seen in the ability to
share documents. This allowed the group to share last minute changes, provided focus by using the mouse
to draw attention to a certain aspect of the document, and was found to be more useful than live video. The
use of this system increased attendance at meetings by alleviating the need to meet face-to-face. Some of
the lessons learned will be helpful to instructors for effectively managing a class taught using a SWBCS as
some of the same problems that were evident here will occur in a class taught synchronously online unless
these issues are addressed.
Another research project by Microsoft (White, Gupta, Grudin, Chesley, Kimberly & Sanocki,
2000) studied the evolving use of a system called Flatland which, provides a wide range of interaction
capabilities. The study reports on the use of the software in three multi-session training courses.
Discussion includes (a) the overall reaction of students and instructors, (b) the changes in behavior and
perception over sessions, (c) and formation of social conventions over sessions.
Flatland combines NetShow (streaming audio and video) with a collection of feedback
mechanisms allowing the presenter to receive both solicited and unsolicited responses from the viewers.
The screen layout has:
•

a video of the presenter

•

slides for presentation

•

questions that allow audience to vote

•

a text chat area
A separate area is available for questions to the presenter. Feedback mechanisms include:

•

check boxes for speed and clarity

•

a button to leave the presentation

•

a list of audience members

•

a place to raise your hand
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For this study, NetMeeting was used to also provide for application sharing.
A total of twenty-one students participated in different classes in which, the instructors were
observed and videotaped. Each instructor received fifteen minutes of training. Data collection was
implemented through questionnaires. Overall the reactions were positive with students feeling there was
more interaction than they would have gotten in a face-to-face class. Students rated the desktop-to-desktop
instruction more highly than the instructors, but instructors grew more comfortable and eventually most
liked it. Students liked the ability to multitask during slow periods using verbal cues to return to the class
when they were ready to start again. Although the reactions were positive, the feedback features did not
seem to compensate as much as it was hoped they would. Students and instructors had difficulties with the
interface when trying to switch between Flatland and NetMeeting. The authors felt many of these issues
could have been avoided if more instruction and guidelines had been provided to instructors.
White, Gupta, Grudin, Chesley, Kimberly, and Sanocki (2000), report that from the student
perspective, it took about two sessions for participants to become comfortable with the technology. This
was evident by the level of interaction that occurred from session to session. Over the last three sessions of
one course, the type of exchanges on the classroom changed (see Table 18) as students needed less
technical support and could concentrate on the content of the course. Communication directed to the
instructor also doubled with the number of responses to the instructor’s comments rising from one in
session two to twenty-four in session four.
Table 18. Breakdown of interactive exchanges over the last three sessions of a class using Flatland
and Netmeeting (White, et. al. 2000).
Session

% Class related

% Social

% Technical

2

27

11

62

4

60

26

14

Some other problems were caused by the instructor’s environment being different from the
students as well as uncertainty from students on how certain tools functioned. Multiple inputs were
sometimes a problem, causing students to feel ignored when the instructor did not respond. Students needed
more means for feedback to and from the instructor but were also not sure which, channel to use with the
options they already had. Overall, the system was used successfully, students learned and liked the system,
but instructors missed the face-to-face experience with only two of the three remaining positive about the
technology at the end of the study.
Research on Commercially Available SWBCS
A report by Bill Evans (2000), Operations Manager at California State University, Chico discusses
the processes necessary when, after 25 years of delivering distance education, funding was cut and they
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needed to transition their 120 satellite-based distance education courses to a blended live-Internet and webenhanced model powered by HorizonLive, a SWBCS, and WebCT, an asynchronous web-based course
management system. This option was chosen over converting all courses to a completely asynchronous
model for monetary reasons as development of the courses would require increased, rather than reduced,
funding over a long time period. Chico reviewed the many products available to them at the time and
settled on HorizonLive because it contained the most desired features and would be compatible with the
existing WebCT courseware.
To facilitate the change-over, they enhanced their existing studio classrooms with some minor
equipment changes and began to stream classes through HorizonLive via the Internet. For the original pilot
study, two courses were offered in a dual satellite/Internet mode and two additional courses were offered as
Internet-only. Approximately 175 students enrolled in the courses. Internet participation was encouraged,
but voluntary, resulting in 65 students participating live via the Internet each week. Students were surveyed
online through WebCT midway through the semester with a 54% return rate. Some of the pertinent results
include:
•

81% felt it was important that class archives were available for each session

•

78% access live or archived classes at least once or twice a week

•

69% looked forward to taking more courses in this mode

•

62% had a positive experience using the Internet in these classes

•

49% got online without ever calling tech support.
Although this study mainly addressed the issues of implementation of a SWBCS into an existing

distance education program, the perceptions from students and faculty about SWBCS are useful in
completing the overall picture of the use of SWBCS in the distance classroom.
Frank, Kurtz, and Levin (2002) examined two pre-university courses that used LearnLinc iNet, a
synchronous distance classroom. The study used a broadcast studio and LearnLinc integrated together to
transmit via broadband to two sites. The system provided for two-way communication using video, voice
and data between the instructor and the distant classes. Students sat in front of their computers and
participated in the instructor-learner interaction. Each student had a computer, a microphone and earphones
for voice interaction. Two way video was installed at one site while one-way video was used at the other.
This study also included at least one face-to-face meeting.
Pre-post questionnaires, participant observation, semi-structured interviews and data retrieved
from the system were used to collect information on ideas, emotions, difficulties and behaviors. Content
analysis was used to review and categorize data. The courses were in succession and included 38 students
for the first, 19 students for the second, and 13 for the third.
It was found that 92% of the students had high motivation coming into the program, 82% believed
they would succeed and that the course was important. The questionnaire after the first class showed
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general satisfaction was high (4 on scale from 1-5), but the end of class questionnaire results were
moderate, averaging a little above 3. Teachers received high average marks (3.6 and up) for knowledge,
preparation, presentation, organization, clarity, interest, attitude to students and work and general level of
teaching. The required use of the computer did not distract from motivation as 90% replied very positively
to ease of computer use. Questions pertaining to layout were also positive, with live video rating the lowest
and whiteboard use the highest. One third of the students felt that contacting the instructor or asking
questions was difficult, but when asked to compare this course to other face-to-face courses, the results
were positive. Students were disappointed that little homework was collected and graded, stating that more
exercises would have been useful.
Qualitative data analysis resulted in three important items from the student perspective (a)
advantages of distance learning over traditional teaching methods, (b) interaction between students and
instructors as well as students themselves during lessons and (c) the structure of the distance class and
study conditions. From the teacher’s perspective (a) concerns about preparation and presentation of distant
lessons, (b) limitations imposed on student-teacher interactions and (c) abilities required for distance
teaching, were the most prominent.
The final result was a discussion on implications of synchronous distance learning including
implementation tips for instructors. Some of the more important recommendations are discussed here.
Students felt that immediate feedback was a good feature that required them to stay alert in order to
respond to the instructor. However, questions or observations in the chat area were not responded to or
responded to too late. The teacher’s teaching style resulted in few opportunities to speak; therefore the
students did not feel they interacted. Students also did not feel a personal connection to the teacher as the
teacher’s approach was generally not personal. When provided content before and during the lecture,
students found that taking copious notes distracted from learning, but also did not want to have all the
slides provided ahead of time as they felt the lesson did not add much then. A suggestion for skeleton slides
was the resulting solution.
From the teacher’s perspective, they emphasized the importance of preparation and training for
this environment and found it difficult to interact due to lack of visual clues. Although the student could
indicate a question, both teachers and students found this new tool awkward to use. Teachers liked the
ability for bidirectional immediate feedback using polling and answering questions, but had other
reservations about interaction mainly due to lack of visual cues. This resulted from a poor quality of video
used to see the students at the distance sites. In summation, teachers need experience and the ability to
concentrate and coordinate with the technological system during the lecture. Most importantly, they must
be comfortable with the computerized environment.
Although this study did use a SWBCS, students at the distance sites were actually together in one
room which, later was discussed by researchers. They felt this environment required more of a lecture
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mode with a large presentation screen, speakers and wired microphones such as would be used in an offsite video conferencing classroom. Overall, this study provides some good ideas for instructors and could
be used as a guideline, but further study is necessary before it can be generalized.
Knolle (2002) conducted a Delphi study investigating the best practices for using HorizonLive, a
SWBCS, to teach in the synchronous online environment. The study used the Seven Principles for Good
Practice in Undergraduate Education (Chickering & Gamson, 1987) as a theoretical framework. As
reported earlier (Evans 2000), instructors previously using satellite transmission to conduct courses were
transferred to a blended model using a SWBCS and an asynchronous course management system. The
study included 56 instructors who had previously taught via HorizonLive for one or more semesters. Data
were collected via three self-reported, anonymous, web-based questionnaires with a return rate of 50%.
These instruments were not verified and therefore may be lacking in validity. However, the resulting data
condensed to produce 68 strategies for addressing Chickering and Gamsons’ (1987) seven principles when
using HorizonLive. The results were grouped based on the strategy they applied to and ranked according to
effectiveness by the instructors. In addition, responses from the instructors were used to form guidelines for
implementing the strategies in the online self-report.
One evident factor in the review of this study is that many instructors taught in a combination
setting where students were present both in the studio audience and online. This seemed to influence
guidelines needed to accommodate both online and face-to-face students at the same time. The instructors
used an asynchronous system (WebCT) to support the online learners. This blend of asynchronous and
synchronous instruction was not really taken into account as the guidelines seemed to place items in the
synchronous environment that may have been better utilized in the asynchronous environment. This result
may have been due to the fact that Chico was trying to convert satellite based instruction to online-based
instruction with the least amount of development, while still maintaining its quality (Evans, 2000). This
study reported the literature on synchronous online systems lacking and that no guidelines were available
for instructors who were trying to use synchronous systems effectively in their courses. In fact, it states that
“the bulk of research that does exist relates to real-time chat for communication” (p. 5).
The final 68 strategies from this study were ranked based on the total score given by instructors
and the number of instructors who selected the item. This resulted in eight strategies that received a rating
of 6.0 or higher out of a possible 7.0, when ranked according to effectiveness. A complete listing of all 68
strategies is not feasible here, however, the list of highly rated strategies is provided in Table 19. The
strategies are listed according to Chickering & Gamson’s principles, which, can be seen in Table 20.
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Table 19. Pedagogical Strategies Identified by Instructors Using SWBCS That Support Chickering
& Gamson’s Seven Principles For Good Practice Undergraduate Education (Knolle, 2002).
Principle-Idea #

Strategies Identified

Number of Votes

Average Rating

P1-03

Acknowledge students comments throughout the class

171

6.11

179

6.39

169

6.40

183

6.54

182

6.50

169

6.04

175

6.25

169

6.04

session
P5-08

Have materials, web sites, and information organized and
ready to use prior to the class session

P5-05

Focus the discussion and lecture in class by displaying slides
showing the current course topic or discussion
item

P6-02

Model high expectations when teaching in the online
environment through quality lecture material and
feedback to students

P6-01

Refer to the course syllabus, grading scale, and requirements
during the online class session to clarify
expectations for projects, assignments, etc.

P6-03

Show detailed descriptions o f assignments and rubrics for
grading when introducing assignments or projects
to students

P7-08

Reframe students’ comments when necessary to facilitate

P7-01

Vary activities. Lectures, Q&A, discussion and guest

others’ understanding of the issues
speakers during the class session

Table 20. Chickering & Gamson’s Seven Principles for Good Practice in Undergraduate Education
(Chickering & Gamson, 1987).
Principle #

Principle

1

Encourages contact between students and faculty

2

Develops reciprocity and cooperation among students

3

Encourages active learning

4

Gives prompt feedback

5

Emphasizes time on task

6

Communicates high expectations

7

Respects diverse talents and ways of learning

Summary of research on SWBCS
The research reviewed in this section has provided guidelines that can be passed on to instructors
utilizing SWBCS in their course to assist them in planning and successfully implementing pedagogical
strategies. Overviews of some of the early development of systems for teaching synchronously have been
reported, offering an understanding of the technical and usability issues that will be faced by instructors and
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students alike. Information has been provided to assist in planning student support services and training for
instructors and support personnel. Knolle (2002) offered some insight into pedagogical strategies that can
be utilized in the SWBCS environment, but a gap still exists in evaluating how the instructors actually use
the software to support these pedagogical strategies and how well they work. The self-reported nature of
Knolle’s study does not address whether the strategies reported were implemented properly or even which,
system (asynchronous or synchronous) the strategy was implemented in. This study will address these
issues by observing the strategies in use during live synchronous classes or from archived recording of the
classes. This will allow for unbiased examination of the strategies and proper categorization. The
effectiveness of the strategies will be examined by studying the interactions, the reactions, and the feedback
from the students and the instructors during the sessions, followed by interviews and surveys.
Instructional strategies in synchronous online systems
Introduction to Instructional Strategies
In order to record and assess the instructional strategies that instructors choose to utilize in the
SWBCS, a method must be used to categorize the strategies. Although this could be accomplished
thematically at the time of data analysis, the probability that all raters would use the same terminology is
very small. Therefore a framework needs to be identified. For this reason, a search was conducted for
online teaching strategies to see if any pre-existing frameworks are available. The following discussion
outlines findings in this area, however most of the information reviewed was not research based, but rather
lessons learned.
Research contributions to instructional strategies in synchronous online systems
One significant contribution in this area was found in the Distance Education Handbook by Moore
& Anderson (2003). The chapter by Bonk and Dennen provides some frameworks for research that have
promise. Bonk and Dennen list five frameworks for online learning: (1) psychological justification for
online learning, (2) participant interaction, (3) level of web integration, (4) student and instructor roles and
(5) pedagogical strategies. In their discussion they state that “as the growth in this area of teaching
explodes, it becomes important to understand various pedagogical strategies that can be used for online
teaching” (p. 338). Bonk and Dennen assert “there is a dearth of knowledge about pedagogical tools and
strategies for the web” (p. 338) which, leaves us with a growing need for pedagogical frameworks to
consider the web for teaching. Bonk and Dennan examined a series of research studies and online course
experiments at Indiana University that spurred their interest in the development of various online learning
frameworks. Of the resulting frameworks, two (participant interaction and pedagogical strategies) are of
particular interest to this study.
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Bonk, Medury, and Reynolds developed a framework in 1994 to assist in understanding the levels
of interaction fostered by synchronous and asynchronous computer conferencing and collaborative writing
tools. The table below is reproduced to show how this framework categorizes interaction.
Table 21. Framework for Participant Interaction (Bonk & Dennen, 2003 p. 339)

From Instructors

From Students

To Students

To Instructors

To Practitioners/Experts

Syllabus, schedule, profiles,

Course resources, syllabi,

Tutorials, online articles, listservs,

tasks and tests, lecture notes

lecture notes and activities,

electronic conferences, learning

and slides, feedback and

electronic forums, teaching

communities, news from

email, resources, course

stories and ideas,

discipline/field, products to apply

changes

commentary

in field

Models or samples of prior

Class voting, polling,

Resumes and professional links,

work, course discussions and

completed online quizzes

web page links, field reflections

virtual debate information,

and tests, minute papers,

and commentary

introductions and profiles, link

course evaluations and

sharing, personal portfolios,

feedback, reflection logs,

peer commenting or

sample student work

evaluation
From Practitioners/Experts

web tele-apprenticeships,

Survey opinion

Discussion forums, listservs,

online commentary and

information, course

virtual professional development,

feedback, e-fieldtrips,

feedback, online

team explorations and

internships ad job

mentoring, listservs

communities

announcements

The Pedagogical Strategies framework, is of great interest to this study as well as it provides one
starting point for thematic sorting of strategies used by instructors in the SWBCS. The model is based on
previous work by Bonk and Reynolds as discussed in the web Based Learning book by Khan (1997). Bonk
and Reynolds designed this framework by detailing a set of instructional strategies for the web and linking
them to relevant creativity, critical thinking, and cooperative learning literature. The initial pedagogical
framework from Bonk and Reynolds has been extended by Bonk and Dennen to include motivational
techniques and principals. The following (Table 22.) depicts the resulting framework.
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Table 22. Framework for Pedagogical Strategies (Bonk & Dennen, 2003 p. 340)
Motivational and Ice Breaking Activities

Creative Thinking Activities

•

8 Noun introduction

•

Brainstorming

•

Coffee house Expectations

•

Role-Play

•

Scavenger Hunts

•

Topical Discussions

•

Two Truths, one Lie

•

web-based Explorations and Readings

•

Public Commitments

•

Recursive Tasks

•

Share-A-Link

•

Electronic Séances

Critical Thinking Activities

Collaborative Learning Activities

•

Electronic voting and polling

•

Starter Wrapper discussions

•

Delphi technique

•

Structured Controversy

•

reading reactions

•

Symposia or Expert Panels

•

summary writing and minute papers

•

Electronic Mentors and Guests

•

field reflections

•

Round robin activities

•

Online case analyses

•

Jigsaw and Group problem solving

•

evaluating web resources

•

Gallery tours and publishing work

•

Instructor as well as Student generated

•

Email pals/web buddies and

virtual debates

critical/constructive friends

Other suggestions provided by Bonk and Dennen in this chapter relate to extending these
categories to reading and writing intensive online exercises as well as additional ideas for online
pedagogical strategies. These additional strategies could also be categorized in the manner discussed in
Table 22.
Another framework discussed by Bonk and Dennen has potential to be useful. This framework
categorizes the online instructor tasks into four separate roles: (a) pedagogical, (b) social, (c) managerial,
and (d) technological. While reviewing the recorded class session in the SWBCS, there will be times when
actions of both the instructor and the students do not fall in the category of pedagogy or learning, but are
rather classroom management related. The categories of social, managerial, and technological may help to
properly code these instances.
During the search for a good framework, the Saskatchewan Educational Training and Employment
handbook (1991) came up repeatedly. Although no research could be found related with the information
provided on this site, the model they use is very intriguing. They present an instructional framework (see
Figure 11) that identifies and illustrates interrelationships among instructional approaches and illustrates
approaches in instruction ranging from a broad instructional model, to an instructional skill.
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Figure 11. Instructional Framework (Saskatchewan Educational Training and Employment
handbook, 1991).

The framework needed for this study would be at the instructional strategies level with
instructional methods being sorted into categories as they are used by instructors in the SWBCS. This is a
feasible starting approach to sorting the strategies used. However, to be clear, definitions of what a strategy
is and what each category means is needed. The most difficult part of using this or any other framework is
the fact that these categories are not completely clear. Methods of instruction may overlap (see Figure 12)
into two or more strategies defined depending on the teaching styles of the instructors.
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Figure 12. Classification of Instructional Strategies (Saskatchewan Educational Training and
Employment handbook, 1991).
The use of the categories, direct and indirect, have been seen before in this review as they were
used as variables in the study by Saba and Shearer (1994) on transactional distance. This helps to support
the idea that using a framework based on these instructional strategies would be beneficial. Definitions of
all these strategies would have to be solidified before they could be utilized for sorting, so further
investigation is warranted before a final framework is set.
In his new book E-Learning (in press), Khan has created an e-learning framework with eight
dimensions
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1.

institutional

2.

pedagogical

3.

technological

4.

interface design

5.

evaluation

6.

management

7.

resource support

8.

ethical
Each dimension has several sub-dimensions and each consists of issues focused on a specific

aspect of an e-learning environment. Kahn (2001) states:
The pedagogical dimension of e-learning refers to teaching and learning. This dimension
addresses issues concerning goals/objectives, content, design approach, organization, methods and
strategies, and medium of e-learning environments. Various e-learning methods and strategies
include presentation, demonstration, drill and practice, tutorials, games, story telling, simulations,
role-playing, discussion, interaction, modeling, facilitation, collaboration, debate, field trips,
apprenticeship, case studies, generative development, and motivation (¶ 4 ).

Khan describes methods and strategies that are common to discussions of online learning
pedagogical strategies; however no good categories are discussed in which, we can place these different yet
similar strategies.
Some have even tied the strategies to the delivery format as a method to categorize strategies. For
example; one-to-one, one-to-many, and many-to-many are commonly used as sorting parameters when
discussing instructional strategies and technology for online learning.
Summary of Instructional Strategies
This section has reviewed literature pertaining to categorizing instructional strategies. Since the
literature is not clear-cut, a framework will be built that addresses the strategies by combining the results
found from literature, along with experiences from the researcher. The “instructional methods” discussed in
the literature and used by the instructors will be sorted into these “instructional strategy” categories to
provide a clear picture of what is happening in the SWBCS.
Chapter Conclusion
This chapter has provided a general understanding of the research in synchronous distance
education as it pertains to transactional distance, interaction and social learning. It has pointed out gaps in
the research that this study plans to address, highlighting where the research reviewed can provide insights.
The chapter began by discussing a theoretical framework that will be used in this research and is supported
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by previous research. This framework is made up of transactional distance theory and social learning
theories. The principal constructs within these theories and the research conducted in these areas have been
discussed to provide an understanding of how the learning process is enhanced by interaction between all
course participants. Discussions within this chapter have examined the importance of both academic and
social interactions in learning and suggested that a SWBCS will provide tools allowing for effective use of
sound pedagogical strategies in the distance environment. Overall, this chapter has outlined the research
previously conducted in synchronous distance education environments that pertain to transactional
distance, social learning theory, interaction and the use of SWBCS.
In addition, this chapter has initiated the creation of a framework from the literature that will allow
the pedagogical strategies discussed to be logically categorized. In Chapter Three, the research methods
used to collect data examining the use of these strategies within the structure and design of courses
conducted throughout the study will be discussed. The structure of the study as well as the data collection
instruments and data reduction processes will be fully detailed. A pilot study will also be reviewed which,
provides data that can be examined to validate the processes and instruments for this study.
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Chapter Three – Research Methods

Introduction
The main questions this study sought to answer were how and why instructors teaching via
distance used the tools provided in a SWBCS to expand their teaching. Because a SWBCS allows for
significantly more interaction in real time than other distance technologies, it was assumed that interaction
theories as well as social learning theories would play a significant role in its use. To investigate how
interaction and social learning were incorporated into the online classroom, the pedagogical strategies were
examined, as well as which, strategies were perceived to be successful, This chapter provides an overview
of the research methods and data collection techniques that made up this study. After a short overview of
the study and the sample, data collection procedures are discussed in detail. Both qualitative and
quantitative methods of data collection are discussed with examples provided from a pilot case.
Overview of Study
This research was conducted as a multiple qualitative case study, examining in-tact classes being
conducted through synchronous technologies. In his writings about choosing a research strategy, Yin
(1994) states that “a specific research strategy has distinct advantages in certain situations. For a case study:
a how or why question is being asked about a contemporary set of events over which, the investigator has
little or no control” (p. 9). Accordingly, qualitative research strategies were most appropriate for this study
and were used for the majority of the data collection. The research design was a mixed methodology using
the following modes of data collection: (a) student and instructor surveys, (b) instructor and support
personnel interviews and focus groups, (c) both direct and participant observations, (d) archival documents
and (e) a researcher’s journal. Most data collection took place electronically, and all was stored for future
review.
The study took place over one academic semester in which, each instructor used a SWBCS a
minimum of three times. Each instructor was provided training and offered suggestions on how best to use
the tools in a pedagogically sound manner. They were also given direct support in the form of a trained and
knowledgeable producer or technical support person who assisted during live sessions. The way an
instructor used the system was not limited, rather it was expected that each instructor would use the system
in a way that supported his or her teaching style as well as the learning styles of their students.
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A total of five university level instructors using SWBCS for distance learning sessions participated
in the study. For study purposes, each instructor and his/her class was defined as a separate case. To gain a
good understanding of the use of the SWBCS, the study looked at the instructor, the students, and the
support team for each case.
The Sample
The population of instructors using SWBCS at the University of South Florida was made up of ten
instructors from all colleges and campuses. In a discussion of qualitative sample selection, Merriam (1998),
states that “the most appropriate sampling strategy is nonprobabilistic” (p. 60). Merriam goes on to report
that the most common form of nonprobabilitist sampling is purposeful sampling, which, “is based on the
assumption that the investigator wants to discover, understand, and gain insight and therefore must select a
sample from which, the most can be learned” (p. 61). With this in mind, this study used nonprobabilistic
purposeful sampling to select participating instructors in such a way as to maximize variability in level,
subjects, and teaching styles. From the population, five instructors were chosen to participate in this study.
All five instructors volunteered to participate in the study because they felt the SWBCS would enhance
their teaching, or they had a significant interest in the advances of technology for teaching and learning.
Selection of the instructors was based on their interest, as well as other criteria. The university
used two SWBCSs for the semester; however, to reduce variability due to technology, the faculty chosen
for this study were limited to those using Elluminate Live! ™. In addition, the faculty needed to use the
system at least three times in order to be comfortable and assure that their students were familiar with the
technology. This encouraged more use of teaching strategies and less time spent on troubleshooting
technical difficulties. Faculty who were experienced at teaching via the web took precedence over those
who were new to this type of teaching. Those who had been teaching with the web for some time should
have found it easier to translate their strategies to the new environment. The final criteria was the format of
the course. It was decided that faculty teaching completely at a distance rather than those who were
teaching blended courses would be used first. Some faculty were teaching a distance section of a course
and had a live section in the studio as well. These cases were used since they were still distance based and
there were not enough fully web-based courses available.
The plan for choosing instructors for this study provided a solid sample for research. The
variability in this sample offered a good basis for understanding how a SWBCS can be used in diverse
teaching situations. However, due to the variability and the real-life situation, the researcher had little
control over the actual events.
The Researcher
Since the researcher played a role in many different aspects of this study, it is important to
delineate the roles she played and discuss any bias that may have resulted. The researcher currently holds a
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position at the university in which, she supports faculty development in the area of teaching with
technology. She has been in this or a similar position for about 10 years. This job offers her the opportunity
to encourage instructors to utilize different types of technology in their teaching and allows her to support
their individual learning processes. The researcher therefore encouraged the instructors to participate in the
use of this new technology, offered the training for the use of the SWBCS, and provided support when
needed throughout the process. Although this might have induced some bias, care was taken to include
many others in the process to limit the influence the researcher had on the instructor. For example,
producers supported the instructors in course delivery (rather than the researcher), there was limited contact
between the researcher and the students, and multiple raters were employed for reduction of data.
Instructor interviews were conducted by at least two team members (one the researcher) and were reviewed
by multiple people. A similar process was used for the observation of sessions, where a pair of team
members reviewed each session separately and then met to finalize agreement. The pairs of team members
were randomly assigned and no two sessions were reviewed by the same pair of reviewers. The only area
where the researcher played a significant role was during training, where ideas and strategies for the
successful use of a SWBCS for teaching were modeled. However, the same training was provided to all
instructors and the study has shown that each instructor used the system in a way that met their individual
needs.
Overview of Data Collection
Data collection for this study was multifaceted. Utilization of document analysis, interviews,
surveys, problem logs and journaling was combined to draw a comprehensive picture of how instructors
used SWBCS in distance education. Tables 23 and 24 provide an overview of the instruments used to
collect data in this study. Each of the instruments is described in more detail in the following sections. All
instruments are included in the Appendices.
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Table 23. Relationship between study questions and data collection instruments
Study Question

Instrument Collecting Data

Expectations/Outcomes

Q1. What types of pedagogical

Instructor Surveys, Interviews and

Instructors used a variety of strategies that were

strategies do instructors implement

Focus Groups, Observation

familiar to them from the regular classroom.

with the tools?

instrument, archival documents.

Q2. How do instructors utilize the

Instructor Surveys, Interviews and

Instructors utilized the tools to increase satisfaction and

tools available in a SWBCS in a

Focus Groups, Observation

the success of their course by adding interactions both

distance education environment

instrument, archival documents.

academic and social through sound pedagogical
strategies.

Q3. With access to a multitude of

Instructor Surveys, Interviews and

Instructors used a combination of the tools available to

tools available in a SWBCS, which,

Focus Groups, Observation

reach the goals they set.

tools do instructors choose to use?

instrument, archival documents.

Q4. Why do instructors use the

Instructor Surveys, Interviews and

Instructors used the tools based on experience, strategy

tools and strategies that they

Focus Groups.

selected and training. They also chose based on
guidance from producers and what they planned to

choose?

accomplish.
Q5. What perceptions do students

Instructor Surveys, Interviews and

Students and instructors had positive perceptions about

and instructors have about using a

Focus Groups, Observation

the ability SWBCS have to increase academic and

SWBCS?

instrument, archival documents and

social interactions. They felt that the added tools

reflections from students.

provide more opportunities for connections and
decreased transactional distance.
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Table 24. Study Data Collection Matrix
Instrument

Audience

Data Collected

Analytic Method

Used to answer study
question

Faculty Interview

Faculty

Protocol and recording
Student Survey 1

Students

Background, Anticipations

Observational,

Experiences

descriptive, thematic

Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5

Background, experience, etc.

Descriptive,

Q5

Frequencies,
Correlations
Classroom Recordings –

Participants in

Observation matrix,

the sessions are

observer comments

Faculty, Students

Observational

Observational, thematic

Q1, Q2, Q3, Q5

Perceptions, problems,

Descriptive,

Q5

satisfaction, experiences, etc.,

Frequencies,

success of strategies and the

Correlations

and Producers
Student Survey 2

Students

use of the tools
Student Reflections

Students in a

Perceptions, problems,

Document analysis for

select set of

satisfaction, experiences, etc.,

themes

classes

success of strategies and the

Q5

use of the tools
End of Course Faculty

Faculty

Survey

Perceptions, problems,

Thematic Analysis,

satisfaction, experiences, etc.,

Descriptive

Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5

success of strategies and the
use of the tools
Archival Documents

Producers &

Problems/ Successes with

Thematic Analysis,

Faculty

strategies and the use of the

Descriptive

Q1, Q2, Q3, Q5

tools
Producer Focus Groups

Researcher Journal

Producers

Researcher

Perceptions, problems,

Thematic Analysis,

satisfaction, experiences, etc.

Descriptive

Process, procedure, problems,

Thematic Analysis,

successes, happenings, etc.

Descriptive

Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5

Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5

Training
Training was provided to instructors, producers and students prior to their first SWBCS session.
Instructor and producer training consisted of one face-to-face session and additional online sessions using
Elluminate Live! ™. The face-to-face session covered the basics of how to use the software for teaching.
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The online sessions modeled teaching strategies that were appropriate for the medium and involved the
instructors and producers actively within the system. The online sessions consisted of three topics;
Interactive Lecturing, Active Learning, and Group Work in synchronous online environments. The
following pedagogical strategies are examples of the strategies that were modeled:
•

Short lecture with wait time pauses

•

Full class and small group discussion

•

Active learning strategies such as think, pair, share

•

Critical thinking activities

•

Polling and whiteboard activities

•

Breakout rooms for group interaction
All sessions were archived. To see the classroom recordings go to the following web addresses:
Interactive Lecturing Session Recording in Elluminate:

https://www.elluminate.com/pmtg.jnlp?psid=d557270063.99148 - This session was conducted on July 7th,
2004. The purpose was two fold. One to see how Elluminate operates in a classroom setting. Two to learn
about Interactive Lecturing by modeling some of the techniques that might be used in this environment.
Active Learning Session Recording Using Elluminate:
https://www.elluminate.com/pmtg.jnlp?psid=d150713522.118650 - This session was conducted on July
14th, 2004. The purpose was two fold. First to see how Elluminate operates in a classroom setting. Second
to learn about Active Learning by modeling some of the techniques that might be used in this environment.
Group Work Session Recording in Elluminate:
https://www.elluminate.com/pmtg.jnlp?psid=d757639417.120825 This session was conducted on July 28th, 2004. The purpose was two fold. First to see how Elluminate
operates in a classroom setting. Second to learn about working with groups using critical thinking and
collaboration by modeling some of the techniques that might be used in this environment.
Student’s utilized an online demonstration and wizard to setup their system followed by one-onone or group sessions online with a producer in the SWBCS. When students first logged in, they were
prompted to download the software required and automatically run the wizard to setup their computer. It
was suggested that students do this in the first week of classes and then attend a demonstration session.
Three types of demonstrations were available in most cases: (1) a self paced demonstration on how the
tools function, (2) live demonstrations provided by Elluminate or (3) live demonstrations setup by the class
producer. Many producers held a series of “office hours” or “practice sessions” in Elluminate Live! ™ to
allow students time to interact with the technology. These sessions included setting connection speeds,
checking microphones and audio settings, and trying the chat and whiteboard features. Participants were
shown how to raise their hand and provide feedback to the facilitator and other participants using the tools
available in the system. In most cases, student participation in these demonstrations was voluntary. When
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students participated, this process facilitated a level of comfort before actually using the systems for live
classes. The purpose of the training was to enable users to be successful in using the SWBCS.
Data Collection Instruments
Interviews and Focus Groups
An initial interview with each instructor took place shortly after the training phase of the study.
The interviews provided insight on how instructors planned to use the SWBCS. This open-ended interview
protocol obtained information on: (a) instructor background, (b) interest and expectations of the study, (c)
experience with online course development, (d) experience with synchronous online tools, (e)
anticipations/experiences about course delivery and (f) pedagogical strategies to be used. This type of
protocol provided room for instructors to voice their concerns and their excitement about the use of
SWBCS. The initial interview protocol is included in Appendix B. The interview recordings were
examined by multiple team members who independently recorded themes. The themes were examined for
consistency and distilled to create an overview of the instructor’s perspectives and experiences at the
beginning of the study.
Producer focus groups or individual interviews were conducted at the end of the study to
determine if the plans originally made were successful. This interview addressed: (1) the usability of the
SWBCS, (2) the pedagogical strategies that the instructors chose to use and (3) how successful the
strategies were. An open-ended interview protocol was set to obtain information on (a) usability, (b)
problems, (c) strategies used, (d) success of strategies used, (e) thoughts on future use of SWBCS for
teaching, and (f) overall impressions on using a SWBCS for teaching.
Surveys
At the beginning of the semester, a web-based survey was collected from students to determine a
base line for experience, comfort and attitude toward the coming technology use in the distance classroom
(Figures 13 and 14). Directions for completing the survey were distributed via email and the announcement
area of Blackboard or a similar course portal. This survey is included in Appendix C. The constructs of the
survey included: (a) biographical information, (b) reason for taking the course, (c) description of the
equipment that would be used for the class, (d) proficiency with the technology and (e) experience with
distance learning systems, especially those that are synchronous in nature. The information provided a
baseline for the study, and informed instructors and producers about the class participants.
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Figure 13. Screen Capture Excerpt of Student Survey 1
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Figure 14. Screen Capture Excerpt from Student Survey 1

Students were also surveyed at the end of the semester to assess their reaction to using the
SWBCS and the pedagogical approaches used by the instructor (Figure 15). Directions for completing the
survey were again distributed via email and the announcement area of Blackboard or WebCT. This web
based survey (see Appendix D), included questions related to the following constructs: (a) accessibility of
the SWBCS, (b) technology efficiency of the SWBCS, (c) communication utilized, (d) instructional
content, information and strategies, (e) instructional materials presentation, (f) aspects of instructional
delivery, (g) technical support, and (h) overall impression.
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Figure 15. Screen Capture Excerpt of Student Survey 2

Faculty were also surveyed at the end of the semester (Figure 16). Of the eight active instructors
using synchronous software this semester, five responded to the end of course survey. The survey consisted
of both closed and open-ended responses. There were a total of 34 closed response items in five categories:
(1) perceptions of overall student outcomes, (2) overall systemic issues, (3) overall satisfaction with course
as a product, (4) overall satisfaction, and (5) tools used. There were also 12 open-ended questions dealing
with: (1) delivery of course, (2) teaching strategies, (3) realizations vs. expectations, (4) challenges, (5)
effectiveness, (6) support, (7) future plans, (8) overall perspective and (9) words of wisdom for others.
Important insights into how the tools were used and the success of the synchronous session were obtained
from these answers. The instructor survey helped to reinforce data that was seen in the student surveys and
the classroom recordings.
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Figure 16. Screen Capture Excerpt of Faculty Survey
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Classroom Recordings
During the semester, each synchronous class session was recorded to an online file that allowed
for later analysis by the researcher. It also served as an asynchronous archive for the instructors and
students. Recordings of these sessions included all interactions (verbal, written or graphical) that took
place during the session. Some sessions were also attended by the researcher as a participant observer.
These recordings were one of the primary sources of data. An observation instrument and document
analysis procedures were used to reduce the data and to identify themes. This process is discussed in detail
later in this chapter. Figure 17 contains a “snap shot” screen capture of a classroom recording.

Figure 17. Screen capture of a session recording
Archival Documents
Producers and support personnel often produced notes of sessions to track problems as well as
note interesting events that occurred. These notes were reviewed for themes throughout the semester for
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both formative evaluation and summative evaluation purposes. The data obtained in the notes were
analyzed using thematic analysis procedures and helped to triangulate data obtained from other resources.
For ease of access, these notes were delivered via email or a Blackboard discussion forum provided for
producers and instructors involved in the project.
Researcher Journal
In order to maintain consistency and flow throughout the processes of this study, the researcher
kept a journal. This journal was a stream of consciousness narrative and organizational tool that helped in
the review and reduction of data. The journal was used as a tracking device for communications,
processes, and ideas and constituted a problem log for the researcher. Document analysis of this journal
was done at the end of the study.
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Training
Instructors & Producers
(June & July)
Students - (August)

Surveys
Students
(August)

Interviews/ Focus Groups
Instructors
(August)

Recorded Synchronous Sessions
(Fall Semester)
Document Analysis
Session Recordings
Problem logs
Researcher Journal
(Fall & Spring)

Data Review & Reduction
(Fall & Spring)

Recorded Synchronous Sessions
(Fall Semester)

Surveys
Students
Instructors
(Fall & Spring)

Document Analysis
Session Recordings
Problem logs
Researcher Journal
(Fall & Spring)

Interviews/ Focus Groups
Instructors
Producers
(Fall & Spring)

Data Review and Reduction
(Fall & Spring)

Data Analysis and Conclusions
(Fall & Spring)
Figure 18. Diagram of Research Plan
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Data Reduction and Analysis
As is typical in qualitative research studies, all the data collected was examined, categorized,
tabulated or otherwise recombined to address the initial propositions of the study (Yin, 1994). A
combination of qualitative and quantitative methods was utilized. Qualitative data analysis was conducted
through a theoretical framework based on current literature in web-based instruction, distance and adult
learning and pedagogical strategies for teaching. Initial review of the data helped determine themes that
allowed for data reduction. As stated by Miles and Huberman (1994), “data reduction refers to the process
of selecting, focusing, simplifying, abstracting and transforming data” (p. 10).
This process was iterative and continued from inception of the study through the final report.
Miles and Huberman (1994) discuss that even before data collection begins, “anticipatory data reduction is
occurring as the researcher decides (often without full awareness) which, conceptual framework, which,
cases, which, research questions, and which, data collection approaches to choose” (p. 10). However, as
data is continually collected and reduced, the actual framework for a qualitative study will change and
evolve until the final report has been written.
A Working Framework for Data Reduction
The research on transactional distance and social learning provided a beginning framework for this
study. The ideas around social learning include many sub categories, such as social presence and
community building. In Jung’s 2001 study, he extended the theories of interaction proposed by Moore
(1989) and Hillman, et. al. (1994) to include academic interaction, collaborative interaction, and
interpersonal interaction. By combining Jung’s work with that of Moore (1989) and Hillman et. al.’s
(1994) theories of interaction and the concept of guiding pedagogical strategies, we looked at many
different aspects of the course (see Figure 19). This framework allowed data obtained from the session
recordings as well as other data sources (instructor and producer interviews, problem logs, surveys) to be
reduced.
An observation instrument was created based on this theoretical structure and traditional
classroom observation instruments. The instrument consisted of yes/no indicators that were each
coordinated with an open-ended comment area for description or explanation. These questions fall into the
following seven categories: (1) general information about the session being observed, (2) pedagogical
strategies, (3) interactions, (4) structure, (5) learner autonomy, (6) tool usage, and (7) success of the
session. Each category begins with a definition of the category and ends with an open-ended summary area.
Within each category, directly observable as well as judged items were reported. An excerpt of this
instrument can be seen in Figure 21. The entire instrument is in Appendix H.
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Framework for Observations
Learning variable
• Learner autonomy
• Learner collaboration

Teaching variable
• Content Expandability
• Content adaptability
• Visual Layout

Student Perceptions
& Reflections

Instructor Perceptions
& Reflections

Producer Perceptions
& Reflections

Observer Perceptions
& Reflections

Communication variable
• Academic interaction
• Collaborative interaction
• Interpersonal

Strategy Success

Interaction Factor

Synchronous Tools Used

Other Themes

Figure 19. Theoretical Framework based on Jung (2001), Moore (1989), Hillman et. al. (1994) and
implementations of pedagogical strategies in a synchronous online classroom
The instrument was put into an online survey format to make data reduction easier (Figure 20).
This instrument was developed through many iterations in which, multiple observers recorded information.
After all data were obtained for the recordings viewed, the results were compared and adjustments were
made to increase clarity and reduce the number of items necessary to examine data. A total of six observers
were involved in the final stages of reliability testing.
The last iteration of the instrument was finalized using the pilot case discussed in this chapter. The
resulting item inter-rater agreement coefficients (Figure 21) for the pilot suggest excellent agreement on the
majority of indicators. Only a few problems were determined in this stage and were clarified with minor
wording changes and minimal edits. Upon discussing the differences found in the data, all six observers
agreed 100%. This iterative process proved valuable and the final version of the instrument and procedures
were used to examine all remaining cases.
During the main study, the instrument was used in the same manner. Pairs of observers reviewed a
session recording using the instrument. Items that did not have 100% agreement were discussed by the pair
and consensus was determined. As with the pilot, the inter-rater agreement was high in all cases and only a
few items needed to be discussed for each session.
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Figure 20. Screen capture of Observation Instrument – General Information
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Figure 21. Stem-and-Leaf Plot of Item Level Inter-Rater Agreement Coefficients
To help describe the observation instrument and how it was used a discussion on the contents and
the procedure for using the instrument is necessary. The following guidelines were used to facilitate
accurate recording of pedagogy, interaction, structure, learner autonomy and tool use. Here observers
recorded their impression of items related to pedagogy during each session. Items listed in the observation
instrument were considered guidelines, with observers recording what they saw or felt.
Pedagogy
Often defined as the art and science of teaching, pedagogy is a rather vague concept that we shape
with our teaching philosophies and strategies. It contains many elements that were seen in themes
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discovered during the observations of these synchronous class sessions. Both directly observable and
judged pedagogy were recorded. Directly observable pedagogical strategies as observed in the classroom
were record by noting the roles the instructor and students played. For example, it was noted if an instructor
lectured or conducted interactive whole class discussions. Judged pedagogical strategies were based on the
observer’s experience as a student, an instructor or an instructional designer. Some items in this category
were; teaching methods were appropriate for the content and lesson required student thought and
participation.

Figure 22. Screen capture of observation instrument - Pedagogy section
Interaction
As defined by Wagner in 1994 interactions are “reciprocal events that require at least two objects
and two actions. Interactions occur when these objects and events mutually influence one another”
(Wagner, 1994, p. 8). Moore’s (1989), discussions on interaction between students and content have long
been recognized as a critical component of both campus-based and distance education. For purposes of
observation during synchronous sessions, a reciprocal event that occurred between the learner and the
instructor, the learner and another learner, the learner and the content, and the learner and the interface was
recorded. These were then categorized as social, academic or technical interactions. It was possible to have
interactions that covered more than one type. In the case of interface interaction, as we use technology to
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teach, it is possible and sometimes necessary for learners to interact with the technology. This is called
interface interaction and it can be both positive and negative in nature.
Directly Observable Instructor-Learner Interaction was recorded when interactions with the
learner were observed that were initiated by the instructor. For example the instructor might check student
comprehension or encourage questions and feedback. Judged Instructor-Learner Interaction were
recorded when the observer was required to make a judgment about an interaction and felt the instructor
initiated a certain type of interaction with the learners that was not directly observable. For example, the
instructor provided informative feedback or the instructor listened carefully to student comments. There
were three categories of questions in this section, Instructor Questions, Responses and Overall Impressions.
Directly Observable Learner-Instructor Interaction was recorded when the observer saw a learner
interact with the instructor as noted in the checklist. For example, a student asked a question of the
instructor or presented information to the instructor. Judged Learner-Instructor Interaction was recorded
when the observer felt the learner initiated an interaction with the instructor that could not be directly
observed.
Directly Observable Learner-Content Interaction recorded when learners interacted with the
content as noted in the checklist. For example, learners were observed reading, writing or presenting
content. Judged Learner-Content Interaction recorded when the observer could not directly see the learner
interacting with content, but rather judged that it was happening. For example it is not possible to see a
student interpret content, but from other events, it could be judged.
Directly Observable Learner-Learner Interaction was recorded when a learner interacted with
another learner(s) as noted in the checklist. For example, students engaged in academic or social
conversation with one another or encouraged each others’ comments and questions. Judged LearnerLearner Interactions were not seen, but interpreted by the observers when the observer felt the learner
initiated this type of interaction with another learner. Examples of this type of interaction were; students
maintain a good rapport and students have mutual respect for one another.
Directly Observable Learner- Interface Interaction was recorded whenever an observer saw a
learner interact with the interface either positively and negative as noted in the checklist. For example, a
student might work on the whiteboard or speak using a microphone and VOIP. Judged Learner-Interface
Interaction was recorded when an observer felt the learner initiated a positive or negative interaction with
the interface that was not directly observable. This included items such as students show frustration or
emotion.
Structure
Structure contains multiple dimensions, such as course organization, course design and course
delivery. It is determined by the educational philosophy of those involved with creating and maintaining
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the course. In part, it expresses the rigidity or flexibility of the course’s educational objectives, teaching
strategies and evaluations methods and therefore describes the extent to which, course components can be
responsive to the individual learner’s needs. Structure of a course is directly related to the pedagogical
strategies an instructor incorporates into his/her course. For a more difficult or risky strategy, more
structure is usually needed. For example, instructors can provide structure in a SWBCS by having students
do pre-work, making sure instructions are clearly defined for the activities, using visual or textual materials
(i.e. slides or instructional text) and planning for proper support to make the session successful yet be
flexible enough to change plans if needed. Overall, preplanning is the key to successful structure in a
SWBCS. The following sub-categories made up the construct of structure.
Directly Observable Classroom Management was used to note different methods that the
instructor used to manage the classroom such as starting class on time, maintaining student attention and
providing sufficient wait time. Judged Classroom Management was recorded for items that required a
judgment on the part of the observer such as the instructor seemed well prepared and the instructor provide
clear directions or procedures.
Directly Observable Content Organization noted different methods that the instructor used to
organize content. For example, the instructor explained the goals of the session, summarized and distilled
main points at the end of class and made course content relevant with references to “real world”
applications. Judged Content Organization allowed the observer to make a decision based on whether they
felt the instructor used the content organization methods listed in the checklist. Examples of judged content
organization include; introduction captured attention, main ideas were clear and specific and sufficient
variety was provided to support information.
Directly Observable Presentation noted the different methods that the instructor used for
presentation including auditory, visual and general presentation items. Example items include; volume was
sufficient to be heard, varied pace, included illustrations, and visuals were clear and well organized (large
and legible). Judged Presentation required observers to make a decision based on certain characteristics of
the instructor’s presentation methods. For example, was the rate of delivery appropriate and did the
instructor communicate a sense of confidence, enthusiasm and excitement toward content.
Learner Autonomy
Learner autonomy is about students’ taking more control over their learning. This does not mean
that autonomous learning is synonyms with words such as self-instruction, self-access, self-study, selfeducation, or even distance learning. These terms basically describe various ways and degrees of learning
by oneself, whereas autonomy refers to abilities and attitudes. Many scholars feel that the autonomous
learner understands the purpose of learning, explicitly accepts responsibility for learning, shares in the
setting of learning goals, takes initiatives in planning and executing learning activities, and regularly
reviews learning and evaluates its effectiveness (cf. Holec 1981, Little 1991). Saba and Shear determined
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that learner autonomy was comprised of both independence and interdependence. The theory of
transactional distance uses learner autonomy as a variable affecting the psychological distance between the
learner and the instructor or the learner and other learners. Therefore it is important to examine how
pedagogical strategies used in the SWBCS account for learner autonomy. This can most easily be done by
examining the roles and relationships that all participants have with each other, but most specifically, the
roles of the instructor and the students. The observation instrument recorded many different aspects of
learner autonomy both directly observable and judged.
Directly Observable Learner Autonomy items accounted for the different ways in which, learners
took control over their own learning during synchronous sessions. The observers were guided in this
section by items such as; students participated in activities such as self-guided reading, groups, electronic
dialogues, and reflective writing activities; and students discovered information that they need for the
session rather than being provided all of it. Judged Learner Autonomy provided the observers with a chance
to decide whether they felt the learner took control of his/her own learning by responding to items such as;
strategy used provided for multiple learning styles, students seem to have positive attitudes about this
learning experience, and instructor provided challenges that students seem to enjoy.
Tool Use
Tools are available in a SWBCCS which are somewhat unique. Therefore it was important that we
examined which, tools were used and why. The classroom recordings and observation instrument offered
the opportunity to examine the use of the following tools: Textual Chat, VOIP, Breakout Rooms,
Whiteboard, Shared Browser, Application Sharing, Private Messaging, Pace Meter, Hand Raising, Polling,
Emoticons, Step-away Feature, and Quizzing, as well as any other tool use that could be seen by the
observer. The observer recorded the use of tools using yes or no indicators. Additional comments on tool
use were collected in the open-ended items and the summary of tool use.
Success
Success was difficult to define as it is subjective and depends greatly on the observer’s
perspectives. For this reason the observation instrument collected the strengths, weaknesses and overall
perspectives of the session as seen by the observers. Summaries of thoughts on the success of the session as
seen by the observer or mentioned by any participants were included in open-ended responses. This process
helped to establish the success of the session and the overall success of the how the course used the
SWBCS. Additional information on success was gleaned from multiple sessions as well as instructor,
producer and student perceptions obtained from other instruments.
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Data Displays
Displaying the data of this study was also an iterative process. Since it was not clear at the start
what data reduction would provide, the researcher was only able to visualize how data would be displayed
from literature. Therefore as the data were reduced to reportable findings, displays such as matrices,
graphs, charts, and networks were used to represent the data in understandable ways. The resulting data
displays are provided in chapter 4 with a review of the data obtained from the study. However a short
discussion will be provided here to outline how the process took shape. To do this, a pilot case will be used
as an example.
Pilot Case Summary
The results of the pilot case were analyzed qualitatively based on the previously discussed
theoretical framework that examined interactions, structure, learner autonomy and the success of the
pedagogical strategy used, as well as perceptions of those involved. Data collected for this case included
two student surveys, three session recordings, observations by multiple observers, a faculty interview, and a
faculty survey. In addition, archival documents such as web sites and emails were examined to fill in the
gaps.
Instructor Interview
By interviewing the instructor, information was gathered about the course, the plan for the
semester and the experiences of the instructor. For example, the pilot course was taught by a full professor
with 14 years of experience teaching in higher education and approximately 10 years via distance. She
regularly teaches graduate-level courses in multimedia, instructional design, web design, and
telecommunications, many at a distance. Before this study, this graduate level Web Design course was
taught asynchronously online through WebCT with little real-time interaction. The interview with this
instructor was useful in understanding her experience with synchronous tools and her mind set at the
beginning of the study. Although she was an experienced distance instructor, she had not used a
synchronous classroom to teach before. However, she was open minded to the possibilities and excited
about the experience. After multiple reviewers examined the interview for themes it was determined that
the interview protocol and review process were sound and could be used for the remaining cases.
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Figure 23. Screen Capture of Example Interview Review Instrument

Student Surveys
This semester, 18 students were enrolled in the pilot course. Eleven of the 18 students responded
to the initial survey providing background information and demographics for the study. The first survey
seemed to capture the data needed for a baseline record of the students. Using the feedback offered by the
students as well as their answers to the survey, only minor adjustments were found to be needed. 13
students in the pilot case answered the end of semester survey. From their responses and feedback, minor
issues were discovered and adjusted. Examining the results of the survey showed that the end of semester
survey provided good insights into the student’s use of the SWBCS in their course and their perceptions of
the experience.
Reduction of data in these two surveys provided example data displays that represent the student’s
base lines as well as their perceptions. For example, Table 25 shows data obtained from survey one
indicating student proficiency levels with various types of software.
Table 25. Distribution of Student Self-Reported Software Proficiency
Software Type

Beginner

Intermediate

Advanced

Word Processors

0

4

7

Spreadsheets

1

7

3

Presentation software

0

5

6

Email

0

1

10

Chat

2

5

4

Web Page Creation

5

4

2

Audio & Video programs

5

6

0

Web Browsers

2

3

6

Survey two provided data reflecting student perceptions of the SWBCS. Table 26 is an example
from the pilot case that represents the frequency and severity of problems students reported with the
Synchronous Classroom. While Table 27 represents student views of the tools available for use in the
SWBCS.
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Table 26. Frequency and Severity of Problems Reported with the Synchronous Classroom
Feature

No Problem

Minor Problem

Major Problem

Not Applicable

Text chat

12

1

0

0

Two-way audio

10

3

0

0

13

0

0

0

Whiteboard

12

1

0

0

Application Sharing

7

0

0

6

Breakout Rooms

11

1

1

0

Taking Polls or Quizzes

10

2

0

1

Guided Web Surfing

8

0

0

5

Other

6

0

0

3

hand raising and Yes/No (or
check/X)

Table 27. Reported Usefulness of Features in the Synchronous Classroom
Feature

Not Useful

Somewhat Useful

Very Useful

Not Applicable

Text chat

0

2

10

1

Two-way audio

0

1

11

1

Hand raising and Yes/No (or check/X)

0

2

10

1

Whiteboard

0

4

8

1

Application Sharing

0

1

4

8

Breakout Rooms

0

2

10

1

Taking Polls or Quizzes

0

1

10

2

Guided Web Surfing

0

1

6

6

Session Observations
The results of the observation for this case supported the findings from the student surveys and
showed the session observed was successful. The observers found that although the observation instrument
was long, it was a good record of what happened during the synchronous sessions and provided information
necessary to answer the study questions. Observes found that watching the whole session while taking
notes and then working with the observation instrument was a good approach. If necessary, observers
would refer to the time stamps in the notes and “rewind” the recording to see something they were unsure
of. After making observations with the pilot case, all observers were comfortable with the process and the
observation instrument. All observers were able to use the extensive instrument to examine the remaining
cases. Figure 24 is an example of one observer’s notes taken prior to completing an observation instrument.
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Figure 24. Screen Capture of Example of Observer’s Notes
Instructor Survey
The end of semester survey seemed to gather information that provided a picture of the
instructor’s experience with the SWBCS throughout the semester. After reviewing the pilot case data, it
was determined that no changes were necessary in the survey and the protocol for reviewing the data was
sound. Tables 28-32 represent how this data is displayed for the whole study. The Faculty survey was
anonymous; therefore the real data reported will be a compilation of all faculty perceptions.
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Table 28. Reported Usefulness of Features in the Synchronous Classroom
Question

Very

Dissatisfied

Satisfied

Very Satisfied

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

Dissatisfied

Satisfied

Very Satisfied

0

0

1

Dissatisfied
1. Your students' performance in the course as a result of using
Elluminate.
2. The overall attainment of knowledge by the students as a result of
using Elluminate.
3. The students’ creativity/work produced as a result of using
Elluminate.
4. Your ability to interact with students in the course as a result of
using Elluminate.
5. The ease for students to communicate with each other using
Elluminate.
6. The sense of community felt between the students as a result of
using Elluminate.
7. The relationships you have with your students as a result of using
Elluminate.

Table 29. Overall systemic issues
Question

Very
Dissatisfied

1. Your students’ ability to access the synchronous technology.

0

2. The dependability of the synchronous technology.

0

0

1

0

3. The availability of technical support and assistance for

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

Elluminate.
4. The amount of training you received on using Elluminate in your
online course.
5. The availability of producers to assist you in using Elluminate.
6. The training you received to prepare you for using Elluminate.

0

0

1

0

7. The support provided by the Producers/facilitators in helping you

0

1

0

0

8. The helpfulness of the Producers/facilitators you worked with.

0

0

0

1

9. The knowledge of the Producers/facilitators you worked with.

0

0

1

0

conduct sessions.

10. The innovative ideas/contributions of the Producers/facilitators.

0

0

1

0

11. The logistical support you had for the synchronous portion of

0

0

0

1

this course, e.g., hardware, software, server space.
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Table 30. Overall satisfaction with course as a product
Question

Very

Dissatisfied

Satisfied

Very Satisfied

Dissatisfied
1. The creative presentation possibilities of the SWBCS.

0

0

0

1

2. The ability to use graphics and audio components in the SWBCS.

0

0

0

1

3. The ability to use other components such as web push, breakout

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

Very

Dissatisfied

Satisfied

Very Satisfied

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

rooms, and application sharing in the SWBCS.
4. The effectiveness of the online synchronous environment in
fostering learning.
5. The ease for students to interact and participate using the
SWBCS.
6. The ease for you to provide feedback, interact, or provide other
information to your students through the SWBCS.

Table 31. Overall Satisfaction
Question

Dissatisfied
1. Working with the Producers/facilitators before and during your
synchronous sessions.
2. Your overall technology teaching experience with Elluminate.

Table 32. Tools used
Tool

% Response

Chat

100

Two-way VOIP

80

Application Sharing

40

Electronic Presentation Board

80

Breakout Rooms

60

Session Recording

60

Polling and Quizzing

40

Student interaction tools (hand raising, applause, pace meter, etc.)

80

Important insights into how the tools were used and the success of the synchronous session were
obtained from opened questions in the faculty survey. These answers helped to reinforce data that was seen
in the student surveys and the classroom recordings.
Producer Focus Group
A focus group was conducted with a few of the producers, some in person and some using the
SWBCS. All producers also answered via email a short focus group questionnaire that resulted in a
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significant picture of their experiences and perceptions. The actual focus group protocol questions can be
seen in Appendix I.
Archival Documents
During the data reduction of the pilot case it was necessary to examine certain web pages and
emails that dealt with the course being studied. These documents were used to fill in minor gaps in the
information gather during the instructor interview and to support the perceptions seen in the faculty survey.
The researcher’s journal was also consulted as a source of information, providing a time line and additional
information.
Chapter Conclusion
This chapter provided an overview and rationale for the mixed methodology that this study
utilized to examine the pedagogical strategies that faculty use in a SWBCS. The questions this study sought
to answer have been addressed and mechanisms for analyzing the data collected have been presented. A
variety of data collection procedures were discussed that allowed for triangulation of data. The process
followed for the pilot case provided a good structure for data collection, reduction and reporting. The data
gathering, data reduction and data analysis process was iterative in nature resulting in well-developed
instruments, data reduction and analysis procedures that were used to complete the full study.
Chapter 4 will present the remaining case data with more detailed reporting. Chapter 5 will discuss
how the data on pedagogical strategies has been analyzed and reduced to allow strategies, techniques and
guidelines to be placed in a logical framework to guide future educators in the use of synchronous
classroom technologies.
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Chapter 4 – Data Analysis and Results

Introduction
Data collection for this study took place over the fall semester. Reduction of data commenced at
the end of the semester. All qualitative data was reviewed by multiple reviewers and then summarized by
the researcher. This process along with the iterative design of the instruments provided a good research
model.
This chapter will discuss the data as collected and refined. The overall sample will be introduced
and then each case will be discussed separately with discussion of data obtained from the following: (1)
instructor interviews, (2) two student surveys, (3) classroom observations, and (4) producer focus groups. A
final data set was obtained from an instructor survey at the end of the semester. This survey was
anonymous, so it is reviewed as a whole rather than by case. Discussion of the data describes the class and
the students, reviews faculty ideas and perceptions, looks at the sessions from the producer’s point of view
and reviews any additional documents about the case on an individual basis.
A final summary describes the cases based on the study research questions and how the data
informed the answers to these questions. Overall this chapter will provide ample information to understand
how this study was conducted and will set the stage for conclusions to be drawn in chapter 5.
The Sample
The Instructors
Using nonprobabilistic purposeful sampling, participating instructors were chosen to maximize
variability in experience, subjects, and teaching styles. Although seven instructors that used the SWBCS
were interviewed, a total of five instructors were chosen for observation of their courses. One instructor
was removed due to lack of participation from the students in the surveys and one instructor was used as
the pilot case. All instructors studied used Elluminate Live! ™ for at least three class sessions allowing
them to become comfortable and assure that their students were familiar with the technology. All five
instructors were previously teaching via the Internet which allowed them to translate their strategies to the
new environment. In the following sections, each instructor’s course will be discussed as a separate case.
Table 33 provides a listing of the cases and summarizes some information gleaned from instructor
interviews and archival documents about the instructors.
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Table 33. Overview of Cases – the Sample of Instructors
Case

Status

Rank & Experience

Work load

1

Pilot testing of

Full Professor

Full teaching load of 3 classes. Serves on the Board of

instruments only

14 years teaching in higher education, 10

Directors for the Florida Center for Instructional

years via distance

Technology and is the Coordinator of the Ed.S.
program. Publishes, presents and conducts research on
a regular basis.

2

3

4

Full case

Full case

Full case

Instructor

Full teaching load, 3 courses totaling over 100 students.

4 years in current teaching position with

Serves on many committees. Is continuing personal

both face-to-face and distance courses.

education.

Instructor

Teaches 3 sections of graduate level courses. Holds an

3 years teaching current course since

administrative position in support of faculty using

obtaining her PhD in 2001. Much of her

distance and technology education on a remote campus.

experience is in distance education.

Serves on many committees.

Full Professor

Full teaching load of 3 courses. Dean of outreach for

30 years teaching in higher education,

the Florida Engineering Education Delivery System

most including distance education.

(FEEDS). On the board of two honor society and
represents university on many committees.

5

Full case

Lecturer

Teaches 2 courses with 30-40 students in each. Also

18 years teaching in higher education,

teaches a self paced course. Serves as undergraduate

past 12 years through Florida

coordinator for Industrial Engineering department.

Engineering Education Delivery System.

Oversees graduate research and is very involved in the
many college projects.

6

Full case

Assistant Professor

Teaches 2 courses with approximately 25 students in

Taught in higher education for over 10

each. Continues to work toward tenure with

years with extensive experience in

publications and research. Also serves on many

distance education and technology.

committees such as the universities Instructional
Technology committee.

The Courses
The courses studied in this project were from a variety of disciplines. They were all taught at a
graduate level and each had been taught via distance technologies previously. The number of students
enrolled varied from 10 to 33. Table 34 provides an overview of the courses that made up each case.
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Table 34. Overview of Cases – the Sample of Courses
Case

College

2

Nursing

# of Students

Level

Description of Course

Graduate

An Epidemiology course taught asynchronously over the Internet with

Enrolled
33

mandatory initial and final face-to-face meetings.
3

Education

13

Graduate

A course on microcomputers for school managers taught asynchronously
over the Internet with mandatory initial and final face-to-face meetings.

4

Engineering

10

Graduate

An entrepreneurial course in Human Relations for Technical Managers
utilizes streaming video and asynchronous technologies over the
Internet.

5

Engineering

33

Graduate

The capstone course for the MS Engineering Management curriculum
utilizes streaming video and asynchronous technologies over the
Internet.

6

Library and

25

information

Graduate

Information Architecture and Design course which, was described as a
blended class with part of the course online and part of it face-to-face.

Science

The Students
The students in this study had similar backgrounds and characteristics. They were all graduate
students enrolled in programs of study. The following table summarizes the demographics and technical
experience recorded from the initial student survey. This provides a good picture of the students enrolled in
the courses that make up each case.
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Table 35. Overview of Cases – the Sample of Students
Case

Student Profile
Survey

Age

Type of Internet

Distance from

Online

Software

Synchronous

Responses/

Ranges

Connection

Campus

Courses

Proficiency Levels

Experience

Evenly spread

4-chat

Enrolled
2

33/33

Taken
33% < 30

6-dialup

30% < 30 miles

35% - 3

24% < 40

16-cable

36% > 60 miles

46% - 4+

11% < 50

10-DSL

2-video

9% >50

0-LAN

1-app. share

1-audio

2-SWBCS
3

3/13

67% < 30

0-dialup

67% < 30 miles

67% - 0

33% < 40

1-cable

33% > 60 miles

33% - 1

Beginner to
Intermediate

1-chat
1-audio

2-DSL

0-video

0-LAN

0-app. share
0-SWBCS

4

7/10

71% < 30

0-dialup

87% < 30 miles

57% - 0

29% < 40

6-cable

0% > 60 miles

29% - 2

1-audio

0-DSL

* one student

14% - 4+

0-video

1-LAN

Mainly Advanced

was out of the

2-chat

1-app. share

country

0-SWBCS
5

16/35

38% < 30
43% < 40

2-dialup
7-cable

44% < 30 miles
13% > 60 miles

40% - 0
27% - 1

Intermediate to
Advanced

5-chat
4-audio

3-DSL

7% - 2

0-video

4-LAN

27% - 4+

2-app. share
1-SWBCS

6

15/25

53% < 30

1-dialup

40% < 40

6-cable

7%>40

3-DSL

93% < 30 miles
7% < 60 miles

20% - 0
40% - 1
40% - 4+

4-LAN

Intermediate to
Advanced

7-chat
1-audio
0-video
4-app. share
1-SWBCS
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Study Logistics
The collection of data for this study ran in to a few situations that need to be addressed at this
point. One event that was beyond anyone’s control was the fact that courses were repeatedly disrupted by
hurricanes in the semester of this study. This would disrupt any course, but these courses were heavily
dependent on technology not to mention electricity were significantly affected. Although all the cases
bounced back from the problems seen at the beginning of the semester due to hurricanes, it delayed much
of the technological innovations planned by the instructors. It also caused some students to drop out of
courses due to unforeseen technology issues. Overall the storms did not have a significant effect on the
study, but should be noted as an anomaly.
Another issue with data collection was a poor response rate from students in some of the cases.
Students were encouraged, but not required to respond and the resulting response rates to surveys were not
optimal. However, in some of the worst cases, the data collected from surveys were augmented with data
collected by the instructor in the form of open ended questions that addressed many of the important
aspects from the student surveys. Overall, the picture provided by the surveys and the other document
analysis was able to be triangulated to provide a good student view of the use of the SWBCS in each case.
This student view was used in conjunction with the other data sources, creating an extensively rich data set.
Case 2
The instructor – Via the Instructor Interview
This course was taught by an instructor with numerous years of both teaching and practical
experience. She has been an instructor at this university for four years. During this time she has taught a
combination of face-to-face, web-based, web enhanced and clinical courses.
Although self reported, the information obtained from instructor interviews presents a good
picture of the instructor and how she feels about teaching in this manner. This instructor carries a full
teaching load with no research assignment. She currently teaches three courses with a total of over 100
students. One course is a web-based course with 30 students, the same course is offered as web-enhanced
with 70 students and a different web-enhanced course was assigned with 13 students. Although she does
not have a research assignment, her service commitments are significant within the College of Nursing. In
addition, this instructor is continuing her professional development by taking 2 Ph.D. level courses at
another university.
Challenges that face this instructor in her web courses include the ongoing maintenance of web
based materials. Due to the large number of students, she did have a teaching assistant who helped produce
the synchronous sessions and assisted with grading and monitoring of asynchronous discussions.
When asked why she volunteered for this study, the instructor replied that she wanted to improve
web-based classes by adding more interaction. She noted that Epidemiology students tend to do better with
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live classes than distance and therefore she wants to improve the distance courses. For her students, she
hopes to increase satisfaction by offering the increased interaction between students and between herself
and the students. She felt that she could improve the quality and quantity of learning she provides in her
web-based course as she compares it to her face-to-face courses.
Being an experienced distance educator, the instructor was asked to address anticipations and
experiences in teaching at a distance. This instructor has found that most students think the web format
class will be easier than the face-to-face course. She also noted a significant learning curve for navigating
in Blackboard that delays learning at the beginning of the semester. She hoped that the synchronous
technology would offer additional sources of support to students sooner in the semester by providing an
earlier start on figuring out where everything is located. To accomplish this, she planned to incorporate
synchronous in week 2 or 3 to help students get organized earlier.
The class – Via the Instructor Interview
The course studied for this case was a graduate level course in the College of Nursing which,
covered epidemiology. Before this study, the course was being taught online with a mandatory orientation
meeting at the beginning of the semester to discuss technology and group projects. A midterm exam and
final exam were also accomplished in person. The instructor stated that the course was a web-enhanced or
blended course due to these required meetings.
Groups were formed in this course to analyze data and complete assignments. Previous online
offerings of this course have been presented asynchronously through Blackboard with little real-time
interaction. The content of the course usually consists of the Blackboard course containing PowerPoint
slides, hyperlinks, group activities and asynchronous discussions.
Before use of the SWBCS the course used Blackboard’s asynchronous discussion board for Q &
A, monitored by the teaching assistant. The students were required to participate in discussion and search
for information within ¾ of the modules. Small groups were created to work on projects that often caused
issues due to drop out rates. The instructor voiced a desire to update an introductory activity for the next
time the course is taught.
When asked during the interview what the instructor anticipated using in the way of instructional
strategies, she seemed to have a sound plan in mind. The instructor wanted to use short lectures that
included polling with interaction or questions afterward where students would be required to explain their
answers. In addition, she planned to use some of the appointed time for group work. Here groups of
students would analyze epidemiology data and complete assignments by using a worksheet which includes
assigned tasks.
This instructor liked the idea that the synchronous interface offers an interaction media/medium
(audio) that students are familiar with and hoped to use more active strategies and include case scenarios in
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the future. She noted wariness due to the fact that you can’t see student’s faces, but was ready to try this
method anyway. Another anticipated outcome was an increase in the exchange of ideas on the
asynchronous discussion boards due to increase comfort levels between the students and connections she
hoped would be built.
The class - Via classroom observations
Synchronous sessions of this course were conducted via SWBCS 6 times. After initial review, 3
were selected for observation using the observation instrument. Observations for this case were completed
by five different observers for three of the six instructional sessions conducted by this instructor. The first
session was an orientation to the system and did not present epidemiology content. The remaining two were
very similar in how they were conducted, with the instructor being very consistent in her approach. During
the third session, the instructor struggled a bit as her producer was unexpectedly taken ill and went to the
hospital. The unplanned changes caused the instructor some discomfort and confusion at the beginning of
the session. Additionally, she made a few mistakes that would not have happened if she had had the extra
support as she had planned. However, she rebounded nicely and still conducted a very successful session.
The remainder of this section will discuss the resulting observations of the three sessions and the
instructional approaches seen throughout this case.
Pedagogy
Based on observation of three class session conducted by this instructor it is obvious that she
utilized a variety of pedagogical strategies in her class. She provided short lectures, but broke them up with
other activities such as question and answer sessions. These sessions often involved analysis of data from
charts and graphs as well as preplanned questions using the polling and quizzing tools. The instructor
probed for deeper thought by asking questions at different levels, setting cognitive tasks, and requiring
higher order or critical thinking. She included group work in which, the students had specific tasks to
accomplish. This approach was seen as a problem solving strategy. Overall, this instructor rated very high
in the practice of sound pedagogy for student learning.
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Table 36. Case 2: Results of Pedagogical Observation Constructs
Questions

15 - 9/13/2004

12 - 9/20/2004

17 - 10/20/2004

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Directly Observable Pedagogical Strategy
Instructor lectured – conveyed information
through talking or demonstration - Direct
(telling, lecturing) whole group.
Instructor used interactive direction with
whole group (posing questions and calling
for answers)
Instructor questioned at different levels
Individual students worked alone

x

x

Students worked in pairs or small groups

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

An orientation

Instructor lectured, used PowerPoint

The pedagogy was

session there was no

slides effectively to illustrate,

sound and seemed

real pedagogy.

presented many charts and graphs

appropriate.

Students acted as a whole class (ie. large

x

class discussion, full class quizzing or
polling, lecture, whole class project etc.)
Other approaches

This was more of a
how to session on the
software than a real
class session. it may
have been a bad
choice to review.

Pedagogy - Judged Pedagogical Strategy
The teaching strategies utilized tools
appropriate for the students’ level of skill
with the technology and were well supported
Teaching methods were appropriate for the
content
Lesson required student thought and
participation– explain.
The teaching strategy included a problem
solving activity– explain.
The Instructor set cognitive tasks for the
students – explain.
Session required higher order (not route
memory or just opinion) and/or critical
thinking on the part of the students– explain.
Other approaches
Summary of Pedagogy Used
Summary of Pedagogy

and had students analyze data
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Interaction
When looking at interaction, five areas were specifically noted: (1) Instructor-Learner interaction,
(2) Learner-Instructor interaction, (3) learner-Learner interaction, (4) Learner-Content interaction and (5)
Learner-Interface interaction. Table 37 shows that the instructor initiated interactions with her students in
all sessions.
Table 37. Case 2: Results of Instructor-Learner Interaction Observation Constructs
Questions

15 - 9/13/2004

12 - 9/20/2004

17 - 10/20/2004

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Directly Observable Instructor-Learner Interaction
Checks student comprehension
Knows and uses student names
Responds to students as individuals

x

Praises students for contributions that deserve
commendation
Criticizes student ignorance or misunderstanding
Encourages questions, involvement, debate and/or

x

feedback
Encourages students to answer questions by provided
cues and encouragement
Other Directly Observable I-L Interactions
Judged Instructor-Learner Interaction
Instructor Questions
Instructor feedback is informative

x

Instructor Responses
Instructor listens carefully to student comments and
questions
Instructor feedback is informative and constructive

x

x

x

Instructor answers student questions clearly and

x

x

x

Good rapport with students

x

x

x

Treats class members equitably

x

x

x

Encourages mutual respect among students

x

x

x

directly
Overall Impression

Respects diverse points of view
Recognizes when students do not understand

x
x

x

x

Other Judged I-L Interactions

During the first session, interactions were not as prevalent, however, throughout the content
related session the instructor effectively initiated academic interactions with students. During these sessions
she knew and used their names, responded to students as individuals, provided feedback as well as
encouraged student interactions. Through these interactions, she kept her students involved in the learning
process.
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Table 38. Case 2: Results of Learner-Instructor Interaction Observation Constructs
Questions

15 - 9/13/2004

12 - 9/20/2004

17 - 10/20/2004

x

x

x

Students volunteer information

x

x

Students present information

x

Student feedback is on topic

x

Directly Observable Learner- Instructor Interaction
Students ask questions of the instructor

x

Other Directly Observable L-I Interactions

Interactions initiated by the students with the instructor were also prevalent in the two content
related sessions. These interactions were recorded as Directly Observed Learner-Instructor Interactions. No
judged interactions were recorded in this process. From the observation reports, it is evident that students
were comfortable interacting with the instructor and did so in a variety of ways. Students initiated
interactions with the instructor by asking questions as well as volunteering information.
Other interactions initiated by student pertain to the actual session contents. In the first session,
students interacted with the tools as this was the content of the session. In the later two sessions, the content
included epidemiological data and related information. Table 39 shows the recorded observations of
learner-content interactions.
Table 39. Case 2: Results of Learner-Content Interaction Observation Constructs
Questions

15 - 9/13/2004

12 - 9/20/2004

17 - 10/20/2004

Reading

x

x

x

Writing (i.e., on whiteboard, in chat, etc.)

x

Directly Observable Learner- Content Interaction
x

Presentation (i.e., verbal, graphical, etc.)

x

Discussion

x

x

Responds

x

x

x

Participates in Poll

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Other Directly Observable L-C Interactions
Judged Learner- Content Interaction
Interpret
Comprehend

x

React
Listening

x

Other Judged L-C Interactions

When using technology, it is usually hard for students to use the tools and not interact with the
content as long as content is being presented in some fashion. So, it is not surprising that the observers
marked content interaction high in this case. The instructor had structured the two content sessions such
that student would interact with the content and it worked well. The first session was a practice session to
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assure the students would be comfortable with the tools. This was a great approach as it allowed the
students to interact with the content in the later sessions with out the tools getting in the way.
Learner-Learner interactions were not as significant as other types of interactions in this case.
Although students did engage in some conversation it was limited. Notable is the drop off in learner-learner
interaction seen between session 2 and session 3 (Table 40).
Table 40. Case 2: Results of Learner-Learner Interaction Observation Constructs
Questions

15 - 9/13/2004

12 - 9/20/2004

17 - 10/20/2004

Directly Observable Learner- Learner Interaction
Students discuss the content of the session with each

x

other (on-task academic conversation)
Students engage in conversation that is not related to

X

the subject of the session but is related to the course
or other courses (off task academic conversation)
Students engage in conversation that is not related to
the course (social conversation)
Students encourage other students’ questions,

X

involvement, debate and/or feedback
Students criticize other student’s ignorance or
misunderstanding
Students use each others names

x

Other Directly Observable L-L Interactions
Judged Learner- Learner Interactions
Students answer questions clearly and directly
Students maintain a good rapport with each other
Students show mutual respect for each other (i. e.

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

listening carefully, responding constructively, etc.)
Students treat class members equitably
Other Judged L-L Interactions

This drop corresponds to the problems the instructor had with the system due to not having her
producer available in the third session. The instructor had not solely prepared the room before and was not
aware that the students did not have access to some of the communication tools that would have allowed
them to interact with each other, such as chat. Although students did engage in some conversation in the
second session, overall they communicated much more with the instructor than with each other.
This case also utilized groups and the use of breakout rooms. Group activities were part of the
sessions, and communication in the groups did take place. Due to not being able to record the group areas,
observers could not discern how much or what type of interactions occurred. The student did seem to
respect each other and have a good rapport.
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Table 41. Case 2: Results of Learner-Interface Interaction Observation Constructs
Questions

15 - 9/13/2004

12 - 9/20/2004

17 - 10/20/2004

Directly Observable Learner- Interface Interaction
Work on whiteboard

x

Use microphone

x

x

x

Exchange messages in chat

x

x

x

Raises hand

x

x

x

Completes a poll

x

x

x

Uses emoticons

x

x

x

Troubles connecting

x

x

x

Troubles with microphone

x

x

x

Unable to use tools

x

Other Directly Observable L-Interface Interactions
Judged Learner- Interface Interaction
Did any students voice frustration with the
interface?
Shows emotion

x

x

Other Judged L-Interface Interactions

Interaction between the students and the interface was inevitable. Observations in this area were
meant to determine if the interface was a hindrance or a support for the students. With this in mind,
students did not voice frustrations with the interface or show negative emotions. Some emotion was shown,
but more in use of the emoticons than voiced objections. For the most part the use of tools was not a
problem except for minor issues with connections to the SWBCS and some microphone adjustments. The
tools used for interaction such as the emoticons, the step away feature raising hands and polling were all
used throughout the sessions. Students also interacted with the system when they used their microphones to
add to the discussions.
Overall the interactions that took place in this case were between the instructor and the students.
Students effectively interacted with the interface and with content in the sessions, but did not interact
extensively with each other. Discussion did play a significant role in the sessions, but it was guided by the
instructor. The group session may have had more significant learner-learner interactions but they were not
visible to the observers. Placing interactions on a scale of low to high, the interactions in this case would
most likely be medium to high.
Structure
The next few sections of the observation instrument reflect the structure of the class sessions.
Theory has shown that the structure of the class can play an important role. To accurately review the class
structure during a synchronous session it was divided into three sections that could be observed in different
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ways: (1) classroom management, (2) content organization and (3) presentation. First, the management of
the classroom was observed during all three sessions.
This instructor managed her sessions well. She started on time and came prepared. She seemed to
have a clear organizational plan which, she followed. During the sessions she stayed on track and was
aware of the needs of her students. She maintained their attention, pausing to allow them to reflect and
answer questions. Her manner maintained control and credibility. Overall her classroom management was
excellent (Table 42).
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Table 42. Case 2: Results of Classroom Management (structure) Observation Constructs
Questions

15 - 9/13/2004

12 - 9/20/2004

17 - 10/20/2004

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Directly Observable Classroom Management
Instructor began class on time in an orderly,
organized fashion
Instructor digressed often from the main topic
Instructor had readily available the materials and
equipment necessary to complete the activity
Instructor gave prompt attention to individual
problems
Instructor maintained student attention

x

x

x

Instructor paused to allow students to interact and

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Instructor appeared well prepared for class

x

x

x

Instructor had a clear organizational plan

x

x

x

Instructor clearly organized and explained

x

x

x

answer questions (wait time).
Provided opportunities for dialogue about the
activity with peers and/or instructor
Instructor allowed opportunity for individual
expression
Instructor provided practice time and sufficient time
for completion
Other Directly Observable classroom management
Judged Classroom Management

assignments
Instructor provided clear directions or procedures

x

x

x

Instructor provided sufficient wait time (i. e. gave

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

students enough time to respond to and ask
questions)
Skills required during the session were not beyond
reasonable expectations for this course and/or these
students (were they struggling with any skills?
Why?)
Instructor maintained credibility and control (i. e.
Spoke about course content with confidence and
authority, used authority in classroom to create an
environment conducive to learning, etc.)
Instructor is able to admit error and/or insufficient
knowledge
Instructor respects constructive criticism
Instructor responds to distractions effectively yet
constructively
Other Judged classroom management
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The content of session one covered the use of the synchronous classroom in order to increase the
student’s comfort levels. The goals for this session were stated by the instructor, but they were significantly
different than for session two and three. With sessions two and three we saw an increase in the content
organization. The instructor included previews of what was to come as well as explained the goal or
objective of the session. Session two and three had both similarities and differences (Table 43), but more
organizational strategies were include in the last session which, may show that the instructor was more
familiar with the system and was able to plan better as she became more experienced. Strong organizational
strategies such as incorporating student responses, integrating assigned course materials, and making the
content relative to real world situations showed that the instructor has strong skills in organizing her
content in an educationally sound manner.
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Table 43. Case 2: Results of Content Organization (structure) Observation Constructs
Questions

15 - 9/13/2004

12 - 9/20/2004

17 - 10/20/2004

x

x

x

x

x

x

Directly Observable Content Organization
Previewed lecture/discussion content
Introduced organization of the lecture
Explained the goal or objective for the period

x

Reviewed prior class material to prepare students for

x

the content to be covered
Provided internal summaries and transitions

x

Summarized and distilled main points at the end of
class (formally)
Previewed by connecting to future classes (hinting at

x

x

things to come)
Instructor incorporated student responses

x

x

x

Integrates assigned course material into class

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

presentation (readings, web sites, etc.)
Relates current course content to students’ general
education
Makes course content relevant with references to
“real world” applications
Explicitly states relationships among various topics
and facts/theory
Explains difficult terms, concepts, or problems in
more than one way
Presents background of ideas and concepts

x

x

Presents up-to-date developments in the field

x

x

Other Directly Observed Content Organization
Judged Content Organization
Introduction captured attention

x

x

Main ideas are clear and specific

x

x

x

Sufficient variety was provided to support

x

x

x

x

x

x

information
Relevancy of main ideas were clear
Other Judged Content Organization

In addition to the organization of content, it is very important to present content in a meaningful
and effective way. The last piece of identifying the structure of the sessions was to observe aspects of the
presentation (Table 44). Even in session one where content was not as familiar, the instructor presented the
material well. One observer noted that during session three the text in some slides was small and could
have been clearer, other than this, all presentation constructs were seen positively in the sessions. Not only
was the visual presentation considered effective, but the verbal presentation was also clear, properly paced
and showed confidence and enthusiasm for the subject matter. Overall presentation was rated very high.
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Table 44. Case 2: Results of Presentation (structure) Observation Constructs
Questions

15 - 9/13/2004

12 - 9/20/2004

17 - 10/20/2004

Articulation and pronunciation was clear

x

x

x

Absence of verbal pauses (speech fillers)

x

x

x

Volume was sufficient to be heard

x

x

x

Varied pace

x

x

x

Included illustrations

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Effective voice quality

x

x

x

Rate of delivery was appropriate

x

x

x

Communicates a sense of confidence, enthusiasm and

x

x

x

x

x

x

Directly Observable Presentation

Presented views other than own when appropriate
Visuals were clear and well organized (large and
legible)
Visual aids were easily read
Other Directly Observation Presentation
Judged Presentation
Instructor spoke extraneously

excitement toward content
Speech is neither too formal nor too casual
Other Directly Observation Presentation

After reviewing all the aspects presented here, observers summarized the structure they observed
in the sessions overall. For session two, comments included well organized, effective slides, discussion and
good facilitation. For session three, comments included well organized, showing time and thought put into
the organization and delivery of the content. This instructor had a significantly well structured approach to
using the SWBCS for her class.
Learner Autonomy
Another area of importance in distance education is the responsibility that a student takes for his or
her own learning. This is labeled as learner autonomy. Often the amount of responsibility students take
depends on the opportunities they are given to make choices. To examine learner autonomy, constructs
were used as guidelines in observing the synchronous session (Table 45). In this case, the instructor
required students to review and analyze data in the form of graphs and chart and then to respond to
questions. From this and group work which, was assigned at the end of both the second and third sessions,
observers felt students had opportunities and took responsibility for a part of their resulting learning. For
example, all students worked on analysis of the data and responded to polls, even if they responded
incorrectly. Some were then asked to provide reasoning for their analysis. Students also worked in small
groups in breakout rooms. Within these rooms students were assigned specific tasks that they had to
complete. They were directed to materials from the web that they used to get to an end point. The work in
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these groups was done by the student without assistance from the instructor. From these examples and what
the observers were able to see, the learner autonomy constructs in Table 45 were reported. Overall it was
determine that the strategies used in the two content related session provided ample opportunity for learner
autonomy and students responded by taking responsibility for their learning.
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Table 45. Case 2: Results of Learner Autonomy Observation Constructs
Questions

15 - 9/13/2004

12 - 9/20/2004

17 - 10/20/2004

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Directly Observable Learner Autonomy
Activities such as self-guided reading, participation in
groups, electronic dialogues, or reflective writing
activities were used in this session
Instructor utilized dialogue with learners

x

Students are given options on how they will interact
and learn the material
Learning was “primarily” independent or
interdependent, not dependent on the instructor
Students take noticeable responsibility for various
decisions associated with the learning in this session
Students discover information that they need for the
session rather than being provided all of it
The discussion in groups was dominated by one or two
people
Students ask a lot of productive questions

x

x

x

Students who struggle with the technology bounce back

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Students seem to enjoy discussion of ideas

x

x

Instructor provides challenges that students seem to

x

x

and become productive members of the class
Other Directly Observed Learner Autonomy
Judged Learner Autonomy
Strategy used provides for multiple learning styles
Strategy used allows for learner independence and/or
interdependence
Students seem to have positive attitudes about this

x

learning experience

enjoy
Other Judged Learner Autonomy

Tool Use
Since technology use is a significant part of this research, it was important to understand how the
tools provided were used. The next section of the observation instrument provided a means to record what
was used and to summarize the effectiveness of the tool use. Table 46 shows the resulting tool use for all
three sessions. Included in the table is a reporting of how often the tools were used. As can bee seen, VOIP
was used extensively along with other tools that helped to check student comprehension such as polling. In
addition, students used tools to get the attention of the instructor and to communicate. Regular use of most
of the tools was seen throughout all sessions. When asked to judge the effectiveness of the tool use,
observers all agreed that the use was effective. In the case of the third session effectiveness of tool use
would have been improved had the producer been available. The instructor did not turn on, and therefore
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utilize all the tools. Some specific tool use was pointed out by the observers that assisted in making a better
presentation, including using the pointer and the highlighter to highlight the areas of the slide the instructor
was talking about and draw the student’s attention.
Table 46. Case 2: Results of Tool Use Observation Constructs
Questions

15 - 9/13/2004

12 - 9/20/2004

17 - 10/20/2004

Textual Chat

x

x

Voice Over Internet Protocol (VOIP) Audio

x

x

x

Breakout Rooms

x

x

x

Whiteboard

x

x

Shared Browser

x

Directly Observable Tool Use

x

Application Sharing

x

Private Messaging
Pace Meter
Hand Raising

x

x

x

Polling

x

x

x

Emoticons

x

x

x

Step away feature

x

x

x

Quizzing

x

How often were the tools used? – describe ( ie. Used

Only as an orientation

Extensively to check

The VOIP was used

extensively, regularly, minimally, etc.)

- Tools were used

comprehension -

extensively, but others

regularly as they were

Regularly

were not as frequent.

learning how to use

Hand raising was

the tools in this

extensive also. Instructor

session.

actually had chat and
whiteboard turned off
without knowing it.

A variety of the available tools were used to present

x

x

x

Highlighter on

Pointer tool for graphs

whiteboard

and tables.

x

x

materials
Other Directly Observable Tool Use
Judged Tool Use
Use of tools was effective

x

Other Judged Tool Use

Tool use could have been
better with all tools on.

Overall tool use was summarized as good, highlighting the use of polling and quizzing to check
comprehension and the interaction of students who raised their hand to join the discussion and ask
questions.
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Strengths, Weaknesses and Success
Having observed the entire class session, each observer was asked to list the overall strengths and
the weakness they observed. Table 47 contains the resulting comments from all observers.
Table 47. Case 2: Results of Strengths and Weaknesses Observation Constructs
Questions

15 - 9/13/2004

12 - 9/20/2004

17 - 10/20/2004

Students will be

Lots of variety in lesson

Good use of Elluminate

adequately prepared for the

which, kept instruction

features. Students asked a lot

real session the following

interesting.

of questions. They seemed

week.

The session made use of a

satisfied with the answers.

The instructor seemed to

variety of Elluminate

Instructor helped students

be well prepared and

functionalities. Students had

with technical difficulties.

handled the class well.

many questions for which, the

The class was well organized.

instructor provided clear

The students seemed

simple answers. Instructor

prepared. The content was

was able to help students with

appropriate for the venue.

Judged Overall Strengths and
Weaknesses observations
What strengths were observed?

technical problems
What weaknesses were observed?

None really. This use of

Variety of microphone levels.

Microphone problems, audio

Elluminate is probably a

The volume of the instructor

problems.

really good idea and more

was rather low.

The instructor had some

instructors should do it.

technical issue with the

The instructor at one point

software because her normal

confused the students and

producer was ill. She did not

did not notice that they

know how to give access to

were lost.

the whiteboard and chat
features.

Based on all the constructs in the observation instrument, the observers were then asked to judge
the success of the session. This is often a difficult task as the observers have only a small picture of the
entire educational environment the instructor has created. However, the observer’s comments are useful in
determining how the session was perceived. When combined with student, instructor and producer
perceptions, the overall picture should be clear.
Table 48 shows the comments on success of the session that each observer made for each session.
Overall this instructor should be commended for her successful use of a SWBCS as an online educational
supplement to her course.
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Table 48. Case 2: Results of Session Success Observation Constructs
Questions

15 – 9/13/2004

12 - 9/20/2004

17 - 10/20/2004

Fine for its purpose.

Very successful. Content was

This session was quite successful. It

For an orientation to the

communicated in an interesting

was well structured, offered some

tools, this session was a

fashion, student comprehension

time for learners to work on their

success. However, it did

was check often and a variety of

own and helped with a difficult

not cover actually

tools were used.

topic. The instructors and students

course materials.

This session was very successful.

interacted well.

Summary of Session Success
Success of the session

The Class – Via Student Surveys
Most of the students were aware that the course was offered in multiple formats (online and faceto-face); however 6 did not know which reflects their desire for an online format. With this in mind, 14
student said it was not likely that they would have taken the course had it not been offered online, while 13
said likely and 6 said definitely.
To address the reasons students took the course, they were asked to rate the most important reason
for taking the course. 19 of the students reported that it was required for their degree. Other popular
answers were work schedule (4), Family obligations (4) and driving distance (5).
Since the class included a synchronous element, students were asked if they were aware of this
requirement before the class began. 31 of the students responded no, however, 31 also responded that they
had allotted time in their schedules for the synchronous sessions.
There were few problems reported by the students in preparing to take the course with items such
as difficulty registering (easy, 24; very easy, 6), difficulty getting an ID card (easy, 20; very easy, 5) and
difficulty of accessing the Internet (easy, 20; very easy, 10) showing positive results. Items required to
access the asynchronous portions of the course online include obtaining a NetID (easy, 19; very easy, 4)
and accessing the university servers (easy, 19; very easy, 9).
Other questions asked in the initial survey addressed instructions and materials for the course. 20
students reported that obtaining a syllabus was easy and 12 said it was very easy. The majority of the
students (25) also felt that instructions for using technology in this course were very clear and the setup
required for the courses was not difficult (21). In addition, the Synchronous Setup Wizard was considered
to be easy (19) to very easy (9) to use. When students did experience problems, help was not difficult to get
(easy, 25; very easy, 4).
The students were asked if they participated in a demonstration of the synchronous software
before attempting their first session. 25 of the students in this case answered yes and only 8 answered no.
From this, students reported that they felt somewhat prepared (9) and well prepared (14) with 2 students
feeling very well prepared and 2 still feeling not prepared. 26 students participated in the end of semester
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survey. From the results of the second survey the students perceptions about the SWBCS used in their
course were positive.
The students in this class used the system at least once, with half of those answering the survey
reporting 3 or more sessions. In addition, all but 5 of the students participated in all the sessions provided.
When asked how easy the system was to use, 17 out of the 26 students answered very easy, 9 answered
somewhat easy, and no one answered not easy. The majority of the students (16) reported no problems
connecting to the synchronous classroom with only 2 having major problems. In addition, 77% of the
students had no problem getting familiar with the new interface.
The next section of the survey addressed issues students had with different features of the
synchronous classroom. Table 49 shows the results. As can be seen, there were very few problems reported
by the students with the tools they used.
Table 49. Case 2: Student Report of Problems with SWBCS Features
Feature

No Problem

Minor Problem

Major Problem

Not Applicable

Text chat

22

3

0

1

Two-way audio

16

10

0

0

hand raising and Yes/No (or check/X)

26

0

0

0

Whiteboard

18

7

1

0

Application Sharing

14

4

0

8

Breakout Rooms

19

3

0

4

Taking Polls or Quizzes

22

2

0

2

Guided Web Surfing

16

3

0

7

Other

8

8

1

9

After reporting on issues they had with different features of the system, students were asked to
report how they solved problems that did occurred. 8 students solved the problems themselves, 8 chose not
applicable, and 5 reported other means of solving the problem. Other ways in which, students found help
with their problems included: 1) “Computer Trouble shooters”, 2) “anti spy ware programs”, 3) “before 1st
session I did the live session with Elluminate representative”, and 4) “I was automatically reconnected each
time”.
To be sure technical issues were not creating significant issues for the students; a few questions
were asked that addressed how they connected to the Internet and how their computer kept up with the
sessions. The means of connecting to the internet was previously reported, this question resulted in a
similar a breakdown. With most students connecting at higher bandwidth it was not surprising to see that
all students (26) felt that their computers were able to keep pace during the sessions.
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When asked whether technical knowledge and skills were required to master the use of Elluminate
Live! ™, students had mixed feelings. However, 58% stated that these skills were important at least
frequently or almost always. Most students (53% rarely; 23% sometimes) did not need technical assistance
to complete the synchronous sessions. When they did need technical support, 42% said it was almost
always available and 27% said is was frequently available. In addition, those who required technical
support found that their problems were solved (19%, frequently; 39% almost always; 35% N/A).
In order to determine the success of the tools used during the sessions, the students were asked
how useful each feature was to them. Table 50 shows the results. Two-way audio (23) and the ability to
raise their hand (22) were considered very useful features with the whiteboard (18) running a close third.
Interestingly, no students answered that a tool was not useful.
Table 50. Case 2: Usefulness of SWBCS Tools as Reported by Students
Feature

Not Useful

Somewhat Useful

Very Useful

Not Applicable

Text chat

0

14

11

1

Two-way audio

0

3

23

0

hand raising and Yes/No (or check/X)

0

4

22

0

Whiteboard

0

8

18

0

Application Sharing

0

5

12

9

Breakout Rooms

0

6

15

5

Taking Polls or Quizzes

0

6

17

3

Guided Web Surfing

0

4

15

7

In an effort to determine how the students perceived the quality of the synchronous software,
students were asked to rate the quality of different features. Table 51 portrays the results. Most tools were
rated good to excellent.
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Table 51. Case 2: Quality of SWBCS Features as Reported by Students
Feature

Poor

Fair

Good

Excellent

Not Applicable

Elluminate Presentation Space

0

3

18

5

0

Elluminate Audio

1

3

14

8

0

Elluminate Screen Layout

0

1

18

7

0

Ways to offer instructor and others feedback

1

0

10

15

0

Your connection to Elluminate

0

4

9

13

0

Collaboration tools (i.e. whiteboard, application

1

1

11

12

1

0

2

11

13

0

(i.e. emoticons, applause, hand raising, etc.)

sharing, breakout rooms, etc.)
The overall quality of the Elluminate experience

When asked if they thought that taking this course was a good idea, all 26 students responded yes.
In addition they thought that the organization was logical and easy to follow (frequently, 35%; almost
always, 62%). More importantly, 62% felt that synchronous session activities and assignments facilitated
their understanding of course content. 53% felt that the sessions were almost always aligned with the
course objectives and 73% felt that the instructor’s approach to using Elluminate was almost always
effective.
Much of the framework of this study is based on transactional distance which, has been directly
related to interaction numerous times. Many educational researchers suggest that interactions are a very
critical part of learning and should be encouraged in several ways. With this in mind, questions were asked
that addressed how students perceived interactions when using a SWBCS. In this case, 65% felt that
interactions with their classmates and/or the instructor were almost always effective when using the
synchronous software. 69% felt that synchronous discussions with their peers were almost always
encouraged in the sessions and 77% felt that the instructor almost always provided opportunities for
students to participate during the sessions.
Research shows that effective interactions with the instructor can take many forms. Opinions on
instructor feedback address both instructor interactions and also immediacy in the classroom. In this case,
69% of the students felt that the instructor almost always provided constructive feedback during the
synchronous sessions.
The goal of educational environments is for students to increase their knowledge. In these
sessions, 35% of the students reported that the sessions allowed them to frequently demonstrate their
learning while 50% stated the sessions almost always allowed them to demonstrate their learning. Although
concern for students with disabilities were considered important by the researcher, only a small number felt
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that this was important to them with 65% stating accommodations for disabilities were not applicable.
However, almost all of those who did answer this question answered positively.
One string of thought on the use of synchronous technologies for teaching at a distance is that it
allows for increased connections that build a stronger learning community. With this in mind, students were
asked if using Elluminate made them feel more connected to others in their class. 80% stated that they
almost always felt more connected and 12% said they frequently felt more connected to other students. In
addition, 77% felt almost always more connected to instructor and 12% felt frequently more connected to
the instructor.
Using technology should enhance the learning process rather than create more chaos. Students in
this class felt that the technology used almost always (65%) or frequently (31%) enhanced their learning
experience. Only one felt that the technology rarely made a difference. In addition, students felt that the use
of this technology motivated then to learn with 54% choosing almost always and 31% choosing frequently.
Students did not seem to be turned off by the technology, but rather they would consider taking a
course that used synchronous technologies again. 65% of the students in this case would consider this
almost always while another 19% would frequently consider synchronous technologies in a course. When
asked to compare this course to other courses they have taken, 54% stated the course was almost always
excellent and 35% stated it was frequently excellent. Only 4% stated that the course was not excellent.
Producer input
This class had one of the most active producers. She played a major role in the success of the
sessions. Many questions were asked during the producer focus group to determine what role she played
and her perspectives of the SWBCS as it was used in this case. As background information this producer
had some previous experience with a similar system in the corporate world. Besides this she had no
experience with other synchronous technologies. This producer participated in all of the training sessions
provided before the beginning of the pilot.
The relationship with the instructor and the role that the producer played in the use of the SWBCS
are important factors in how well the sessions went as well as the producers perspectives. This producer
had a very close relationship with the instructor in which, everything was done as a team. They met several
times in person and talked via phone or email once or twice a week. The major duties that she performed
for the instructor were helping to design the course, conducting the initial orientations and training for
students, monitoring all classes and handling technical issues as they arose. She also prepared for the
course by converting PowerPoint slides to White board format and making sure that the recordings were
available for the students afterwards.
When asked if she thought that the instructor would now be able to conduct the same type of
sessions on her own, without a producer, the producer said “I can’t imagine the instructors doing all this on
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their own”. Overall the producer felt that the SWBCS was very effective for teaching. The strengths were
listed as stronger community and enabling the student to ask the teacher direct questions and the teacher
was better able to explain complex issues. Weaknesses mentioned were the frustration caused by working
through technical issues and the problems some students who did not speak English as a first language had
with keeping up and understanding.
In this case, the producer reported that lecturing, group work polling and questions and answer
strategies were used during the sessions. These strategies were practice by the instructor and the producer
before they were implemented in the SWBCS. To help building community, students were placed into
groups which, were deemed very successful. Students also checked in early and had chances to chat with
the instructor and other students on an informal basis. Of these strategies, the producer felt that the group
work, polling and questions and answer activities were the most successful. The strategies tried that were
the least successful included application sharing which, may have been more successful if more practice
had taken place before using it. In addition, the online testing was a “little vague”. Overall the producer
felt that given the content of the course and the students in the class, these were the best strategies to have
been used.
In the way of problem encountered, the producer reported few, but stated that “students have
occasionally not been able to login and discovering problems takes more knowledge than I have”. When
asked how these problems were solved, she stated they were turned over to the system administration team.
The tools reported being sued the most frequently were push to web, application sharing, polling, and
whiteboard which, were used every session. Both push to web and polling were considered to work well
while application sharing was considered “difficult to master”.
This producer was excited about the use of a SWBCS for the ability to communicate with students
more directly. She saw the convenience as an advantage when compared to a face-to-face class as so many
of the students in this case work full-time and a number of them live all over the state. When compared to
ac completely asynchronous online class, she felt that the “human touch” added by using a SWBCS was a
great supplement.
At the end of the focus group, each producer was asked to share lessons learned for further
producers of synchronous sessions. This producer states that “Students should “check in” well in advance
of the actual class.” For this case, a special session was held students had to come to and ensure they could
get access and be familiar with the interface. By the time of the class, most of the issues were resolved.
Overall this producer had a positive perspective of the use of the SWBCS for teaching in cases
such as this and is still producing sessions for this instructor and others.
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Summary of Case 2 Based on Research Questions
Analysis of the qualitative data from this case has been thoroughly discussed. To summarize the
results of this data with respect to the research questions proposed in this study, the questions have been
answered below.
Q1. What types of pedagogical strategies do instructors implement with the tools?
The results for this question utilized the following data collection methods for triangulation
purposes: instructor surveys, interviews and focus groups; observation instrument; and archival documents.
The instructor in this case used a variety of strategies that were familiar to her from her regular classroom.
She employed interactive lecturing techniques containing full class lecture, polling, questions and answer
sessions, and classroom discussion. The course also utilized breakout rooms so that students could work in
small groups on project based assignments.
Q2. How do instructors utilize the tools available in a SWBCS in a distance education environment?
The results for this question utilized the following data collection methods for triangulation
purposes: Instructor Surveys, Interviews and Focus Groups, Observation instrument, and archival
documents. The instructor in this case utilized the tools to increase satisfaction and the success of the
course by adding interactions through sound pedagogical strategies. She encouraged interaction between
the instructor and the students as well as the student with each other by using the SWBCS. Most of the
visible interactions were considered to be academic in nature. She used the SWBCS to supplement
instruction for concepts that had been notoriously difficult for the students in past classes. The immediacy
of the SWBCS allowed faster and more successful interaction to take place and helped to alleviate issues
with this difficult subject matter.
Q3. With access to a multitude of tools available in a SWBCS, which, tools do instructors choose to use?
The results for this question utilized the following data collection methods for triangulation
purposes: Instructor Surveys, Interviews, and Focus Groups, Observation instrument, and archival
documents. The instructor in this case used a combination of the tools available to reach the goals she set
before starting this project. To accomplish this, she used a significant variety of tools in her sessions,
including lectures which, utilized both the VOIP feature and the white board. Her use of the white board
tools was also noteworthy, allowing her to focus the student’s attention to the areas of the screen she was
speaking about. In addition, she effectively used the polling feature to check for student comprehension.
The breakout rooms were used to allow project groups to interact online and facilitated project based
learning.
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Q4. Why do instructors use the tools and strategies that they choose?
The results for this question utilized the following data collection methods for triangulation
purposes: Instructor Surveys, Interviews and Focus Groups. The instructor in this case used the SWBCS
tools based on her experience, the strategies she selected and the training she received. She chose to use
tools that fit the needs of her class. She needed to provided clearer instruction on difficult concepts and
allow students time to practice these concepts while she was immediately available for feedback. The use
of VOIP, the whiteboard and polling tools allowed the students and the instructor to communicate on
difficult subjects and resulted in faster feedback. In addition to these tools, she used the web push feature to
provide students access to data that would be discussed and used later in group projects. Using this tool in
conjunction with VOIP, she was able to guide students through the web site and explain what they would
need to accomplish their goals. She also chose to use the break out rooms as a means for students to interact
among themselves in smaller groups. The immediacy of the SWBCS along with the familiarity of voice
rather than textual chat allowed the students to collaborate effectively and efficiently on assigned projects.
Q5. What perceptions do students and instructors have about using a SWBCS?
The results for this question utilized the following data collection methods for triangulation
purposes: Instructor Surveys, Interviews and Focus Groups, Observation instrument, archival documents,
and reflections from students. Students and the instructor in this case had positive perceptions about the
ability of a SWBCS to increase academic and social interactions. They felt that the added tools provide
more opportunities for connections and decreased transactional distance.
Case 3
The instructor – Via the Instructor Interview
This course was taught by an instructor who is fairly new to teaching. She holds the rank of
instructor and has been teaching at the university for four years. During this time she has taught a
combination of face-to-face, web-based, web enhanced courses. In addition, she holds an administrative
position as Assistant Director of Distance Programs for one of the university’s remote campuses. In this
position she assists instructors with the process of building and converting courses to an Internet format,
through both web-based and web-enhanced options. She also facilitates the training and development for
both faculty and students to enable distance based course participation. As a member of the instructional
technology department, she facilitates distance program development in conjunction with a variety of
departments, with a close connection to Educational Leadership initiatives. She has been teaching distance
courses herself for three years. She has a great deal of practical experience with technology and is teaching
a technology related course.
The self reported data obtained from instructor interviews adds to this information by describing
in more detail the instructor’s workload and feelings about teaching in this manner. This instructor carries a
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somewhat reduced teaching load due to her additional administrative duties. She currently teaches two
sections of the course studied and a course in Educational Leadership for a hospital program that is offered.
The course studied for this case had 13 students in one section and 14 in another. Due to her administrative
assignment her service commitment was quite heavy. In addition, the administrative assignment was in
support of faculty at the remote campus which, can be quite demanding. Although she did not have a
formal research assignment, she continued to present and publish to further her career.
This instructor is a leader in the use of technology, stating that she volunteered for the study
because she wanted to “become aware of and learn the technologies” so she could show faculty how to use
them in their own courses. She felt this was a good opportunity for her own professional development and a
tool to help her encourage the professional development of faculty at her campus. In addition, she opted to
try the synchronous system in this study as well as another one the university was considering. To this end,
she began with plans to use one system with each section of her course for at least two sessions with each
group within the section.
She also felt that this experience was important to teaching and making courses better. Having
obtained feedback from her students throughout the years, she felt they needed more immediate and
personal interactions. Therefore she hoped to increase satisfaction by providing means of increased
interaction betweens students and between herself and the students. She felt that she would be able to get a
better sense of their objectives and assume a more facilitative role in their successful completion.
From her experiences as a distance educator, the instructor was asked to reflect on both her
anticipations and experiences in teaching at a distance using a SWBCS. She mentioned a concern for the
amount of information provided to students and how they assimilate it to meet their needs since the course
is very self-directed. She felt that using the SWBCS would help break up the content and allow her to guide
the students, framing the content and stretching it even more.
She also mentioned the concern that her students come in with a very wide range of skills. She
was hoping that a SWBCS would give help to those who are struggling and challenge those on the other
end of the scale. In offering the course with this added feature, she felt that the technology itself would be
the biggest challenge. The students are already learning so much so quickly that getting them familiar with
the technology can be difficult. However, she felt that once they mastered the technology, it would be fine.
Other concerns dealt with scheduling as well as the traditional excuses and problems faced in teaching.

The class – Via the Instructor Interview
The course studied for this case was a graduate level course in the College of Education which,
covered technology for school administrators. Before this study, the course was being taught online with a
full day orientation meeting at the beginning of the semester to examine the technology to be used,
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complete a learning styles inventory, create learning contracts and start learning communities. A three hour
end of course session was also held where students present products they have created throughout the
semester.
Before use of the SWBCS the content of the course content was mainly conducted asynchronously
utilizing resource packs housed within a Blackboard course shell. The course materials were enhanced by
asynchronous discussions and group work. Learning communities (groups) were formed in this course and
required the completion of at least three group objectives completed by the end of the semester. Previously
this asynchronous model offered little real-time interaction. Interaction occasionally occurred through the
Blackboard collaboration tool (synchronous chat) as well as email, discussion boards, phone and other
familiar means of communication. The instructor was also available for face-to-face session by request and
offered these based on the need of the student or group.
Assessment in this course was facilitated through products completed and sent to the instructor.
These are then evaluated through a rubric. Students were required to log on 3 times a week and participate
in discussion boards which, included reflection pieces. At the end of the semester, students completed
formal grading contract to evaluate themselves and their learning.
The instructor stated that this course contains too much content to share in too short a time. Using
learning contracts, each student determines what they want to learn and how to get there. The instructor
voiced interest in helping students obtain their goals by breaking up the content with synchronous activities
which, would allow her to guide them through the content better.
When asked during the interview how the instructor anticipated using the synchronous software
she described two meetings she would hold with each group of students. During the session she would
utilize lessons addressing technology for school administrators and the STAR chart respectively. She felt
this was “very much a new approach, a new format and process” for the course. She was excited about not
only exposing them to the new technology, but also to the content as well.
Although she had already built in many was for students to interact with her, she saw the SWBCS
as a device for actively engaging students. The increase in immediacy and the ability to show emotions and
learning was a feature students may not get in the asynchronous environment previously used. The ability
to use the SWBCS would allow for more immediacy without reducing the convenience as much as driving
to meet face-to-face. Although this method reduced the convenience of a fully asynchronous course, the
instructor hoped that it would provide a reduction in isolation and build greater connection.
The Class – Via classroom observations
With this course especially, students had a difficult time getting started due to hurricanes that
ravaged much of the area in which, the students lived. The instructor reported that students had difficulties
with all course assignments because of poor technology infrastructure owing to the hurricanes and that the
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synchronous sessions were delayed as a result of these problems. However, they were successful in
completing sessions that were observed toward the end of the semester.
Synchronous sessions for this course were conducted via SWBCS 4 times with one practice
session used as a demonstration of the system. Each scheduled session was broken down into smaller
session arranged for each small group in the class. This resulted in a total of 12 separate one and half to two
hour sessions being conducted. After initial review, three of the twelve instructional sessions conducted by
this instructor were selected for observation using the observation instrument. Observations for this case
were completed by five different observers. The next few sections show the results of the observation of the
three sessions that were reviewed.
Pedagogy
Observation of the three class session reviewed showed that this instructor used a variety of
pedagogical strategies to conduct the sessions. The first session included lecture, class discussion, and
analysis and interpretation of school technology data. The instructor focused on concepts and information
provided on web pages through planned exercises in which, students read information about their own
schools and report back to the class their views. The instructor used the whiteboard to focus students on
the questions. Individual attention was provided to each student as the group was small. The second and
third sessions used very similar strategies with group work, discussion and web sites. Students were
required to interpret information, relating the findings and reports to their real world situation. The third
session contained very lively discussions between the small group of students and the instructor. Overall,
this instructor rated very high in the practice of sound pedagogy for student learning. Table 52 provides the
observation summary for Pedagogical strategies.
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Table 52. Case 3: Results of Pedagogical Observation Constructs
Questions

16 – 10/06/2004

5 - 10/13/2004

6 -11/10/2004

x

x

x

x

x

x

Instructor questioned at different levels

x

x

x

Individual students worked alone

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Directly Observable Pedagogical Strategy
Instructor lectured – conveyed information
through talking or demonstration - Direct
(telling, lecturing) whole group.
Instructor used interactive direction with
whole group (posing questions and calling
for answers)

Students worked in pairs or small groups
Students acted as a whole class (ie. large
class discussion, full class quizzing or
polling, lecture, whole class project etc.)
Other approaches
Pedagogy - Judged Pedagogical Strategy
The teaching strategies utilized tools
appropriate for the students’ level of skill
with the technology and were well
supported
Teaching methods were appropriate for the
content
Lesson required student thought and
participation– explain.
The teaching strategy included a problem
solving activity– explain.
The Instructor set cognitive tasks for the

x

students – explain.
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Table 52. (Continued) Case 3: Results of Pedagogical Observation Constructs
Questions

16 – 10/06/2004

5 - 10/13/2004

6 -11/10/2004

Session required higher order (not route

x

x

x

Instructor used lecture, class

Instructor did an excellent

This was a small group

discussion, and analysis and

job of directing students to

lecture with a lot of

interpretation of school

specific websites and

interactive discussion

technology data. - Dr. X used

allowing students to

on the part of both the

lecture and class discussion.

explore and share findings,

instructor and the

She focused on concepts and

thoughts, and

students. There were

information provided on web

interpretations with other

only 3 students and the

pages by having students read

students. - Group work and

instructor in the session.

information about their own

discussion. Students had

This session was then

schools and report back to the

to interpret findings and

followed by other

class their views. She

reports to their real world

sessions that same

focused students on the

situation.

evening for other

memory or just opinion) and/or critical
thinking on the part of the students–
explain.
Other approaches
Summary of Pedagogy Used
Summary of Pedagogy

questions by posting them on

groups of students. The

the whiteboard. She made

instructor lecture in

sure that all students were

small chucks and then

able to use the technology and

required participation

worked individually with

from the students for

each student to help them

class discussion of the

locate the information.

topic.

Interaction
When looking at interaction, five areas were specifically noted: (1) Instructor-Learner interaction,
(2) Learner-Instructor interaction, (3) Learner-Learner interaction, (4) Learner-Content interaction, and (5)
Learner-Interface interaction. Table 53 shows that the instructor was very interactive with the students,
initiating interactions in a variety of ways in all sessions.
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Table 53. Case 3: Results of Instructor-Learner Interaction Observation Constructs
Questions

16 - 10/06/2004

5 – 10/13/2004

6 -11/10/2004

Checks student comprehension

x

x

x

Knows and uses student names

x

x

x

Directly Observable Instructor-Learner Interaction

Responds to students as individuals

x

x

x

Praises students for contributions that deserve

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

commendation
Criticizes student ignorance or misunderstanding
Encourages questions, involvement, debate and/or
feedback
Encourages students to answer questions by provided
cues and encouragement
Other Directly Observable I-L Interactions

Instructor seemed to have an
exceptionally good rapport
with students. She seemed to
know each one of them s
individuals and used their
names often.

Judged Instructor-Learner Interaction
Instructor Questions
Instructor feedback is informative

x

x

x

x

x

x

Instructor feedback is informative and constructive

x

x

x

Instructor answers student questions clearly and

x

x

x

Good rapport with students

x

x

x

Treats class members equitably

x

x

x

Instructor Responses
Instructor listens carefully to student comments and
questions

directly
Overall Impression

Encourages mutual respect among students

x

x

x

Respects diverse points of view

x

x

x

Recognizes when students do not understand

x

x

Other Judged I-L Interactions

Across the board, this instructor effectively initiated academic interactions with students. During
these sessions she knew and used their names, responded to students as individuals, provided feedback as
well as encouraged student interactions. The groups were small and may account for some of the level of
interaction that was possible. However, as one observer noted the “Instructor seemed to have an
exceptionally good rapport with students. She seemed to know each one of them as individuals and used
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their names often.” Through these extensive interactions, the instructor was able to keep the students
involved in the learning process.
Table 54. Case 3: Results of Learner-Instructor Interaction Observation Constructs
Questions

16 - 10/06/2004

5 - 10/13/2004

6 -11/10/2004

Students ask questions of the instructor

x

x

x

Students volunteer information

x

x

x

Directly Observable Learner- Instructor
Interaction

Students present information

x

x

Student feedback is on topic

x

x

Other Directly Observable L-I Interactions

x

Students seemed to feel
comfortable asking
questions and responding
to comments. This was a
small group and friendly.

Judged Learner- Instructor Interaction
Summary of Judged Learner-Instructor

There was some initiation of

Interaction

interactions at the end. The
instructor opened the door, but
the students jumped in and
asked questions on their own to
satisfy their individal needs.

Interactions initiated by the students with the instructor were also prevalent in all three sessions.
These interactions were recorded as directly observable Learner-Instructor Interactions and as stated by one
reviewer, “Students seemed to feel comfortable asking questions and responding to comments.” The fact
that the group was quite small provided a more relaxed and communicative atmosphere for the students to
interact in. Under judged Learner-Instructor Interactions, one reviewer noted that during the third session
“There was some initiation of interactions at the end. The instructor opened the door, but the students
jumped in and asked questions on their own to satisfy their individual needs.” From the observation reports,
it is evident that students were comfortable interacting with the instructor and did so in a variety of ways.
Students initiated interactions with the instructor by asking questions, presenting and volunteering
information.
Other interactions initiated by students pertain to the actual session contents. During the sessions
students interacted with the information provided by the instructor on topics of educational leadership and
technology. Table 55 shows the recorded observations of learner-content interactions. When using
technology, it is usually hard for students to use the tools and not interact with the content as long as
content is being presented in some fashion. So, it is not surprising that the observers marked content
interaction high in this case. The instructor had structured the sessions such that students would interact
with the content and it worked well.
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Table 55. Case 3: Results of Learner-Content Interaction Observation Constructs
Questions

16 - 10/06/2004

5 - 10/13/2004

6 -11/10/2004

Reading

x

x

x

Writing (i.e., on whiteboard, in chat, etc.)

x

x

x

Directly Observable Learner- Content
Interaction

Presentation (i.e., verbal, graphical, etc.)

x

x

Discussion

x

x

x

Responds

x

x

x

Participates in Poll

x

x

Other Directly Observable L-C Interactions
Judged Learner- Content Interaction
Interpret

x

x

x

Comprehend

x

x

x

React

x

x

x

Listening

x

x

x

Other Judged L-C Interactions

Students seemed to be involved in the content.
They seemed to think about the questions posed
and really put themselves in the positions
discussed in the cases.

Learner-Learner interactions were also significant in this case. Students tended to engage in
discussion with each other as well as the instructor. Both directly observable and judged learner-learner
interactions were high (Table 56). This level of interaction is not surprising considering that the session was
held for pre-existing small groups that had been working with each other throughout the semester. As one
reviewer noted, “these were groups that had been working together for a while (assumption) and they
seemed to already have a connection.” The students seemed to work together well and have good rapport.
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Table 56. Case 3: Results of Learner-Learner Interaction Observation Constructs
Questions

16 - 10/06/2004

5 - 10/13/2004

6 -11/10/2004

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Directly Observable Learner- Learner Interaction
Students discuss the content of the session with
each other (on-task academic conversation)
Students engage in conversation that is not related
to the subject of the session but is related to the
course or other courses (off task academic
conversation)
Students engage in conversation that is not related
to the course (social conversation)
Students encourage other students’ questions,
involvement, debate and/or feedback
Students criticize other student’s ignorance or
misunderstanding
Students use each others names
Other Directly Observable L-L Interactions
Judged Learner- Learner Interactions
Students answer questions clearly and directly

x

x

x

Students maintain a good rapport with each other

x

x

x

Students show mutual respect for each other (i. e.

x

x

x

x

x

x

listening carefully, responding constructively, etc.)
Students treat class members equitably
Other Judged L-L Interactions

Students seemed to be getting along
really well. These were groups that had
been working together for a while
(assumption) and they seemed to already
have a connection.

As stated earlier, interaction between the students and the interface was inevitable. Observations in
this area were meant to determine if the interface was a hindrance or a support for the students. Students in
this case did not voice frustrations with the interface or show negative emotions. Emotion was shown, but
more in use of the emoticons for interaction than voiced objections. For the most part, the use of tools was
not a problem except for minor issues with connections to the SWBCS and some microphone adjustments
in the first session. The tools used for interaction such as the emoticons, chat, the step away feature, and
raising hand were all used throughout the sessions. Students also interacted with the system when they used
their microphones to add to the discussions. For some of the sessions, polling and whiteboards were used as
well.
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Table 57. Case 3: Results of Learner-Interface Interaction Observation Constructs
Questions

16 - 10/06/2004

5 - 10/13/2004

Work on whiteboard

x

x

Use microphone

x

x

6 -11/10/2004

Directly Observable Learner- Interface Interaction
x

Exchange messages in chat

x

x

x

Raises hand

x

x

x

Completes a poll

x

Uses emoticons

x

Troubles connecting

x

x
x

Troubles with microphone

x

x

Unable to use tools
Other Directly Observable L-Interface Interactions
Judged Learner- Interface Interaction
Did any students voice frustration with the
interface?
Shows emotion

x

x

Other Judged L-Interface Interactions

Overall the interaction observed in this case was at a high and positive level. The interface did not
seem to cause problems and the strategies used offered high levels of interactivity in all areas. The
instructor did some lecturing, but for the most part, students were analyzing data and engaging in
discussions. The instructor did an excellent job of facilitating discussions, supporting the students and
taking the time to work with students individually with both the technology and the content. Initially the
students were reluctant to interact with each other without the instructor as the mediator, although they
encouraged each other with the emoticons. By the second and third sessions, all students interacted with
many tools and all actively participated in class. Part of this was due to the small groups and their comfort
levels with each other that seemed to grow overtime. Generally this case showed a good use of the
interactive capabilities of the synchronous classroom.
Structure
Once again the structure of the sessions was determined to be important and was therefore
examined in the following three categories: (1) classroom management, (2) content organization and (3)
presentation. In this first section, the management of the classroom will be discussed as observed during all
three sessions.
This instructor managed her sessions well. She started on time and came prepared. Her
organizational plan was clear and she followed it. The instructor did not digress from the topic of the
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sessions or become significantly distracted by the technology or outside interruptions. She remained aware
of the needs of her students, maintaining their attention, and pausing to allow them to reflect and answer
questions. She was friendly yet professional which, allowed her to maintain control and credibility. Overall
her classroom management was excellent (Table 58).
Table 58. Case 3: Results of Classroom Management (structure) Observation Constructs
Questions

16 - 10/06/2004

5 - 10/13/2004

6 -11/10/2004

x

x

x

x

x

x

Instructor gave prompt attention to individual problems

x

x

x

Instructor maintained student attention

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Directly Observable Classroom Management
Instructor began class on time in an orderly, organized fashion
Instructor digressed often from the main topic
Instructor had readily available the materials and equipment necessary to
complete the activity

Instructor paused to allow students to interact and answer questions (wait
time).
Provided opportunities for dialogue about the activity with peers and/or

x

instructor
Instructor allowed opportunity for individual expression

x

Instructor provided practice time and sufficient time for completion

x

Other Directly Observable classroom management
Judged Classroom Management
Instructor appeared well prepared for class

x

x

x

Instructor had a clear organizational plan

x

x

x

Instructor clearly organized and explained assignments

x

x

x

Instructor provided clear directions or procedures

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Instructor is able to admit error and/or insufficient knowledge

x

x

x

Instructor respects constructive criticism

x
x

x

Instructor provided sufficient wait time (i. e. gave students enough time to
respond to and ask questions)
Skills required during the session were not beyond reasonable expectations
for this course and/or these students (were they struggling with any skills?
Why?)
Instructor maintained credibility and control (i. e. Spoke about course
content with confidence and authority, used authority in classroom to
create an environment conducive to learning, etc.)

Instructor responds to distractions effectively yet constructively
Other Judged classroom management

Although the sessions were very similar in organization, more of the criteria used in the
observation instrument were seen in sessions 1 and 3 (Table 59). Even so, the content used by this
instructor was well organized in all three observed sessions. She previewed the lecture, introduced the
lesson organization and explained the goals in two out of three sessions. During all three sessions the
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instructor used internal summaries and transitions, stated relationships among various topics and
facts/theory, and explained difficult terms, concepts, or problems in more than one way. She demonstrated
strong organizational strategies such as incorporating student responses, integrating assigned course
materials, and tying the content to general education and real world situations with up-to-date
developments in the field. These strategies showed exemplary skills in organizing her content in an
educationally sound manner.
Table 59. Case 3: Results of Content Organization (structure) Observation Constructs
Questions

16 - 10/06/2004

5 - 10/13/2004

6 -11/10/2004

Directly Observable Content Organization
Previewed lecture/discussion content

x

x

Introduced organization of the lecture

x

x

Explained the goal or objective for the period

x

x

Reviewed prior class material to prepare students for
the content to be covered
Provided internal summaries and transitions

x

x

Summarized and distilled main points at the end of

x

x

class (formally)
Previewed by connecting to future classes (hinting at

x

things to come)
Instructor incorporated student responses

x

x

x

Integrates assigned course material into class

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Presents background of ideas and concepts

x

x

x

Presents up-to-date developments in the field

x

x

x

x

x

x

presentation (readings, web sites, etc.)
Relates current course content to students’ general
education
Makes course content relevant with references to
“real world” applications
Explicitly states relationships among various topics
and facts/theory
Explains difficult terms, concepts, or problems in
more than one way

Other Directly Observed Content Organization
Judged Content Organization
Introduction captured attention
Main ideas are clear and specific

x

x

x

Sufficient variety was provided to support

x

x

x

x

x

x

information
Relevancy of main ideas were clear
Other Judged Content Organization
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The final observable element of structure is the presentation of content. Table 60 shows the data
collected for this case. Overall, this instructor presented content very well. She had a clear voice along with
illustrations and good visuals. The verbal presentation was also properly paced and showed confidence and
enthusiasm for the subject matter. During at least one session this instructor chose to push web sites that
she needed to assist students in navigating. Her ability to do this was considered by one observer as a plus
in her presentation as it can be quite difficult to keep everyone together with out full control over the
navigation of these web sites. Overall presentation was rated very high.
Table 60. Case 3: Results of Presentation (structure) Observation Constructs
Questions

16 - 10/06/2004

5 - 10/13/2004

6 -11/10/2004

Articulation and pronunciation was clear

x

x

x

Absence of verbal pauses (speech fillers)

x

x

x

Volume was sufficient to be heard

x

x

x

Varied pace

x

x

x

Included illustrations

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Directly Observable Presentation

Presented views other than own when appropriate
Visuals were clear and well organized (large and

x

legible)
Visual aids were easily read

x

Other Directly Observation Presentation

Boyer helped students navigate
through websites she pushed to
them.

Judged Presentation
Instructor spoke extraneously

x

Effective voice quality

x

x

x

Rate of delivery was appropriate

x

x

x

Communicates a sense of confidence, enthusiasm

x

x

x

x

x

x

and excitement toward content
Speech is neither too formal nor too casual
Other Directly Observation Presentation

After reviewing all the aspects presented here, observers summarized the structure they observed
in the sessions (Table 61). The comments made by the observers were positive. In at least two of the
sessions, the observers stated that the small group size was a strong factor in the success of the sessions.
They considered the small group size to assist in helping the class be better structured which, allowed it to
flow well. Overall it was agreed that this instructor had a significantly well structured approach to using
the SWBCS for her class.
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Table 61. Case 3: Summary of Structure Observation Constructs
Questions

16 - 10/06/2004

5 - 10/13/2004

6 -11/10/2004

Well-structured class, which, flowed well

Well-structured class with a

This course was well

(particularly because of small group). She

clear, organized format.

structured which, helped

held students' attention and was able to

Students looked at various

with the success. The

effectively engage them in discussion. -

websites; lively class

instructor had a good grasp

The instructor related and used material that

discussion; good instructor

of the technology and was

the students had previously used to explore

feedback. - Well structured

prepared. It was also a very

new websites and apply concepts. The

session, getting good

small group which, made

instructor tried to get students to respond;

feedback from students. They

control of the class easier.

however they were reluctant. The instructor

seemed to follow along with

controlled the interaction of students with

difficult material and had

the content, the instructor, and the other

plenty of opportunities to

students.

discuss concerns or questions.

Summary of Structure
Structure Summary

Learner Autonomy
The importance of Learner Autonomy has been discussed previously and this case was examined
using the same constructs and definitions. The following describes the observed learner autonomy
throughout all three sessions in this case. From previous knowledge of the structure of this course it is
obvious that learner autonomy is respected and thought to be important by this instructor (See section on
the class via instructor interview). The observers of the sessions did not preview the interviews before the
sessions, so their comments do not reflect this knowledge, only what they were able to observe during the
sessions.
Observers felt that students had opportunities and took responsibility for a part of their learning
during these sessions. However, session two was rated much higher through the learner autonomy
constructs of the observation instrument than the other two. From observer comments, similar exercises
were conducted in all sessions where students worked with data individually and made decisions, but
students responded in different ways. This might be due to the students or the approach of the instructor.
The students in session one were more dependent on the instructor. In session two, the students seemed to
interpret the data and share more readily with out as much instructor prompting. Comments on the third
session state that “Since this was already a small group discussion it is hard to judge if learner autonomy
was high. The instructor did guide most of the session rather than the students driving it.”
Overall it was determine that the strategies used in the two content related session provided ample
opportunity for learner autonomy and students responded by taking responsibility for their learning. Judged
learner autonomy portrayed positive student attitudes toward learning as well as the instructor’s ability to
provide for multiple learning styles and challenges for the students. Even though they seemed to have
positive attitudes, students did not seem to always feel comfortable with this approach.
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Table 62. Case 3: Results of Learner Autonomy Observation Constructs
Questions

16 - 10/06/2004

5 - 10/13/2004

x

x

x

x

6 -11/10/2004

Directly Observable Learner Autonomy
Activities such as self-guided reading, participation
in groups, electronic dialogues, or reflective writing
activities were used in this session
Instructor utilized dialogue with learners

x

Students are given options on how they will interact
and learn the material
Learning was “primarily” independent or

x

interdependent, not dependent on the instructor
Students take noticeable responsibility for various

x

decisions associated with the learning in this session
Students discover information that they need for the

x

x

session rather than being provided all of it
The discussion in groups was dominated by one or
two people
Students ask a lot of productive questions

x

Students who struggle with the technology bounce

x

x

x

x

x

back and become productive members of the class
Other Directly Observed Learner Autonomy
Judged Learner Autonomy
Strategy used provides for multiple learning styles

x

x

Strategy used allows for learner independence and/or

x

x

x

x

x

Students seem to enjoy discussion of ideas

x

x

x

Instructor provides challenges that students seem to

x

x

x

interdependence
Students seem to have positive attitudes about this
learning experience

enjoy
Other Judged Learner Autonomy

Tool Use
Since technology use is a significant part of this research, the importance of it can not be
understated. Therefore how the tools provided were utilized was recorded by the observers as they watched
each session. Table 63 provides a summary of which, tools were used in all three sessions. Included in the
table is a reporting of how often the tools were used. As can be seen, VOIP, textual chat, hand raising,
emoticons and the whiteboard were used in every session. Of these tools, emoticons and hand raising were
used by the students extensively along with regular use of chat and VOIP. The instructor also used VOIP
and the whiteboard throughout all sessions. Polling was used in two out of the three sessions and so was the
shared browser. This shows an extensive use of most tools provided in the system and reflects the variety of
tools used for presentation as reported by the observers. All observers judge the tool use as effective.
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Tool use was summarized as very good, highlighting the use of hand raising and emoticons to
check student comprehension. Observers remarked (Table 64) that “the instructor used the tools in a way
that supported the instruction” and “the proper tools to accomplish the tasks at hand were used for this
session.” Overall the instructor and the students utilized the tools in the system well.
Table 63. Case 3: Results of Tool Use Observation Constructs
Questions

16 - 10/06/2004

5 - 10/13/2004

6 -11/10/2004

Textual Chat

x

x

x

Voice Over Internet Protocol (VOIP) Audio

x

x

x

Whiteboard

x

x

x

Shared Browser

x

x

Hand Raising

x

x

Polling

x

Directly Observable Tool Use

Breakout Rooms

Application Sharing
Private Messaging
Pace Meter

Emoticons

x

Step away feature

x

x
x

x

x

Quizzing
How often were the tools used? – describe (

handraising and emoticons were

Extensive use

VOIP, handraising and chat were

ie. Used extensively, regularly, minimally,

used extensively. - The VOIP was

of emoticons,

used by the students regularly.

etc.)

used extensively. Students also

hand raising. -

The instructor used VOIP and

used CHAT. The instructor used

Often.

the whiteboard extensively.

the whiteboard for PPT slides. The

Other tools were used minimal. -

class examined pushed URLs. The

regularly, the whiteboard/PPT

students responded mostly with

presentation were the main tools

emoticons to show that they agreed,

along with the audio, which,

were in the right place, or lost and

were used often.

confused.
A variety of the available tools were used to

x

x

x

x

x

x

present materials
Other Directly Observable Tool Use
Judged Tool Use
Use of tools was effective
Other Judged Tool Use
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Table 64. Case 3: Observers Summary Remarks on Tool Use
Questions

16 - 10/06/2004

5 - 10/13/2004

6 -11/10/2004

Summary of Tool Use
Tool Use Summary

Very effective use of handraising for students to

Instructor used whiteboard,

The proper tools to

indicate that they had questions; very effective use

emoticons, handraising,

accomplish the tasks at

of emoticons for students to indicate

shared browser.

hand were used for this

comprehension. - The instructor used the tools in a

session.

way that supported the instruction. The instructor
predominately used VOIP to explain the technology
and the pushed URLs. The visuals of the PPT slides
helped to focus and organize the discussion.
Students were able to quickly show the instructor
that they were on the right location on the web page
with emoticons. Students responded to questions
through VOIP and sometimes CHAT.

Strengths, Weaknesses and Success
Having observed the entire class session, each observer was asked to list the overall strengths and
the weakness they observed. Table 65 contains the resulting comments from all observers.
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Table 65. Case 3: Results of Strengths and Weaknesses Observation Constructs
Questions

16 - 10/06/2004

5 - 10/13/2004

6 -11/10/2004

What strengths were

Good rapport with students.

Very good instructor-

The class was well structure and

observed?

Interesting lesson with effective

student relationship;

interactive. Students seemed to be

use of tools. Students were

material was interesting

interested in the content. Questions at

pushed to provide evaluation of

and presented in an

the end brought the groups together

school data. - The instructor was

interesting format.

more as a learning community as the

extremely patient with students

Extensive student

instructor provided opportunity to

who struggled to learn the

discussion with small

voice concerns and the students end up

technology, which, allowed the

group allowed everyone to

praising one another for their efforts

students to all have successful

participate on a large scale.

and team work. - very organized and

experiences. The visuals helped

- Good interactivity and

enthusiastic instructor. very attentive

organize the content.

discussions with excellent

and interested students. Good use of

visuals including the

tools - PPT slides were effective and

websites chosen to push.

clear. Discussion was managed

Judged Overall Strengths and
Weaknesses observations

effectively, integrating lecture with
discussion from the students and then
feedback.
What weaknesses were

None. - There was not enough

Session ran long - if this

This was a very small group which, is

observed?

time allowed for students to

had been a face-to-face

really not a weakness but may be

interact with the material before

class, this probably

somewhat of a limitation in the

they were asked to respond, and

wouldn't have happened

research as well. There were no visible

there was not enough wait time

(students would have left).

weaknesses otherwise.

for students to feel the need to

- If I had to pick a

participate in discussions.

weakness, it was that the

Therefore, students did not

session was a bit long for

interact with each other about

the material covered.

the content.

Based on all the constructs in the observation instrument, the observers were then asked to judge
the success of the session. This is often a difficult task as the observers have only a small picture of the
entire educational environment the instructor has created. However, the observer’s comments are useful in
determining how the session was perceived. When combined with student, instructor and producer
perceptions, the overall picture should be clear.
Table 66 shows the comments on the success of the session made by each observer for the session.
All observers felt that all three sessions were very successful. This reflects the planning and ability of the
instructor and she should be applauded for her successful use of a SWBCS as an online educational
supplement to her course.
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Table 66. Case 3: Results of Session Success Observation Constructs
Summary of Session
Success
Success of the session

Very successful. Good use of

Very successful since instructor

This session was very successful in

tools, including shared browser.

made effective use of the

delivering content and helping the

- This class was an overall

Elluminate tools - this was the

students to interact with that content

success, especially since it was

perfect type of course material to

and each other. It looked to be quite

the first time that these students

use with Elluminate. - Successful in

successful at meeting the objectives

had participated with Elluminate

getting the students to interpret

of the session. - Very successful.

Live! ™ . They were all

charts and data in different ways

Instructor let a small group of

successful with using all of the

and to look at all available

students through a real-world,

tools that were included. The

resources. Good use of tools and

current case study which, was

instructor seemed to have

interactivity. No one seemed to

interesting and involved everyone

excellent report with her

feel left out.

equally. Interface tools were also
used well and effectively.

students.

The Class – Via Student Surveys
The class was examined from the perspective of the students through surveys. Questions were
asked to address not only student perceptions of the class, but also the overall mindset of the students
taking a distance course. From these questions, one student thought that the course was only offered online
and one did not know which, reflects their desire for an online format. In addition, only one student said it
was not likely that he would have taken the course had it not been offered online, while two said they
definitely would have taken the course.
To address the reasons students took the course, they were asked to choose and rate the most
important reason for taking the course. All three students reported that it was required for their degree.
Other popular answers were work schedule (2) and driving distance (2). Since the class included a
synchronous element, students were asked if they were aware of this requirement before the class began.
Two of the students responded no, however, all three also responded that they had allotted time in their
schedules for the synchronous sessions.
There were few problems reported by the students in preparing to take the course with items such
as difficulty registering (easy, 3), difficulty getting an ID card (easy, 3) and difficulty of accessing the
Internet (easy, 3) showing positive results. Items required to access the asynchronous portions of the
course online include obtaining a NetID (easy, 3) and accessing the university servers (easy, 3).
Other questions asked in the initial survey addressed instructions and materials for the course. All
three students reported that obtaining a syllabus was easy. The majority of the students (2) also felt that
instructions for using technology in this course were very clear while the setup required for the courses had
mixed reviews, (1, not difficult, 1 somewhat difficult, 1 very difficult). In addition, the Synchronous Setup
Wizard was considered to be easy (2) to very difficult (1) to use. When students did experience problems,
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help was not difficult to get (easy, 3).The students were asked if they participated in a demonstration of the
synchronous software before attempting their first session. All three students who responded in this case
answered no. However, only one student reported on how prepared they felt (somewhat prepared).
A total of 5 students completed the end of semester survey. From the results of the second survey
the students perceptions about the SWBCS used in their course were positive. The students in this class
used the system at least once. In addition, all but one of the students participated in all the sessions
provided. When asked how easy the system was to use, 3 out of the 5 students answered very easy, 3
answered somewhat easy, and no one answered not easy. Two students reported no problems connecting to
the synchronous classroom while one had minor problems and two had major problems. In addition, 60.0%
of the students had no problem getting familiar with the new interface.
The next section of the survey addressed issues students had with different features of the
synchronous classroom. As can be seen in Table 67, there were very few problems reported by the students
with the tools they used.
Table 67. Case 3: Student Report of Problems with SWBCS Features
Feature

No Problem

Minor Problem

Major Problem

Not Applicable

Text chat

4

1

0

0

Two-way audio

2

2

1

0

hand raising and Yes/No (or check/X)

5

0

0

0

Whiteboard

5

0

0

0

Application Sharing

3

0

0

2

Breakout Rooms

0

0

0

5

Taking Polls or Quizzes

0

0

0

5

Guided Web Surfing

1

1

0

3

Other

1

2

0

2

Two “other” problems students reported dealt with getting logged into the system. One had
problems with cookies and after deleting them things worked fine. Another had difficulties getting the Java
properly downloaded, but once it was finally installed had no more problems.
After reporting on issues they had with different features of the system, students were asked to
report how they solved problems that occurred. Two students solved the problems themselves, one sought
help from peers, one sought help from the instructor, three sought help from Elluminate, one sought help
from the class assistant, and one reported other means of solving the problem. Other ways in which,
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students found help with their problems included: (1) “HP”, and (2) “due to download did not get to
participate but once”.
To be sure technical issues were not creating significant problems for the students; a few questions
were asked that addressed how they connected to the Internet and how their computer kept up with the
sessions. The means of connecting to the internet was previously reported, this question resulted in a
similar breakdown except now there were also two student using dial-up. With most students connecting at
higher bandwidth it was not surprising to see that all students (5) felt that their computers were able to keep
pace during the sessions.
When asked whether technical knowledge and skills were required to master the use of Elluminate
Live! ™, students had mixed feelings. However, 60% stated that these skills were important at least
frequently or almost always. Student’s need for technical assistance to complete the synchronous sessions
varied (40% rarely; 20% sometimes; 40% almost always). When they did need technical support, 60% said
it was almost always available and 40% said it was frequently available. In addition, those who required
technical support found that their problems were solved (40%, rarely/not at all; 20% sometimes; 40%
almost always).
In order to determine the success of the tools used during the sessions, the students were asked
how useful each feature was to them. Table 68 shows the results. Textual chat (60%), two-way audio (80%)
and the ability to raise their hand (100%) were considered very useful features. Interestingly, in this case
two students felt that the whiteboard was not useful, even though the instructor used it to present material,
this may well be a misconception in how they envision a whiteboard as two others chose not applicable.
Table 68. Case 3: Usefulness of SWBCS Tools as Reported by Students
Feature

Not Useful

Somewhat Useful

Very Useful

Not Applicable

Text chat

0

1

4

0

Two-way audio

0

1

4

0

hand raising and Yes/No (or check/X)

0

0

5

0

Whiteboard

2

0

1

2

Application Sharing

0

0

3

2

Breakout Rooms

0

1

0

4

Taking Polls or Quizzes

0

0

0

5

Guided Web Surfing

0

1

2

2

In an effort to determine how the students perceived the quality of the synchronous software,
students were asked to rate the quality of different features. Table 69 portrays the results. Most tools were
rated good to excellent.
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Table 69. Case 3: Quality of SWBCS Features as Reported by Students
Feature

Poor

Fair

Good

Excellent

Not Applicable

Elluminate Presentation Space

0

1

1

3

0

Elluminate Audio

1

1

2

1

0

Elluminate Screen Layout

0

1

1

3

0

Ways to offer instructor and others feedback (i.e.

0

0

1

4

0

Your connection to Elluminate

0

1

2

2

0

Collaboration tools (i.e. whiteboard, application sharing,

0

0

1

2

2

0

1

1

3

0

emoticons, applause, hand raising, etc.)

breakout rooms, etc.)
The overall quality of the Elluminate experience

When asked if they thought that taking this course was a good idea, all 5 students responded yes.
In addition they thought that the organization was logical and easy to follow (frequently, 40%; almost
always, 60%). More importantly, 100% felt that synchronous session activities and assignments facilitated
their understanding of course content. Interestingly, 60% felt that the sessions were almost always aligned
with the course objectives and 80% felt that the instructor’s approach to using Elluminate was almost
always effective.
In accordance with the theoretical framework of this study interaction was considered a very
critical part of learning in these distance courses and this instructor encouraged student’s to interact in
many ways. Questions asked addressed how students perceived interactions when using a SWBCS. In this
case, 60% felt that interactions with their classmates and/or the instructor were almost always effective
when using the synchronous software. Additionally, 60% felt that synchronous discussions with their peers
were almost always encouraged in the sessions and 60% felt that the instructor almost always provided
opportunities for students to participate during the sessions.
Student opinions about instructor feedback address both instructor interactions and also
immediacy in the classroom. In this case, 60% of the students felt that the instructor almost always
provided constructive feedback during the synchronous sessions. In addition, the goal of teaching is
increased knowledge so questions were asked that addressed student’s levels of learning. In these sessions,
60% of the students reported that the sessions allowed them to frequently demonstrate their learning while
40% stated the sessions almost always allowed them to demonstrate their learning. Concern for students
with disabilities were considered important by the researcher, when asked 40% felt that this was important
to them with 60% stating accommodations for disabilities were not applicable.
It is assumed that the use of synchronous technologies for teaching at a distance allows for
increased connections that build a stronger learning community. Therefore, students were asked if using
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Elluminate made them feel more connected to others in their class. 60% stated that they almost always felt
more connected and 40% said they frequently felt more connected. In addition, 60% felt almost always
more connected to the instructor and 40% felt frequently more connected.
Educational technology should be transparent, adding value not hindering learning. Students in
this class felt that the technology used almost always (60%) or frequently (40%) enhanced their learning
experience and no one felt that the technology rarely made a difference. In addition, students felt that the
use of synchronous technology motivated them to learn with 60% choosing almost always and 40%
choosing frequently.
Students were not aggravated by the technology, but rather would consider taking a course that
used synchronous technologies again. A large number (80%) of the students in this case would consider
this almost always while the other 20% would frequently consider synchronous technologies in another
course. In addition, when asked to compare this course to other courses they have taken, 80% stated the
course was almost always excellent and 20% stated it was frequently excellent.
In conjunction with the formal data collected, the instructor also collected perceptions from
students by way of an asynchronous discussion board. The instructor shared these results with the
researcher and they were enlightening. The instructor seemed to get slightly more participation from the
students on how they felt about the software than with the survey the researcher provided. This was also a
very open ended situation where students could say what they really thought about the use of synchronous
technology in their course. Therefore, it is important that these results also be examined. Table 70 shows
actual quotes from eight students in this case after their first synchronous session. The themes are mostly
positive with some frustration shown in getting connected and setting up the software. Once connected to
the classroom, all students seemed to enjoy the sessions.
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Table 70. Case 3: Student Open Ended Comments on the Use of Synchronous Software During
Session 1
Student Comments
We just completed our first synchronous meeting via elluminate. And...coming from someone with limited technology skills...it was
actually pretty neat:)
Yes, I agree. I got comfortable with it pretty quick. I (We) recommend you definitely follow the instructions beforehand and test it out
before your scheduled day and time to work out the kinks. I had to delete programs and re-install them and delete temp files to get it
working properly, but once I did it was fine. Have fun at your meeting!
Also in agreement! I thought it was easy and actually pretty fun! However, definitely download software at least a day prior to your
meeting and make sure you can access Elluminate and log in! I would also suggest logging into your session a few minutes before
your scheduled time.
Couldn't agree with you more, I actually enjoyed the synch meeting. The whole concept of having a meeting with individuals miles
away from you is pretty remarkable. This technology has so much potential particularly for educators. I imagine a day when
department meetings will be held through this media. Although I had some difficulties with the microphone, I found the experience
totally cool. Learning new ways to communicate will only make us that much more effective and effecient in our roles as leaders.
The meeting was very interesting! I enjoyed the interaction process. I had no idea the STAR chart even existed and was enlightened
by my school's responses. As I was interacting with the group, I starting thinking about how cool it would be for me to interact with
my students in this way. You could do book talks, comprehension checks, etc. using this format. I would like to learn more about how
the system works and try something like this in the future with my classes. I can also see how effective administrative meetings held in
this format could be for an individual school as well as a county. Wow, things have really changed!
Unfortunately, I had extreme difficulties with the software on my personal computer, but luckily I was able to utilize my parent's
computer. It was really kind of funny, they were all sitting around watching me on the computer. A new experience for them as well.
It was very cool. Being a technology savvy person, i thought I knew all of the products but I had no idea that elluminate would be so
easy. I found that as time went on with the meeting which, lasted about 1hr & 45min, that it was easier to use as time went on and I
was sad to see the meeting come to an end. I am looking forward to the mext meeting.

The instructor initiated an additional discussion after the second round of synchronous sessions by
asking the following questions in the discussion board. “Can you all please provide me with some feedback
about our second synchronous meeting? What did you think of the content? Do you find these sessions
helpful for "connecting to the group"? Should I continue to use the synchronous technologies in coming
semesters?” All thirteen students responded to this inquiry. Students’ responses are shown in Table 71.
Once again most of the comments were positive with a few voicing frustration with connections and
problems getting the software setup correctly.
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Table 71. Case 3: Student Open Ended Comments on the Use of Synchronous Software During
Session 2
Student Comments
I really enjoyed the second session much more than the first one, especially since I was able to join my group this time. I feel that it
went much more smoothly since we were all used to the set-up and how to use the program. I also felt more relaxed since we did not
have to go out to other web sites and back and forth like last time. I enjoyed seeing the STaR chart and everything and learned a lot,
but it was difficult for me to navigate between the different screens and web sites.
I definitely learned so much from last night's session. There are always so many new things to be aware of as a teacher and future
administrator. Talking about and discussing the privacy and Internet use issues was very relevant to me at this time and I'm learning
more and more about the Ed. Leadership program. Thanks for always bringing such helpful information to our attention.
These sessions are definitely helpful in connecting to our group. It's another way to communicate and touch base and is much easier
than trying to coordinate a face to face meeting with all of our busy schedules.
I think that you should continue using this technology in future semesters. I never even knew anything like this existed before taking
this class. I think it would be helpful for future students as well as current administrators even, to see what all is out there available for
use. Technology can make communicating across distances so much easier and much more efficient.
I enjoyed the content very much. I was much more vocal this time. I like controversial issues. :o)
I think the session was helpful. Kinda makes me think about things now, before I type an e-mail or put grades in my grade book. "I"
don't want to get in any type of trouble for e-mailing anyone anything. I think you should continue to use the technologies in
upcoming classes. I would warn the students ahead of time what to do and the steps they need to follow in order to get logged in to the
sessions, much like you did this time, but stress not to try the day before or of the session!
I think the content was extremely valuable. I was talking to a colleague about it today. It's amazing (and a bit scary) how many people
don't realize how public our e-mail really is.
I do think the sessions are helpful in this type of class.
Also, I do think you should continue using them because it exposes people to a new technology tool they may not have been exposed
to before.
I enjoyed each synchronous session. The content in each was valuable and I liked conversing with my group over the topics. I feel the
sessions did help to bring my group together more and would recommend continuing them. Honestly, I enjoyed this type of instruction
more than surfing through the various websites provided. I think a great deal of information could be taught in this format.
If you stop using the software, it will be a sin. I must say that I'm very impressed with the synchronous software. The last session was
very much needed. I enjoyed discussing (playing) with my peers. Being able to use such great technology to communicate with each
other is wonderful. I'm not big on intellectual things. I'd much rather chat about real-world issues, as we did. I give the synchronous
meetings two thumbs up!
I think the content was excellent. I was shocked about who could have access to my e-mail. Yes, i learned a great deal about e-mail
and the Sunshine Law. You must continue it!
Yes, it is always good to talk with your group members. You can only exprees so much by e-mail. Yes, definitly continue it.
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Student Comments
The second Sync meeting was more informative than the first. I found that since I was already familiar with the program and I did not
have to think about how Elluminate worked I was able to focus more on the discussed content.
I also liked the focus of the content for the meeting (Legal issues and technology use in schools). The discussed issues opened my eyes
to the multitude of legal issues that could arise with the use of e-mail communication and the massive Internet. Administrators,
teachers, and kids alike, must be properly trained in the etiquette of computer communication use.
The use of the Elluminate technology is an easy way to connect with my fellow classmates and the professor and be able to discuss
problems, obstacles, or strategies related to our assignments. I would like to utilize this technology in the future. It would allow us to
connect without being physically in the same room.
Yes, this multi-communication form of technology should be used in further classes.
The second meeting was incredibly powerful! It's undoubtedly the way of the future. The meetings provide a larger insight into our
eventual way of communication as administrators. It was interesting and very informative. It's only nerve-wrecking (a bit) because of
its element of novelty. Soon it will become second nature. It's critically important that you continue providing the experience to others.
I believe it's Helen Keller who so appropriately stated, "Life is a daring adventure or it is nothing."
WoW!! …
Kudos to you. The information presented during the synch was awesome. I really enjoyed every bit of content you gave us. If you
noticed I had a lot to say.
I just wanted to ad we really need to be careful once we become administrators.
Loved finally getting to enter the Sync Meeting!!! I enjoyed the intellectual conversation and the content discussed. The content was
definitely an eye opener!! You must continue using this format.
This elluminate system would be great for parent teacher relations. This could help to lesson the amount of face to face parent-teacher
conferences that occur during a teacher's school year. The teacher could conduct scheduled meetings with a parent just as we did with
Dr. X.
I think this technology could and should be used redily in the future.
As I said after the first meeting, I really like the synchronous tool. It is a great way to meet with you, as well as the group.
I wasn't surprised by the fact that our school e-mail can be accessed so easily, but what the principal did about it in the case presented
was shocking!
I would definitely suggest using this software again in your future classes.
I really enjoyed our second meeting and was much more "relaxed" with the entire process. I found the content to be very valuable and
informative. I definitely feel you should continue using elluminate with your future classes!

Producer input
The producer for this case was employed by the distance learning office on a regional campus as a
support person for the overall delivery of these courses. She played a smaller role in the process than the
producer in case 2, but more than the producer for cases 4, 5 and 6. Her participation did play a significant
part in the success of the sessions. Many questions were asked during the producer focus group to
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determine what role she played and her perspectives of the SWBCS as it was used in this case. As
background information this producer had experience only as a graduate assistant in online learning
courses. She had worked with satellite and TV classes, but not many other synchronous mediums. Other
than this, she had very little experience with distance education. This producer participated in all of the
training sessions provided before the beginning of the pilot, but felt that she had no other experiences that
helped her with her duties as a producer.
The relationship with the instructor and the role that the producer played in the use of the SWBCS
are important factors in how well the sessions went as well as the producers perspectives. When asked
about the relationship she had with the instructor, she stated she was to support students when having
difficulties with the system. Practice sessions were offered previous to scheduled sessions and she had the
opportunity to serve as a moderator for one of these sessions. She felt that this was a great experience. In
this case, the producer and instructor met an umber of times to discuss the material to be used in the
sessions, the dates and meeting times before making arrangements. This producer viewed her role as
technical support and assistant in the course sessions. When asked if she thought that the instructor would
now be able to conduct the same type of sessions on her own, without a producer, the producer said “I think
they still need some technical assistance. The instructors are capable and able of doing these things on their
won; however, it can be time consuming sometimes and instructors tend to have a full load of work to
which, no extra additions need to be made“.
Overall the producer felt that the SWBCS was very effective for teaching, allowing for the ability
to teach at a distance and providing students more interaction with the instructor. However, she also found
that it is difficult to find a time when everyone in class is able to meet online synchronously.
When asked about pedagogical strategies used, the producer reported that “in the practice sessions
we made use of the tools, like emoticons, clap and hand rising. During practice sessions we also used the
whiteboard. During the regular sessions, a power point presentation was used, and the students were to
interact by using the different tools (hand raising, emoticons, etc). Students were also able to speak during a
discussion time.” She also noted that her and the instructor practiced using these tools both in the training
sessions and in later practice sessions.
Questions about building a learning community proved that the course was multifaceted. The
producer stated that “Since SWBCS was not the only and principal form of instruction, it is difficult to
isolate the results of the SWBCS from the rest of the methods/tools used.” This point is very important in
the results of this study as all the cases had other means of communicating and interacting with the students
besides the SWBCS. Interactions with students were encouraged using groups as reported by the producer.
“Students are divided in groups during the first class meeting. Then, they are responsible to work as a
group and turn in at the end of the semester a group project in which, all of them participated. This way, the
students must interact between them, outside the group the interacted by using the discussion board.”
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This producer felt that the strategies used in the SWBCS could not be used as a judge of the
success of the course as it was not the main and only tool used in the class. However, few problems were
encountered. The only real problems encountered were with assisting Macintosh users and specific
problems with setting up microphones. To solve these problems the producer did some troubleshooting,
asked questions from more experience producers and utilized the Elluminate support web site. Overall this
producer felt that all the tools they used worked well and were employed when applicable in the class
sessions. This producer was excited about the possibility of learning at a distance, yet interacting with the
rest of the class that SWBCS provide. She stated “I see it more as a complement to online learning. I do not
believe Elluminate can stand alone to support a class. It needs more online components, for example email
and asynchronous discussion groups.” In comparison to a non-blended or completely asynchronous class
she felt that it “gives the opportunity to ask questions during real time, this might be beneficial for the
whole class. Offers immediate feedback.” However she also saw certain challenges such as student’s
resistance to change or ability adapt to a new learning environment. She remarked that the chances of
students reacting this way were very slim due to the very positive feedback she had received from students
so far.
At the end of the focus group, each producer was asked to share lessons learned for new producers
of synchronous sessions. This producer stated “When troubleshooting, always begin by asking the simplest
question (even if you think they might sound stupid) for example: is your headset plug [sic] in? Is it plug
[sic] in the correct outlet?” Overall this producer had a positive perspective of the use of the SWBCS for
supporting distance education.
Summary of Case 3 Based on Research Questions
To summarize the results of this data with respect to the research questions proposed in this study,
the questions have been answered below.
Q1. What types of pedagogical strategies do instructors implement with the tools?
The results for this question utilized the following data collection methods for triangulation
purposes: instructor surveys, interviews and focus groups, observation instrument, and archival documents.
Case 3 was based on pedagogical principles for small groups of students rather than the class as a whole.
The instructor in this case chose to present short lecture segments followed by interactive discussion with
the students; however, her course was divided into small group sessions (approximately three students at a
time) that met with her one after the other. The information was presented both through slides and by using
the shared web browser. Similar to case 2, the students were required to interpret and report findings based
on their real world situation during the sessions.
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Q2. How do instructors utilize the tools available in a SWBCS in a distance education environment?
The results for this question utilized the following data collection methods for triangulation
purposes: Instructor Surveys, Interviews and Focus Groups, Observation instrument, and archival
documents. In a similar manner to case 2, this instructor used the tools in a way that supported the
instruction she had planned for increasing student comprehension and interaction. Her use of PowerPoint
slide visuals supported her set goals to focus and organize the discussion and improve the assimilation of
course content. She also used tools to check student comprehension and increase the connections between
members of each group and herself.
Q3. With access to a multitude of tools available in a SWBCS, which, tools do instructors choose to use?
The results for this question utilized the following data collection methods for triangulation
purposes: Instructor Surveys, Interviews, and Focus Groups, Observation instrument, and archival
documents. Once again in a similar fashion to case 2, the instructor in this case implemented extensive use
of VOIP in conjunction with hand raising for students to indicate that they had questions and emoticons for
students to indicate comprehension. VOIP was used as a communication medium to explain the
technology, while the whiteboard was utilized to present visuals to keep things on track. Students were
encouraged to participate in discussions about content provided through the shared browser in two of the
three sessions observed.
Q4. Why do instructors use the tools and strategies that they choose?
The results for this question utilized the following data collection methods for triangulation
purposes: Instructor Surveys, Interviews and Focus Groups. During the interview for this case, the
instructor voiced a concern that the course contained too much content to share in too short a time,
especially asynchronously. She hoped to use the SWBCS to focus students and help them meet their
contracted individual and group goals. To do this, she interacted with students in small groups and guided
them through the content with synchronous activities. In this case, the immediacy of the SWBCS and the
tools the instructor used supported the small learning community’s growth.
Q5. What perceptions do students and instructors have about using a SWBCS?
The results for this question utilized the following data collection methods for triangulation
purposes: Instructor Surveys, Interviews and Focus Groups, Observation instrument, archival documents,
and reflections from students. In this case both the students and the instructor had positive perspectives
about the use of the SWBCS in their course. Most saw the tools in the SWBCS as high quality and very
useful. As the students became more comfortable with the new technology, they made comments about
how well they liked this form of communication to support their learning. Examples of this were evident in
the asynchronous discussion setup by the instructor where a student commented, “The second meeting was
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incredibly powerful! It's undoubtedly the way of the future. The meetings provide a larger insight into our
eventual way of communication as administrators. It was interesting and very informative. It's only nervewrecking (a bit) because of its element of novelty. Soon it will become second nature. It's critically
important that you continue providing the experience to others. I believe it's Helen Keller who so
appropriately stated, "Life is a daring adventure or it is nothing."”
Case 4
The Instructor – Via the Instructor Interview
This course was taught by an instructor with close to thirty years teaching experience much of
which, included teaching via distance technologies. He has been an instructor at this university since 1987.
During this time he has taught a combination of face-to-face, satellite, ITFS, videoconferencing, webbased, and web enhanced courses. In 1978 this instructor started teaching distance education courses in
Jacksonville using the public television station. He continued his career when he joined this university in
1987 where he began to participate heavily in the Florida Engineering Education Delivery System
(FEEDS) program.
Throughout his career, he has used many different delivery systems to provide education to
distance learners. Some examples of his experiences with synchronous technologies include ITFS,
videoconferencing, and phone bridges. He has broadcast courses to corporations and students throughout
the nation, and internationally. He has broadcast live on both ITFS and on the Internet, and used web-based
asynchronous lectures. Although he has used video tape in the past, it is no longer a good approach for his
students. Most of his experience has been site based until lately when FEEDS started using the Internet
(1999-2000) and were able to reach students at their desktops.
This instructor sees himself as a creator versus a caretaker. He likes to be a pioneer in new ways to
deliver quality education to improve access to students. During the interview process, the instructor related
his personal experiences as a student who could not complete a degree due to constant relocation while
working for a gas company. This is one of the reasons he feels so strongly about providing access to
education globally. He wants to enable students to have quality education at their fingertips at any time and
in any place. A good example of this was a student in the course studied. This student was in Afghanistan
with the war effort and participated in the course through the SWBCS. This instructor would like to see our
university able to tap international education markets and extend our reach.
The instructor in this case does research on the tools available in distance education each year.
The research conducted in his classes and with colleagues has shown that the learning is not different with
any of these approaches. Therefore he feels that the different technologies are just tools for delivering the
content and that all new approaches should be examined. He is looking forward to world wide
dissemination and students around the globe.
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The Class – Via the instructor interview
The course studied for this case was an entrepreneurial graduate level course in the College of
Engineering which, covered Human relations for Technical Managers. This course was offered by the
Florida Engineering Education Delivery System (FEEDS) the distance learning department in the College
of Engineering. The course has access to all the resources this department offers which, is extensive. The
main content delivery method is streaming video.
This course has been taught since the 1980s and has used many different technologies throughout
the years. Before this study, the course was being taught using a combination of streaming video over the
Internet and online support systems. It is project based and there are no exams. Students typically watch the
video streams of the instructor’s lectures pre-recorded. They then interact using Blackboard in a mostly
asynchronous manner. Prior to this semester, the class met via textual chat for two hours each week to
discuss cases. The students work on cases and in groups throughout the semester. This process works, and
the instructor did not see any real challenges to teaching this class. However, he was positive about trying
something new that may make things even better.
When asked during the interview what instructional strategies he anticipated using, the instructor
mentioned that he “used case studies and team projects which prepare students to team work in the
workplace”. Although he has used chat successfully in the recent past, he finds using audio and video a
better approach as it allows him to listen rather than read, so he can hear voice inflections and they help
him to understand the student’s status. He also felt that students learn more by hearing someone else’s
rebuttal and responding to what he/she said.
Since case study discussions were the main instructional strategy that would be used in the
SWBCS, the process he planned to use was further explored. The instructor noted that he usually gets the
students started in the discussion with the hope that they will interact on their own. If this does not happen
quickly, he prods them, acting as a facilitator until they are interacting without him. He believes in a
student centered approach were he is usually only involved in the discussion a small bit by the end of the
first session. He sees this approach as a means of tying the class together.
In addition to the instructional strategies mentioned by this instructor, he had some strong views
on the future of technology and teaching. He has and will continue to be an early adopter because he feels
that technology allows us to offer courses that would not otherwise be possible and it is only going to get
better. Students want one-on-one with the instructor live, to see you and hear you with two way
communication, but many of them are not in a position to do this as they are place bound with their jobs.
So, “asynchronous time unrestricted contact is becoming the delivery of choice (a trend) but the students
still prefer live contact.” He hopes that by using technologies such as the SWBCS, some of these needs can
be met without the added inconvenience of traveling to campuses or other sites to participate.
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Other areas where the SWBCS might offer support for students in this instructor’s programs
involve being part of a community. In previous years, this instructor was chair of his department where he
promoted community by bringing students to campus for special time spent together. He feels that this tool
will help bring students closer together in a similar manner. He also stated that the technology can only
continue to get better with SWBCS becoming delivery of choice because they work. “We will need
something like Elluminate to help us move ahead in the future.”
The Class – Via classroom observations
Sessions of this course were conducted via SWBCS ten times. After initial review, three were
randomly selected for observation using the observation instrument. On average 7.5 (minimum of 4,
maximum of 10) people participated in each session. Observations for this case were completed by five
different observers for three of the ten instructional sessions conducted by this instructor. Each session was
approximately three hours in length. After the researcher reviewed an entire class session it was obvious
that multiple cases were discussed in each class and the processes were the same for each case. It was
determine that watching all three hours would not improve the observer’s ability to identify the elements in
the observation instrument. Therefore, after the first full observation, all others observed only the first case
discussion in each session (approximately 1.5 hours each).The remainder of this section will discuss the
resulting observations of the three sessions and the instructional approaches seen throughout this case.
Pedagogy
This case utilized case study methodology throughout the three synchronous sessions reviewed.
Each session required students to read the cases before hand and review questions in preparation for the
sessions. During the sessions, the instructor read questions from the text, and then all the students were
expected to participate and share their opinions. The instructor provided analysis and real-life examples,
which, encouraged interaction and repeated input from students. He played the role of facilitator, only
calling on students to answer when the conversation lagged and they needed prompting. This case did not
include the use of formal or visual presentation, opting instead for open discussion. However, it did seem to
promote deeper thinking and good discussion that was relevant to the students and to real life situations.
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Table 72. Case 4: Results of Pedagogical Observation Constructs
Questions

10 – 9/21/2004

4 -10/12/2004

11 – 11/16/2004

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Directly Observable Pedagogical Strategy
Instructor lectured – conveyed information
through talking or demonstration - Direct (telling,
lecturing) whole group.
Instructor used interactive direction with whole
group (posing questions and calling for answers)
Instructor questioned at different levels
Individual students worked alone
Students worked in pairs or small groups
Students acted as a whole class (ie. large class

x

discussion, full class quizzing or polling, lecture,
whole class project etc.)
Other approaches

Students read before class
and then discussed case
studies

Pedagogy - Judged Pedagogical Strategy
The teaching strategies utilized tools appropriate

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

for the students’ level of skill with the technology
and were well supported
Teaching methods were appropriate for the
content
Lesson required student thought and
participation– explain.
The teaching strategy included a problem solving
activity– explain.
The Instructor set cognitive tasks for the students
– explain.
Session required higher order (not route memory
or just opinion) and/or critical thinking on the
part of the students– explain.
Other approaches
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Table 72. (Continued) Case 4: Results of Pedagogical Observation Constructs
Questions

10 – 9/21/2004

4 -10/12/2004

11 – 11/16/2004

Case study methodology was

This class was required to read case

The instructor used

used throughout this session.

studies from their textbook and answer

Elluminate to have the

Students had previously read

questions before class. During class the

students participate in

the cases and had the

students discussed their findings and

discussions on prior

questions for preparation

conclusions. The moderator (instructor

readings. He

before class. - Students had

was not present but had given the

encouraged interaction

previously read case.

assignment and left the discussion

and input repeatedly. If

Instructor read questions from

questions with the moderator) posed the

they did not participate,

the text, all students were

questions to the group. - the students

he would call on them.

invited to participate and

were given the questions ahead of time

share their opinions, and

and were asked to give their views on it.

instructor provided analysis

they discussed the case in relation to the

and real-life examples.

questions.

Summary of Pedagogy Used
Summary of Pedagogy

Interaction
When looking at interaction, five areas were specifically noted: (1) Instructor-Learner interaction,
(2) Learner-Instructor interaction, (3) learner-Learner interaction, (4) Learner-Content interaction and (5)
Learner-Interface interaction. Table 73 shows that the instructor initiated interactions with his students
during all sessions.
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Table 73. Case 4: Results of Instructor-Learner Interaction Observation Constructs
Questions

10 – 9/21/2004

4 -10/12/2004

11 – 11/16/2004

Checks student comprehension

x

x

x

Knows and uses student names

x

x

x

Responds to students as individuals

x

x

x

Praises students for contributions that deserve

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Directly Observable Instructor-Learner Interaction

commendation
Criticizes student ignorance or misunderstanding
Encourages questions, involvement, debate and/or
feedback
Encourages students to answer questions by
provided cues and encouragement
Other Directly Observable I-L Interactions
Judged Instructor-Learner Interaction
Instructor Questions
Instructor feedback is informative
Instructor Responses
Instructor listens carefully to student comments and
questions
Instructor feedback is informative and constructive

x

x

x

Instructor answers student questions clearly and

x

x

x

Good rapport with students

x

x

x

Treats class members equitably

x

x

directly
Overall Impression

Encourages mutual respect among students

x

x

x

Respects diverse points of view

x

x

x

Recognizes when students do not understand

x

x

Other Judged I-L Interactions

The teaching method chosen by the instructor encouraged interaction between the instructor and
the learners resulting in significant Instructor-Learner interactions. The instructor was trying to facilitate
student centered learning, but in the sessions observed it took some time for the students to begin
interacting with each other on their own. Therefore, the instructor used prompts and questions to get things
started. Once the discussion really got underway, the instructor initiated interaction decreased and the
student initiated interactions (see Tables 73 and 74) increased.
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Table 74. Case 4: Results of Learner-Instructor Interaction Observation Constructs
Questions

10 – 9/21/2004

4 -10/12/2004

11 – 11/16/2004

Students ask questions of the instructor

x

x

x

Students volunteer information

x

x

x

Directly Observable Learner- Instructor
Interaction

Students present information

x

x

Student feedback is on topic

x

x

Other Directly Observable L-I Interactions

x

The students were comfortable
discussing the case studies with the
moderator; providing additional
information; one student corrected the
instructor when she was not asking the
assigned question.

Student interaction with the content was difficult to observe as most of the content was offered
offline. However, students did interact with content by reading the cases, listening to the discussion and
thinking about the case materials. The students were involved in comprehending and interpreting the case
then were responsible for reacting to it. Students listened to one another and formed support or rebuttal
comments. Table 75 shows the recorded observations of learner-content interactions.
Table 75. Case 4: Results of Learner-Content Interaction Observation Constructs
Questions

10 – 9/21/2004

4 -10/12/2004

11 – 11/16/2004

Reading

x

x

Writing (i.e., on whiteboard, in chat, etc.)

x

Presentation (i.e., verbal, graphical, etc.)

x

x

Discussion

x

x

x

Responds

x

x

x

Interpret

x

x

x

Comprehend

x

x

x

Directly Observable Learner- Content Interaction
x

Participates in Poll
Other Directly Observable L-C Interactions
Judged Learner- Content Interaction

React

x

x

x

Listening

x

x

x

Other Judged L-C Interactions

Although slow to start, Learner-Learner interactions played a significant role in the success of
these sessions. Students became involved in the discussion of each case and participated throughout. This
class was small and met each week, so by the end it looked as if the students were making better
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connections and beginning to feel more comfortable interacting with one another (Table 76). The students
also seem to respect each other and have a good rapport.
Table 76. Case 4: Results of Learner-Learner Interaction Observation Constructs
Questions

10 – 9/21/2004

4 -10/12/2004

11 – 11/16/2004

x

x

x

Directly Observable Learner- Learner Interaction
Students discuss the content of the session with each other (ontask academic conversation)
Students engage in conversation that is not related to the subject of

x

x

the session but is related to the course or other courses (off task
academic conversation)
Students engage in conversation that is not related to the course
(social conversation)
Students encourage other students’ questions, involvement, debate

x

x

x

x

x

x

and/or feedback
Students criticize other student’s ignorance or misunderstanding
Students use each others names
Other Directly Observable L-L Interactions
Judged Learner- Learner Interactions
Students answer questions clearly and directly

x

x

x

Students maintain a good rapport with each other

x

x

x

Students show mutual respect for each other (i. e. listening

x

x

x

x

x

x

carefully, responding constructively, etc.)
Students treat class members equitably
Other Judged L-L Interactions

Observations of Learner-Interface interaction were meant to determine if the interface was a
hindrance or a support for the students. In this case, students did not voice frustrations with the interface or
show negative emotions. Students did not use all the tools provided in the SWBCS, but those that they did
use did not cause problems. The main forms of interaction with the system as well as with others in the
sessions were either chat or VOIP. Based on the demographics of this group of students, most were
proficient in many computer applications, so that fact that there were few problems is not surprising.
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Table 77. Case 4: Results of Learner-Interface Interaction Observation Constructs
Questions

10 – 9/21/2004

4 -10/12/2004

11 – 11/16/2004

Use microphone

x

x

x

Exchange messages in chat

x

x

x

Raises hand

x

Directly Observable Learner- Interface Interaction
Work on whiteboard

x

Completes a poll
Uses emoticons
Troubles connecting

x

Troubles with microphone
Unable to use tools
Other Directly Observable L-Interface Interactions
Judged Learner- Interface Interaction
Did any students voice frustration with the interface?
Shows emotion
Other Judged L-Interface Interactions

Overall, interaction in this course was significant especially between the instructor and the
students and between the students themselves. The students seem very comfortable using the interface for
audio conferencing and this allowed for significant and in-depth discussions to take place. Students took
turns discussing the cases and responded to each others comments. Due to these lively discussions the
whole class was viewed as interactive.
Structure
For this case as for others, the structure of the sessions was important. The observations of
structure included: (1) classroom management, (2) content organization and (3) presentation. The instructor
in this case was a veteran teacher having taught this course for many years. He managed the class well and
provided a significant structure. He usually started on time and seemed to be well prepared. He did not
digress from the topic, rather kept things on track and prompted students to get involved. With this
technique it was important to note that he provided sufficient wait time after asking a question or providing
a prompt for the students to think and reply. Overall his classroom management was excellent (Table 78).
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Table 78. Case 4: Results of Classroom Management (structure) Observation Constructs
Questions

10 – 9/21/2004

4 -10/12/2004

11 – 11/16/2004

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Directly Observable Classroom Management
Instructor began class on time in an orderly,
organized fashion
Instructor digressed often from the main topic
Instructor had readily available the materials and
equipment necessary to complete the activity
Instructor gave prompt attention to individual
problems
Instructor maintained student attention

x

x

x

Instructor paused to allow students to interact and

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

answer questions (wait time).
Provided opportunities for dialogue about the
activity with peers and/or instructor
Instructor allowed opportunity for individual
expression
Instructor provided practice time and sufficient
time for completion
Other Directly Observable classroom management
Judged Classroom Management
Instructor appeared well prepared for class

x

Instructor had a clear organizational plan

x

x

x
x

Instructor clearly organized and explained

x

x

x

assignments
Instructor provided clear directions or procedures

x

x

x

Instructor provided sufficient wait time (i. e. gave

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

students enough time to respond to and ask
questions)
Skills required during the session were not beyond
reasonable expectations for this course and/or these
students (were they struggling with any skills?
Why?)
Instructor maintained credibility and control (i. e.
Spoke about course content with confidence and
authority, used authority in classroom to create an
environment conducive to learning, etc.)
Instructor is able to admit error and/or insufficient
knowledge
Instructor respects constructive criticism

x

Instructor responds to distractions effectively yet

x

constructively
Other Judged classroom management
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The content of the sessions observed here were case study discussions. Therefore the organization
of the content was preplanned and efficient. Students had read the cases and were prepared to discuss their
findings. With this said, there was little required to the organization of these sessions to make them
successful. However, the instructor did a good job of bringing in the assigned course materials and
readings, making the content relevant to real life situations and making sure the main ideas were clear
(Table 79). These elements showed that the instructor has strong skills in organizing case studies and using
them in a graduate level course discussion.
Table 79. Case 4: Results of Content Organization (structure) Observation Constructs
Questions

10 – 9/21/2004

4 -10/12/2004

11 – 11/16/2004

Directly Observable Content Organization
Previewed lecture/discussion content
Introduced organization of the lecture

x
x

x

Explained the goal or objective for the period

x

Reviewed prior class material to prepare students for

x
x

the content to be covered
Provided internal summaries and transitions

x

Summarized and distilled main points at the end of
class (formally)
Previewed by connecting to future classes (hinting at

x

things to come)
Instructor incorporated student responses

x

Integrates assigned course material into class

x

x
x

x

presentation (readings, web sites, etc.)
Relates current course content to students’ general

x

x

education
Makes course content relevant with references to

x

x

x

“real world” applications
Explicitly states relationships among various topics

x

x

x

x

and facts/theory
Explains difficult terms, concepts, or problems in
more than one way
Presents background of ideas and concepts

x

Presents up-to-date developments in the field

x

x

Other Directly Observed Content Organization
Judged Content Organization
Introduction captured attention

x

Main ideas are clear and specific

x

Sufficient variety was provided to support

x

x
x

x
x

information
Relevancy of main ideas were clear

x

x

Other Judged Content Organization
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x

This case had very little actual presentation to observe as most presentation was done using audio
only. No visual presentation was used and few outside resources besides the text book were utilized. For
this reason, observers found it difficult to complete this section of the observation instrument commenting
that most items were “not seen”. This does not constitute a bad session, just one that used a different form
of presentation from the norm (Table 80). Overall what was observed was deemed successful. However,
most observers noted that this would be one place that these sessions could be improved.
Table 80. Case 4: Results of Presentation (structure) Observation Constructs
Questions

10 – 9/21/2004

4 -10/12/2004

11 – 11/16/2004
x

Directly Observable Presentation
Articulation and pronunciation was clear

x

x

Absence of verbal pauses (speech fillers)

x

x

Volume was sufficient to be heard

x

x

x

Varied pace

x

x

x

Included illustrations
Presented views other than own when appropriate

x

Visuals were clear and well organized (large and
legible)
Visual aids were easily read
Other Directly Observation Presentation
Judged Presentation
Instructor spoke extraneously
Effective voice quality

x

Rate of delivery was appropriate

x

x

x

Communicates a sense of confidence, enthusiasm

x

x

x

x

x

x

and excitement toward content
Speech is neither too formal nor too casual
Other Directly Observation Presentation

Overall, the sessions were loosely structured, but well managed and effective. The pace of the
lessons was consistent and appropriate. The class structure required students to preplan by reading the cases
and coming prepared for discussion. Students appeared to be well prepared for these discussions, creating
an environment open to interaction with both the instructor and other students. In addition, this
environment allowed students to respond to each other’s comments with additional information, at times
disagreeing but always providing support for their arguments. Since this was the main goal the instructor
seemed to have in mind for the sessions, observers agreed that he was successful in how he managed and
organized the course.
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Learner Autonomy
In graduate level courses especially learner autonomy is important. Often the amount of
responsibility students take depends on the opportunities they are given to make choices. To examine
learner autonomy, constructs were used as guidelines in observing the synchronous sessions (Table 81). In
this case, the instructor required students to read, review, and interpret case studies. The preparation for this
was very autonomous, but the discussion tended to be instructor lead. As the semester progressed the
students were more involved and the learner autonomy increased as can be seen in Table 81. The second
and third sessions observed were more student driven and less driven by the instructor.
Table 81. Case 4: Results of Learner Autonomy Observation Constructs
Questions

10 – 9/21/2004

4 -10/12/2004

11 – 11/16/2004

x

x

x

x

x

x

Directly Observable Learner Autonomy
Activities such as self-guided reading, participation in
groups, electronic dialogues, or reflective writing
activities were used in this session
Instructor utilized dialogue with learners

x

Students are given options on how they will interact
and learn the material
Learning was “primarily” independent or
interdependent, not dependent on the instructor
Students take noticeable responsibility for various

x

decisions associated with the learning in this session
Students discover information that they need for the

x

x

session rather than being provided all of it
The discussion in groups was dominated by one or

x

two people
Students ask a lot of productive questions

x

x

Students who struggle with the technology bounce

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

back and become productive members of the class
Other Directly Observed Learner Autonomy
Judged Learner Autonomy
Strategy used provides for multiple learning styles
Strategy used allows for learner independence and/or
interdependence
Students seem to have positive attitudes about this
learning experience
Students seem to enjoy discussion of ideas

x

x

Instructor provides challenges that students seem to

x

x

enjoy
Other Judged Learner Autonomy
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The teaching method chosen by this instructor lends itself to autonomous learning. Observers felt
that students enjoyed reading the cases, came prepared for class and portrayed positive attitudes. The
strategy required the students to be responsible for their own learning to a certain extent; however, the
instructor played a large role in keeping the discussions moving. All students were encouraged to
participate and provide individual opinions and they did this well. Many times students elaborated on what
others said and offered alternative explanations which, they were required to support. By the last session
observed, the students responded to each other without intervention from the instructor which, showed an
increase in learner autonomy as well as an increase in the students’ comfort levels. One observer stated that
“The students really had to think on their feet, and respond. They had to be responsible for material.”
Overall, this case had a significant level of learner autonomy.
Tool Use
Tool use in this case was rather minimal, but successful. The instructor in case 4 utilized tools for
significant discussion of case studies among students in diverse locations. One of the students in this case
was in Kabul, Afghanistan and the use of the tools in the SWBCS allowed him to participate in the case
discussions in real time. The use of SWBCS allowed the students and the instructor to have long (1.5 hour)
discussion on cases that were relevant to the content of the course. Each week, two case study discussions
took place over a period of about three hours. The case study method is a good approach used in regular
classrooms, but it is often difficult to carryout via distance technologies due to lack of immediacy of
asynchronous methods and the difficulties encountered when using textual chat for long conversations. The
use of VOIP was more natural and solved many of these issues.
The next section of the observation instrument provided a means to record what was used and to
summarize the effectiveness of the tool use. Table 82 shows the resulting tool use for all three sessions.
Included in the table is a reporting of how often the tools were used. As can bee seen, only VOIP and chat
were used extensively. When asked to judge the effectiveness of the tool use, observers all agreed that the
use was effective.
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Table 82. Case 4: Results of Tool Use Observation Constructs
Questions

10 – 9/21/2004

4 -10/12/2004

11 – 11/16/2004

Textual Chat

x

x

x

Voice Over Internet Protocol (VOIP) Audio

x

x

x

Directly Observable Tool Use

Breakout Rooms
Whiteboard
Shared Browser
Application Sharing
Private Messaging
Pace Meter
Hand Raising

x

x

Polling
Emoticons
Step away feature

x

Quizzing
How often were the tools used? – describe ( ie.

VOIP was used

VOIP was used

Only text chat and VOIP,

Used extensively, regularly, minimally, etc.)

extensively and chat was

extensively CHAT was

and some hand-raising. -

used frequently. However,

used occasionally to

VOIP and hand raising

no other tools were used. –

support communication

were used throughout,

Hand raising was used

emoticons and text chat

extensively.

were minimal.

A variety of the available tools were used to
present materials
Other Directly Observable Tool Use
Judged Tool Use
Use of tools was effective

x

x

Other Judged Tool Use

x

The VOIP was effective
for this class; however I
thought that the class
would have been
enhanced if slides with the
assignment and question
were posted during the
discussion.

2:08 - One

time a reference was made
to a diagram that the
students had made.
Sharing their diagrams
would have enhanced the
discussion. - like for a cse
discussion, all thats
required is audio.
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Overall tool use was summarized as good but minimal. The instructor was able to accomplish the
goals of the sessions with just a few of the tools, so it was deemed successful. However, comments were
made that suggested use of visuals would have enhanced these sessions.
Strengths, Weaknesses and Success
Having observed the entire class session, each observer was asked to list the overall strengths and
the weakness they observed. Table 83 contains the resulting comments from all observers for case 4.
Table 83. Case 4: Results of Strengths and Weaknesses Observation Constructs
Questions

10 – 9/21/2004

4 -10/12/2004

11 – 11/16/2004

The discussions were good and

The students were able to

Good discussions. - All

students seemed to enjoy talking

run their own discussion

students got involved by the

about the cases.

Judged Overall Strengths and
Weaknesses observations
What strengths were observed?

and interacted with each

end of the session. Instructor

kept things moving by

other. They seemed to

stayed on task after starting

prompting students throughout

enjoy the session and find

the content of the session.

the discussions. The instructor

it useful. They shared

called on students by name and

information from their

made sure that all students were

experiences. - the students

required to answer at least a few

seemed to enjoy the

questions. - Much student

discussion.

The instructor

participation and involvement.
What weaknesses were observed?

The use of tools was minimal.
There were no visuals.

The

No visuals

Lack of use of Elluminate
tools that could have added a

session was very long (3 hours),

different level of interactivity.

however, the students did not

- limited use of the tools

seem to lose interest. - Lack of

available. it was a long

variety.

session of predominatly
listening with no break.

Based on all the constructs in the observation instrument, the observers were then asked to judge
the success of the session. As stated before, this is often a difficult task as the observers have only a small
picture of the entire educational environment the instructor has created. However, the observer’s comments
are useful in determining how the session was perceived. When combined with student, instructor and
producer perceptions, the overall picture should be clear.
Table 84 shows the comments on success of the session that each observer made for each session.
As seen in other cases, this instructor should be commended for his successful use of a SWBCS as a venue
for case study discussions with students in diverse locations.
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Table 84. Case 4: Results of Session Success Observation Constructs
Questions

10 – 9/21/2004

4 -10/12/2004

11 – 11/16/2004

This session was a successful

Overall the class was a

I think this was a successful session

use of synchronous software

success. The class was run by

overall. There was a good deal of

for the discussion of cases.

the moderator without the

participation by students and the

Although it could have been

instructor. This was the first

Instructor really pushed for

improved with the use of

experience of this moderator

everyone to get involved. -

more tools, it was overall

with this class. The class

Successful. The instructor

very well done. - Students

seemed to be comfortable and

accomplished objective of having a

appeared to enjoy the class.

familiar with the routine of

meaningful discussion about the

Instructor seemed satisfied

the discussion. The students

case studies that had been read by

that he was getting the

seemed to feel it was a

the students.

students to participate.

worthwhile experience.

Summary of Session Success
Success of the session

The Class – Via Student Surveys
To address the reasons students took the course, they were asked to rate the most important reason
for taking the course. Four of the students reported that it was required for their degree. The only other
response was work schedule (3).
Since the class included a synchronous element, students were asked if they were aware of this
requirement before the class began. Five of the students responded no, however, six also responded that
they had allotted time in their schedules for the synchronous sessions.
There were few problems reported by the students in preparing to take the course with items such
as difficulty registering (easy, 2; very easy, 2), difficulty getting an ID card (easy, 2; very easy, 2) and
difficulty of accessing the Internet (very difficult, 1; very easy, 6) showing positive results. Items required
to access the asynchronous portions of the course online include obtaining a NetID (easy, 2; very easy, 2)
and access the university servers (easy, 1; very easy, 5).
Other questions asked in the initial survey addressed instructions and materials for the course. One
student reported that obtaining a syllabus was easy and six said it was very easy. The majority of the
students also felt that instructions for using technology in this course were very clear and the setup required
for the courses was not difficult (5). In addition, the Synchronous Setup Wizard was considered to be easy
(1) to very easy (4) to use. When students did experience problems, help was not difficult to get (easy, 2;
very easy, 3).
The students were asked if they participated in a demonstration of the synchronous software
before attempting their first session. None of the students in this case answered yes. In conjunction with
this, only 2 students reported feeling well prepared to participate in the sessions.
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Only four of the ten students answered the end of semester survey dealing with their perceptions
of the synchronous sessions. The following sections report the results of this survey. All four students used
the system 5 or more times with half of them participating in all 10 sessions offered. When asked how easy
the system was to use, three out of the four students answered very easy, one answered somewhat easy, and
no one answered not easy. Half of the students (2) reported no problems connecting to the synchronous
classroom with no one reporting major problems. In addition, 100% of the students had no problem getting
familiar with the new interface.
The next section of the survey addressed issues students had with different features of the
synchronous classroom. As can be seen in Table 85, there were very few problems reported by the students
with the tools they used.
Table 85. Case 4: Student Report of Problems with SWBCS Features
Feature

No Problem

Minor Problem

Major Problem

Not Applicable

Text chat

4

0

0

0

Two-way audio

3

1

0

0

hand raising and Yes/No (or check/X)

3

1

0

0

Whiteboard

2

0

0

2

Application Sharing

1

0

0

3

Breakout Rooms

0

0

0

4

Taking Polls or Quizzes

0

0

0

4

Guided Web Surfing

0

0

0

4

Other

0

0

0

4

After reporting on issues with different features of the system, students were asked to report how
they solved problems that occurred. Two students solved the problems themselves, one sought help from
peers, two from Elluminate and one from the producer or class assistant.
To address technical issues; a few questions were asked that related to how they connected to the
Internet and how their computer kept up with the sessions. The means of connecting to the internet was
previously reported; this question resulted in a similar breakdown. With most students connecting at higher
bandwidth it was not surprising to see that most students (4) felt that their computers were able to keep
pace during the sessions.
When asked whether technical knowledge and skills were required to master the use of Elluminate
Live! ™, 75% of the students in this case stated that these skills were rarely important. Most students (53%
rarely; 23% sometimes) did not need technical assistance to complete the synchronous sessions. When they
did need technical support, 25% said it was frequently available, 25% rarely and 50% chose N/A. In
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addition, those who required technical support found that their problems were solved (25%, frequently;
25% sometimes; 50% N/A).
In order to determine the success of the tools used during the sessions, the students were asked
how useful each feature was to them. Table 86 shows the results. Two-way audio (4), text chat (3) and the
ability to raise their hand (3) were considered very useful features. Most others were either somewhat useful
or not applicable as this case did not utilize all the features of the SWBCS.
Table 86. Case 4: Usefulness of SWBCS Tools as Reported by Students
Feature

Not Useful

Somewhat Useful

Very Useful

Not Applicable

Text chat

0

1

3

0

Two-way audio

0

0

4

0

hand raising and Yes/No (or

0

1

3

0

Whiteboard

0

1

1

2

Application Sharing

0

1

0

3

Breakout Rooms

0

0

0

4

Taking Polls or Quizzes

0

0

0

4

Guided Web Surfing

0

0

0

4

check/X)

In an effort to determine how the students perceived the quality of the synchronous software,
students were asked to rate the quality of different features. As can be seen in Table 87, most tools were
rated good to excellent.
Table 87. Case 4: Quality of SWBCS Features as Reported by Students
Feature

Poor

Fair

Good

Excellent

Not Applicable

Elluminate Presentation Space

0

0

1

2

1

Elluminate Audio

0

1

1

2

0

1

3

0

Elluminate Screen Layout
Ways to offer instructor and others feedback

0

1

1

2

0

Your connection to Elluminate

0

1

1

2

0

Collaboration tools (i.e. whiteboard, application

0

0

2

0

2

0

0

2

2

0

(i.e. emoticons, applause, hand raising, etc.)

sharing, breakout rooms, etc.)
The overall quality of the Elluminate experience
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When asked if they thought that taking this course was a good idea, all four students responded
yes. In addition they thought that the organization was logical and easy to follow (almost always, 100%).
More importantly, 75% felt that synchronous session activities and assignments facilitated their
understanding of course content. 100% felt that the sessions were almost always aligned with the course
objectives and 100% felt that the instructor’s approach to using Elluminate was almost always effective.
Based on the theoretical framework of this study, interactions were also an important element to
record. Therefore, questions were asked that addressed how students perceived interactions when using a
SWBCS. In this case, 100% felt that interactions with their classmates and/or the instructor were almost
always effective when using the synchronous software. 100% felt that synchronous discussions with their
peers were almost always encouraged in the sessions and 100% felt that the instructor almost always
provided opportunities for students to participate during the sessions. As stated earlier, opinions on
instructor feedback address both instructor interactions and also immediacy in the classroom. In this case,
50% of the students felt that the instructor either sometimes or frequently provided constructive feedback
during the synchronous sessions. The educational goal to increase student knowledge was addressed as
well. In these sessions, 100% stated the sessions almost always allowed them to demonstrate their learning.
Although concern for students with disabilities were considered important by the researcher, no
students in this case felt it was important with 100% stating accommodations for disabilities were not
applicable. The goals of the instructor were to in some part build a stronger learning community so,
students were asked if using the SWBCS made them feel more connected to others in their class. 100%
stated that they almost always felt more connected. In addition, 75% felt almost always more connected to
instructor and the other 25% felt frequently more connected.
Ideally, using technology should enhance the learning process rather than create more chaos. To
address this, students were asked if the technology enhanced their learning. Half of the students responded
that the technology used frequently enhanced their learning experience. Only one felt that the technology
rarely made a difference. In addition, students felt that the use of this technology motivated then to learn
with 75% choosing almost always and only one student choosing rarely/Not at all.
Students did not seem to be apprehensive about the technology, but rather they would consider
taking a course that used synchronous technologies again. 75% of the students in this case would consider
this almost always while the other 25% would sometimes consider synchronous technologies in a course.
When asked to compare this course to other courses they have taken, 25% stated the course was almost
always excellent and 50% stated it was frequently excellent. Unfortunately, the other 25% stated that the
course was not excellent showing they may have had issues.
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Producer Input
The producer for this case was also the producer for case 5 and was employed by FEEDS as a
support person for the overall delivery of these courses. Her role was limited, but did play a part in the
success of the sessions. Many questions were asked during the producer focus group to determine what role
she played and her perspectives of the SWBCS as it was used in this case. As background information this
producer had been working with online learning for two years in the FEEDS department. Prior to that,
including her own collegiate studies, she had very little experience with distance education. Her
experiences in synchronous technologies included production of satellite (ITFS) classes that included one
way video and two-way audio utilizing a phone bridge as part of her duties in the FEEDS department. In
this capacity, she also had some experience with two-way audio and video such as ITV or PictureTel.
Besides this, her experience was limited to some instant messaging in a study group in college.
This producer participated in all of the training sessions provided before the beginning of the
pilot. She felt that other experience that helped her with her duties as a producer included her basic
computer and connection knowledge and being computer savvy.
The relationship with the instructors and the role that the producer played in the use of the
SWBCS are important factors in how well the sessions went as well as the producers perspectives. When
asked about the relationship she had with the instructors, she stated that the instructor in case 4 is the
director of the FEEDS department and, in effect, was her superior. For case 5, the instructor was a tenured
professor in the College of Engineering that was interested in participating with this pilot. She knew and
worked with both of these instructors in her job at FEEDS.
The producer met with the instructors in cases 4 and 6 rarely (4, never; 6, once). There was little
face-to-face communication. For case 4, the producer stated, “we never met, just jumped in feet first”.
This producer viewed her role as support only and very different than what the pilot program
outlined. She was mostly technical support for the students. In case 5, she helped the instructor get used to
using the interface while assisting students online and in the computer lab. In case 4, she was technical
support and, on a few occasions, actually acted as the instructor to start the case discussions. She
commented that she “noticed both these professors had solid ideas of exactly what they were going to use
this software for. This made materials [that were provided in the training] very difficult to introduce let
alone implement with these instructors.”
When asked if she thought that the instructors would now be able to conduct the same type of
sessions on their own, without a producer, the producer said “Yes and no. Both professors I worked with
quickly acclimated to using the software and both said I wasn’t needed after the 3rd or 4th session.
However, had they delved into any of the various capabilities of the program (the whiteboard, quizzing,
application sharing, etc) I believe they would need a great deal of assistance.”
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Overall the producer felt that the SWBCS was very effective for teaching. She viewed the ability
to get distance students involved as a strength, stating “Our distance students appreciated this software for
class projects; giving them an opportunity to have live chats with classmates was a huge plus”. However,
“many on campus students weren’t receptive to using it and the instructors were singular about their uses
for it (the instructor for case 4 only wanted to chat; the instructor for case 5 wanted it for the breakout
rooms). Though this isn’t a weakness with the software, per se, it is still a weakness” in how it was used.
Pedagogically, she saw that both instructors used the software primarily for VOIP and
conversational abilities. The instructor in case 4 used each session for a case study discussion and the
instructor in case 5 used each session as time for students to get together with their groups for a project they
had to turn in at the end of the semester. However, when asked if it helped isolation and built community
she replied that she did not think the students felt isolated because the instructors used the SWBCS as a
group discussion area in which, all students were expected to participate, therefore they felt connected. The
requirement to participate was also how she felt the instructors mandated interaction among the students.
Their grade hinged on participation throughout the semester. She thought that this approach helped to make
the sessions successful as students were motivated to participate. She felt that the way in which, the
instructors used the system was the best approach for the students in these particular courses.
This producer reported few problems were encountered, but stated that “distance students had
various issues that I would have loved to help them with but couldn’t. Many had mic problems, some of
them had firewalls that wouldn’t allow the software to work”. To solve these problems the producer did
some troubleshooting and then referred students to support documents provided by Elluminate.
At the end of the focus group, each producer was asked to share lessons learned for new producers
of synchronous sessions. This producer stated “Be prepared and try to persuade the instructors to use the
software to its full capabilities.” Overall this producer had a positive perspective of the use of the SWBCS
for supporting distance education.
Summary of Case 4 Based on Research Questions
Analysis of the qualitative data from this case has been thoroughly discussed. To summarize the
results of this data with respect to the research questions proposed in this study, the questions have been
answered below.
Q1. What types of pedagogical strategies do instructors implement with the tools?
The results for this question utilized the following data collection methods for triangulation
purposes: instructor surveys, interviews and focus groups; observation instrument; and archival documents.
Case 4 utilized case study methodology throughout all synchronous sessions. The course required students
to read the cases and review questions in preparation for the sessions. During the sessions, the instructor
read questions from the text, and then all the students were expected to participate and share their opinions.
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The instructor provided analysis and real-life examples, which, encouraged interaction and repeated input
from students. He played the role of facilitator, only calling on students to answer when the conversation
lagged and they needed prompting. This case did not include the use of formal or visual presentation,
opting instead for open discussion.
Q2. How do instructors utilize the tools available in a SWBCS in a distance education environment?
The results for this question utilized the following data collection methods for triangulation
purposes: Instructor Surveys, Interviews and Focus Groups, Observation instrument, and archival
documents. The instructor in this case utilized tools for significant discussion of case studies among
students in diverse locations. One of the students in this case was in Kabul, Afghanistan. The use of
SWBCS allowed the students and the instructor to have long (1.5 hour) discussions on cases that were
relevant to the content of the course. Each week, two case study discussions took place over a period of
about three hours. The case study method is a good approach used in regular classrooms, but it is often
difficult to carryout via distance technologies due to lack of immediacy of asynchronous methods and the
difficulties encountered when using textual chat for long conversations. The use of VOIP was more natural
and solved many of these issues.
Q3. With access to a multitude of tools available in a SWBCS, which, tools do instructors choose to use?
The results for this question utilized the following data collection methods for triangulation
purposes: Instructor Surveys, Interviews, and Focus Groups, Observation instrument, and archival
documents. Using a model that was different from most of the other cases, the instructor in this case used
only a minimal set of tools to accomplish the goals he was trying to reach. VOIP was used extensively with
chat and hand raising supplementing the conversations that took place during case study discussions.
Although it was determined by the observers that addition of visual tools might have improved the sessions,
the overall use of tools was effective.
Q4. Why do instructors use the tools and strategies that they choose?
The results for this question utilized the following data collection methods for triangulation
purposes: Instructor Surveys, Interviews and Focus Groups. Although the instructor in this case did not feel
that what he was currently doing with asynchronous methods and textual chat was problematic, he thought
using the SWBCS would improve the course and the experience for the students. He has also always been a
pioneer when it comes to technology use in the classroom and felt he should try this new system. Although
he had used chat successfully in the recent past, he felt using audio and video was a better approach as it
allowed him to listen and hear voice inflections rather than read, thus helping him to understand the
student’s status. He also felt that students would learn more by hearing and responding to someone else’s
rebuttal. The case study discussions were long (1.5 hours) with two cases discussed each session. This
process would have been much more difficult with textual chat only. This process also let the instructor
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extend the reach of the course in a more natural manner, somewhat meeting the need he saw for students to
have “live” (preferably face-to-face) interaction with the instructor. For all of these reasons, the use of the
SWBCS met the needs of this instructor and his course.
Q5. What perceptions do students and instructors have about using a SWBCS?
The results for this question utilized the following data collection methods for triangulation
purposes: Instructor Surveys, Interviews and Focus Groups, Observation instrument, archival documents,
and reflections from students. Although some of the perceptions in this case were lower than the first two
cases, students portrayed positive perceptions toward the ability of the software to increase the interaction
they had with the instructor and others in the class. The majority of the students reported that the sessions
provided opportunities for effective interactions with their classmates and/or the instructor, which, allowed
them to make better connections with all involved. In addition, they stated that synchronous sessions
helped to motivate them, enhanced their learning, and allowed them to demonstrate their knowledge.
Overall the student perceptions were high in areas that are important in learning. The instructor’s
perceptions were also positive and he plans to use the system in the future.
Case 5
The instructor – Via the Instructor Interview
This course was taught by an experienced instructor who has been teaching via distance
technologies for quite some time. He holds the rank of Lecturer and has been teaching at the university for
over 18 years. For the past 12 years he has taught via FEEDS using satellite broadcast and video tape. In
the past couple of years, they have moved to a streaming video model over the Internet. This instructor has
a heavy administrative load as well as a full course load. He is the undergraduate coordinator for the
Industrial Engineering department and is launching an extensive recruiting plan. He also does research and
oversees graduate students.
The instructor interview provided information used to understand the instructor and how he feels
about teaching in this manner. This instructor is always looking for new ways to improve the distance
learning process. He feels that through the use of technology he can help students unable to physically be
together feel more connected which, he feels is important. He was especially concerned with encouraging
deeper learning for graduate education by offering more opportunities for interaction. In this sense, he felt
that using a SWBCS was an enhancement for his courses and would help him to be a more exciting
instructor. He stated that “with a new set of tools I can be a stronger instructor”.
The Class – Via the Instructor Interview
The course studied for this case was an advanced masters-level course in USF’s Masters of
Science in Engineering Management (MSEM) program. The thirty-three students enrolled in the course
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were located throughout Florida and in California and Puerto Rico. The course was the capstone course for
the MSEM curriculum and featured extensive team efforts. Students were divided into teams of 4 and the
teams had two assignments for the semester.
This course is currently taught with ½ of the students in the studio and ½ at a distance. It requires
one face-to-face meeting at the end for all students even those at large distances. This 1 ½ day meeting is
used to present projects but also to socialize celebrate as a means give students a feeling of belonging to the
program. The class has previously used Blackboard in conjunction with streaming video to accomplish the
educational objectives.
Previously, throughout the semester students communicated on Blackboard primarily through the
discussion board. The instructor posted a new topic for discussion approximately every second week,
giving a total of seven topics during the semester. Students were expected to visit the discussion board
twice a week to read new comments and to add their own. This semester, students used Elluminate weekly
for twelve weeks during the semester. Students logged into the Elluminate class site and the session began
with the instructor discussing the results of that quarter’s Threshold competition. This presentation was
made verbally using VOIP. After a time for questions and general discussion, the students were placed into
private “breakout rooms” so they could have strategy discussions in preparation for the submittal of their
next quarter’s plans. Teams also had the option of using their Elluminate session to discuss progress on
their industry reports. In addition, teams could set up other times to use Elluminate for a team discussion.
Assessment in this course was facilitated through several tools such as the threshold game (30%)
which, includes a participation (20%) grade, 10% of this is judged by the discussion (F2F) at the end of the
semester about what they learned 10% is judged throughout the semester. The remaining 10 % is a write up
at the end of the semester – a diary of what was learned. Additional assessment (40%) is represented by a
written Industry report and presentation at the end of the semester.
The biggest challenge faced in this case prior to the use of the SWBCS was communication
among group members. It is always a burden for distance students to try to communicate with each other
and this problem causes non functional teams. The instructor planned to use Elluminate Live! ™ during the
class time to help with this. The class time was chosen as it is already reserved in most student schedules
and would hopefully make it a good time for everyone.
The Class – Via classroom observations
Synchronous sessions for this course were conducted via SWBCS 10 times. A minimum of 11
students participated and a maximum of 29. Each scheduled session utilized breakout rooms and students
were placed in separate rooms for group work. After initial review, three of the ten instructional sessions
conducted by this instructor were selected for observation using the observation instrument. Observations
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for this case were completed by five different observers. The next few sections show the results of the
observation of the three sessions reviewed.
Pedagogy
This case used the SWBCS for group work only. There was no lecture or formal presentation of
materials. The instructor put students into separate breakout rooms so that they could communicate about
weekly projects on which, the course was heavily based. Student’s had two semester long projects. One
was a design project and the other a competitive game. This on-going competitive game called “Threshold”
lasted all semester with each team working as a player in the game. The synchronous system was used for
the teams to communicate and plan strategy. Table 88 provides the observation summary for Pedagogical
strategies.
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Table 88. Case 5: Results of Pedagogical Observation Constructs
Questions

1 – 9/17/2004

14 - 10/22/2004

2 -11/19/2004

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Directly Observable Pedagogical
Strategy
Instructor lectured – conveyed
information through talking or
demonstration - Direct (telling, lecturing)
whole group.
Instructor used interactive direction with
whole group (posing questions and
calling for answers)
Instructor questioned at different levels
Individual students worked alone
Students worked in pairs or small groups
Students acted as a whole class (ie. large
class discussion, full class quizzing or
polling, lecture, whole class project etc.)
Other approaches
Pedagogy - Judged Pedagogical Strategy
The teaching strategies utilized tools
appropriate for the students’ level of skill
with the technology and were well
supported
Teaching methods were appropriate for
the content
Lesson required student thought and
participation– explain.
The teaching strategy included a problem
solving activity– explain.
The Instructor set cognitive tasks for the

x

students – explain.
Session required higher order (not route

x

memory or just opinion) and/or critical
thinking on the part of the students–
explain.
Other approaches
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Table 88. (Continued) Case 5: Results of Pedagogical Observation Constructs
Questions

1 – 9/17/2004

14 - 10/22/2004

2 -11/19/2004

Students were placed in small

most of this session occured in the breakout

groups. The interacted with

rooms which, we can not directly observe.

each other. One group used

Answers in the comment sections show prior

audio, another CHAT and

knowledge and intent of instructor gleanned from

Whiteboard, a third group

other instruments and earlier participat

used Whiteboard. Students

observations of this course by the reseacher (I

seem to be engaged with

was there in person and able to see the breakout

some type of interaction

rooms). - Lecture only for 20 minutes on old

within small groups of people

material. Discussion of past assignments, and to

the whole class.

make sure all grps had 'sales' information,

Summary of Pedagogy Used
Summary of Pedagogy

Discussion was based on information gathered
from previous class time.

Interaction
When looking at interaction, five areas were specifically noted: (1) Instructor-Learner interaction,
(2) Learner-Instructor interaction, (3) learner-Learner interaction, (4) Learner-Content interaction, and (5)
Learner-Interface interaction. Table 89 shows that the instructor was only somewhat interactive with his
students in this case. It was obvious that the minimal interactions were due to the way in which, he chose to
use the system. His method was very student centered and required little intervention from him.
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Table 89. Case 5: Results of Instructor-Learner Interaction Observation Constructs
Questions

1 – 9/17/2004

14 - 10/22/2004

2 -11/19/2004

Directly Observable Instructor-Learner Interaction
Checks student comprehension
Knows and uses student names

x
x

x

Responds to students as individuals

x

Praises students for contributions that deserve

x

commendation
Criticizes student ignorance or misunderstanding
Encourages questions, involvement, debate and/or

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

feedback
Encourages students to answer questions by provided cues
and encouragement
Other Directly Observable I-L Interactions
Judged Instructor-Learner Interaction
Instructor Questions
Instructor feedback is informative
Instructor Responses
Instructor listens carefully to student comments and
questions
Instructor feedback is informative and constructive

x

Instructor answers student questions clearly and directly

x

x

Good rapport with students

x

x

x

Treats class members equitably

x

x

x

Overall Impression

Encourages mutual respect among students

x

Respects diverse points of view
Recognizes when students do not understand
Other Judged I-L Interactions

Did not see Instructor
respond to anything,
and all real work was
done in groups.

Due to the fact that most of the sessions took place in breakout rooms, it was difficult for the
observers to see what occurred. In the second session the researcher played a role as a participant observer
and actually recorded the interactions within the breakout rooms as she moved from one room to another.
This allowed the observers of this session to view a special recording in which, they could review what
took place within the breakout rooms. The following discussion of interactions will be based on this one
observation with the assumption that the remaining sessions were very similar.
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Table 90. Case 5: Results of Learner-Instructor Interaction Observation Constructs
Questions

1 – 9/17/2004

14 - 10/22/2004

x

x

2 -11/19/2004

Directly Observable Learner- Instructor
Interaction
Students ask questions of the instructor
Students volunteer information

x

Students present information
Student feedback is on topic

x

Other Directly Observable L-I Interactions

One learner was observed
asking Dr. McCright a
question in the public CHAT.
There were many private
CHATs that could not be
observed.

Judged Learner- Instructor Interaction
Summary of Judged Learner-Instructor

Were unable to see most

Interaction

interactions since most took
place in breakout rooms,
however, the instructor did
visit each room in a rotating
fashion and spend time with
each group of students. Students did not ask
questions of any sort in the
main room.

Most interactions initiated by the students pertained to the game that they were playing and the
planning of their strategy. Students interacted with information that they shared among themselves and
retrieved from outside sources. No content was provided by the instructor. Given the model in this course,
student interaction with content and with each other should be higher than interaction with the instructor.
The results shown for the second session in Table 91 support this.
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Table 91. Case 5: Results of Learner-Content Interaction Observation Constructs
Questions

1 – 9/17/2004

14 - 10/22/2004

2 -11/19/2004

Directly Observable Learner- Content Interaction
Reading

x

Writing (i.e., on whiteboard, in chat, etc.)

x

x

x

x

x

Presentation (i.e., verbal, graphical, etc.)
Discussion

x

Responds

x

Participates in Poll
Other Directly Observable L-C Interactions
Judged Learner- Content Interaction
Interpret

x

Comprehend

x

React

x

Listening

x

x

x

Other Judged L-C Interactions

Understandably, Learner-Learner interactions were significant in this case. Students were in the
session to accomplish a team goal and therefore were required to engage in discussion with each other.
Since the instructor was not present for the majority of the sessions, student interactions were the main use
of the system. Both directly observable and judged learner-learner interactions were high (Table 92).
Similar to case 3, this level of interaction is not surprising. The students in the breakout rooms were
functioning as teams and had shared goals and objectives. These teams had been working with each other
throughout the semester. The students seemed to work together well and have good rapport.
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Table 92. Case 5: Results of Learner-Learner Interaction Observation Constructs
Questions

1 – 9/17/2004

14 - 10/22/2004

2 -11/19/2004

x

x

x

Directly Observable Learner- Learner Interaction
Students discuss the content of the session with each other (on-task academic
conversation)
Students engage in conversation that is not related to the subject of the

x

session but is related to the course or other courses (off task academic
conversation)
Students engage in conversation that is not related to the course (social

x

x

conversation)
Students encourage other students’ questions, involvement, debate and/or

x

feedback
Students criticize other student’s ignorance or misunderstanding
Students use each others names

x

x

x

Other Directly Observable L-L Interactions
Judged Learner- Learner Interactions
Students answer questions clearly and directly

x

Students maintain a good rapport with each other

x

x

Students show mutual respect for each other (i. e. listening carefully,

x

x

x

x

responding constructively, etc.)
Students treat class members equitably
Other Judged L-L Interactions

As stated earlier, interaction between the students and the interface was inevitable. Observations in
this area were meant to determine if the interface was a hindrance or a support for the students. Earlier
comments from students in this case showed some levels of frustration with the system, but these were not
evident to the observers. Students did not voice frustrations with the interface or show negative emotions
during the sessions. Some emotion was shown, but more in use of the emoticons than voiced objections.
Students in this case did have a few issues with connecting and the use of the microphone as seen
by the observers in the second session. However, the observers did not note that these problems were
insurmountable or even affected the use of the SWBCS. Students used only a subset of the tools provided.
Part of this is due to not having a moderator (instructor) present to turn on some of the more advanced
features. This could have been avoided had the students been promoted to moderator status before the
instructor left and may have encouraged more positive perspectives from the students.
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Table 93. Case 5: Results of Learner-Interface Interaction Observation Constructs
Questions

1 – 9/17/2004

14 - 10/22/2004

2 -11/19/2004

Work on whiteboard

x

x

x

Use microphone

x

x

x

Exchange messages in chat

x

x

x

Directly Observable Learner- Interface Interaction

Raises hand
Completes a poll
Uses emoticons

x

x

Troubles connecting

x

Troubles with microphone

x

Unable to use tools
Other Directly Observable L-Interface Interactions
Judged Learner- Interface Interaction
Did any students voice frustration with the
interface?
Shows emotion
Other Judged L-Interface Interactions

Throughout the sessions in this case, students interacted with each other in their small breakout
groups. Most interactions seemed to be written but VOIP was also used extensively. In two out of three of
the sessions the observers found that interactions were difficult to see as most took place in breakout rooms
which, are not recorded. However, observers still voiced opinions about the interactivity of the sessions
stating “I don't think this was a very interactive session. The moderator left after getting students into
breakout rooms. He briefly went to each room, and left before two students logged in late. They then
could not get into a breakout room.” This situation made it problematic for students to utilize the system
and therefore resulted in less interaction and lower perception of the usability and usefulness of the
SWBCS.
Structure
As stated earlier, to accurately review the class structure during a synchronous session it was
divided into three sections that could be observed in different ways: (1) classroom management, (2) content
organization and (3) presentation. First, the management of the classroom was observed during all three
sessions. This was a very difficult area to review in this case as the instructor did not use the system as a
classroom, but rather as a group meeting space where individual groups met to work on weekly projects.
This was not a poor use of the system; rather it is one of the strong points for collaboration over the
internet. However, the review of structure at this point is somewhat difficult. Even with these obstacles, the
results for content management are positive (Table 94). The instructor was prepared, had a plan, was
efficient in putting students into groups and most importantly provided a space for the students to
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collaborate. The first session observed rated higher in course management. This is most likely due to it
being closer to the first use of the system (second time this class used the SWBCS). Since it was early on,
the instructor needed to provide more direction than he did later in the semester. Overall the instructor did a
good job of managing the classroom.
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Table 94. Case 5: Results of Classroom Management (structure) Observation Constructs
Questions

1 – 9/17/2004

14 - 10/22/2004

2 -11/19/2004

x

x

x

x

Directly Observable Classroom Management
Instructor began class on time in an orderly,
organized fashion
Instructor digressed often from the main topic
Instructor had readily available the materials and
equipment necessary to complete the activity
Instructor gave prompt attention to individual

x

x

problems
Instructor maintained student attention
Instructor paused to allow students to interact and

x

answer questions (wait time).
Provided opportunities for dialogue about the

x

x

activity with peers and/or instructor
Instructor allowed opportunity for individual

x

x

expression
Instructor provided practice time and sufficient time

x

x

for completion
Other Directly Observable classroom management
Judged Classroom Management
Instructor appeared well prepared for class

x

x

x

Instructor had a clear organizational plan

x

x

x

Instructor clearly organized and explained

x

x

Instructor provided clear directions or procedures

x

x

Instructor provided sufficient wait time (i. e. gave

x

assignments
x

students enough time to respond to and ask
questions)
Skills required during the session were not beyond

x

x

x

reasonable expectations for this course and/or these
students (were they struggling with any skills?
Why?)
Instructor maintained credibility and control (i. e.

x

x

x

x

Spoke about course content with confidence and
authority, used authority in classroom to create an
environment conducive to learning, etc.)
Instructor is able to admit error and/or insufficient
knowledge
Instructor respects constructive criticism

x

Instructor responds to distractions effectively yet
constructively
Other Judged classroom management
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Little directly observable content organization was seen since not much content was presented.
However, the observers rated this instructor high in the judged organization elements (Table 95).
Table 95. Case 5: Results of Content Organization (structure) Observation Constructs
Questions

1 – 9/17/2004

14 - 10/22/2004

2 -11/19/2004

Directly Observable Content Organization
Previewed lecture/discussion content

x

Introduced organization of the lecture
Explained the goal or objective for the period

x

Reviewed prior class material to prepare students

x

for the content to be covered
Provided internal summaries and transitions
Summarized and distilled main points at the end

x

of class (formally)
Previewed by connecting to future classes

x

(hinting at things to come)
Instructor incorporated student responses
Integrates assigned course material into class

x

x

presentation (readings, web sites, etc.)
Relates current course content to students’
general education
Makes course content relevant with references to

x

“real world” applications
Explicitly states relationships among various
topics and facts/theory
Explains difficult terms, concepts, or problems in
more than one way
Presents background of ideas and concepts
Presents up-to-date developments in the field
Other Directly Observed Content Organization

Instructor does think about content
organization. The following is what could be
seen before everyone was placed in groups.
Instructor discusses the assignments to date
and problems with corrupt file. Notes - Group
2 is getting way up in point totals congratulations Group 7 in first place
Encouraging words from instructor about the
learning processes recaps f2f class

Judged Content Organization
Introduction captured attention

x

Main ideas are clear and specific

x

x

Sufficient variety was provided to support

x

information
Relevancy of main ideas were clear

x

Other Judged Content Organization

x

x
x

x
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Organization of content is only one of the elements of structure examined by the observation
instrument. To have a sound learning environment, it is also very important to present content in a
meaningful and effective way. This case did not really “present” content, so the data collected here is not
significant however; Table 96 shows the observation results. Interestingly, the session where the observers
actually were able to view the breakout rooms had the least amount of presentation elements. In this session
the instructor put up a slide on the main room whiteboard stating “the instructor has nothing to say” and
moved students into the breakout rooms right away. Overall presentation was rated low for this case.
Table 96. Case 5: Results of Presentation (structure) Observation Constructs
Questions

1 – 9/17/2004

14 - 10/22/2004

2 -11/19/2004

Directly Observable Presentation
Articulation and pronunciation was clear

x

x

Absence of verbal pauses (speech fillers)

x

x

Volume was sufficient to be heard

x

x

Varied pace
Included illustrations
Presented views other than own when appropriate
Visuals were clear and well organized (large and
legible)
Visual aids were easily read

x

Other Directly Observation Presentation

No visual aids used

Judged Presentation
Instructor spoke extraneously
Effective voice quality

x

x

Rate of delivery was appropriate

x

x

Communicates a sense of confidence, enthusiasm

x

x

x

x

and excitement toward content
Speech is neither too formal nor too casual
Other Directly Observation Presentation

After reviewing all the aspects presented here, observers summarized the structure they observed
in the sessions overall. Most observers were unable to really comment on this area as it was not possible to
properly review the information. Observers commented “The class seemed to have sufficient structure for
the task even though it was not a typical 'class' but more group work. - For group work, this was structured
accordingly.” Overall it was agreed that this instructor had met his goals, but that the sessions were not
particularly well structured.
Learner Autonomy
The importance of Learner Autonomy has been discussed previously and this case was examined
using the same constructs and definitions. The following describes the observed learner autonomy
throughout all three sessions in this case. The model used by this instructor exemplifies learner autonomy.
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Students worked mainly within groups and were very responsible for what was accomplished. Therefore,
observers felt that students had opportunities and took responsibility for a part of their learning during these
sessions. The second session where observers were actually able to view the breakout rooms provided more
opportunities for the observers to judge elements of learner autonomy and therefore resulted in more
elements being seen. Judged learner autonomy portrayed positive student attitudes toward learning. Overall
it was determine that the group work strategies used in these session provided ample opportunity for learner
autonomy and students responded by being accountable for their learning.
Table 97. Case 5: Results of Learner Autonomy Observation Constructs
Questions

1 – 9/17/2004

14 - 10/22/2004

2 -11/19/2004

x

x

x

Directly Observable Learner Autonomy
Activities such as self-guided reading, participation
in groups, electronic dialogues, or reflective writing
activities were used in this session
Instructor utilized dialogue with learners

x

Students are given options on how they will interact

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

and learn the material
Learning was “primarily” independent or
interdependent, not dependent on the instructor
Students take noticeable responsibility for various
decisions associated with the learning in this session
Students discover information that they need for the

x

x

session rather than being provided all of it
The discussion in groups was dominated by one or
two people
Students ask a lot of productive questions
Students who struggle with the technology bounce

x

x

x

x

back and become productive members of the class
Other Directly Observed Learner Autonomy
Judged Learner Autonomy
Strategy used provides for multiple learning styles
Strategy used allows for learner independence and/or

x

interdependence
Students seem to have positive attitudes about this

x

learning experience
Students seem to enjoy discussion of ideas

x

Instructor provides challenges that students seem to

x

enjoy
Other Judged Learner Autonomy

Tool Use
This case stood out as a special case and accordingly had a different purpose for using a SWBCS.
Since the purpose for this case was to facilitate group work, the instructor actually used a minimal set of
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tools. Breakout rooms are not recorded in the SWBCS, and since most of the interaction took place in
breakout rooms, it was difficult to be sure, what actually took place. However a special session recorded by
the researcher in real time allowed for viewing of one full session of breakout room use. In this session,
students’ extensive uses of VOIP, whiteboard, and chat were significant. Other tools were not readily
available for the students to use after the instructor (moderator) put them into rooms without giving them
control over the elements of the system and left. In this case, some adjustments to how the system was used
might have improved the student’s use of the tools and their perception of the overall experience. Table 98
provides a summary of which, tools were used in all three sessions. Included in the table is a reporting of
how often the tools were used.
As can be seen, VOIP, textual chat, breakout rooms and the whiteboard were used in every
session. Of these tools, chat and VOIP were used by the students extensively along with some collaboration
on the whiteboard. Since students were always in breakout rooms, this use can also be seen as extensive.
Although observers felt only a limited number of tools were used, they all judge the tool use as effective.
Tool use was summed up by one observer in a very succinct way. “For the goal of this class, the
breakout rooms and group work, the tool use was appropriate even if minimal.” Overall the instructor and
the students utilized the tools in the system to meet their needs.
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Table 98. Case 5: Results of Tool Use Observation Constructs
Questions

1 – 9/17/2004

14 - 10/22/2004

2 -11/19/2004

Textual Chat

x

x

x

Voice Over Internet Protocol (VOIP)

x

x

x

Breakout Rooms

x

x

x

Whiteboard

x

x

x

x

x

x

Emoticons

x

x

Step away feature

x

x

How often were the tools used? –

Minimally. VOIP was

Private CHAT and

It was difficult to determine the whole

describe ( ie. Used extensively,

the primary tool used.

breakout rooms were used

use of tools since most of it was done

regularly, minimally, etc.)

Others were minimal. -

the whole class time. -

in breakout rooms. However, by

Audio and chat were

once in the groups the

watching the participant window

used extensively.

students seemed to make

icons, it is evident that the students

extensive use of the tools:

used the tools available to accomplish

VOIP, whiteboard, and

their goals. Visual observation of chat,

text chat.

VOIP and whiteboard was seen. (see

Directly Observable Tool Use

Audio

Shared Browser
Application Sharing
Private Messaging
Pace Meter
Hand Raising
Polling

Quizzing

notes) - minimally
A variety of the available tools were
used to present materials
Other Directly Observable Tool Use
Judged Tool Use
Use of tools was effective

x

x

x

Other Judged Tool Use

Strengths, Weaknesses and Success
Having observed the entire class session, each observer was asked to list the overall strengths and
the weakness they observed. Table 99 contains the resulting comments from all observers.
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Table 99. Case 5: Results of Strengths and Weaknesses Observation Constructs
Questions

1 – 9/17/2004

14 - 10/22/2004

2 -11/19/2004

Judged Overall Strengths and
Weaknesses observations
What strengths were observed?

was organized well to

Students interacted. - this session

The students were in

quickly present the night's

seemed to be very much learner

charge of their learning.

activities then turn it over

driven. they were moved directly into

They utilized breakout

to groups. Groups seemed

groups where they seemed to interact

rooms extensively to

to operate efficiently.

quite a bit even though the recording

wrok toward a group

did not capture their discussions.

goal. The commumity
seemed to be fairly
strong. - Group work
works well with some
learning styles. Students
were required to work
together on a common
goal.

What weaknesses were observed?

Producer was slow moving

No direction from the instructor.

The instructor left before

people into groups.

This may not have been a weakness

the students and some of

Producer used the

for this class, but it was for the

them seemed to get

whiteboard to type out

observer to be able to know what

kicked out. This may

questions to the group -

was going on. - the intro and logon

have caused some

such as 'Are you having

seemed abrupt, but this may have

frustration, but it was not

amy trouble?.'

been expected by the students who

evident. Overall there

had completed several of these

were no real weaknesses.

sessions previously. three students

- A Lack of interaction

logged into the main room and were

and tools was used.

never moved into the groups over
about 20-30 minutes they were in the
session. It was not clear if they were
the only members of their respective
groups, or if there was some other
problem.

Based on all the constructs in the observation instrument, the observers were then asked to judge
the success of the session. This was an especially hard task for this course as observers could only comment
on what they had seen and most of the sessions took place in the break out rooms. However, even with this
small picture the observer’s comments are useful in determining how the session was perceived. When
combined with student, instructor and producer perceptions, the overall picture should be clear. Table 100
shows the comments on success of the session that each observer made for each session. All observers felt
that all three sessions were successful based on the instructional goals of the instructor.
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Table 100. Case 5: Results of Session Success Observation Constructs
Questions

1 – 9/17/2004

14 - 10/22/2004

2 -11/19/2004

Successful. The goal

Strangest virtual class that I have

For the goals of the session it was

was to allows students

seen yet. - Successful. The goal

probably successful. However, it is not

to work together in

of the session seemed to be to

really possible to observe the success as

groups. The session

allow the students time to meet

most was done in breakout rooms which,

accomplished that. -

in thier pre-assigned groups. The

can not be recorded. - Ok for a grp work

cannot say much. wasn’t

students were moved into groups

assignment, but the lecture could have

able to see the activity

immediately upon signing in and

been more engaging. The Instructor

in the breakout rooms.

worked there for 20-40 minutes

could have used the opportunity to

depending upon the group.

present some new information in the

Summary of Session Success
Success of the session

session, but did not.

The Class – Via Student Surveys
From the survey, a general understanding of elements of the course can be determined. In this
case, three students thought that the course was only offered online and one did not know which, reflects
their desire for an online format. With this in mind, six students said it was not likely that they would have
taken the course had it not been offered online, while only one said they definitely would have taken the
course. Five others reported that they would likely have taken it had it not been offered online.
To address the reasons students took the course, they were asked to rate their most important
reason for taking the course. Fifteen of the students reported that it was required for their degree. The
remaining student chose class schedule as most important. Since the class included a synchronous element,
students were asked if they were aware of this requirement before the class began. Nine of the students
responded no, however, all fifteen also responded that they had allotted time in their schedules for the
synchronous sessions.
There were few problems reported by the students in preparing to take the course with items such
as difficulty registering (easy, 9; very easy, 7), difficulty getting an ID card (easy, 9; very easy, 3) and
difficulty of accessing the Internet (easy, 7; very easy, 8) showing positive results. Items required to access
the asynchronous portions of the course online include obtaining a NetID (easy, 11; very easy, 3) and
access the university servers (easy, 5; very easy, 6).
Other questions asked in the initial survey addressed instructions and materials for the course. No
one had trouble obtaining a syllabus (easy, 5; very easy, 9). The majority of the students (11) also felt that
instructions for using technology in this course were very clear while the setup required for the courses had
mixed reviews, (11, not difficult; 4 somewhat difficult). In addition, the Synchronous Setup Wizard was
considered to be easy (8) to very easy (5) to use. When students did experience problems, help was not
difficult to get (easy, 6; very easy, 4).
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Students were asked if they participated in a demonstration of the synchronous software before
attempting their first session. Eleven out of the sixteen students said no. However, only one student
reported they felt not prepared with the others feeling comfortable with the technology (5, somewhat
prepared; 2, well prepared; 1, very well prepared).
A total of seven students completed the end of semester survey. From the results of the second
survey the students perceptions about the SWBCS used in their course were mainly positive but not as
positive as in other cases. The students in this class used the system frequently (1, 1-4 times; 5, 5 or more
times) however, not all students in this case participate in all the sessions provided. When asked how easy
the system was to use, three students answered very easy, three answered somewhat easy, and no one
answered not easy. Only five students commented on connecting to the synchronous classroom, having no
problems. In addition, 66.7% of the students had no problem getting familiar with the new interface.
The next section of the survey addressed issues students had with different features of the
synchronous classroom. Table 101 shows that there were very few to no problems reported by the students
with the tools they used. However, from this reporting, many of the tools were not used (N/A) by the
students in this case.
Table 101. Case 5: Student Report of Problems with SWBCS Features
Feature

No Problem

Minor Problem

Major Problem

Not Applicable

Text chat

3

3

0

0

Two-way audio

5

0

1

0

hand raising and Yes/No (or check/X)

3

0

0

3

Whiteboard

4

1

0

1

Application Sharing

1

1

1

3

Breakout Rooms

4

1

0

1

Taking Polls or Quizzes

0

0

0

6

Guided Web Surfing

1

0

0

5

Other

1

0

0

5

After reporting on issues they had with different features of the system, students were asked to
report how they solved problems that occurred. One student solved the problems himself, two sought help
from Elluminate, two sought help from the class assistant, and one reported other means of solving the
problem. Other ways reported were “used email, did conference calls instead, purchased another copy of
software.”
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To be sure technical issues were not creating significant issues for the students; a few questions
were asked that addressed how they connected to the Internet and how their computer kept up with the
sessions. The means of connecting to the internet was previously reported; this question resulted in a
similar breakdown as before with most students on a fast connection. Since most students were connecting
at higher bandwidth it was not surprising to see that all students (6) felt that their computers were able to
keep pace during the sessions.
When asked whether technical knowledge and skills were required to master the use of Elluminate
Live! ™, students had mixed feelings. However, 43% stated that these skills were important at least
frequently. Student’s need for need technical assistance to complete the synchronous sessions varied (43%
rarely; 29% sometimes; 14% frequently). When they did need technical support, 14% said it was almost
always available and 29% said it was frequently available. In addition, those who required technical support
found that their problems were solved (43% frequently; 14% almost always).
In order to determine the success of the tools used during the sessions, the students were asked
how useful each feature was to them. Table 102 shows the results. Textual chat (83%) and two-way audio
(67%) were considered somewhat useful features. The whiteboard was considered very useful by 50% of
the students and breakout rooms were very useful for 100%. This is consistent with the tools that the
students used in this case as most used breakout rooms, chat and VOIP only.
Table 102. Case 5: Usefulness of SWBCS Tools as Reported by Students
Feature

Not Useful

Somewhat Useful

Very Useful

Not Applicable

Text chat

0

5

1

0

Two-way audio

1

4

1

0

hand raising and Yes/No (or check/X)

3

1

0

2

Whiteboard

1

2

3

0

Application Sharing

0

2

0

4

Breakout Rooms

0

0

6

0

Taking Polls or Quizzes

0

0

0

6

Guided Web Surfing

0

0

0

6

In an effort to determine how the students perceived the quality of the synchronous software,
students were asked to rate the quality of different features. Table 103 shows that most tools were rated fair
to good.
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Table 103. Case 5: Quality of SWBCS Features as Reported by Students
Feature

Poor

Fair

Good

Excellent

Not Applicable

Elluminate Presentation Space

0

1

3

0

2

Elluminate Audio

1

3

2

0

0

Elluminate Screen Layout

0

1

4

1

0

Ways to offer instructor and others feedback (i.e. emoticons,

0

2

1

0

3

Your connection to Elluminate

0

0

6

0

0

Collaboration tools (i.e. whiteboard, application sharing,

0

1

4

1

0

0

3

3

0

0

applause, hand raising, etc.)

breakout rooms, etc.)
The overall quality of the Elluminate experience

When asked if they thought that taking this course was a good idea, four of the students responded
yes. In addition they thought that the organization was logical and easy to follow (frequently, 42%; almost
always, 29%). Unfortunately, most students did not feel that synchronous session activities and
assignments facilitated their understanding of course content (43%, rarely; 14%, sometimes; 14%,
frequently). 57% felt that the sessions were only frequently (29%, rarely) aligned with the course objectives
but 43% felt that the instructor’s approach to using Elluminate was almost always (43%, frequently)
effective.
This instructor felt that offering students a way to interact was important and the theory behind
this study also supports this. How this worked in this case was an important element to review. In this case
it was difficult to observe interactions as the breakout rooms utilized for most of the sessions were not able
to be recorded. Therefore, the reporting of student’s perceptions were very important.
In this case, 29% felt that interactions with their classmates and/or the instructor were almost
always (57%, sometimes; 14%, frequently) effective when using the synchronous software. 57% felt that
synchronous discussions with their peers were frequently encouraged in the sessions and 43% felt that the
instructor almost always provided opportunities for students to participate during the sessions.
Educational research shows that effective interactions with the instructor often take many forms.
Student opinions about instructor feedback address both instructor interactions and also immediacy in the
classroom. This instructor was not present for much of the time that the students actually used the SWBCS.
Rather, he used it as a place for the student’s themselves to gather and work. Therefore it is not surprising
that only 29% of the students felt that the instructor almost always provided constructive feedback during
the synchronous sessions. Others felt selected frequently (43%) and sometimes (14%) but not selected
almost always.
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Educational goals include increases in student knowledge so some questions addressed student
learning. In these sessions, 43% of the students reported that the sessions allowed them to frequently
demonstrate their learning while 43% stated the sessions sometimes allowed them to demonstrate their
learning. In addition the use of synchronous technologies for teaching at a distance is thought to allow for
increased connections that build a stronger learning community. Therefore students were asked if using
Elluminate made them feel more connected to others in their class. 14% stated that they almost always felt
more connected and 29% said they frequently felt more connected, however, 29% also felt rarely
connected. With the way in which, the system was utilized for this case, it is not surprising to find that
connections to the instructor were not prominent with 29% choosing frequently, 14% choosing sometimes
and 43% rarely.
Technology should add value to education and not hinder learning. In this case, students did not
feel that the technology was a large asset, with 57% stating that the technology rarely (14%, frequently)
enhanced their learning experience. An additional 29% felt that the technology was not applicable in
enhancing their learning. In addition, students did not feel that the use of this technology was a motivating
factor in their learning with 64% choosing rarely and 29% choosing sometimes. As can be seen here,
perceptions in this case were quite low, but even with this 57% (43%, sometimes; 14%, frequently) would
consider taking a course that used synchronous technologies again. However, 29% would rarely consider
another course using a SWBCS. When asked to compare this course to other courses they have taken, 43%
stated the course was almost always excellent and 29% stated it was frequently excellent.
In addition to the formal data collected, the instructor also collected perceptions from students by
way of an asynchronous discussion board. The instructor shared these results with the researcher and they
were enlightening. This was a very open ended situation were student’s could say what they really thought
about the use of synchronous technology in their course. Therefore, it is important that these results also be
examined. Table 149 in Appendix F holds the entire results of this discussion in a color coded format. The
table provides actual quotes from students in this case after their first synchronous session.
Since the comments made by these students were both positive and negative, they were sorted
based on these themes first. On further review of the comments additional themes emerged. The negative
perspectives will be discussed first.
Students were unhappy with the fact that they were unable to share the program in which, the
game they were playing was conducted (Threshold). Although this was problematic, it was not a limitation
of the SWBCS as it was possible if the software had been implemented in a better manner. Another trend in
dissatisfaction was the lack of video which, is a feature that has been include in the next version of this
software. In addition, there were mixed feelings about how the half-duplex audio (click to talk) functioned.
Some students wanted to have an open floor, while others liked that only one person could speak at a time,
requiring the others to listen and offering everyone an opportunity to speak.
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Many students felt that they could have accomplished the same interactions with their groups
without the complications of this software. This is a very important observation as for the most part they
are correct. The manner in which, the software was used was limited in this case and therefore other tools
may have been more appropriate and useful to the students. These other tools would also have been less
expensive and less complicated. However, if the instructor had promoted one or more students in each
breakout room to a moderator, then application sharing could have taken place and students may have been
satisfied with the use of this software. This may also have helped with not having access to Threshold at all
locations as only one member of the group would have needed access to share the application with the rest.
The last negative theme was the time factor. Students either were unhappy because of the need to
be in the same time or the fact that they could not follow up later. This is an ongoing issue with
synchronous distance education; however, had the groups not been in breakout rooms, but maybe in their
own virtual spaces they could have recorded the sessions for those members not able to attend live. The fact
that the breakout rooms are not recorded was an issue for this case.
Most of the problems students encountered in this case were not due to limitations in the software,
but limitations in the way it was implemented by both the instructor and due to limitations of concurrent
seats available at the time of the study. If there had been enough seats to allow each group an open room to
be used at their convenience with all the features available, this may have solved some of the time factor
issues resulting in more positive perspectives.
For the most part the positive themes revolved around the ability to communicate and interact with
others. For these students they felt that although the software was not perfect, it made an impact on their
ability to participate and work with their groups.
Producer Input
The producer for this case was also the producer for case 4. A complete discussion of her
perspectives was already addressed during the discussion of that case. Please refer back to case 4 for
information on the producer in this case.
Summary of Case 5 Based on Research Questions
Analysis of the qualitative data from this case has been thoroughly discussed. To summarize the
results of this data with respect to the research questions proposed in this study, the questions have been
answered below.
Q1. What types of pedagogical strategies do instructors implement with the tools?
The results for this question utilized the following data collection methods for triangulation
purposes: instructor surveys, interviews and focus groups; observation instrument; and archival documents.
As a contrast to most other cases, case 5 used the SWBCS for group work only. There was no lecture or
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formal presentation of materials. The instructor put students into separate breakout rooms to facilitate team
communicate about weekly projects on which, the course was heavily based. Student’s worked on projects
during this time. One project the students worked on was an on-going competitive game called “Threshold”
that lasted all semester with each team working as a player in the game. In this case, the synchronous
system was used as a collaborative tool where teams communicated and planned strategy, not for instructor
lead instructional strategies.
Q2. How do instructors utilize the tools available in a SWBCS in a distance education environment?
The results for this question utilized the following data collection methods for triangulation
purposes: Instructor Surveys, Interviews and Focus Groups, Observation instrument, and archival
documents. This case did not utilize many of the tools available due to the instructional goals and the
teaching strategies implemented by the instructor. The breakout rooms feature was used extensively to offer
private space to each group for processing of information concerning the semester long “game” of running
a company and other projects. Although the instructor began each session personally and placed students
into rooms, the sessions were very much student driven. Student use of the tools to accomplish their goals
varied significantly and was difficult to observe as breakout rooms are not recorded. Students did not have
access to all tools as a moderator was not available for most of the sessions. This may have limited the tools
students were able to utilize.
Q3. With access to a multitude of tools available in a SWBCS, which, tools do instructors choose to use?
The results for this question utilized the following data collection methods for triangulation
purposes: Instructor Surveys, Interviews, and Focus Groups, Observation instrument, and archival
documents. This case was not typical and accordingly had a different instructional purpose for using a
SWBCS. Since the purpose for this case was to facilitate group work, the instructor actually used a minimal
set of tools. Breakout rooms are not recorded in the SWBCS, and since most of the interaction took place in
breakout rooms, it was difficult to be sure, what actually took place. However a special session recorded by
the researcher in real time allowed for viewing of one full session of breakout room use. In this session,
students’ extensive uses of VOIP, whiteboard, and chat were significant. Other tools were not readily
available for the students to use after the instructor (moderator) put them into rooms without giving them
control over the elements of the system and left. In this case, some adjustments to how the system was used
might have improved the student’s use of the tools and their perception of the overall experience.
Q4. Why do instructors use the tools and strategies that they choose?
The results for this question utilized the following data collection methods for triangulation
purposes: Instructor Surveys, Interviews and Focus Groups. Once again, this case stands out as the
instructor used the SWBCS tools to meet the collaborative need of groups of students, who are working in
various distant locations, to have a place to meet, discuss, and complete the required on-going group work.
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However, the tool set available to students was not sufficient in this case as the students had many
comments about how the system worked for them. Since the group rooms were not overseen by a
moderator, and some of the students did not have access to the “game” software, they were often frustrated
with how things worked. Solutions to most of these problems are readily available to put into place for the
next offering of this course.
Q5. What perceptions do students and instructors have about using a SWBCS?
The results for this question utilized the following data collection methods for triangulation
purposes: Instructor Surveys, Interviews and Focus Groups, Observation instrument, archival documents,
and reflections from students. Unfortunately, the perceptions of students in this case were not resoundingly
positive. The student perceptions were mixed and less positive, stating different aspects that did not work
as well as they would have liked. The instructor was and continues to be positive about the use of the
SWBCS, as “excellent for allowing interactions between professor and students and amongst students when
they are located at a distance. I hope to integrate its use into more of my distance courses.” However, he
only rated the use of the system in his course as “moderately successful” and would change the way in
which, it was used the next time he uses it. Even with this said he was positive that he would use it next
time.
Case 6
The instructor – Via the Instructor Interview
This course was taught by an instructor with ten years of extensive experience in distance
education and technology. He currently holds the rank of assistance professor. He teaches two courses with
approximately 25 students in each and servers on numerous committees. He is in a tenure track position
and is therefore continually researching and publishing.
Although self reported, the information obtained from instructor interviews draws a good picture
of the instructor and how he feels about teaching in this manner. This instructor is a leader in the use of
technology, with many years of experience in distance technologies. He worked as an instructional designer
in 1987 where he used IBM video conferencing extensively. He has also utilized satellite, both ITFS and
landline. He was at one time a producer for numerous teleconferences that helped people work on camera
with WUSF Television. He has successfully used one-way and two-way audio as well as some online
groupware in his teaching. Part of the reason that he volunteered for this study was that trying new
technologies “allows me to do better work” in his teaching.
This instructor carries a somewhat heavy service load, but a lighter teaching load. He currently
teaches two classes in Library and Information Sciences, the one in this study and another on Television of
schools and library. Both classes have approximately 25 students each semester.
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The class – Via the Instructor Interview
The course studied in this case was a graduate level course in the College of Arts and Sciences in
the department of Library and Information Sciences. It was on the topic of Information Architecture and
Design and was described as a blended class with part of the course online and part of it face-to-face. The
class was originally advertised as a full face-to-face course, however, they decided to pilot synchronous
software to see if this course could be taught at a distance and reduce student or instructor travel. To do
this, some students were in the face-to-face classroom and some participated from a distance. This mixed
group of students was a unique challenge for the instructor. Before teaching in this manner, the course was
a highly interactive course resembling a doctoral seminar.
Before use of the SWBCS the content of the course content was mainly conducted in a traditional
model of face-to-face. Web resources were utilizing as content and examples, but the Internet was not used
to interact with the students to any extent. Assessment in this course was facilitated through products
consisting of weekly articles and presentations students brought to face-to-face sessions.
The instructor had concerns that the class size for this course was not always optimum, often
larger than ideal. He felt that a SWBCS might help with some of this. He was also interested in getting
technology to help students with disabilities learn more. He stated that he knew at least one student was
dyslexic and it was seen later that at least one student was also hard of hearing and one reported issues with
ADHD. He also talked about the fact that his students are usually detail oriented, wanting exact answers to
problems. He felt that the technology would help “break student’s assisted mentality and thirst for detail”
like he does in the face-to-face classroom. In this sense the face-to-face course and the distance course
should be taught similarly, which, he felt was difficult to do asynchronously, without real conversations.
The use of the SWBCS would allow for audio interactions and faster students could use the text
interactions. People in the class would be able to queue up to provide comments and the instructor felt he
would be able to interact more efficiently with the students in this manner. In the future, he sees students
volunteering to present their group presentations via the SWBCS, but at this time there are not risk takers.
The Class – Via classroom observations
This course was a bit different than the others as most of the students were in a face-to-face class
with the instructor while a few were at a distance. The observations for this class note some of the
differences they saw due to this situation. Synchronous sessions for this course were conducted via
SWBCS 3 times with one session used as a demonstration of the system.
The instructor used different methods of instruction each time, catering to the in class students as
well as the distance students. The three sessions conducted by this instructor were observed using the
observation instrument. Observations for this case were completed by five different observers. The next
few sections show the results of the observation of the three sessions that reviewed.
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Pedagogy
Observation of the three class session reviewed showed that this instructor used a variety of
pedagogical strategies to conduct the sessions. The first session was part software demonstration and part
class content. The later two sessions contained more content presentation and discussion, but often strayed
to discussions of how the technology worked. Given the content of the course, Information Architecture
and Design, it is possible that the discussion about how to use Elluminate Live! ™ might be considered
course content. Students presented information from assignments they had completed during the week and
the instructor lectured. Some discussion took place, but observers noted that most of it did not require deep
thought. Many of the discussions were considered to be social rather than academic. The instructor had a
relaxed manner that some observers felt was not professional enough. Overall, this instructor was
considered to use effective pedagogy for his student’s learning. Table 104 provides the observation
summary for Pedagogical strategies.
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Table 104. Case 6: Results of Pedagogical Observation Constructs
Questions

13 - 10/12/2005

7 - 10/26/2005

3 - 11/30/2005

x

x

x

x

x

x

Directly Observable Pedagogical
Strategy
Instructor lectured – conveyed
information through talking or
demonstration - Direct (telling, lecturing)
whole group.
Instructor used interactive direction with
whole group (posing questions and
calling for answers)
Instructor questioned at different levels

x

Individual students worked alone
Students worked in pairs or small groups

x

Students acted as a whole class (ie. large

x

x

x

x

x

class discussion, full class quizzing or
polling, lecture, whole class project etc.)
Other approaches
Pedagogy - Judged Pedagogical Strategy
The teaching strategies utilized tools
appropriate for the students’ level of skill
with the technology and were well
supported
Teaching methods were appropriate for

x

x

the content
Lesson required student thought and

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

participation– explain.
The teaching strategy included a problem
solving activity– explain.
The Instructor set cognitive tasks for the
students – explain.
Session required higher order (not route
memory or just opinion) and/or critical
thinking on the part of the students–
explain.
Other approaches
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Table 104. (Continued) Case 6: Results of Pedagogical Observation Constructs
Summary of Pedagogy Used
Questions

13 - 10/12/2005

7 - 10/26/2005

3 - 11/30/2005

Summary of Pedagogy

Pedagogy was sound. Large class

Dr. X uses mostly lecture. He

The class session was an

discussion and small group work

has students present their

open discussion about

was utilized. Students were

findings from assignment that

Elluminate Live! ™; after

interactive and engaged. - There

they did during the week and

expressing his opinion, the

were two sets of discussions. One

posted on Blackboard. He also

instructor permitted students

was about the content of the

opens the class to ask questions

to freely express their views

lecture. A second on-going thread

on diverse topics. Students use

while providing appropriate

was about how the technology of

mostly CHAT to interact and

input and feedback. -

Elluminate Live! ™ worked.

respond during the lecture and

Students were prepared by

Students participated in the

presentations. - lecture some

previous survey. Discussion

discussion through sharing their

students commented on mic

based class in which, the

experiences through Audio and

about articles. Not all were

teacher facilitated instruction

CHAT. Dr. X used a pushed url as

given a chance and some were

by posing questions, asking

a basis and visual for his lecture.

lost, but the Instructor continued

questions and commenting on

ahead anyway.

student ideas.

This instructor

needs the help of a Producer

Interaction
When looking at interaction, five areas were specifically noted: (1) Instructor-Learner interaction,
(2) Learner-Instructor interaction, (3) learner-Learner interaction, (4) Learner-Content interaction and (5)
Learner-Interface interaction. Table 105 shows that the instructor was fairly interactive with the students,
initiating interactions in a variety of ways in most sessions.
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Table 105. Case 6: Results of Instructor-Learner Interaction Observation Constructs
Questions

13 - 10/12/2005

7 – 10/26/2005

Checks student comprehension

x

x

Knows and uses student names

x

x

Responds to students as individuals

x

x

3 - 11/30/2005

Directly Observable Instructor-Learner
Interaction

Praises students for contributions that deserve

x
x
x

commendation
Criticizes student ignorance or misunderstanding
Encourages questions, involvement, debate

x

x

and/or feedback
Encourages students to answer questions by

x

provided cues and encouragement
Other Directly Observable I-L Interactions
Judged Instructor-Learner Interaction
Instructor Questions
Instructor feedback is informative

x

x

x

Instructor Responses
Instructor listens carefully to student comments

x

x

x

x

and questions
Instructor feedback is informative and
constructive
Instructor answers student questions clearly and

x

x

x

Good rapport with students

x

x

x

Treats class members equitably

x

directly
Overall Impression
x

Encourages mutual respect among students

x

x

Respects diverse points of view

x

x

Recognizes when students do not understand
Other Judged I-L Interactions

x
The instructor asked for lots of
feedback on the technology as he
was trying it out. - Dr. Terrell has
very good rapport with this class.
They are very interactive and
proficient with the tools. Dr. Terrel
is able to keep up with the content
and discussion that occurs both in
CHAT and text. He also comments
about the social off task comments
in CHAT as he lectures.
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Across the board, this instructor effectively initiated academic interactions with students. During
these sessions he knew and used their names, responded to students as individuals, provided feedback as
well as encouraged student interactions. One observer stated that the instructor was able to keep up with all
the conversations, noting that some were of a social nature and he responded to those as well. It was
thought that he had a good rapport with the students.
Table 106. Case 6: Results of Learner-Instructor Interaction Observation Constructs
Questions

13 - 10/12/2005

7 - 10/26/2005

3 - 11/30/2005

x

x

x

Directly Observable Learner- Instructor Interaction
Students ask questions of the instructor
Students volunteer information

x

x

x

Students present information

x

x

x

Student feedback is on topic

x

x

Other Directly Observable L-I Interactions
Judged Learner- Instructor Interaction
Summary of Judged Learner-Instructor Interaction

Interactions initiated by the students with the instructor were also prevalent in all three sessions.
The learners were encouraged to participate and observers felt that they contributed to the discussions. The
instructor often started the conversations, but the students jumped in and asked questions on their own to
satisfy their individual needs. From the observation reports, it is evident that students were comfortable
interacting with the instructor and did so in a variety of ways. Students initiated interactions with the
instructor by asking questions, presenting and volunteering information.
Other interactions initiated by students pertain to the actual session contents. During the sessions
students interacted with the information provided by the instructor through web sites and lecture. Table 107
shows the recorded observations of learner-content interactions. When using technology, it is usually hard
for students to use the tools and not interact with the content as long as content is being presented in some
fashion. So, it is not surprising that the observers marked content interaction high in most cases.
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Table 107. Case 6: Results of Learner-Content Interaction Observation Constructs
Questions

13 - 10/12/2005

7 - 10/26/2005

3 - 11/30/2005

Directly Observable Learner- Content Interaction
Reading

x

x

Writing (i.e., on whiteboard, in chat, etc.)

x

x

x

Presentation (i.e., verbal, graphical, etc.)

x

x

x

Discussion

x

x

x

Responds

x

x

x

Interpret

x

x

Comprehend

x

x

React

x

Listening

x

Participates in Poll
Other Directly Observable L-C Interactions
Judged Learner- Content Interaction
x
x
x

x

Other Judged L-C Interactions

Learner-Learner interactions were also significant in this case. Students tended to engage in
discussion with each other as well as the instructor. Both directly observable and judged learner-learner
interactions were high (Table 108). The relaxed environment set by the instructor as well as regular face-toface interactions allowed the students to have good rapport with each other. Often conversations were not
just academic, but also social in nature.
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Table 108. Case 6: Results of Learner-Learner Interaction Observation Constructs
Questions

13 - 10/12/2005

7 - 10/26/2005

3 - 11/30/2005

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Directly Observable Learner- Learner Interaction
Students discuss the content of the session with each other (on-task academic
conversation)
Students engage in conversation that is not related to the subject of the session
but is related to the course or other courses (off task academic conversation)
Students engage in conversation that is not related to the course (social
conversation)
Students encourage other students’ questions, involvement, debate and/or

x

feedback
Students criticize other student’s ignorance or misunderstanding
Students use each others names

x
x

x

x

Other Directly Observable L-L Interactions
Judged Learner- Learner Interactions
Students answer questions clearly and directly

x

x

x

Students maintain a good rapport with each other

x

x

x

Students show mutual respect for each other (i. e. listening carefully, responding

x

x

x

x

x

x

constructively, etc.)
Students treat class members equitably
Other Judged L-L Interactions

As stated earlier, interaction between the students and the interface was inevitable. Observations in
this area were meant to determine if the interface was a hindrance or a support for the students. The tools
used for interaction such as the emoticons, chat, the step away feature and raising hand were all used
throughout the sessions. Students also interacted with the system when they used their microphones to add
to the discussions. For some of the sessions, polling and whiteboards were used as well. Through the tools,
the students had a high level of interaction with the interface in both session one and two, but the
interactions dropped off a bit in session three. During sessions one and two, much conversation and use of
the tools was exploratory in nature, with both the students and the instructor learning how the system
worked.
In one session observers felt that one student voiced frustration with the system, but overall they
seemed satisfied with how it functioned. For the most part the use of tools was not a problem except for
minor issues with connections to the SWBCS and some microphone adjustments in the first session. One
observer did note however that the instructor struggled somewhat with the system and would have
benefited from having a producer present to assist him. The fact that the instructor was teaching in a faceto-face classroom and also at a distance through Elluminate Live! ™ concurrently may have been one of
the reasons he struggled. His attention was usually divided between the face-to-face students and the
distance students and it was difficult for him to pay attention to all involved.
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Table 109. Case 6: Results of Learner-Interface Interaction Observation Constructs
Questions

13 - 10/12/2005

7 - 10/26/2005

3 - 11/30/2005

Work on whiteboard

x

x

x

Use microphone

x

x

x

Exchange messages in chat

x

x

x

Raises hand

x

x

x

Uses emoticons

x

x

Troubles connecting

x

Troubles with microphone

x

Directly Observable Learner- Interface Interaction

Completes a poll

x

Unable to use tools
Other Directly Observable L-Interface Interactions

x
Instructor had some
difficulty with being
overwhelmed. This was
probably due to trying to
hold a F2F class and pay
attention to the online
students as well.

Judged Learner- Interface Interaction
Did any students voice frustration with the

x

interface?
Shows emotion

x

x

x

Other Judged L-Interface Interactions

Overall the interaction observed in this case was at a high and positive level. Students seem to
enjoy the sessions and participate freely. The observers felt that much of the student to student interaction
was social or related to presentations the students would be doing in class. They saw students sharing
information back and forth through the tools. During the breaks, the instructor also participated in the social
interactions. Observers saw a great deal of participation by the students who “expressed their opinions
freely and had both positive and negative things to say about the system”. One significant use of the
whiteboard noted in more than one session was that it was used not for presentation of material as much as
for a place for the students to write, draw and interact during the session. This could be seen as both a
positive and a negative use of the whiteboard depending on the purpose of the session. In this case, the
students and the instructor felt comfortable with this off-task interaction throughout the sessions.
Structure
The next few sections of the observation instrument reflect the structure of the class sessions for
this case. To accurately review the class structure during a synchronous session it was divided into three
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sections that could be observed in different ways: (1) classroom management, (2) content organization and
(3) presentation. First, the management of the classroom was observed during all three sessions.
The observers for this case reported that the instructor managed his sessions well. He began most
session on time in an orderly and organized fashion. Although he digressed a bit during one session, for the
most part he had a plan and tended to followed it. Due to the nature of the course, the instructor had many
distractions both with technology and because he was splitting his attention between the face-to-face
students and the distance students. However, he recovered from most of these distractions quickly. The
instructor was careful to provide opportunities for the students to participate, maintaining their attention,
and pausing to allow them to reflect and answer questions. He was very friendly, sometimes bordering on
too relaxed, but he was able to maintain control and credibility throughout. Overall his classroom
management was excellent (Table 110).
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Table 110. Case 6: Results of Classroom Management (structure) Observation Constructs
Questions

13 - 10/12/2005

7 - 10/26/2005

3 - 11/30/2005

x

x

x

Directly Observable Classroom Management
Instructor began class on time in an orderly,
organized fashion
Instructor digressed often from the main topic
Instructor had readily available the materials and

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

equipment necessary to complete the activity
Instructor gave prompt attention to individual
problems
Instructor maintained student attention

x

x

x

Instructor paused to allow students to interact and

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

answer questions (wait time).
Provided opportunities for dialogue about the
activity with peers and/or instructor
Instructor allowed opportunity for individual
expression
Instructor provided practice time and sufficient time

x

for completion
Other Directly Observable classroom management
Judged Classroom Management
Instructor appeared well prepared for class

x

x

x

Instructor had a clear organizational plan

x

x

x

Instructor clearly organized and explained
assignments
Instructor provided clear directions or procedures
Instructor provided sufficient wait time (i. e. gave

x
x

x

students enough time to respond to and ask
questions)
Skills required during the session were not beyond

x

x

x

reasonable expectations for this course and/or these
students (were they struggling with any skills?
Why?)
Instructor maintained credibility and control (i. e.

x

x

Spoke about course content with confidence and
authority, used authority in classroom to create an
environment conducive to learning, etc.)
Instructor is able to admit error and/or insufficient

x

x

knowledge
Instructor respects constructive criticism

x

Instructor responds to distractions effectively yet

x

x

constructively
Other Judged classroom management
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Although the sessions were very similar in organization, more of the criteria used in the
observation instrument were seen in sessions 1 and 3 (Table 111). Even so, the content used by this
instructor was well organized in all three observed sessions. For the most part he previewed the lecture and
introduced the lesson organization. In the last session he also explained the goals. During all three sessions
the instructor demonstrated strong organizational strategies such as previewing content by hinting at things
to come, incorporating student responses, integrating assigned course materials, and tying the content to
general education and real world situations with up-to-date developments in the field. These strategies
showed commendable skills in organizing content in an educationally sound manner.
Table 111. Case 6: Results of Content Organization (structure) Observation Constructs
Questions

13 - 10/12/2005

7 - 10/26/2005

3 - 11/30/2005

Previewed lecture/discussion content

x

x

Introduced organization of the lecture

x

Directly Observable Content Organization

Explained the goal or objective for the period

x
x

Reviewed prior class material to prepare students for
the content to be covered
Provided internal summaries and transitions

x

Summarized and distilled main points at the end of
class (formally)
Previewed by connecting to future classes (hinting at

x

x

x

things to come)
Instructor incorporated student responses

x

x

x

Integrates assigned course material into class

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

presentation (readings, web sites, etc.)
Relates current course content to students’ general
education
Makes course content relevant with references to
“real world” applications
Explicitly states relationships among various topics
and facts/theory
Explains difficult terms, concepts, or problems in

x

more than one way
Presents background of ideas and concepts

x

Presents up-to-date developments in the field

x

x
x

x

Other Directly Observed Content Organization
Judged Content Organization
Introduction captured attention

x

x

Main ideas are clear and specific

x

x

Sufficient variety was provided to support

x

information
Relevancy of main ideas were clear

x

x

Other Judged Content Organization
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Organization of content is only one of the elements of structure examined by the observation
instrument. To have a sound learning environment, it is also very important to present content in a
meaningful and effective way. Therefore, the final piece of identifying the structure of the sessions was to
observe aspects of the presentation (Table 112). Overall, this instructor presented content very well,
although he did not use many visual aids, he had a clear voice with the verbal presentation properly paced.
He showed confidence and enthusiasm for the subject matter. The instructor did speak extraneously in
session two and the observers felt that his speech may have been too casual, but overall his presentation
was rated very high.
Table 112. Case 6: Results of Presentation (structure) Observation Constructs
Questions

13 - 10/12/2005

7 - 10/26/2005

3 - 11/30/2005

Articulation and pronunciation was clear

x

x

x

Absence of verbal pauses (speech fillers)

x

Volume was sufficient to be heard

x

Varied pace

x

Directly Observable Presentation
x

Included illustrations
Presented views other than own when appropriate

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

Visuals were clear and well organized (large and

x

legible)
Visual aids were easily read
Other Directly Observation Presentation
Judged Presentation
Instructor spoke extraneously
Effective voice quality

x
x

Rate of delivery was appropriate

x

Communicates a sense of confidence, enthusiasm

x

x

x

x

x

x

and excitement toward content
Speech is neither too formal nor too casual

x

x

Other Directly Observation Presentation

After reviewing all the aspects presented here, observers summarized the structure they observed
in the sessions overall (Table 113). Most of the comments made by the observers were positive, but they
were also quite varied. Some felt that the instructor did not have enough structure in the sessions and need a
producer to assist with technical and social distractions. Others felt that the sessions went smoothly and
were well organized. Each session seemed to have different positive and negative aspects. Overall it was
agreed that this instructor had a well structured approach to using the SWBCS for the purposes he chose.
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Table 113. Case 6: Summary of Structure Observation Constructs
Questions

13 - 10/12/2005

7 - 10/26/2005

3 - 11/30/2005

Although there was not a lot of

Class had several activities. Lecture

Instructor introduced topic,

formal structure to this class, it was

while viewing websites; student

allowed student discussion,

well organized and well managed

presentations; student questions - any

provided additional input,

for the most part. - The course

topic; lecture on ethics. Students had

and was very effective in

objective was to discuss designing

been expected to do readings during the

maintaining student

user interfaces and selecting and

week to present in class and post of

interest. There was much

presenting changes to users. The

discussion board. - There was a lack of

student discussion. -

format was lecture and discussion.

structure with this course. Not sure if

Structure was appropriate

In the middle there was a small

Instructor was just unfamiliar with

for time allotted. The

group activity. I did not understand

Elluminate Live! ™ tools, or didn't care.

lesson has formal

what they were doing in their

But, he needs a producer to field

beginning and end and

groups.

technical and social issues that plague his

teacher facilitated the

structure.

middle.

Summary of Structure
Structure Summary

Learner Autonomy
The importance of Learner Autonomy has been discussed previously and this case was examined
using the same constructs and definitions. The following describes the observed learner autonomy
throughout all three sessions in this case. Observers felt that students had sufficient opportunities and took
responsibility for a good part of their learning during these sessions. Observer’s summary comments were
mixed, but overall it was determine that the strategies used in the sessions provided ample opportunity for
learner autonomy and students responded by taking responsibility for their learning. Judged learner
autonomy portrayed positive student attitudes toward learning. Each session seemed to have different
attributes that the observers noted (Table 114).
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Table 114. Case 6: Results of Learner Autonomy Observation Constructs
Questions

13 - 10/12/2005

7 - 10/26/2005

3 - 11/30/2005

Directly Observable Learner Autonomy
Activities such as self-guided reading, participation

x

x

in groups, electronic dialogues, or reflective writing
activities were used in this session
Instructor utilized dialogue with learners

x

x

x

Students are given options on how they will interact
and learn the material
Learning was “primarily” independent or

x

x

interdependent, not dependent on the instructor
Students take noticeable responsibility for various

x

x

decisions associated with the learning in this session
Students discover information that they need for the

x

session rather than being provided all of it
The discussion in groups was dominated by one or

x

two people
Students ask a lot of productive questions

x

Students who struggle with the technology bounce

x

x
x

back and become productive members of the class
Other Directly Observed Learner Autonomy
Judged Learner Autonomy
Strategy used provides for multiple learning styles
Strategy used allows for learner independence and/or

x

x

interdependence
Students seem to have positive attitudes about this

x

x

x

Students seem to enjoy discussion of ideas

x

x

x

Instructor provides challenges that students seem to

x

learning experience

enjoy
Other Judged Learner Autonomy

Table 115. Case 6: Observer's Summary Comments on Learner Autonomy
Learner Autonomy

13 - 10/12/2005

7 - 10/26/2005

3 - 11/30/2005

Summary

The students mainly worked as a

Even during the lecture these students

When the floor was opened for

whole class. However, groups

took control of their learning by

student discussion, many

were made toward the end to

participating in dialogue about the

participated and they piggy-

allow them to work on some

lecture topic through CHAT. -

backed off one another.

project. - The learners of this

Learners did not have an opportunity

Opinions were expressed freely.

class contribute a lot of their

to take responsibility for learning

- Learners took responsibility

experiences to support the

except for their brief comments on

for learning through their

content.

the articles they read before the

participation and enthusiasm.

session.
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Tool Use
Since technology use is a significant part of this research, the importance of it can not be
understated. Therefore how the tools provided were used was recorded by the observers as they watched
each session. Table 116 provides a summary of which, tools were used in all three sessions for this case.
Included in the table is a reporting of how often the tools were used. As can be seen, VOIP, textual chat,
and hand raising were used in every session. The whiteboard was also used, but most observers felt it was
just for doodling and not constructive use of the tool. Among the interaction tools, emoticons and hand
raising were used by the students along with regular use of chat and VOIP. During breaks, students and the
instructor used the Step Away tool. The instructor mainly used VOIP and some chat throughout. He also
utilized the shared browser feature more than once.
In this case, the majority of the observers did not judge the tool use as effective. Tool use was
summarized as effective by some observers and in some session, but not in others (Table 117). The
observers did mention that the instructor did not have a producer, but that he still managed to operate the
class well. Considering that his attention was divided between face-to-face students and distance students,
this is most likely a sign of his efficiency and technical prowess. Overall the instructor and the students
utilized the tools in the system well.
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Table 116. Case 6: Results of Tool Use Observation Constructs
Questions

13 - 10/12/2005

7 - 10/26/2005

3 - 11/30/2005

x

x

x
x

Directly Observable Tool Use
Textual Chat
Voice Over Internet Protocol (VOIP) Audio

x

x

Breakout Rooms

x

x

Whiteboard

x

x

Shared Browser

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Emoticons

x

x

x

Step away feature

x

x

x

How often were the tools used? – describe ( ie. Used

VOIP was used

VOIP, CHAT, Push URL,

Whiteboard was used

extensively, regularly, minimally, etc.)

extensively, Chat was

and then Whiteboard were

extensively for doodling

also very frequent.

used the most in this order.

by students. Text

Hand raising was used

Raise hands was used for

messaging was used

often. Other tools were

polling. Students used

initially when

used minimally. -

clapping and emoticons

microphones were being

VOIP was extensively

infrequently. - text chat and

adjusted.

used for delivering

whiteboard doodling used

content. Student

extensively, but not in any

discussion was

constructive way.

Application Sharing
Private Messaging
Pace Meter
Hand Raising

x

Polling

Quizzing

through VOIP and
CHAT. Students also
continuously use
Whiteboard for
doodles. Instructor
pushed URLs for
students to look at and
discuss.
A variety of the available tools were used to present

x

materials
Other Directly Observable Tool Use
Judged Tool Use
Use of tools was effective

x

Other Judged Tool Use
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Table 117. Case 6: Observers Summary Remarks on Tool Use
Questions

13 - 10/12/2005

7 - 10/26/2005

3 - 11/30/2005

VOIP was the main tools used here with

This instructor did not have a

Since this was not a typical class

support from a shared browser. Students

producer. He was able to

session, tool use was limited.

also used chat and whiteboard, but the

monitor his CHAT for student

The text messaging was used

instructor did not. - The VOIP was

contributions, fix technical

effectively. The whiteboard was

effective for delivering content

problems with breakout room,

used only for doodling. The

information and for student questions

and lecture with URL push,

majority of the other tools were

and discussion. The push URL was

answer student questions, and

not used because this class was a

effective for providing a visual and

interact socially with his

discussion format. - Tools were

information to stimulate discussion. I

students with ease. Most

used sparingly. Students raised

thought that since the instructor had not

students seemed to be very

hands. The whiteboard was a

prepared graphic organizers, the

comfortable with the interface.

huge collage throughout with a

students tried to add content this way to

Only one student had technical

variety of drawings, marks and

have it more easily seen then the CHAT

problems that the teacher had to

games.

text. Students also used the whiteboard

stop the class to help. It was an

for collaborative drawings, but these

effective use of break time.

Summary of Tool Use
Tool Use Summary

were social and off task academically.

Strengths, Weaknesses and Success
Having observed the entire class session, each observer was asked to list the overall strengths and
the weakness they observed. Table 118 contains the resulting comments from all observers.
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Table 118. Case 6: Results of Strengths and Weaknesses Observation Constructs
Questions

13 - 10/12/2005

7 - 10/26/2005

3 - 11/30/2005

What strengths were

The student participation and

There were many strengths in this

Good instructor rapport

observed?

interaction was high. They seemed to

class. The ease with which, the

with students. Good

be interested in the topic and the

instructor and the students were

instructor direction and

instructor was knowledgeable. - The

able to utilize the interface and

feedback on discussion.

instructor’s rapport with his students

tools. The ability of both the

- Teacher had great

and his ability to use all the tools

instructor and the students to

rapport and fluid

while teaching without the support of

multitask and communicate

exchange with class.

a producer was the greatest strength.

through audio, and text in CHAT.

Enthusiasm for learning

The students were adept at using all of

The greatest strength was the

seemed high. Class was

the tools. This class was taught with

rapport of the students with both

supportive of a diverse

9 people in a face-to-face environment

the instructor and each other. - A

range of ideas.

in a computer lab with the instructor,

practice session at best.

Judged Overall Strengths and
Weaknesses observations

while the other 6 students were
remote; this seemed to provide
support for students who were new to
distance learning.
What weaknesses were

There were some distractions due to

There were many distractions. The

None. - The class might

observed?

having some students face-to-face and

whiteboard was often used for

have been more

some at a distance. This mainly

doodle during lecture and

structured and employed

affected the instructor and the F2F

discussion. Several people did not

different pedagogical

students. The use of the shared

have audio so participated only

styles.

browser was good, but more visuals

though CHAT; therefore, the

for the last section of the class would

instructor could not turn off the

have helped. - I missed graphic

CHAT. This created two sets of

organizers for the content.

dialogues: the audio and the
CHAT. The instructor had to bring
the comments that were occurring
in the chat into the audio dialogue.
- Too much socializing between
students and students - Instructor.
A real lack of focus on objectives.
The Instructor came across as
arrogant and flippant and not caring
about students.

Based on all the constructs in the observation instrument, the observers were then asked to judge
the success of the session. This is often a difficult task as the observers have only a small picture of the
entire educational environment the instructor has created. However, the observer’s comments are useful in
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determining how the session was perceived. When combined with student, instructor and producer
perceptions, the overall picture should be clear.
Table 119 shows the comments on success of the session made by each observer. For the most
part, the observers felt that all three sessions were successful. However, there were some comments to the
way the system was used and that the instructor may not have been completely prepared. Given the unusual
situation of the combined face-to-face students and distance students, this is not surprising. However, the
observers did reflect that the students felt if they were at a distance on a regular basis they would enjoy this
method of instruction over a purely asynchronous model. In general the sessions conducted in this case
were successful from the perspective of the observers.
Table 119. Case 6: Results of Session Success Observation Constructs
Questions

13 - 10/12/2005

7 - 10/26/2005

3 - 11/30/2005

Overall it was a successful session. Due

This was a very successful

For the purpose for which, it

to the newness of the technology, I do

class that demonstrated

was run, it was successful: it

not think that the instructor used the time

real on-line community. - I

provided the instructor with

as well as he could or the technology.

do not feel this was a

the information he sought re

However, students did offer feedback

successful use of

Elluminate Live! ™. - The

indicating that the experience was useful

Elluminate Live! ™. The

session was a success because

and would be preferable to Blackboard if

Instructor was not

students thought critically

they were truly at a distance. - This

prepared, did not really

about how they learn. They

session seemed to be very successful.

know his material, did not

noted their learning

Although students commented that they

practice with website push,

preferences and this type of

preferred face-to-face classes, they

and lost students along the

metacognition is great. The

thought that Elluminate Live! ™ would

way.

discussion was ongoing and

Summary of Session Success
Success of the session

be very effective for the student who

critical. Students expressed

could not attend the face-to-face class.

thoughts passionately and

They like Elluminate Live! ™ better than

used their experiences to

Blackboard.

support ideas.

The Class – Via Student Surveys
To address the reasons students took the course, they were asked to rate their most important
reason for taking the course. The top two answers were class schedule (5) and learning – internet course
(5). One student reported that it was required for their degree, one that it met their work schedule and one
for personal safety reasons. Other reasons were the instructor and N/A. Since the class included a
synchronous element, students were asked if they were aware of this requirement before the class began.
Twelve of the students responded no, however, nine also responded that they had allotted time in their
schedules for the synchronous sessions and five did not know.
There were few problems reported by the students in preparing to take the course with items such
as difficulty registering (easy, 6; very easy, 6), difficulty getting an ID card (easy, 5; very easy, 6) and
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difficulty of accessing the Internet (easy, 5; very easy, 9) showing positive results. Items required to
access the asynchronous portions of the course online include obtaining a NetID (easy, 6; very easy, 6) and
access the university servers (easy, 7; very easy, 7).
Other questions asked in the initial survey addressed instructions and materials for the course.
Three students reported that obtaining a syllabus was easy, while nine said is was very easy. The students
had mixed feelings about the clarity of instructions for using technology in this course (2, not clear; 6
somewhat clear, 4 very clear; 3, N/A). Most students found the setup required for the courses to be not
difficult (7, not difficult; 3, somewhat difficult; 5, N/A). In addition, the Synchronous Setup Wizard was
considered to be very easy (4) to very difficult (1) to use. When students did experience problems, help was
not difficult to get (easy, 5; very easy, 5).The students were asked if they participated in a demonstration of
the synchronous software before attempting their first session. Thirteen students responded yes. The
majority also felt prepared for the synchronous session (1, not prepared; 3, somewhat prepared; 9, well
prepared; 1, very well prepared).
A total of 6 students completed the end of semester survey. From the results of the second survey
the students perceptions about the SWBCS used in their course were positive. The students in this class
used the system at least once. In addition, four of the six reporting used it 3-4 times. Four of the students
participated in all the sessions provided. When asked how easy the system was to use, four out of the six
students answered somewhat easy, one answered very easy, and only one answered not easy. Four students
reported no problems connecting to the synchronous classroom while one had minor problems and one had
major problems. In addition, 66.7% of the students had only minor problems getting familiar with the new
interface.
The next section of the survey addressed issues students had with different features of the
synchronous classroom. Table 120 shows there were very few problems reported by the students with the
tools they used.
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Table 120. Case 6: Student Report of Problems with SWBCS Features
Feature

No Problem

Minor Problem

Major Problem

Not Applicable

Text chat

4

1

1

0

Two-way audio

3

3

0

0

hand raising and Yes/No (or check/X)

5

0

1

0

Whiteboard

4

1

1

0

Application Sharing

3

0

2

1

Breakout Rooms

4

1

0

1

Taking Polls or Quizzes

2

0

1

3

Guided Web Surfing

2

0

2

2

Other

2

1

1

2

The “other” problems students reported dealt with loosing the ability to speak in breakout rooms,
the sessions crashing their computer that was older and had only 56K modem resulting in not being able to
get the program to work, and finding it “very awkward and not easy to 'configure' the screen to display
whiteboard, internet browser, etc.”
After reporting on issues they had with different features of the system, students were asked to
report how they solved problems that occurred. Two students solved the problems themselves, three sought
help from the instructors, and one reported N/A. To be sure technical issues were not creating significant
issues for the students; a few questions were asked that addressed how they connected to the Internet and
how their computer kept up with the sessions. The means of connecting to the internet was previously
reported and was similar at this point. Only one student reported using a dial-up modem. With most
students connecting at higher bandwidth it was not surprising to see that five out of six students felt that
their computers were able to keep pace during the sessions.
When asked whether technical knowledge and skills were required to master the use of Elluminate
Live! ™, students had mixed feelings. However, 83% stated that these skills were important at least
sometimes (3) or frequently (2). Student’s need for need technical assistance to complete the synchronous
sessions varied (33% rarely; 17% frequently; 17% almost always). In order to determine the success of the
tools used during the sessions, the students were asked how useful each feature was to them. Table 121
shows that most tools were at least somewhat useful. Two-way audio (50%), Whiteboard (50%), Breakout
rooms (50%), and Guided Web Surfing (50%) were considered very useful. The ability to raise their hand
was considered somewhat useful (50%). All other tools had very mixed reviews.
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Table 121. Case 6: Usefulness of SWBCS Tools as Reported by Students
Feature

Not Useful

Somewhat Useful

Very Useful

Not Applicable

Text chat

1

2

2

1

Two-way audio

1

2

3

0

hand raising and Yes/No (or check/X)

1

3

2

0

Whiteboard

1

2

3

0

Application Sharing

1

1

0

4

Breakout Rooms

1

1

3

1

Taking Polls or Quizzes

1

2

0

3

Guided Web Surfing

1

1

3

1

In an effort to determine how the students perceived the quality of the synchronous software,
students were asked to rate the quality of different features. Table 122 portrays that most tools were rated
fair to good.
Table 122. Case 6: Quality of SWBCS Features as Reported by Students
Feature

Poor

Fair

Good

Excellent

Not Applicable

Elluminate Live! ™ Presentation Space

0

3

3

0

0

Elluminate Live! ™ Audio

0

2

4

0

0

Elluminate Live! ™ Screen Layout

2

2

2

0

0

Ways to offer instructor and others feedback (i.e.

0

2

3

1

0

Your connection to Elluminate Live! ™

1

0

3

2

0

Collaboration tools (i.e. whiteboard, application

0

1

4

0

1

1

2

3

0

0

emoticons, applause, hand raising, etc.)

sharing, breakout rooms, etc.)
The overall quality of the Elluminate Live! ™
experience

When asked if they thought that taking this course was a good idea, five students responded no
and only one responded yes. Students in this case thought that the organization was not particularly logical
and easy to follow (rarely/not at all, 17%; sometimes, 33%; frequently, 17%). However, 50% felt that
synchronous session activities and assignments facilitated their understanding of course content
(sometimes, 33%; almost always, 17%). 50% felt that the sessions were frequently aligned with the course
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objectives (33% sometimes) and 50% felt that the instructor’s approach to using Elluminate Live! ™ was
frequently effective (33% almost always).
Concern for students with disabilities was considered important by the researcher and was
specifically mentioned by the instructor. However, when the students were asked 100% stated
accommodations for disabilities were not applicable. Considering some of the comments seen by the
observers, this was surprising. Observers’ comments will be discussed later.
In accordance with the theoretical framework of this study interaction was considered a very
critical part of learning in these distance courses and this instructor encouraged student’s to interact in
many ways. Knowing this, questions were asked that addressed how students perceived interactions when
using a SWBCS. In this case, students had mixed feelings about interaction. 17% felt that interactions with
their classmates and/or the instructor were rarely or not at all effective and 33% felt interactions were
sometimes or frequently effective when using the synchronous software. 50% felt that synchronous
discussions with their peers were frequently encouraged in the sessions and 50% felt that the instructor
frequently provided opportunities for students to participate during the sessions. Since this class was split
between face-to-face students and distance students, these results are not surprising. The distance students
may have still felt isolated and not felt they were able to interact at the same level as those in the face-toface classroom with the instructor.
Along the same lines the use of synchronous technologies for teaching at a distance is purposed to
allow for increased connections that build a stronger learning community. However, in this case 50%
answered rarely or not all when asked if using Elluminate Live! ™ made them feel more connected, with
only 17% answering either sometimes or frequently. The same results were seen when asked if they felt
more connected to the instructor. These results may well be due to the fact that this class normally met in a
face-to-face environment, so community may already have been in place.
Educational research shows that effective interactions with the instructor often take many forms.
Student opinions about instructor feedback address both instructor interactions and also immediacy in the
classroom. In this case, 66% of the students felt that the instructor either frequently or sometimes provided
constructive feedback during the synchronous sessions. In addition, a student’s increase in knowledge is the
goal of education so questions were asked that addressed this. In these sessions, 67% of the students
reported that the sessions allowed them to sometimes demonstrate their learning. Technology used in
education should be transparent, adding value not hindering learning. Students in this class felt that the
technology used rarely (50%), sometimes (17%) or frequently (17%) enhanced their learning experience. In
addition, students felt that the use of this technology rarely (50%) motivated then to learn.
The students in this case did not seem to be especially enthusiastic about the technology with 50%
saying they would rarely consider taking a course the used a SWBCS again and the other 50% answering
sometimes. In addition, when students were asked to compare this course to other courses they have taken,
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50% stated the course was frequently excellent and 33% stated it was rarely excellent which, offers a
negative view of the course when compared to all the others in this study.
Producer Input
No producer was really present in the sessions for this case. One was available to the instructor
and may have played a role behind the scenes, but none was visibly present.
Summary of Case 6 Based on Research Questions
Analysis of the qualitative data from this case has been thoroughly discussed. To summarize the
results of this data with respect to the research questions proposed in this study, the questions have been
answered below.
Q1. What types of pedagogical strategies do instructors implement with the tools?
The results for this question utilized the following data collection methods for triangulation
purposes: instructor surveys, interviews and focus groups; observation instrument; and archival documents.
This instructor also used a variety of pedagogical strategies to conduct his sessions. A combination of
software demonstration and lecture made up a good portion of the sessions, however he also involved the
students through question/answer and discussion. On occasion, students presented information from
assignments completed during the week. The instructor often used the web push feature to bring content
into the sessions as lecture material and occasionally used breakout rooms fro small group work.
Q2. How do instructors utilize the tools available in a SWBCS in a distance education environment?
The results for this question utilized the following data collection methods for triangulation
purposes: Instructor Surveys, Interviews and Focus Groups, Observation instrument, and archival
documents. This case was unusual in it contained both face-to-face students and students at a distance. For
this reason, the tool use may have been a bit different than how others used the system. The instructor used
audio and chat to communicate with the students in both the classroom and at a distance with those in the
classroom having computers on which, they could participate. The pushing of web sites was used to portray
content for all students and may have made this easier for all involved. Overall he used the tools in an
exploratory fashion to determine if this type of situation was feasible. He tried to make connections
between the face-to-face students and the distance students as well as connections with himself.
Q3. With access to a multitude of tools available in a SWBCS, which, tools do instructors choose to use?
The results for this question utilized the following data collection methods for triangulation
purposes: Instructor Surveys, Interviews, and Focus Groups, Observation instrument, and archival
documents. The instructor in this case used a combination of the tools available as an exploratory exercise.
As a result, he used a number of tools in his sessions; including lectures that utilized both the VOIP feature
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and web push. Chat was used by both the instructor and students. This allowed the in class and distance
students to make comments during periods when the instructor was speaking without interrupting the
lecture. The breakout rooms were used to allow small groups to interact online.
Q4. Why do instructors use the tools and strategies that they choose?
The results for this question utilized the following data collection methods for triangulation
purposes: Instructor Surveys, Interviews and Focus Groups. This instructor was using the system to
determine if he could move his face-to-face class to a distance format without sacrificing some of the
elements he felt were important. He needed to “break student’s assisted mentality and thirst for detail” like
he does in the face-to-face classroom and found this difficult in a purely asynchronous situation, without
real conversations. Therefore he chose to use VOIP to implement conversations allowing for interactions
between students and also with him.
Q5. What perceptions do students and instructors have about using a SWBCS?
The results for this question utilized the following data collection methods for triangulation
purposes: Instructor Surveys, Interviews and Focus Groups, Observation instrument, archival documents,
and reflections from students. Unfortunately, the students in this case did not have positive perceptions
about the use of the SWBCS in their learning process. They had good perceptions about the software itself
and were not thrown by the technology, but they did not feel it was helping them to learn or that the
sessions were particularly useful to them. This may be due to the fact that the students were not truly
distance learners, but were instead students playing at being distance students for the purposes of testing
this system. The instructor had positive perceptions and plans to continue to use the system with his
distance students. He may not however try a hybrid situation again without a great deal of practice and
preplanning.
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Summary of Faculty End of course survey
Of the eight active instructors using synchronous software this semester, five responded to the end
of course survey. The survey consisted of both closed and open-ended responses. There were a total of 34
closed response items in five categories: (1) perceptions of overall student outcomes (7), (2) overall
systemic issues (11), (3) overall satisfaction with course as a product (6), (4) overall satisfaction (2), and
(5) tools used (8). Overall the responses to these questions were positive. Tables 123-127 show the final
results.
Table 123. Perceptions of student outcomes
Question

Very

Dissatisfied

Satisfied

Dissatisfied
1. Your students' performance in the course as a result of using Elluminate

Very
Satisfied

0

0

40 (n=2)

60 (n=3)

0

0

20 (n=1)

80 (n=4)

0

0

60 (n=3)

80 (n=4)

0

0

40 (n=2)

60 (n=3)

0

20 (n=1)

20 (n=1)

60 (n=3)

0

20 (n=1)

20 (n=1)

60 (n=3)

0

0

20 (n=1)

80 (n=4)

Live! ™.
2. The overall attainment of knowledge by the students as a result of using
Elluminate Live! ™.
3. The students’ creativity/work produced as a result of using Elluminate
Live! ™.
4. Your ability to interact with students in the course as a result of using
Elluminate Live! ™.
5. The ease for students to communicate with each other using Elluminate
Live! ™.
6. The sense of community felt between the students as a result of using
Elluminate Live! ™.
7. The relationships you have with your students as a result of using
Elluminate Live! ™.
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Table 124. Overall systemic issues
Question

Very

Dissatisfied

Satisfied

Very

1. Your students’ ability to access the synchronous technology.

0

20 (n=1)

20 (n=1)

60 (n=3)

2. The dependability of the synchronous technology.

0

0

60 (n=3)

40 (n=2)

3. The availability of technical support and assistance for Elluminate

0

0

60 (n=3)

40 (n=2)

0

20 (n=1)

60 (n=3)

20 (n=1)

5. The availability of producers to assist you in using Elluminate Live! ™.

0

0

20 (n=1)

80 (n=4)

6. The training you received to prepare you for using Elluminate Live! ™.

0

20 (n=1)

40 (n=2)

40 (n=2)

7. The support provided by the Producers/facilitators in helping you

0

40 (n=2)

0

60 (n=3)

8. The helpfulness of the Producers/facilitators you worked with.

0

0

20 (n=1)

80 (n=4)

9. The knowledge of the Producers/facilitators you worked with.

0

0

60 (n=3)

40 (n=2)

10. The innovative ideas/contributions of the Producers/facilitators.

0

0

60 (n=3)

40 (n=2)

11. The logistical support you had for the synchronous portion of this

0

40 (n=2)

0

60 (n=3)

Dissatisfied

Satisfied

Live! ™.
4. The amount of training you received on using Elluminate Live! ™ in
your online course.

conduct sessions.

course, e.g., hardware, software, server space.

Table 125. Overall satisfaction with course as a product
Question

Very

Dissatisfied

Satisfied

Dissatisfied
1. The creative presentation possibilities of the SWBCS.

0

Very
Satisfied

0

0

100
(n=5)

2. The ability to use graphics and audio components in the SWBCS.

0

0

40 (n=2)

60 (n=3)

3. The ability to use other components such as web push, breakout rooms,

0

20 (n=1)

40 (n=2)

40 (n=2)

0

0

0

100

5. The ease for students to interact and participate using the SWBCS.

0

0

20 (n=1)

6. The ease for you to provide feedback, interact, or provide other

0

0

0

and application sharing in the SWBCS.
4. The effectiveness of the online synchronous environment in fostering
learning.

(n=5)

information to your students through the SWBCS.

80 (n=4)
100
(n=5)
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Table 126. Overall instructor satisfaction
Question

Very

Dissatisfied

Satisfied

0

0

40 (n=2)

60 (n=3)

0

0

40 (n=2)

60 (n=3)

Dissatisfied
1. Working with the Producers/facilitators before and during your

Very
Satisfied

synchronous sessions.
2. Your overall technology teaching experience with Elluminate Live! ™.

Table 127. Tools used
Tool

% Response

Chat

100

Two-way VOIP

80

Application Sharing

40

Electronic Presentation Board

80

Breakout Rooms

60

Session Recording

60

Polling and Quizzing

40

Student interaction tools (hand raising, applause, pace meter, etc.)

80

There were also 12 open-ended questions dealing with: (1) delivery of course, (2) teaching
strategies, (3) realizations vs. expectations, (4) challenges, (5) effectiveness, (6) support, (7) future plans,
(8) overall perspective and (9) words of wisdom for others. Important insights into how the tools were used
and the success of the synchronous session were obtained from these answers. The instructor survey helped
to reinforce data that was seen in the student surveys and the classroom recordings.
Open ended comments made by the instructors in the final survey provide insight into how the
tools were used and what was most useful for teaching. For the most part all instructors felt that the twoway interaction tools such as VOIP and chat were the most important tools. These tools allowed both
students and instructors to interact with each other about the content of the sessions.
When asked about the teaching strategies they used, instructors described their methods and
pointed out which, were most successful. For example, “interactive content with case study materials and
web site review were very effective” and “mini lecture - presented more difficult concepts that would be
hard to master through reading. Practice problems - gave students opportunity to apply what they learned
and receive feedback”. Only a few instructors noted the strategies that did not work as well and most were
just thinking of ways that they could improve what they were already doing. More extensive reporting of
the results on teaching strategies discussed by instructors can be seen in Appendix G.
Instructors also reported on the strategies they felt the students enjoyed most or least in their
sessions. For this question most found that students enjoyed the interaction and connections that were
possible through strategies such as group work and question answer sessions. They felt students least
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enjoyed dealt mainly with technical issues or problems that they students faced within the system due to
technical problems.
Most instructors came into this project with expectations and determining if those expectations
were realized or if other outcomes were apparent was important. Instructor’s reports were interesting. For
example, “I think that the synchronous sessions were more valuable than I had anticipated to student
feeling of connectedness and content exposure” and “It was quite easy to use the tools with the producers'
help. The PowerPoint slides looked very good in Elluminate Live! ™. I liked the ability to push websites to
students. The quiz feature offers a great way to uncover misconceptions by students. Students were a bit
"shy" about using the mic -- I'm sure that would change over time.” Along with realizations and
expectations, the challenges faced by instructors were also addressed. For the mot part, instructors reported
challenges that dealt with the actual technology such as microphone issues and downloading software.
Most of these challenges were solved in one or two sessions. The other issue that came up was the issue of
scheduling live sessions for distance students which, will always be a challenge.
The observers and the student both had opportunity to report on success and effectiveness of the
SWBCS. The instructors also reported their perspective in the final survey. They were asked how they
measured the effectiveness of the sessions and using this measure, to what extent were their sessions
effective. The following table summarizes the responses.
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Table 128. Instructor Responses on Effectiveness of Synchronous Sessions
•

Student feedback and responses on open-ended questions. Students really enjoyed and
appreciated the tool and recommended continued use in subsequent semesters

•

Since use was connected to project work, the usefulness of the system could be seen by how
much the groups used it when given other options. About half the groups freely chose to use
it. I would say this was moderately successful.

•

Testing on Blackboard

•

Students enjoyed the sessions and were able to learn new concepts. The polling, quizzing, and
small groups provided excellent ways for me to communicate with the students and gauge
their understanding as the class progressed.

•

Faculty and student satisfaction - both expressed verbal satisfaction with the tool. Very
effective student learning - the students mastered the material and produced good projects
Very effective.

One of the purposes of this study was to provide guidelines for others attempting to use SWBCS
as a tool in distance education. Therefore instructors provided advice on how the support and training could
be improved to encourage successful implementation of SWBCS. The majority said that more time for
practice is an important element and that structured training would encourage this. In addition, many felt
that a support structure or plan needs to be implemented to deal with the “last minute glitches” encountered
when sessions begin.
Over all the instructors were pleased with the success of their courses and the use of SWBCS as a
tool to work with their students. However, some apparent changes were mentioned by the instructors that
they felt they could make to improve the experience. The table below shows the instructors comments on
changes and refinements for the future.
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Table 129. Changes and Refinements Instructors Would Make
•

I would make the specifics of tool use more clear in the syllabus and provide practice
workshops for students.

•

I would assign each group some virtual office time to use the system. I would also try to use it
for some other purpose as well as group activity.

•

Voice operated mike for the instructor.

•

I would schedule a couple sessions at the beginning of the class so that the scheduling
wouldn't be so challenging. I would let students know in the syllabus that they needed a
microphone, speakers, etc., and how to test them out before the online course. I would plan a
couple class sessions each semester that were especially appropriate for synchronous delivery
(as opposed to asynchronous delivery).

•

I will continue to use the software and would like to add a couple more sessions during the
semester. I would like to use it for guest speakers as well.
Lastly, instructors were asked if they would use a SWBCS again in their classes and what words

of wisdom they might be able to pass on to others thinking about trying synchronous sessions in their
courses. The instructors unanimously stated that they would use the system again which, is encouraging. In
addition, the following words of wisdom were provided.
Table 130. Instructor’s Words of Wisdom to Others
•

This is a great tool that should be explored by any one who wants to use a synchronous
portion to a distance delivered course.

•

It is excellent for allowing interactions between prof and students and amongst students when
they are located at a distance. I hope to integrate its use into more of my distance courses.

•

Students get the next best thing to face-to-face teaching.

•

It adds a crucial element of communication. Definitely enhances an online course -- I think
that if it were available, almost everyone teaching an online course would use it to some
extent -- some might use it only once a semester to get to know their students -- others might
teach completely in a synchronous manner. I would use a combination -- seeking an
appropriate balance of asynchronous/synchronous deliver.

•

The SWBCS is a great addition to web-based and web-enhanced courses becasue it allows for
more faculty-student and student-student interaction without having to travel. SWBCS can be
used to actively engage the students in the learning process through discussion, Q/A, practice
problems and group work.
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The overall perspective from instructors who answered the final survey showed a resounding
positive out look on the use of SWBCS in their courses. Most understood that there was room for
improvement and had plans on how to change their use of SWBCS to enhance their courses even more.
Chapter Summary
Taking all of the data sources into consideration, the research questions were addressed for each
case and have been individually discussed throughout this chapter. Overall, the data shows positive
perspectives from instructors, producers, students and observers for most cases. This leads the researcher to
believe that the use of SWBCS in distance courses is a positive addition to the tool set already available.
Further research will be required to identify the most productive processes and the best pedagogical
strategies, but the global perspective is that SWBCS can assist in enhancing distance education.
Now that the review of the data is complete, conclusions can be drawn. At this point it can be seen
that most sessions were successful on some level and by reexamining the results based on the theoretical
structure of this study; conclusions of interest to the educational community can be made. Chapter five will
provide a discussion of the conclusions and help to pull together the theoretical foundations of this study
with the results as well as provide insight for future research and use of SWBCS.
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Chapter 5 – Conclusions

Introduction
This study examined five different cases in which, instructors used a SWBCS to enhance the
learning experiences of their students. All instructors implemented the system based on their needs and the
needs of their students, as well as their teaching styles and the content of their courses. This chapter will
integrate the discussion of the data collected and analyzed with the theoretical underpinnings of the study to
examine how these constructs relate to the use of a SWBCS for teaching in an online distance environment.
Discussion of Findings for Research Questions
In this study there were five research questions addressing tools, strategies and perceptions
resulting from the use of the SWBCS. The tools and strategies instructors chose to use as well as how they
were used were examined. Reasoning behind why instructors used the tools and the strategies were also
reviewed. The resulting perceptions of the students, the instructors and the observers were taken into
consideration when determining the success of the sessions.
What types of pedagogical strategies do instructors implement with the tools?
To some extent this study builds on work done by Knolle (2002) in which, he offered insight into
pedagogical strategies that can be utilized in the SWBCS environment. However, he did not evaluate how
the instructors actually used the software to support the pedagogical strategies and how well they worked.
This study extended his research by observing the strategies in use during live synchronous classes (or from
archived recording of the classes) providing an opportunity for unbiased examination of the strategies used.
This examination included a judged measure of success determined through the interactions, reactions, and
feedback from the students and instructors during the sessions, followed by interviews and surveys.
Overall, the instructors used strategies that they were comfortable with and that could enhance
their classes. They used the collaborative tools of the software to make the sessions active rather than
passive. The next sections of this chapter will discuss the pedagogy used in more detail. Table 131 below
summarizes the sessions for each case, showing how often they used each strategy, as recorded through the
observation instrument. All three sessions observed are collapsed into one number resulting in a value from
0-3 for each category with 12 possible categories of pedagogical strategies in each case. A total score of 36
for overall pedagogical strategies would be possible if all strategies were seen in each session.
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Due to the small number of cases studied, it is difficult to classify the different approaches. Most
instructors used the system for only three to four sessions (case 2, 3 and 6). Those who used the system
continuously (cases 4 and 5) generally implemented similar strategies throughout the semester and did not
expand these significantly from one session to another. From Table 131 you can see that in some cases the
use of pedagogical strategies increased after the first session and stabilized once the instructors began to
use the system for teaching content.
From the same table, it looks as if a wide variety of strategies were employed by all instructors.
Unfortunately, the results seen through the observation instrument alone do not show enough information
about the strategies for a good picture of what actually happened. This is an obvious fault in the observation
instrument as not enough parameters are used to show differences between classes. This will be addressed
in a later section as well as in discussion for future research. The observers’ comments on the other had do
provide some additional insight into how the instructors advanced in their strategies or used the same
strategies throughout. Table 132 shows the observers summary comments for each case.
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Table 131. Summary of Pedagogical Observations
Case 2
Sessions

Case 3

1

2

3

Instructor lectured – conveyed information through talking or

x

x

x

x
x

Case 4

1

2

3

3

x

x

x

x

2

x

x

x

2

x

x

x

x

Directly Observable Pedagogical Strategy - 18 options total

Totals

Case 5

2

3

1

2

3

11

3

3

x

x

x

3

0

x

x

x

3

x

3

x

x

x

3

0

x

x

x

3

x

3

x

x

2

0

x

1

x

x

2

14

Totals

1

2

Case 6

1

14

Totals

3

Totals

Totals
11

demonstration - Direct (telling, lecturing) whole group.
Instructor used interactive direction with whole group (posing
questions and calling for answers)
Instructor questioned at different levels
Individual students worked alone

x

x

2

Students worked in pairs or small groups

x

x

2

x

x

x

3

x

x

x

x

x

x

Students acted as a whole class (ie. large class discussion, full

2

0

0
3

x

1

0
x

x

x

0

3

x

0

x

x

x

x

x

x

3

x

x

x

3

x

x

x

3

x

x

x

3

x

3

x

x

x

3

x

x

x

3

x

x

x

3

x

x

x

x

1
x

3

class quizzing or polling, lecture, whole class project etc.)
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Pedagogy - Judged Pedagogical Strategy - 18 options total
The teaching strategies utilized tools appropriate for the

14

17

18

13

11
2

students’ level of skill with the technology and were well
supported
Teaching methods were appropriate for the content
Lesson required student thought and participation– explain.

x

x

2

The teaching strategy included a problem solving activity–

x

x

2

The Instructor set cognitive tasks for the students – explain.

x

x

2

Session required higher order (not route memory or just

x

x

12

12

x
x

x

2

x

x

3

x

x

x

3

x

x

3

x

x

2

x

x

x

3

x

x

2

3

x

x

x

3

x

x

x

3

x

1

x

x

2

2

x

x

x

3

x

x

x

3

x

1

x

x

2

28

10

11

11

31

10

11

8

29

8

7

22

0

explain.

opinion) and/or critical thinking on the part of the students–
explain.
Other approaches (Description or explanation with approximate
time codes)
Summary of Pedagogy Used -total options 36

4

4

7

5

16

7

Table 132. Summary of Pedagogical Observation Comments
Case

Session

Summary of Pedagogy

2

1

An orientation session there was no real pedagogy.

2

Instructor lectured, used PowerPoint slides effectively to illustrate, presented many charts and graphs and had students analyze data

3

The pedagogy was sound and seemed appropriate.

1

Instructor used lecture, class discussion, and analysis and interpretation of school technology data. – Instructor used lecture and class discussion. She focused on concepts

3

and information provided on web pages by having students read information about their own schools and report back to the class their views. She focused students on the
questions by posting them on the whiteboard. She made sure that all students were able to use the technology and worked individually with each student to help them locate
the information.
2

Instructor did an excellent job of directing students to specific websites and allowing students to explore and share findings, thoughts, and interpretations with other students.

3

This was a small group lecture with a lot of interactive discussion on the part of both the instructor and the students. There were only 3 students and the instructor in the

- Group work and discussion. Students had to interpret findings and reports to their real world situation.
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session. This session was then followed by other sessions that same evening for other groups of students. The instructor lecture in small chucks and then required
participation from the students for class discussion of the topic.
4

1

Case study methodology was used throughout this session. Students had previously read the cases and had the questions for preparation before class. - Students had
previously read case. Instructor read questions from the text, all students were invited to participate and share their opinions, and instructor provided analysis and real-life
examples.

2

This class was required to read case studies from their textbook and answer questions before class. During class the students discussed their findings and conclusions. The
moderator (instructor was not present but had given the assignment and left the discussion questions with the moderator) posed the questions to the group. - The students
were given the questions ahead of time and were asked to give their views on it. They discussed the case in relation to the questions.

3

The instructor used Elluminate Live! ™ to have the students participate in discussions on prior readings. He encouraged interaction and input repeatedly. If they did not
participate, he would call on them.

Table 132. (Continued) Summary of Pedagogical Observation Comments
Case

Session

Summary of Pedagogy

5

1

No comments

2

Students were placed in small groups. The interacted with each other. One group used audio, another CHAT and Whiteboard, a third group used Whiteboard. Students
seem to be engaged with some type of interaction within small groups of people the whole class.

3

Most of this session occurred in the breakout rooms which, we can not directly observe. Answers in the comment sections show prior knowledge and intent of instructor
gleaned from other instruments and earlier participant observations of this course by the researcher (I was there in person and able to see the breakout rooms). - Lecture
only for 20 minutes on old material. Discussion of past assignments, and to make sure all groups had 'sales' information, Discussion was based on information gathered
from previous class time.

6

1

Pedagogy was sound. Large class discussion and small group work was utilized. Students were interactive and engaged. - There were two sets of discussions. One was
about the content of the lecture. A second on-going thread was about how the technology of Elluminate Live! ™ worked. Students participated in the discussion
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through sharing their experiences through Audio and CHAT. Used a pushed url as a basis and visual for his lecture.
2

Uses mostly lecture. He has students present their findings from assignment that they did during the week and posted on Blackboard. He also opens the class to ask
questions on diverse topics. Students use mostly CHAT to interact and respond during the lecture and presentations. - Lecture some students commented on mic about
articles. Not all were given a chance and some were lost, but the Instructor continued ahead anyway.

3

This instructor needs the help of a Producer

The class session was an open discussion about Elluminate Live! ™; after expressing his opinion, the instructor permitted students to freely express their views while
providing appropriate input and feedback. - Students were prepared by previous survey. Discussion based class in which, the teacher facilitated instruction by posing
questions, asking questions and commenting on student ideas.

From this a short list of actual teaching strategies was formulated. This list can be used as a
starting point for further research on the success of strategies used in online synchronous learning
environments. Those strategies used during successful sessions are listed below:
•

Mini lectures combined with interactive exercises

•

Structured group work

•

Case study discussions

•

Polling, quizzing and student interactions

•

Dissemination of electronic content for immediate discussion, feedback or problem solving

•

Reinforcement of ideas, concepts and knowledge

•

Collaborative exercises

•

Question and answer sessions
How do instructors utilize the tools available in a SWBCS in a distance education environment?
The instructors in this study used the SWBCS to enhance their courses in many ways. For the

most part, each used the system to solve a problem or address and issue they saw in their current class
format. Most of these were well supported by theories discussed in Chapter 2 and are encouraging to those
wanting to solve similar problems or increase the quality and success of their distance courses.
Some of the goals set forth by the instructors included: (1) increasing student satisfaction by adding more
immediate and personal interactions in the class, (2) being more immediately available for student
questions, (3) getting to know the students better, (4) assisting students in framing and assimilating
information quicker, (5) helping students become more familiar with new technologies, (6) offering as
close to a face-to-face experience as possible globally, (7) preparing students for team work in the work
place, (8) offering a more natural form of dialog to support debate and discussion, and (9) their own
personal development as teachers. The following list highlights the ways in which, the majority of the
instructors implemented the tools to enhance the distance environment:
•

Increase interaction using audio and interactive tools such as hand raising, polling and
emoticons

•

Increase two-way dialog using both two-way audio and textual chat

•

Add immediacy and feedback channels using tools such as emoticons and hand raising in
conjunction with audio and chat

•

Increase student comprehension using planned exercises, web content, questions and answer
sessions and often breakout rooms

•

Conduct more natural discussion using the audio feature of the system over the use of textual
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chat
•

Connect to students and have students connect to each other by offering multiple channels for
communication in real time

•

Group work using break out rooms and the communication tools available in the system
More detailed discussion of the strategies used and the theories that support them are included in

the theoretical implications section of this chapter.
With access to a multitude of tools available in a SWBCS, which, tools do instructors choose to use?
Table 133 provides a summary of the tools that were used in each case. The values seen in the
table represent the number of sessions (out of the 3 observed) in which, the observers saw the tool used. A
more descriptive summary is provided in the following section in answer to the research question about
which, tools instructors used.
Table 133. Number of Lessons in which, SWBCS Tool Use was observed
Total Tool Use

Cases

Tools

2

3

4

5

6

Voice Over Internet Protocol (VOIP) Audio

3

3

3

3

3

15

Textual Chat

2

3

3

3

3

14

Hand Raising

3

3

2

0

3

11

Emoticons

3

3

0

2

3

11

Whiteboard

2

3

0

3

3

10

Step away feature

3

1

1

2

3

10

Breakout Rooms

3

0

0

3

2

8

Shared Browser

2

2

0

0

2

6

Private Messaging

0

0

0

3

2

5

Polling

3

2

0

0

0

5

Application Sharing

1

0

0

0

0

1

Quizzing

1

0

0

0

0

1
0

Pace Meter

0

0

0

0

0

Totals for each case

26

19

9

17

24

A variety of the available tools were used to present materials

3

3

0

0

1

7

Use of tools was effective

3

3

3

3

1

13

When looking at the totals for tools used each case to accomplish the goals of the class, two cases
(2 and 6) show a wide variety of tool usage (26 and 24) over the three sessions. Two (case 3 and 5) also
show a moderate usage (19 and 17). Only one case shows a small variety of tools (9) being used.
Examining this further by looking at the effectiveness of the tools as well as which, were used, case 2 and 3
used the most of the available tools at least once and were also found to be effective in their use while
although case 6 had significant tool use, the case was not seen as using the tools effectively. Case 4 used
the least tools, yet was still considered effective in meeting the needs of the course. This effectiveness was
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judged by observers, but when combined with the student perspectives (see Table 134) of the class it is
obvious that the instructors in cases 2 and 3 did a good job. Although observers saw moderate use of the
tools in case 5 they were mainly used by the students and not the instructor. In addition, the observation
instrument only required one use of the tool to get a “check” for that tool. To round out the data, the
observer’s comments need also be considered (see Chapter 4). To recap these comments, observers felt that
the tool use was effective in most cases, but in some cases they felt that although the tools were used, the
use of them was not significant and did not increase the student’s learning or their comfort levels. In case 4,
they felt that the tools used were effectively, but considering the small amount of tool usage, additional tool
use may have made the sessions better. These results are more prominent when examined in conjunction
with the student perspectives (see Table 134) of the courses which, show it is obvious that all instructors
did not use the tools in the most effective ways.
Overall, everyone used the VOIP tools for each session, which, implies that this tool was very
useful. Additionally, all instructors utilized the chat feature, which, shows that multiple modes of
communication were considered available. Hand raising and emoticons were used in all but one case and
the whiteboard was used for presentation or collaboration purposes in most sessions. Breakout rooms were
also used quite frequently as a means for side conversations and to allow students to meet in small groups.
Of the remaining tools, only the pace meter was not used at all, while some of the more advanced tools
were used infrequently. This may be due to the short time frame and the learning curve required for proper
use of some of these more advanced features. If this study were longer, these results might be different as
the instructors were beginning to use more tools as they became more comfortable with the system. Overall
most of the instructors used the tools to meet their needs and the needs of their students. It was also noted
that those instructors who did not use all the tools and whose students did not perceive the use of these
technologies as effective could have changed the approach they were using within the system. In at least
two cases, more instructor training and guidance, along with some additional planning, could have made a
significant difference the successful use of the system.
Why do instructors use the tools and strategies that they choose?
Most instructors used the tools provided based on experience, the strategies selected, the needs of
the class along with the amount of training received. Most instructors had a problem to solve or a need that
was not being met in their current distance environment. Some were just interested in the technology and
how it could be used to enhance the distance environment.
Below are some of the reasons stated for using the SWBCS:
•

to provided clearer instruction on difficult concepts

•

to allow students time to practice these concepts while the instructor was immediately
available for feedback

•

to push content from web sites that could be used for immediate discussion and problem
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solving
•

to allow small groups to interact in real time to solve problems and work on projects

•

to focus students on the content and guide them through it in an efficient manner

•

to grow a learning community

•

to encourage debates and discussion in a natural manner with voice rather than reading text

•

to get a feel for the status of students’ content knowledge and understanding through
questions and inflection of voice
Overall the instructors used the tools to meet the needs of their individual classes and did this

successfully. Each instructor had a specific teaching style and a specific goal in mind before beginning the
sessions. Throughout the semester, most of the reasons stated for using the SWBCSW were seen put into
action in the sessions observed.
What perceptions do students and instructors have about using a SWBCS?
Table 134 shows an overview of the perspectives students reported through the end of semester
survey. As can be seen, overall the students had little problems; they felt the system was of high quality and
it assisted them in learning the materials presented in the class.
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Table 134. Student Perceptions on Using a SWBCS
Case

Course

Technology

Community

Learning

Structure

Interactions

Quality

Usefulness

Problems

2

54% -

65% - enhanced

80% - more connected

62% - Facilitated

62% - Logical, easy

65%-effectve

Good -

Somewhat – very

Minimal -

excellent

learning

to students

understanding

to follow

Excellent

useful

none

54% - motivated

77% - more connected

50% - Demonstrate

73% - Approach

77% -

to learn

to instructor

learning

effective

encouraged

80% -

60% - enhanced

60% - more connected

100% - Facilitated

60% - Logical, easy

60%-effectve

Good -

Very useful

Minimal -

excellent

learning

to students

understanding

to follow

60% - motivated

60% - more connected

60% - Demonstrate

80% - Approach

60% -

to learn

to instructor

learning

effective

encouraged

25% -

25% - enhanced

100% - more

75% - Facilitated

100% - Logical,

100%-effectve

excellent

learning

connected to students

understanding

easy to follow

75% - motivated

75% more connected

100% - Demonstrate

100% - Approach

100% -

to learn

to instructor

learning

effective

encouraged

3
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4

Excellent

none

Good -

Somewhat – very

Minimal -

Excellent

useful

none

Table 134. (Continued) Student Perceptions on Using a SWBCS
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Case

Course

Technology

Community

Learning

Structure

Interactions

Quality

Usefulness

Problems

5

43% -

0% - enhanced

14% - more connected

0% - Facilitated

29% -

29%-effectve

Fair -

Somewhat

Minimal -

excellent

learning (57%

to students (29%

understanding (43%

Logical, easy

Good

useful

none

rarely/not at all)

frequently)

rarely/not at all)

to follow

0% - motivated to

0% more connected to

0% - Demonstrate

43% -

14% - encouraged

learn (43% rarely/not

instructor (29%

learning (43%

Approach

(57% frequently)

at all)

frequently)

frequently)

effective

0% - excellent

0% - enhanced

0% - more connected to

17% - Facilitated

33% -

Fair -

Somewhat –

Mixed

(50%

learning (50%

students (50%

understanding (33%

Logical, easy

Good

very useful

Results -

frequently)

rarely/not at all)

rarely/not at all)

rarely/not at all)

to follow

0% - motivated to

17% more connected to

0% - Demonstrate

33% -

0% - encouraged

learn (50% rarely/not

instructor (50%

learning (33%

Approach

(50% frequently)

at all)

rarely/not at all)

sometimes)

effective

6

17%-effectve

Minimal

In addition, the overall perceptions of the instructors were evident from the end-of-course survey
that provided additional data to support the previous findings. There were five categories of multiple-choice
items (perceptions of overall student outcomes, overall systemic issues, satisfaction with course as a
product, overall satisfaction, and tools used) and 12 open-ended questions. Generally, the five instructors
that responded to the survey were positive about the experience both for themselves and for their students.
Table 135 shows the summary of results for each category in percentage.
Table 135. Summary of results from Faculty end of course survey
Category

Very

Dissatisfied

Satisfied

Very Satisfied

Dissatisfied
Perceptions of student outcomes

0

6 (n=2)

31 (n=11)

63 (n=22)

Overall systemic issues

0

13 (n=7)

37 (n=20)

51 (n=28)

Satisfaction with course as a product

0

3 (n=1)

17 (n=5)

80 n=24)

Overall satisfaction

0

0

40 (n=4)

60 (n=6)

As can be seen, positive perceptions for overall student outcomes and satisfaction with the course
as a product were reported. Overall instructors were very satisfied (60%) or satisfied (40%) with their
technology teaching experience with Elluminate Live!™. More importantly, the open-ended responses
showed that all five instructors intend to continue to use synchronous software in their online courses and
will continue to expand their teaching strategies to take advantage of these new tools.
More in-depth review of the student perceptions for each case helped identify the approaches that
students felt were productive and useful for their learning environments. Positive student results include:
•

Students had positive perceptions about the ability of the SWBCS to increase academic and
social interactions with the instructor and others in the class

•

Students felt that the added tools provided more opportunities for connections and decreased
transactional distance

•

Most saw the tools in the SWBCS as high quality and very useful
As the students became more comfortable with the new technology, they made comments about

how well they liked this form of communication to support their learning. Students stated that synchronous
sessions helped to motivate them, enhanced their learning, and allowed them to demonstrate their
knowledge. However, these positive results were not unanimous. Some students felt that the certain
features of the system did not work as well as they would have liked and were therefore a bit frustrated. For
example, the click to talk operation of the VOIP caused some discomfort as well as setting up the
microphones. Other issues included problems with the download of the Java client, persistent cookies and
firewalls that made it cumbersome to get logged in, and some issues with multiple windows opening during
the use of the web push. However, overall most students and instructors were very positive about the use of
the SWBCS in their course.
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Theoretical Implications
As discussed in chapter 2, there are many different theoretical constructs that can be addressed
when researching online learning. In this study, the following constructs were examined and some
conclusion can now be drawn about the cases in this study and how the SWBCS and these constructs relate
to each other. Table 136 offers a brief overview of the theoretical constructs examined as part of this study.
Table 136. Overview of Theoretical Constructs
Theory - Constructs

Importance of concept to this study

Transactional Distance Theory

Transactional Distance theory provides a basis for examining
interactions in pedagogical approaches that make them successful

•

Dialog (interaction)

•

Structure

•

Learner Autonomy

teaching strategies. Much of the data collected in this study addressed
this construct and the different aspects of transactional distance. From
this exploration, a good picture of the existence of transactional
distance in the online classroom as well as ways in which, instructors
deal with it have been provided. In this study it was also found that
pedagogical frameworks are strongly tied to the structure built by the
instructor into the class through course management, organization
and presentation.

Social Learning Theories

Learning is usually a social process. Therefore understanding how
social learning can be improved in a SWBCS will help to enhance

•

Social presence

•

Interaction

•

Community

Pedagogical Frameworks

strategies for teaching. The cases in this study have provided insight
into social learning in an online synchronous environment.

What strategies worked and what strategies did not work is important
information for other educators who are attempting to teach in an
online environment. From this study some guidelines can be
processed.

The frame work for the study was complex, utilizing transactional distance theory along with other
aspects (see Figure 25) which, included social learning theories, tool use and pedagogical strategy success.
The next few sections of this chapter address the different elements in this framework with respect to the
data analyzed and the theories the work was based on.
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Framework for Observations
Learning variable
• Learner autonomy
• Learner collaboration

Teaching variable
• Content Expandability
• Content adaptability
• Visual Layout

Student Perceptions
& Reflections

Instructor Perceptions
& Reflections

Producer Perceptions
& Reflections

Observer Perceptions
& Reflections

Communication variable
• Academic interaction
• Collaborative interaction
• Interpersonal
Interaction Factor

Strategy Success

Synchronous Tools Used

Other Themes

Figure 25. Observation Framework
Transactional Distance
Transactional distance theory plays an integral part in the design and successful implementation of
distance education in any environment (Moore, 1993). With the added benefits that a SWBCS can provide,
dialog, structure, and learner autonomy can be adjusted to fit the needs of the instructor, the students, and
the content of a course. In this study, discussions with instructors portrayed areas of concern in existing
distance classes where transactional distance was significant and caused discomfort about the quality of
learning. These instructors used the SWBCS to address many of the problems they faced in previous
offerings of the courses and to improve the quality of the learning taking place.
For example, the instructor in case 2 felt that students had a difficult time with certain concepts in
her class when it was taught at a distance. In person, she was better able to explain and expound on the
subjects until students had a clear understanding. This instructor utilized the SWBCS to interact with her
students on these difficult subjects, closing the gap that occurred due to physical separation. She was able
to provide clearer instruction on difficult concepts and allow students time to practice these concepts while
she was immediately available for feedback. The use of VOIP, the whiteboard and polling tools allowed the
students and the instructor to communicate on these difficult subjects and resulted in faster feedback.
The instructor in case 3 operated a very student-centered course in which, students made
significant decisions about what they wanted to learn and put their objectives into a learning contract. With
this approach, it was difficult for the instructor to share all the content with students in the short time frame
of the semester. She used the SWBCS to help students obtain their goals by breaking up the asynchronous
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content with synchronous activities, which, allowed her to guide the students through the content in a more
efficient manner. In both of these cases as well as others in the study, the psychological and physical
separation between the students and the instructors were considered problems that were solved using
interactive strategies through the SWBCS. The following sections will discuss how the cases addressed
transactional distance through interaction, structure and pedagogical strategies and learner autonomy.
Transactional Distance – Interaction
The strength of using a SWBCS to enhance interaction comes from the various forms of two-way
communication available. This study examined five different forms of interaction (instructor-learner,
learner-instructor, learner-learner, learner-content and learner-interface) by investigating how instructors
and students interacted within the SWBCS. Chapter 2 provided a significant overview of the research on
interaction in distance education. This study reinforced the views of many researchers (Chen and Willits,
1999; Chen 2000; Hillman et. al, 1994; Monson et. al., 1999; Moore, 1993) by showing that increasing
interaction helped to close the gap between instructors and students as well as students with each other.
Many of the approaches seen in the study addressed interaction, immediacy, feedback, opportunity
for dialog, and more. These real time interactions were made possible by the use of a SWBCS. It increased
not only the opportunities for learner-instructor interaction, but also the quality and variability of the
interactions that took place. Strategies that encouraged interaction included open discussion, small group
work, question and answer sessions, polling and quizzing, and the incorporation of content from resources
within the SWBCS. Once course content was presented and reviewed by the student, most of the instructors
in this study continued to engage the learner with strategies that encouraged all five types of interactions.
Instructor-Learner and Learner-Instructor Interaction
Examples of significant interaction between the instructor and the learners was seen in all the
cases. Some instructors initiated more interaction than others. In case 4, the instructor initiated interactions
by starting the discussion for each case study. He then encouraged the students to participate until they
began to interact with each other, without his prodding. This facilitation of interactions between the
instructor and the learners as well as the learners themselves was imperative to understanding of the content
in this course. The process could have been accomplished with other technologies, but the use of VOIP
made this a much more dynamic and natural approach to discussion of case studies at a distance.
In cases 2, 3 and 6, the instructors initiated interactions with their students in many different ways.
They utilized the different tools provided by the SWBCS to get students’ attention and to encourage them
to interact with the content, the instructor and with each other. This strategy took planning and hard work
on the part of the instructor as well as a producer to assure that everything went smoothly. In these cases,
the addition of VOIP, emoticons, polling and the ability to push web sites to students made a significant
difference in the instructor’s ability to connect with the students and connect the students to the content.
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Learner-Learner Interaction
In case 5, the goal of using the SWBCS was to provide opportunities for students to interact with
each other. This class had students at a distance and students on campus in mixed work groups. The tools
provided by the SWBCS allowed them to work together in real time to solve problems related to their
group projects. Although the actual interactions were difficult to view, it was apparent that this interaction
would have been more difficult if the students had to rely on asynchronous technologies to accomplish the
tasks. Case 4 provided ample opportunity for students to interact with each other and once the instructor got
the discussion really moving, the students tended to interact freely on the case study topic. Case 2
encouraged interaction among the students with small group work and the use of breakout rooms. Case 3
began with small groups working with the instructor. These groups already had connections and interacted
well in this environment. In all cases where learner-learner interaction was planned and allowed to take
place, students took advantage of the tools and the time to interact.
Learner-Content Interaction
Many of the cases used the tools within the SWBCS for content dissemination. Some used small
lecture approaches presenting visuals on the whiteboard while lecturing through the VOIP capabilities;
others pushed web sites to students to provide content. These approaches helped to focus the students on
the content and the observers felt that in all cases the students were interacting with the content being
provided by the instructors. No instructor lectured for really long periods without breaking up the content
with interactive approaches, so students remained engaged and did not appear to get bored. In case 2, the
instructor found ways to use the tools to draw student’s attention to the content she was presenting,
focusing them even more. The use of web sites was made possible through the tools and allowed the
instructors to present a larger array of content than they might have otherwise. In addition, the web pages
could be pushed out to students while the instructor was explaining the content rather than the student
having to discover everything by themselves. The only exception to this would be in case 5 where students
used the SWBCS as a group work area only. These students were not provided with content that they would
interact with during this time, but did interact with the content of the course nevertheless. These approaches
were successful in all the cases and encouraged the learners to interact with the content.
Interface Interaction
In addition, the study reinforced the beliefs that interface interaction can be a substantial problem
when using complicated technologies, but if it is addressed properly when beginning to use a new
technology, it can be overcome and not hinder learning. This is similar to the findings of Hillman et. al. in
1994. They found that proper training and time to practice the use of the technological tools should be
coordinated to make the interface more transparent, reducing the distraction and stress learner-interface
interaction can cause. This was not only important for the learners, but also a significant issue for the
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instructors. Study data shows that although there were problems with the technology initially, it did not
cause significant frustration or anxiety as seen in the Monson et. al study (1999), especially in cases (2 & 3)
where the instructor built in time for personal practice and practice for the students. In other cases, students
were still visibly frustrated by the technology, but they also did not seem as comfortable with using it as the
students who had time for demonstration and practice. As all students used the SWBCS more, they became
more comfortable and able to utilize the tools in a more significant manner.
As proposed in chapter 2, optimizing educational interactions using a combination of learnerinstructor, learner-learner and learner-content interactions, while limiting problems due to learner-interface
interaction, was seen to be the key to successful use of a SWBCS for online learning.
Transactional Distance – Structure and pedagogical frameworks
Structure
Structure is determined by the educational philosophy of those involved with creating and
maintaining the course. It expresses the rigidity or flexibility of the course’s educational objectives,
teaching strategies and evaluations methods and therefore describes the extent to which, course components
can be responsive to individual learner’s needs. Structure of a course is directly related to the pedagogical
strategies an instructor incorporates into his/her course. For a more difficult or risky strategy, more
structure is usually needed. In addition, Chen and Willits (1999) discussed that structure is made up of class
organization and delivery and relates to the flexibility of the course. Research (Moore, 1993; Saba &
Shearer, 1994) says that as structure increases and dialog decreases, transactional distance increases. One
result of this study is a close examination of both structure and dialog, which, shows that an increase in
structure does not always result in a decrease in dialog. Rather, this study shows what happens to
transactional distance when both structure and dialog increase.
Structure was examined through the observation instrument and was made up of three categories
of items: (1) classroom management, (2) content organization and (3) presentation. All three elements were
important in determining the structure of the sessions. One important aspect of all these cases is that the
instructors were all experienced educators and experienced distance instructors. They were all pioneers in
their field, having more significant thresholds for the frustrations and problems that use of technology
creates. This may have played a role in their ability to manage, organize and present the required content
and structure for their sessions.
Observations of the synchronous sessions as well as other data collected in this study support the
idea that structure is an important element in the success of teaching in a distance environment. Each
instructor used the SWBCS in a way that met their educational objectives and goals for the course. Some
used higher risk strategies and utilized more of the tools. To do this successfully, they needed to plan better
and be more prepared. Overall, preplanning was found to be a significant key to successful structure as well
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as successful use of the SWBCS. In addition, those who communicated and had open dialog with the
students tended to have more successful sessions, especially when the dialog was part of the instructional
plan.
The instructor in case 2 worked hard in preparation for her sessions. She attended all the training
provided, determined what her strategies would be well in advance and then practiced the use of the
technology to accomplish her goals before meeting with her students. Her sessions were very organized and
professional. She also utilized a producer and practiced with her producer. She encouraged/required her
students to practice with the producer to assure their success. Her sessions were interactive with a
continuous flow of two-way communication. Due to this instructor’s careful planning, her sessions were
highly successful and she was able to utilize both the tools and the strategies that she needed to accomplish
her goals. Case 3 also had a very structured plan and the instructor was prepared. She planned for high
levels of interaction and utilized two-way communication extensively. Her sessions were highly successful,
even when technology problems did arise. This instructor did not use a producer, but was able to manage
the sessions well due to planning, practice and a well formulated approach.
In contrast to these, case 5 was very unstructured. The instructor had a loose plan that involved
giving the students access and then letting them work on their own. There was little or no dialog between
the instructor and the students in the SWBCS. With a bit more planning and organization, this case could
have been more successful. Case 6 involved the instructor more, but was still less structured and less well
planned than cases 2 and 3. This instructor did not take sufficient time to practice and learn the
technologies. In addition, the students had not been encouraged to practice and were also seeing the system
and the tools for the first time. The instructor did not use a producer, so it was necessary for him to manage
all aspects of the session strategies and the technology by himself. Overall he was able to manage, but
student perceptions show that it was not as successful as other cases. For case 4, there was a loose plan with
instructor-led structure; however, in this case the dialog between the instructor and the learners as well as
the learners with each other was quite high. This case used discussion as the only pedagogical strategy.
This strategy met the needs of the course and the students had positive perceptions of the case study
methodology and the technologies that were used to make it successful.
The variability of the results on structure aligns with the perceptions and the perceived success of
the use of a SWBCS in each of the cases. This leads the researcher to believe that structure is important in
the success of synchronous distance education. However, the mixture of flexibility and rigidity can still
vary. What educators need to examine more closely is the planning, preparation and organization of the
strategies and how best to use the tools and resources available to meet the educational goals.
Transactional Distance – Learner Autonomy
In the case where structure is low, if dialog between the instructor and the learner does not
increase, then transactional distance increases, which, results in the necessity for the learner to take more
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responsibility for his/her own learning (Moore, 1993; Saba & Shearer, 1994). This concept is called learner
autonomy and relates directly to self-directed learners as well as immediacy. The elements that effect
learner autonomy were important in this study. The SWBCS has many tools that can increase immediacy
and feedback between students and between students and instructors. The lack of visual cues requires that
other methods of feedback and teacher immediacy be adapted. Changes in feedback and immediacy can
affect the dialog-structure continuum of the distance learning relationship. Therefore it was important to
examine how the SWBCS was used to enhance the opportunities for feedback and increase immediacy.
Immediacy and feedback was addressed in most cases through the SWBCS two-way
communication tools, increasing dialog between the instructor and the learners. The use of polling,
emoticons and hand raising allowed for quick and easy feedback and increased the feelings of immediacy
for the students and the instructor. If learner autonomy or the feeling of taking responsibility for learning
increases with immediacy and feedback, then the cases that utilized these tools had higher learner
autonomy. However, this was difficult to observe.
In some cases, the opportunity for learner autonomy was quite high, but the structure and
instructor initiated dialog was so low that the learners struggled with the technology and the content and
were unsuccessful in their use of the SWBCS for learning on their own. For the most part, learner
autonomy increased when instructors used strategies that required the students to take control of the
situation. For example, most of the cases used some form of group work in which, the instructors put
students into breakout rooms and gave them tasks to complete. This strategy worked well and was seen as
having high learner autonomy. In some cases, the students were then brought back to the class as a whole
and continued to discuss what they had learned, requiring that they had come to some conclusions and
could discuss the content. Other approaches that increased learner autonomy were individualized
assignments such as polling and quizzing. This was used in many of the cases as a way for students to think
about the content and assimilate its meaning. The results of the learner’s work could then be reviewed and
discussed by the instructor, bringing closure to the learning process.
In case 5, the planned learner autonomy was high. However, due to some obstacles, the sessions
were not as successful as they could have been. In this case, the use of the SWBCS was strictly for group
work and the students were in control of their learning. In fact, once the students were in their groups, the
instructor often left the session. This became problematic when students had technical issues and there was
no one in the session with the administrative rights to assist them. In addition, since there was no one in the
system with permission to turn on and off certain tools, these tools were not used. The comments collected
from this group of students show that had they been able to use certain tools such as application sharing,
they might have been more successful in the completion of the tasks.
The subject of learner autonomy has not been extensively studied here and could easily be the
focus of a more detailed review of a SWBCS. However, in the cases studied it was obvious that as students
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became more familiar and comfortable with the use of the technology, they would be more apt to enjoy and
profit from approaches that provide opportunity for learner autonomy.
Social Learning Theories
Vygotsky’s theory maintains "that instruction is most efficient when students engage in activities
within a supportive learning environment and when they receive appropriate guidance that is mediated by
tools" (Vygotsky, 1978, as cited in Gillani & Relan 1997, p. 231). Lave also argued that learning is a
function of the activity, context and culture in which, it occurs (i.e., it is situated). These social theories
guided some of the data collection in this study to determine if a SWBCS would assist in the social aspects
of learning that are often lacking in a distance environment. Social presence and community were
examined as well to determine if these aspects were present. Overall this aspect of the research needs to be
extended in much greater detail and over a longer period of time in order to obtain specific results.
However, some evidence of social learning was seen and can be attributed to the use of the SWBCS.
Social Presence
Social presence is the extent to which, a learner or instructor is perceived as ‘real’ and is directly
related to the concept of immediacy with immediacy defined as behaviors that enhance closeness to and
nonverbal interaction with others. Immediacy is one place where the SWBCS was able to assist both the
instructors and the students. Due to the real time nature of the system and the two-way communication
features, most courses saw an increase in the immediacy of communication between the learner and the
instructor as well as the learners with each other. As Gorham stated (1988), “the concept of teacher
immediacy can be expanded to include other behaviors such as talking about experiences that have
occurred outside class, adding humor, calling students by name, and praising students' work or comments
help to increase social presence.” These behaviors were evident in many of the cases studied here. In
addition, social presence is reported to be “the degree of feeling, perception, and reaction of being
connected” (Tu & McIsaac, 2002, p. 140). Students responded to questions about feeling connected to both
the instructor and other students after using the SWBCS and the results in most cases were positive.
The use of the SWBCS allowed for increased opportunities to build social presence in meaningful,
rich ways that positively affected the learners. As Newberry (2001) found, this may be due to the richness
of the media used in the SWBCS where a more natural auditory communication and a visual element can
be utilized. As VOIP was used in all cases, these findings support suggestions that raising social presence
in online classes is facilitated by media which, allows for the use of voice for students as well as
instructors. It also creates a greater social presence by providing chat or audio conferencing for appropriate
activities, and the ability for persistent student groups to work together online. The inclusion of emoticons
and immediate feedback tools provides additional means for students to feel a part of the class. Newberry
also pointed out that raising student social presence in an online class may help to better replicate some
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subjective impressions of quality of experience on the part of the student. Although more study is required
to determine how much social presence was built in these classes through the SWBCS and how much
resulted from other methods used in the distance environment, it is apparent that connections were made
through the use of the tools provided by the SWBCS.
Social Interactions
Chou (2002) discovered more interactive exchanges occurred in synchronous communication than
asynchronous. This included an overall higher percentage of social-emotional (SE) interactions than task
interactions where task interactions are those that relate directly to the content and are not usually
emotional in context. In contrast, students spent more time on academic interactions when using
asynchronous discussions. Although data was collected on social versus academic interactions in this study,
additional information would need to be collected to develop a social infrastructure of the courses and how
the use of the SWBCS fits into this structure. In most cases, students had minimal social interactions. It is
not clear if these interactions were due to the SWBCS or previous relationships. Since most cases used
group work, it is possible that the connections required for social interaction were already in place before
using the SWBCS. However, what can be said is that the use of the SWBCS offered more opportunities for
interactions to occur as well as a space for groups to interact in real time.
Most cases used the system for group work and were successful. Due to the inability to record the
breakout rooms, the interactions in these rooms were not extensively studied. However, it was evident that
the collaborative interface was a good tool to use for groups to accomplish tasks in shorter time frames than
using asynchronous tools. Doing tasks in the synchronous environment was thought to encourage both
talking and doing in the same meeting. Feedback from students also pointed out that it was easier to “talk”
using a two-way audio system than a chat system. In addition, the dual modality was found to be useful for
concurrent ideas and input. Some students felt that the half-duplex VOIP was annoying because they had to
click to talk and share the floor while others felt this was a good thing as only one person could talk at a
time and then everyone was forced to listen, adjusting the normal group dynamics.
Community
Social interaction between people with shared goals or ideas is the basis and the nature of
community. Time spent sharing goals and ideas allow relationships to be formed and communities are built.
Unfortunately it is not clear if the use of the SWBCS was the reason for increased feelings of community.
The overall structure of the course most likely played a large role in this. However, students did give
positive feedback when asked if using Elluminate Live! ™ made them feel more connected to both the
instructor and other students.
As researchers of community discuss, much of this feeling of connection is due to the shared goal
of learning. In the cases studied here, the instructors created successful online learning environments by
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including means and mechanisms through which, online social interactions were fostered. Many of them
used approaches similar to those discussed by Burge and Howard (1990), which, included: (a) avoiding
online lecturing and promoting student-student interaction on and off-line; (b) creating conditions to
promote feelings of being successful; and (c) employing facilitators who are personable, keep control, and
give regular feedback.
In cases 2 and 3 this was accomplished very well. In cases 5 and 6, some social interaction was
noticed, yet students did not feel as connected. This may be due to the nature of these classes as they were
more a blended model in which, some students regularly attended a face-to-face class while others
participated at a distance. Connections in these classes may not be due to the SWBCS, but rather other
contact students have with each other. In case 4, students were truly geographically dispersed and seemed
to build a learning community online that satisfied their needs for connections.
Learning communities require both the social and academic interactions that sustain learning. This
study just touched the surface of the complex relationship between these interactions and how they
combine to create a successful learning environment. However, evidence was found to support the concept
that social interactions in the distance education environment can lead to learners’ development of a sense
of community and that the use of a SWBCS makes this easier.
Other Implications and Guidelines
In order to make sense of the large amount of data collected in this study, it is important to find a
way to visualize the results as a whole. The following summary provides a reduction of data collected from
the observations and student surveys for many of the important aspects studied. For each case, all three
sessions observed are collapsed into one number resulting in a value from 0-3 for each question and then
tallied for each subsection of the observation instrument. Each area is then split into four equal levels for
easier comparison between cases and with the student perceptions. These levels are based on the following
scales.
Table 137. Levels for Comparison

Summary of Pedagogy Used:

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

0-9

10-18

19-28

29-36

0-37

38-75

76-112

113-151

Total possible observations 36
Summary of Interactions - 151 total options
Summary of Structure - 153 total options

0-38

39-77

78-116

117-153

Summary of Learner Autonomy - 42 total options

0-11

12-23

24-35

36-42

Summary of Tool Use - 45 total options

0-11

12-23

24-35

36-45

Summary of Session Success

Low

Medium

Medium-high

High

Student Perception

0-25%

26-50%

51-75%

76-100%
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For student perceptions, percentages of those students who answered the survey are shown for
four of the most important concepts: (1) overall opinion of the course, (2) technology for learning, (3) sense
of community, and (4) perception of learning. The percentages shown indicate students who answered at
the top of the scale (i.e. almost always). These results are categorized further into four equal levels for
comparison between cases and with observation results (see table 137). The results can not be generalized
from this study, but a few conclusions about the study method and results as well as guidelines for others
considering using SWBCS in their distance education programs can be extrapolated.
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Table 138. Summary of Classroom Observations and Student Perceptions by Case using four levels
for comparison
Observation Results
Summary of Pedagogy Used - total options 36

Summary of Interactions - 151 total options
Summary of Structure - 153 total options
Summary of Learner Autonomy - 42 total options
Summary of Tool Use - 45 total options

Observers Summary of Session Success

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Case 5

Case 6

Scores

28

31

29

16

22

Levels

4

4

4

2

3

Scores

109

128

110

70

115

Levels

4

4

3

2

4

Scores

117

129

101

64

102

Levels

4

4

3

2

3

Scores

29

28

26

23

24

Levels

3

3

3

2

3

Scores

32

26

12

22

26

Levels

3

3

2

2

3

Levels

4

4

3

3

2

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Case 5

Case 6

Scores

65%

60%

25%

0%

0%

Levels

3

3

1

1

1

Scores

54%

60%

75%

0%

0%

Levels

3

3

3

1

1

Scores

80%

60%

100%

14%

0%

Levels

4

3

4

1

1

Scores

77%

60%

75%

0%

17%

Levels

4

3

3

1

1

Scores

62%

100%

75%

0%

17%

Student Perceptions
Technology Enhanced Learning
Technology Motivated me to earn
Felt more connected to students (Community)
Felt more connected to instructor (Community)
Facilitated understanding (Learning)

Levels

3

4

3

1

1

Demonstrated Learning (Learning)

Scores

50%

60%

100%

0%

0%

Levels

2

3

4

1

1

Student Opinion of course

Scores

54%

80%

25%

43%

0%

(students chose almost always Excellent)

Levels

3

4

2

2

1

Observation Results
Summary of Pedagogy Used - total options 36

Summary of Interactions - 151 total options
Summary of Structure - 153 total options
Summary of Learner Autonomy - 42 total options

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Case 5

Case 6

Scores

28

31

29

16

22

Levels

4

4

4

2

3

Scores

109

128

110

70

115

Levels

4

4

3

2

4

Scores

117

129

101

64

102

Levels

4

4

3

2

3

Scores

29

28

26

23

24

Levels

3

3

3

2

3

Summary of Tool Use - 45 total options

Scores

32

26

12

22

26

Levels

3

3

2

2

3

Observers Summary of Session Success

Levels

4

4

3

3

2
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Table 139. Summary of Classroom Observations and Student Perceptions by Case using four
levels for comparison
Student Perceptions
Technology Enhanced Learning

Scores

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Case 5

Case 6

65%

60%

25%

0%

0%

Levels

3

3

1

1

1

Scores

54%

60%

75%

0%

0%

Levels

3

3

3

1

1

Scores

80%

60%

100%

14%

0%

Levels

4

3

4

1

1

Scores

77%

60%

75%

0%

17%

Levels

4

3

3

1

1

Scores

62%

100%

75%

0%

17%

Levels

3

4

3

1

1

Scores

50%

60%

100%

0%

0%

Levels

2

3

4

1

1

Student Opinion of course

Scores

54%

80%

25%

43%

0%

(students chose almost always Excellent)

Levels

3

4

2

2

1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Case 5

Case 6

Scores

28

31

29

16

22

Levels

4

4

4

2

3

Technology Motivated me to earn
Felt more connected to students (Community)
Felt more connected to instructor (Community)
Facilitated understanding (Learning)
Demonstrated Learning (Learning)

Observation Results
Summary of Pedagogy Used - total options 36

Summary of Interactions - 151 total options
Summary of Structure - 153 total options
Summary of Learner Autonomy - 42 total options
Summary of Tool Use - 45 total options
Observers Summary of Session Success

Scores

109

128

110

70

115

Levels

4

4

3

2

4

Scores

117

129

101

64

102

Levels

4

4

3

2

3

Scores

29

28

26

23

24

Levels

3

3

3

2

3

Scores

32

26

12

22

26

Levels

3

3

2

2

3

Levels

4

4

3

3

2

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Case 5

Case 6

65%

60%

25%

0%

0%

Student Perceptions
Technology Enhanced Learning

Scores
Levels

3

3

1

1

1

Scores

54%

60%

75%

0%

0%

Levels

3

3

3

1

1

Scores

80%

60%

100%

14%

0%

Levels

4

3

4

1

1

Scores

77%

60%

75%

0%

17%

Levels

4

3

3

1

1

Scores

62%

100%

75%

0%

17%

Levels

3

4

3

1

1

Scores

50%

60%

100%

0%

0%

Levels

2

3

4

1

1

Student Opinion of course

Scores

54%

80%

25%

43%

0%

(students chose almost always Excellent)

Levels

3

4

2

2

1

Technology Motivated me to earn
Felt more connected to students (Community)
Felt more connected to instructor (Community)
Facilitated understanding (Learning)
Demonstrated Learning (Learning)
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At the onset of this research, it was assumed that the data would show direct relationships between
the elements of transactional distance (interaction, structure, and learner autonomy) and perceptions of the
students. If interaction (dialog) and structure fluctuate between cases, we should see a change in student
perceptions that reflects this as well. In addition, the observer’s opinion of success of the sessions should
follow the trend as well. However from the results seen in table 139 and Figure 26, these relationships are
not clear.
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Case 5

Less

High Transactional Distance

Case 4

Learner Autonomy

Structure

Less

Medium Transactional Distance

Student

Structure

Observer Perception

Dialog

Less

Case 6

More

Student Perception

More

Case 2

More

Student Opinion of Course

Less

Student Perception

Structure

Low Transactional Distance

Learner Autonomy

Case 3

Structure

Observer Perception

Learner Autonomy

Less

Dialog
Dialog

Student Perception

More

Observer Perception

Structure

Observer Perception

Dialog

Observer Perception

Learner Autonomy

Less

More

Student Perception

More

Observer’s Summary of Session Success

Figure 26. Overview of Transactional Distance and Perceptions of Success
As transactional distance is defined, case 5 has a low structure and a low dialog and should
therefore have a high transactional distance. It follows that the student perceptions would be lower here as
is the case. Although the observer’s reactions were also lower, they were not as significant. In addition, the
learner autonomy for this case should have rated high, as almost all use of the SWBCS was for group work
where students worked on their own, yet it was reported as having lower learner autonomy than other cases.
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This is most likely due to the ambiguity of the observation instrument in this area and the difficulty to
actually see learner autonomy taking place.
Looking at the remaining cases, the theories of transactional distance continue to make sense as
the medium levels of transactional distance (Cases 4 and 6) and the low levels of transactional distance
(Cases 2 and 3) provide the corresponding perceptions that would be expected. In these cases, the variance
in interaction and structure changed the transactional distance continuum and those with lower transactional
distance had higher student and observer perceptions of success.
These arguments are inconclusive however as the number of cases do not provide enough data to
generalize along these lines. Rather, by looking at the educational goals of the instructors as they entered
the semester and the outcomes based on student perceptions at the end of the semester, a richer perspective
on the success of using the SWBCS in these courses can be seen. For example, all instructors noted goals
for the use of SWBCS in their courses in the initial interview and most instructors met the goals that they
were trying to reach. In order to see these trends, a graphical representation of student perceptions was
mapped with the instructors’ original goals. The resulting graph shows how well the goals were met based
on student opinion (Figure 27).
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0

1

2

3

4

Summary of Session Success

Student Opinion of course

Figure 27. Instructor's Educational Goals and Students Perceptions

Demonstrated Learning (Learning)

Case 6

Facilitated understanding (Learning)

Case 5

Did not create a
successful model for
blended courses

Felt more connected to instructor (Community)

Case 4

Did not provide
a successful
environment for
Virtual T eams

Facilitated
Learning

Felt more connected to students (Community)

Case 3

Created
Community

Student Perceptions

Technology Motivated me to earn

Assisted Students to
assimiliate
information in an
effective manner

Technology Enhanced Learning

Case 2

Making
Connections and
increasing
immedicacy

The instructors in cases 2, 3, and 4 had preset goals that they wish to accomplish based on
previous experiences of teaching these courses via distance technologies. In case 2, the instructor wanted to
make quicker connections with students and increase the immediacy of the course. Note in Figure 27 that
the constructs dealing with connectedness each have a value of 4, while the other construct values are also
high with demonstrating learning lowest at a level of 2 . The student perspective of the course is at a level
of 3 and the observers rated the success at a level of 4. It is obvious that the students felt connected to the
instructor and each other through this medium and were satisfied with the results of the course. Overall this
instructor seems to have met the goals she was reaching for which, can be seen as a successful implantation
of the SWBCS into her distance course.
In case 3, the instructor was hoping to guide students to assimilate the extensive course materials
in a more productive manner. As can be seen in Figure 27, her approaches to using the SWBCS were seen
by her students to facilitate their learning at a level of 4. In addition, the resulting perceptions of the overall
course were high at a level of 4 for both the students and the observers. All other student perceptions were
also high at a level of 3. Overall this instructor met the goals she set out with and the students were positive
about the use of the SWBCS and the course.
Case 4 was a small class in which, the instructor felt strongly about building community and
helping students to reflect on the course materials. Figure 27 shows that the students felt more connected to
each other through the SWBCS (level 4) and also felt that the use of the SWBCS facilitated their
understanding of the course content allowing them to learn (level 4). Overall success ratings were a bit
lower here with students reporting a level of 2 and observers reporting a level of 3. Other constructs were
reported at a level 3 except for the technology enhanced my learning which, only received a level 1.
Overall, the general consensus was successful and the instructor seemed to have met his goals. However,
the use of the SWBCS was limited here and other tools may have accomplished the same goals for this
instructor. It cannot be shown conclusively that the results in this case are due to the SWBCS. In the
researchers opinion, the same results would have been seen with the use of two-way audio in conjunction
with chat.
Results for cases 5 and 6 were not as promising and these instructors do not seem to have met the
goals that they intended. Reasons for this may be due to the way they used the system and how successful
their sessions were. As can be seen in Figure 27 both the observers and the students had lower perceptions
of success in these cases. The instructor for case 5 intended the use of the SWBCS to assist in the building
and functioning of virtual teams. The students in this class did not feel that the SWBCS had accomplished
these goals (Figure 27) with all constructs at a level of 1. In addition, the student perceptions of the course
were somewhat low at a level of 2 and the observers rated the success at a level of 3. In case 6, the
instructor was attempting to model a blended learning situation with students in class as well as at a
distance. The students in this case did not report positive outlooks on the use of the SWBCS in this
situation. Student ratings were at levels of 1 for all constructs including the overall course success.
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Observers rated the course a bit higher with a level of 2. These results show that this course was not a
successful example of the use of a SWBCS for a blended environment,
Another approach to looking at the results is to examine the differences and similarities between
the cases (Figure 28). All cases but one (case 5) had high levels of interaction and structure, yet two of the
cases still had very low student perceptions (case 4 and case 6). The results for cases 2 and 3 appear
appropriate, but cases 4, 5 and 6 are somewhat different than would be expected based on some of the
categories reported.
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Pedagogy

Interactions

Case 2
Structure

Learner Autonomy

Case 3

Figure 28. Observation Results and Students Perceptions

0

1

2

3

4

Tool Use

Case 4

Case 5
Student Opinion of course

Observation Results and Perceptions of Success

Summary of Session Success

Case 6

Looking at similarities, those cases with high student perceptions used similar strategies and tools
which, increased interactions not only between the students but also between the students and the
instructor. Almost all of the cases with high student perceptions used some form of lecture and discussion
to engage students. These interactions seem to have stimulated effective learning environments and
increased the sense of community the students felt, resulting in higher student perceptions. All but one of
the cases had significant structure to the sessions, which, seemed to lend to their success. Generally, all
cases that were successful met the requirements and expectations of the instructors utilizing familiar
strategies.
Certain differences were also obvious, especially in the manner in which, the cases used the tools.
Three of the five cases (2, 3, and 6) used the system tools extensively, capitalizing on the strengths of the
synchronous classroom. Two of the six cases (4 and 5), although still deemed successful by observers, were
noted by the observers to use a limited “variety” of tools (see Table 133). In both these cases, observers felt
the sessions could have been better by utilizing more of the features of the system. Case 5 had low student
perceptions. In contrast, case 4 used the least tools, but had some of the highest student perceptions with
100% feeling they were able to demonstration learning. As noted before, this case had a simple structure
and high dialog which, aligns with transactional distance theory.
For cases 5 and 6, a probable reason for some differences in student perceptions is the actual
structure of these courses. For example, case 6 was a blended course, not completely online with students
in both the face-to-face classroom and online at the same time. Case 5 had a similar makeup with some
students participating on campus and others from a distance. The student groups were made up of a
combination of on campus students and distance students, but some actually attended lecture in person.
Both of these courses show lower student perceptions. It is possible that the students in these courses did
not need the additional resources that were provided by the SWBCS as much as those participating
completely from a distance.
Two cases stood out in their use of strategies that encouraged more learner autonomy. This was
not evident in the learner autonomy category of the observation instrument (see Figures 26 and 28), but
discussion of case studies and extensive group work both require a great deal of learner autonomy. In both
of these cases students engaged in student centered strategies with little or no prompting from the instructor
while continuing discussions of case studies and using breakout rooms for completion of weekly and
semester long group projects. The results of student perceptions are enlightening as the students in case 4
where the instructor was available and involved reported high perceptions. The students in case 5 in which,
the instructor broke them into breakout rooms and then usually left the SWBCS had lower student
perceptions. This would lead one to believe that the instructor is still very important, even in strategies that
require high learner autonomy.
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As stated earlier, this was a small multiple case study and these results can not be generalized.
However, they are encouraging and enlightening and provided areas for further research. In addition, these
results point out some of the deficiencies in the observation instrument as it was designed for this study. It
is the opinion of the researcher that the extensiveness of the observation instrument covered too broad a
view diluting the results in this study. This did not allow the observers to delve deep enough into each
element reviewed, giving superficial results. The following section on Methodological Implications will
discuss the observation instrument and some adjustments or suggestions that should be considered by other
researchers using the same approach. Future users of the observation instrument should consider the
suggestions provided here.
Methodological Implications
First, the observation instrument used in this study was extensive. The instrument itself could be
the topic of an entire research study. With this in mind, some suggestions on adjustments that need to be
made to this instrument can be provided. The instrument was detailed and exhaustive. It would benefit
others interested in the same types of data to focus the instrument and reduce the number of items used in
each area. It might also be useful to divide the instrument into multiple instruments and concentrate further
research on just one aspect. The observers spent a great deal of time using this instrument for each session
and although the data collected was significant to this study it might have been accomplished in a more
efficient manner.
When looking at categories such as pedagogy used, it is not evident from the observation
instrument alone what transpired in the class sessions. This section needs to be more detailed and record
both frequencies of strategy used as well as quality of use. Similarly, it is not clear from the summary
results seen here that significantly different levels of structure were used in these cases. Since case 4, 5 and
6 had less structure, a larger difference should have been observed. This is probably due to too many
different items in the structure category as well as not choosing the right items to delineate these
differences. It is suggested that those interested in the structure of the synchronous sessions examine this
portion of the observation instrument carefully; making adjustments that better reflect the online
environment.
The collection of data on learner autonomy was not as accurate as first hoped due to the inability
to record the breakout rooms. Case 5 should have a significantly higher learner autonomy score than the
others cases as it was very student driven. In addition, these items also reflected the instructors’ planning
for learner autonomy which, were somewhat difficult to deduce.
In examining tool use, the observation instrument was “checked” if a tool was used in a course (at
least once). How often the tool was used was judged, but not quantified exactly. In addition, the use of tools
should be categorized by who is using them and who initiated the use. Quality of the application of the
tools was addressed by asking observers to judge effectiveness and asking the student’s perceptions of
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effectiveness. However, further research might adjust the observation instrument in this section to address
these questions more directly.
Practical implications
The following section will discuss more of the practical implications such as design features of the
SWBCS and lessons learned by the instructors and the researchers.
From this study a few conclusions can be drawn as to the features of a SWBCS that are important
to students and instructors in the distance environment. Top on the list is the capability to engage in twoway communication easily and quickly. For this, students and instructors appreciated the quality and ease
of use of VOIP. This tool is essential for proper interactions and engagement of all students. In addition, the
ability to communicate in parallel with the instructor lecturing or other speaking was considered a good
approach. To do this, the textual chat feature or other non-verbal communication tools (emoticons, hand
raising, polling, and whiteboard) are needed. These tools supplement the verbal and visual elements used
by the instructor to increase the student’s ability to interact. Lastly, some form of group work tools are
needed for most courses. These should be easy to use and possibly student, rather than instructor, driven.
Ideally, students would be able to schedule their own meeting times and have full access to all tools within
the system to optimize collaboration and communication. At this time this is a weakness of the system used
as well as the way it was deployed in this study.
System improvements
The system used in this study was a good one. It was reliable and had few technical issues that
could not be solved quickly. The following section provides some suggestions for the future SWBCS. The
interface in the product used in this study was intuitive and did not cause significant issues for most
participants. However, certain improvements would be useful. Some of these improvements have been
made to the next version of Elluminate Live! ™ and have solved problems. For example, during this study
the guided web browsing feature was not truly a guided feature. An instructor could take students to a site,
but then were not able to control where they went. It was necessary to push (and open) multiple windows to
navigate together through a web site. This has been improved in the new version and will make the use of
web sites for content much more effective as well as helping to keep students from being confused by
multiple external windows. In addition, some instructors wanted the ability to include video and
multimedia. These have also been addressed in the new version.
Other issues still present that need to be addressed by the software manufacturers are the inability
to record breakout rooms and the inability to automatically have multiple moderators. This posed problems
for the research team, the instructors and the producers. It would also be useful to have another level of user
provided in the system. Currently only moderators and participants are available with each having a set of
tools and permissions. Other roles that might be important include guest speakers, producers, and group
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leaders. These roles would expand the ability for others to assist in the sessions, but not give full control to
anyone besides the moderator or instructor of the course.
Lessons for Instructors and Producers
The most significant guidance that can be provided to instructors and producers from this study is
the importance of planning and practice. During this study, those who planned their lessons carefully and
practice using the features of the system they wanted to use were more successful than those who did not.
In addition, those who had a close relationship and open communication with their producers and technical
support people had better sessions overall.
Due to the multifaceted rich environment that a SWBCS provides multitasking becomes an
important skill. For this reason, another good guideline for success is to have assistance in order to
effectively manage all the different tasks required. Although this may not be feasible for everyone wanting
to use a SWBCS in their teaching, those who used producers were more successful than those who did not.
Over time this might change as the students and the instructors become more familiar with the
technologies, but at least at the beginning, it is important to have both technical support and some
assistance with the behind the scenes events that occur in this live environment.
A third important element to success is proper training and preparation for the instructor and the
students. From the student perspective this is minimal with a half hour demonstration and time to try things
out being sufficient for most. For the instructor, the amount of time needed will depend on the instructor’s
technical prowess and well as what he/she wants to do with the SWBCS in the course. Instructors who
make time for this will be much more successful.
As with all technology, having a backup plan is a must. There will be times when things do not
work and other forms of communication such as telephone numbers, email addresses and a plan will make
this less painful for both the instructor and the students. Be sure you have a backup plan and those involved
know how to execute it effectively.
Those wanting to try enhancing their courses with the use of a SWBCS should prepare, but not be
afraid to try something new. As these instructors found, the experience can be enriching and rewarding for
both the instructors and the students.
Directions for Future Research
This study was exploratory in nature and therefore is just the starting point for additional research.
As discussed throughout this chapter, there are many areas examined which, should be reviewed in more
detail and in a more focused manner. The following section discusses a few of the directions research in
this area should take.
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This study utilized a small sample size of 5 cases and because of the sample size is not
generalizable to a large population. It would benefit educational research if this study was replicated with a
large number of cases with more variety in the instructional strategies. Examining a larger range of courses
over a longer period would lead to more evidence of successful strategies that could then be categorized
and used as guidelines for other educators interested in utilizing sound pedagogical strategies in an
interactive synchronous online environment. It would also be important to examine a wide range of courses
and make sure that each class or at least the instructors had used the system at least four or five times as the
instructors seemed to move to higher level strategies as their comfort level with the technology increases.
Knolle (2002) attempted this, but all strategies were self reported and the instructors had difficulties
separating those in the asynchronous mode and those in the synchronous mode. Therefore it would be best
to restrict the data collection to only synchronous strategies and to have them observed as well as self
reported for triangulation of data. The observation of these strategies would need to be more significantly
focused on just strategies for teaching and learning rather than the broad scope of this data collection in the
observation instrument used in this study. In addition, the quality and quantity of strategies should be
addressed.
The study of social learning aspects needs to be addressed in a longer time frame and with
attention given to other parameters in the design of the distance courses. A class should be followed
throughout a whole semester in order to get a full picture of the social environment and resulting social
learning that takes place. Although the use of the SWBCS made it easier to interact socially, it was not
clear where these connections began or how they were encouraged. In order to examine the social learning
aspect properly, the entire class situation would need to be studied as a whole, both asynchronous and
synchronous interactions. This would mean at least a semester long study that began on the first day and
ended on the last day. In addition, the researcher would want to address previous relationships among
students and also with the instructor before getting started. Concentrating on just the social aspects of the
learning environment was difficult here as only short sessions were observed and only a small number of
them in each case.
More focused research needs to be conducted on each element of transactional distance to
determine if student learning and success is related to transactional distance in the online environment. In
addition, questions that address whether using richer more immediate mediums such as SWBCS to address
the each element of transactional distance need to be examined. This is a very broad area of research and it
is suggested that research in this area be very concentrated. For example one might study the interactions
between students and instructors and students among themselves in a whole class situation and determine
which, tools they utilized for these interactions most successfully. Another approach might be to examine
only group interactions (learner-learner) that occurred within the breakout rooms over a period of time to
see if the interactions increase in quantity and quality as the students became more familiar with the
technology and with each other. You might also look at whether the interactions were driven by tasks that
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needed accomplished or were social in nature. If looking at task oriented interactions the tools that were
used to accomplish the tasks would be very important. Lastly, Jung’s (2001) communication variable
extended the variables in Moore’s (1993) transactional distance theory and might be a good starting point
for a deeper look into the types of interactions that take place in a synchronous online environment.
After observing students interacting in synchronous environments for sometime the question arises
as to the characteristics of a student that thrives in this environment, but also desires a distance based
course. The dilemma of scheduling synchronous events that face many instructors in distance education
versus the ability of the software to improve learning interactions is a big challenge. To determine which,
students would thrive with this interaction and which, would be just fine with out it would help some
programs and students make decisions on format. For example, the study (Lobel et. al., 2002) that
reviewed attending and lurking in synchronous classrooms showed that it was not always the student who
interacted (attended) or spoke out that found synchronous most beneficial, but sometimes the lurkers were
just as successful. This leads the researcher to believe it is not just whether or not you need to interact with
others, but possibly some other characteristic that makes it successful.
Since one of the problems that will always be faced in using synchronous technologies is the lack
of technical experience students have coming into a class, the study of student experience and anxiety
levels would be interesting. The SWBCS is a multifaceted user interface with many things happening at
once. Does this multitasking situation cause additional issues for those without significant technical
experience? Does the multitasking environment increase the anxiety levels of the students? This was not
examined in this study. Student’s self reported frustrations and evidence of frustration was noted during
observations, but the anxiety levels were not measured. Monson, Wolcott, and Seiter (1999) did some
research in this area, but it needs to be expanded to encompass SWBCS as well.
Lastly, the study of groups using SWBCS would be interesting. For example if spontaneous use
could be provided in which, groups would meet at their convenience and the environment could be
recorded, then the dynamics of group work over the Internet could be extensively studied. This has been
done in some cases, but with the newer technologies, the tools available are much better and more
extensive. It would be interesting to find out if dispersed groups would take the time necessary to learn the
tools so that they could communicate and collaborate better. It would also be interesting to see which tools
they used and how well they worked in accomplishing the goals of the group. All of this is possible with
existing systems and group studies have been conducted in the past. A study of this nature would be a
replication of others work, but in a newer environment.
Conclusion
This investigation has focused on five research questions, but many more intriguing questions
have arisen. The richness of data laid the groundwork for future investigations into the use of SWBCS in
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distance education from the perspective of effective teaching strategies and successful use of synchronous
online tools.
This research has provided a glimpse into the complex nature of technology used for two-way
communication in a learning environment that is real time and multifaceted. Hopefully these findings will
lead us to additional discussion and research on best practices for using synchronous technologies for
building learning communities and providing successful distance education courses with lower levels of
transactional distance.
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Appendix A: Description of Synchronous Technologies
Audiographics
Audiographics is a form of technology facilitated instruction that usually incorporates networked
computers generating graphics on a “common screen” with audio interaction facilitated by speaker phone, and hard
copy exchange by facsimile, scanner or other technologies. The “common screen” feature enables the use of
collaborative learning methods involving learners at remote locations in real-time. This technology uses specifically
designed telecommunications software allowing the user to create computer graphics and text which, is transmitted
synchronously from one computer to another over regular telephone lines. This is a site based technology where
equipment is located at both the host site and the receiving site. While audiographics was popular a decade ago, it is
an older technology that has been replaced by more recent technological advances.
Audio and video conferencing (not web Based)
Audio conferencing is a voice only communication medium using the regular telephone. This technology
has been used quite extensively in distance education, mostly in conjunction with other technologies. Most recently
it is used with streaming video on the web and audio conferencing for two way interactions. Audio conferencing can
accommodate a large number of locations or individuals for a conference using an audiobridge. The audiobridge
connects individuals or sites by allowing them to dial into the conference using a regular telephone. Audio
conferences are relatively inexpensive and can be set up on short notice. Although additional equipment can be
added to the audio system for graphics and video, the audio channel is the primary mode of communication.
Video conferencing systems transmit voice, graphics and images, usually of people. This ability to show
images of people allows video conferencing to create more of a “social presence” approximating face-to-face
interaction. Video conferencing can utilize fully interactive systems that allow for two-way video and audio or oneway video and two-way audio. During video conferences, audio, video, and data signals are transmitted to distance
sites using a single combined channel such as a fiber optic line. Two-way audio is most often transmitted over a
regular telephone line using audio conferencing technologies. Currently both analog and digital transmissions are
still in use. These transmission signals can be sent via satellite, microwave, fiber optics, coaxial cable or a
combination of these technologies.
Interactive Instructional Television (ITV) is often placed in a different category from video conferencing
but will be included here for discussion purposes. Most interactive instructional television (ITV) systems are locally
controlled cooperatives made up of three to six locations linked together electronically in which, the instructor is in
one location (usually a classroom or studio) and students are at distant sites. Students from each site and the
instructor can see and hear each other during the scheduled time by using the technologies included in the ITV
system. This allows students to interact with their instructor as well as see, hear and communicate freely with their
classmates at different sites. These technologies include low power television, microwave signal, fiber optics, coaxial cable and digital compression. Other categories that define videoconferencing include full motion video
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conferencing and compressed video conferencing. These two broad areas of video conferencing are classified by the
technology they use for transmission.
Audio and video conferencing (Desktop)
Integrated desktop video teleconferencing combining audio, video and data is becoming increasingly
popular. This technology allows users to see each other, speak to each other, transfer application files and work
together on such files at a distance using their computer and an internet connection. An instructor could conceivably
present material to the entire class “live”. In some instances, video is streamed to the desk top and audio is still
handled through the telephone, but this requires that students have two phone lines or another form of internet
connection to participate. Video over the internet also requires more bandwidth than other technologies and fast
connections are usually required. This technology continues to expand and improve and we will soon see extensions
that will incorporate laptops and cellular phones.
Textual chats, MOOs and MUDs
Textual Chat is a form of online instant communication where users log on to a common server and post
short messages to a common viewing area by typing messages that appear on each users screen. The screens usually
refresh automatically allowing for simulated real time conversation. The effect is that of a conversation, with the
group watching the stream of messages pass by and occasionally making a comment or posting some longer text.
Some systems use digitized audio or video, but most use text only communication.
MUDs (Multiple User Dimension, Multiple User Dungeon, or Multiple User Dialogue) and MOOs (MUD
Object Oriented) are real time computer environments, similar to chat, where groups come together at the same time
to discuss common issues. MUDS are more sophisticated than textual chat as a MUD facilitates exploration of a
virtual environment. Each user takes control of a computerized persona or avatar. The environment allows a user to
walk around, chat with other characters, explore the virtual areas, solve puzzles, and sometimes even create their
own space, descriptions and items. A MOO is a kind of MUD that utilizes an object-oriented programming
language. Many consider MOOs to be the most advanced MUDs because of the kind of software development a user
can accomplish. A large body of research has been conducted on synchronous chat, MUDs and MOOs and their
uses in Distance Education over the years. Some of this research is pertinent to this study and will be discussed in
detail in later sections.
Other Synchronous Technologies
Other categories of synchronous technologies that are important to this study include electronic meeting
places, groupware and low end synchronous systems using audio and/or video with other supporting tools. These
are the predecessors of SWBCS and are the closest to having the same features. Although these systems have been
around for some years, the technology is only now becoming main stream. This may be the reason that only a small
amount of research was found on these types of systems. Most research discovered deals with the system’s
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usability, which, can be related to interface interaction, but is not directly related to this study. These systems
combine many of the features discussed above into one web based interface. For example, they might contain
options for audio and/or video conferencing with added textual chat. Other features may include a whiteboard area
for presentation or sharing graphical materials and file sharing or application sharing for collaborative work. These
systems usually have the capacity to connect small groups of people synchronously. The next generation of this
technology is the SWBCS.
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Appendix B: Instructor Interview Protocol
Synchronous Instructor Interview
Thursday, July 21, 2005
Name
Department
Course Titles
Are there any questions before beginning?
Background/Experience
1.

How long have you taught distance courses and which, technologies have you used?
a. How long have you taught online?

2.

Is your course a full distance course or is it a blended course where part of it is conducted face-to-face?
a. Will the SWBCS be replacing or supplementing the face-to-face sessions?

3.

Besides the training and experience provided by the pilot project, have you had any training or experiences
in using synchronous tools in an online course before? If yes, what were those experiences?
a. Synchronous chat
b. Instant messaging
c. Satellite or TV classes (one way video, maybe in conjunction with a phone bridge)
d. One-Way Audio
e. Audiographics
f. Two-way audio or video such as ITV or PictureTel
g. Online groupware
h. Others?

4.

What is the rest of your teaching load this semester? What research commitments do you currently have?
Service commitments? What is the enrollment in your course?

5.

Why have you volunteered to participate in this pilot study for synchronous software at USF?
a.

What would you like to accomplish?

Anticipations/Experiences (so far) about Course Design and Delivery
6.

What would you say are the biggest challenges of offering this course online?
a. Do you think using SWBCS will help?

7.

How do you see using SWBCS in your class?
b. Do you have any special ideas about pedagogical strategies that you might implement?
c. How might your teaching strategies/pedagogy change in the transition to using SWBCS for online
delivery?
d. Are there specific aspects about the use of SWBCS in this course that you are really excited
about?

8.

What forms of assessment are you using in this online course? Will you use the tools in SWBCS to
facilitate assessment? If so, what types?

9.

What techniques are you currently employing to help build a learning community and reduce feelings of
isolation? How do you see doing this in the SWBCS?
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10. How do you currently interact with your students and get them to interact with each other? How do you see
doing this in the SWBCS?
11. Are there other advantages you foresee with using SWBCS for online delivery of this course in comparison
to a face-to-face delivery? In comparison with an asynchronous (non-blended) online delivery?
12. Are there other challenges you foresee with using SWBCS for online delivery of the course?
13. Have you incorporated synchronous sessions into your syllabus so students are aware of the requirements
for being present at a certain time?
14. Have you incorporated instructions for students in your class on how to use the SWBCS?
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Appendix C: SWBCS Online Student Survey I. Orientation: Getting Started
SWBCS Pilot - Online Student Survey 1 – Beginning of Semester
Welcome!
If you have not filled out the Internal Review Board Consent Form for this study, please take a moment to do that by clicking on the link below.
Then continue to the survey by clicking on the Next link at the bottom of the page.
Thank you!
IRB Consent Form
Orientation: Getting Started
USF is moving into the future, and we welcome you to one of our new web-based educational projects! We have had fun choosing the
synchronous tools you will be using in this course, but we need your perspective as an enrolled student to help us refine the parameters for our
selection of tools, ensuring the quality of education you expect at USF. Your input will help your department, faculty, and course developers
understand your perspectives and needs. You can help us in this development endeavor by completing two surveys this semester, one at the
beginning near orientation and one near the end of the term when you have a good perspective on the quality of the instruction and the tools you
have used.
Your responses to this survey are anonymous and no information about you individually will be identified or used in any way. Completing this
survey is voluntary. In order to link your responses across the term, please provide the first two letters of your first name and your date of birth.
Thank you.
* 1. First two letters of your first name:

* 2. Select birth month:
* 3. Select birth day:
* 4. Select birth year:
Biographical Information
* 5. What is your major area of study?

* 6. Select the course in which, you are enrolled:

7. Who is your professor for this course?

* 8. What is the format of this course? Select all that apply.
Online
Satellite
Other

Traditional classroom

9. If you selected "Other", please explain:
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Videotape

10. How many web-based or Internet courses have you taken prior to this semester?
0

1

2

3

4 or more

* 11. Select the item that best describes your previous web-based or Internet courses.
Primarily on campus with web support
A mixture of online and on campus

At least 85% online

* 12. Have you ever taken an online course that used synchronous software such as, chat, video, conferencing, or two-way audio?
No
Yes
Don't know

13. If so, select all the tools that you have used.
Text chat

Two-way audio

Two-way video

Application sharing

* 14. How clear are the course instructions about the technology used in the course?
Not clear
Somewhat clear
Very clear

A full synchronous online
classroom

Not applicable

* 15. How difficult was it to set up the technology required for using Synchronous Web-Based Course Software (SWBCS)?
Not difficult
Somewhat difficult
Very difficult
Not applicable

* 16. How many miles do you currently live from the USF campus?
0-9 miles
10-29 miles

30-60 miles

Over 60 miles

17. If your course is online, what is the likelihood that you would have taken this class if it were not offered over the Internet?
Not likely
Likely
Definitely
N/A

* 18. Was the online format the only one available for this class?
No
Yes

Don't know

* 19. Were you aware that this class required a synchronous (real-time) online participation component?
No
Yes
Don't know

* 20. Have you allowed time in your schedule to participate in real time sessions with your class?
No
Yes
Don't know
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* 21. For which, of the following reasons have you chosen to enroll in this course?
No

Partially

Yes

Not
Applicable

Course is required

Class schedule

Work schedule

Family obligations

Physical challenges
Learning challenges (such as, Dyslexia, ADHD)

Observance of religious/cultural beliefs

Personal safety

Driving distance
Learn more about Internet courses

* 22. Of the reasons you selected in Question #21, which, is the most important one?

Accessing the Course
* 23. How difficult/easy were the following tasks related to accessing the online components of this course?
Very
Very
Difficult
Easy
difficult
easy
Obtaining the USF ID card
Obtaining a NetID
Learning about the availability of the
course (course catalog, OASIS, etc.)
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Not
Applicable

Accessing the Internet (e.g., dial-up,
Road Runner)
Accessing the course on the USF
server
Obtaining a syllabus
Contacting someone for help
Going through the synchronous set
up wizard
* 24. Did you have a demo session with a person (live) at the other end?
No
Yes

25. If so, how well did it help you to feel prepared?
I am still very uncomfortable Not Prepared

Somewhat Prepared

Well Prepared

Very Well Prepared

* 26. Where do you plan to access the online components of this course?

* 27. What kind of computer do you own?
PC

Mac

* 28. If you own a computer, approximately how old is the computer?
0-2 years
3-5 years

Do not own a computer

5 years or more

Not applicable

29. If you own a computer, which, of the following features does your computer have?
No

Yes

Sound card

Speakers or headphones

Microphone

Web Cam

Printer/Scanner
* 30. What type of connection do you plan to use to access the online components of this

* 31. Please rate your level of proficiency using the following technology:
Beginner
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Intermediate

Advanced

Word processing
Spreadsheets
Presentation
E-mail
Instant messaging/Chat
Software for creating web pages (e.g., FrontPage, Dreamweaver)

Audio/Video programs
Web browsers
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Appendix D: SWBCS Online Student Survey II. End of Course
SWBCS Pilot - Online Student Survey 2 – End of Semester
Welcome!
If you have not filled out the Internal Review Board Consent Form for this study, please take a moment to do that by clicking on the
link below. Then continue to the survey by clicking on the Next link at the bottom of the page.
Thank you!
IRB Consent Form
Orientation: Getting Started
USF is moving into the future, and we welcome you to one of our new web-based educational projects! We have had fun choosing the
synchronous tools you will be using in this course, but we need your perspective as an enrolled student to help us refine the parameters
for our selection of tools, ensuring the quality of education you expect at USF. Your input will help your department, faculty, and
course developers understand your perspectives and needs. You can help us in this development endeavor by completing two surveys
this semester, one at the beginning near orientation and one near the end of the term when you have a good perspective on the quality
of the instruction and the tools you have used.
Your responses to this survey are anonymous and no information about you individually will be identified or used in any way.
Completing this survey is voluntary. In order to link your responses across the term, please provide the first two letters of your first
name and your date of birth. Thank you.
* 1. First two letters of your first name:

* 2. Select birth month:
* 3. Select birth day:
* 4. Select birth year:
* 5. What is your major area of study?

* 6. Select the course in which, you are enrolled:

7. Who is your professor for this course?

Use of SWBCS
* 8. Approximately how many times did you use Elluminate Live! ™ in your course?
0
1-2

3-4

* 9. Did you participate in all of the sessions conducted?
No
Yes

* 10. How easy was the Elluminate interface to use?
Not easy

Somewhat easy

11. Describe in your own words how your class most often used Elluminate Live! ™. (ie. groupwork, discussions, lecture, a
combination of ways, etc.)
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* 12. To what extent have you experienced technical problems with the following?
No Problem

Minor Problem

Major P

Connecting to the classroom
Getting familiar with the interface
Using the text chat area
Using the two-way audio feature
Using tools shuch as hand raising and Yes/No (or check/X)
Using the whiteboard
Using the Application Sharing feature
Using the Breakout Rooms
Taking Polls or Quizzes
Using the Guided Web Surfing feature
Other
13. If you experienced other technical problems please explain them below.

14. If you experienced other technical problems please rate them.
No Problem
Minor Problem

Major Problem

* 15. If you had technical problems, how did you solve these problems? (Select all that apply.)
Sought technical help
Sought technical help
Sought technical help
Solved them myself
from Elluminate Live!
from peers
from instructor
™

Not ap

Sought technical help from
Producer/Class Assistant

16. If you selected "Other" for the item above, please specify.

* 17. What type of Internet connection did you primarily use to access Elluminate Live! ™?
Dial-up modem
DSL

Cable modem

LAN

* 18. Did your computer system seem to keep pace with the presentation?
No
Yes

* 19. How useful have you found the following features of Elluminate Live! ™?
Not Useful
Text chat area
Two-way audio feature
Hand raising and Yes/No (or Check/X)
Whiteboard
Application Sharing
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Somewhat useful

Breakout Rooms
Polls or Quizzes
Guided Web Surfing
* 20. Please rate the quality of the following:
Poor

Fair

Good

Elluminate Live! ™ Presentation Space
Elluminate Live! ™ Audio
Elluminate Live! ™ Screen Layout
Ways to offer instructor and others feedback (i.e. emoticons, applause, handraising, etc.)
Your connection to Elluminate Live! ™
Collaboration tools (i.e. whiteboard, application sharing, breakout rooms, etc.)
The overall quality of the Elluminate Live! ™ experience
Overall Impressions
* 21. Do you believe that taking this course online was a good decision?
No
Yes

* 22. Please explain your answer to the above question.

* 23. How do you feel about the use of Elluminate Live! ™ in your course?

* 24. If you could change one thing about Elluminate Live! ™, what would it be? (Please explain your answer.)

* 25. For each of the following items, please indicate your choice by selecting a single response option. If a particular question
does not apply, please select "Not applicable".
Rarely/Not at all
Sometimes
Organization of the sessions was logical and easy to follow.
Synchronous session activities and assignments facilitated my understanding of
course content.
The sessions were aligned with course objectives.
Interactions with classmates and/or the instructor were effective using
Elluminate Live! ™.
Technical knowledge and skills were required to master Elluminate Live! ™.
Synchronous discussions with peers were encouraged.
The instructor provided students with opportunities to participate during
synchronous sessions.
The instructor provided constructive feedback during synchronous sessions.
The sessions allowed me to demonstrate my learning.
Session accommodations for disability adequately met my needs.
The instructor's approach to using Elluminate Live! ™ was effective.
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Frequently

Using Elluminate Live! ™ made me feel more connected to others in the class.
Using Elluminate Live! ™ made me feel more connected to the instructor.
I needed technical support to complete the synchronous sessions.
Technical support was available when I needed it.
When I accessed technical support, my problems were solved.
The technology used in the sessions enhanced my learning experience.
The technology used in this course motivated me to learn.
I would consider taking another course that used synchronous technologies like
Elluminate Live! ™.
Compared with other courses, this course was excellent.
* 26. Please use this space to provide any additional comments about using Elluminate Live! ™ in your course. Please feel free
to speak openly and voice your opinions.

27. We would like to interview a few students to get more detail on how the synchronous software worked in your class. If you
would be willing to be interviewed online using Elluminate Live! ™, please provide your email address and a phone number
where we can contact you below. This is completely voluntary and will take only about 30 minutes. Thank you.
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Appendix E: The Students: Snap Shots for each case
Case 2
Thirty-three students responded to the initial survey providing background information and
demographics for the study. Accordingly, the student ages ranged from 20 to 54 with the majority (27%) in
the 25-29 age group (Figure 29).
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Figure 29. Case 2: Frequency - Student Age Range
As would be expected for a course in Nursing, all 33 students listed their major area of study as
Nursing. Students distance from campus varied (Figure 30); however, all 33 stated they would access the
course from their home computers. The age of these computers ranged from 0 to 5 years old, but the
majority (19) of students were using newer machines in the range of 0-2 years old (Figure 31).
Interestingly, a significant number of the students also had fast connection speeds with 16 using a cable
modem and 10 using DSL. Only 6 students were planning to use a dial-up connection (Figure 32).
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Figure 30. Case 2: Frequency - Distance Students Live From Campus
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Figure 31. Case 2: Frequency - Age of Computer Student Used
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Figure 32. Case 2: Frequency - Type of Internet Connection
When asked which, features were available on the computers the students were to use for the class,
the results showed that most computers were adequately prepared (Figure 33).
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Figure 33. Case 2: Frequency - Features Reported on Student Computers
Although the experience levels varied, the majority of the students were experienced with online
courses with 48% having participated in 4 or more courses online and 25% more having experienced 3 (see
Figure 34). Of these, 73% described their online courses as at least 80% online, rather than blended or on
campus.
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Figure 34. Case 2: Frequency - Number of Online Courses Previously Taken
The levels of proficiency with various types of software were self reported. The table below
reflects the proficiency levels students identified.
Table 140. Case 2: Student Self Reported Technical Proficiencies
Software Type

Beginner

Intermediate

Advanced

Word Processors

2

24

7

Spreadsheets

22

10

1

Presentation software

17

13

3

Email

0

14

19

Chat

5

16

12

Web Page Creation

26

7

0

Audio & Video programs

17

15

1

Web Browsers

7

19

7

In order to obtain additional baseline information, students were asked to report what synchronous
tools they had previously used. The results for this case are presented in Table 140. As can be seen here,
there was little previous experience before this course for students in this class.
Table 141. Case 2: Student Report of Tool Use in Synchronous Sessions
Tools Used

Frequency

Text chat

4

Two-way audio

1

Two-way video

2

Application sharing

1

A full synchronous online classroom

2
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Case 3
Three students from this case responded to the initial survey providing background information
and demographics for the study. Two students were in the 25-29 age group while the other was in the 35-39
age group. Two students were in the Educational Leadership program and one was in Physical Education
and Health. Student’s distance from campus varied (Figure 35); however, all 3 stated they would access the
course from their home computers.
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Figure 35. Case 3: Frequency - Distance Students Live From Campus
The student’s computers were all between 0 and 2 years old. Interestingly, all student’s that
responded also had fast connection speeds with one using a cable modem and two using DSL (Figure 36).
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Figure 36. Case 3: Frequency - Type of Internet Connection
When asked which, features were available on the computers the students were to use for the class,
the results showed that most computers were adequately prepared (Figure 37).
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Figure 37. Case 3: Frequency - Features Reported on Student Computers
This class reported a very low level of experience in taking online courses (see Figure 38). This is
not out of the ordinary for this course as it is one of the first technology related courses that a student in
these programs might take. All the students described their online courses as on campus, reiterating the fact
that they had little online course experience.
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Figure 38. Case 3: Frequency - Number of Online Courses Previously Taken
The levels of proficiency with various types of software were self reported. Table 141 reflects the
proficiency levels students identified. Most students were in the beginner to intermediate range.
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Table 142. Case 3: Student Self Reported Technical Proficiencies
Software Type

Beginner

Intermediate

Advanced

Word Processors

0

2

1

Spreadsheets

1

2

0

Presentation software

2

0

1

Email

0

1

2

Chat

1

1

1

Web Page Creation

2

1

0

Audio & Video programs

2

0

1

Web Browsers

1

1

1

In order to obtain additional baseline information, students were asked to report what synchronous
tools they had previously used. The results for this case are presented in Table 142. There was little
previous experience before this course for the students in this case.
Table 143. Case 3: Student Report of Tool Use in Synchronous Sessions
Tools Used

Frequency

Text chat

1

Two-way audio

1

Two-way video

0

Application sharing

0

A full synchronous online classroom

0

Case 4
The class studied in this case was a small graduate level course with 10 students enrolled. Of these
10 students, seven students responded to the initial survey providing background information and
demographics for the study. Accordingly, the student ages ranged from 25 to 39 with the majority (71.4%)
in the 25-29 age group.
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Figure 39. Case 4: Frequency - Student Age Range
As would be expected for a graduate level course in Engineering, all 7 students listed their major
area of study as Engineering. Students distance from campus varied (Figure 40); however, 5 out of 7 of
them stated they would access the course from their home computers. The age of these computers ranged
from 0 to 5 years old, with the majority (5) of students using machines in the range of 3-5 years old.
Interestingly, a significant number of the students also had fast connection speeds with 6 using a cable
modem and 1 using a LAN. No students were planning to use a dial up connection.
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Figure 40. Case 4: Frequency - Distance Students Live From Campus
When asked which, features were available on the computers the students were to use for the class,
the results showed that most computers were adequately prepared (Figure 41).
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Figure 41. Case 4: Frequency - Features Reported on Student Computers
The experience levels varied, with the majority of the students having little or no experience with
online courses. 57% had participated in no online classes while 15% have participated in 4 or more. (see
Figure 42). Of these, 72% described their online courses as at least 80% online, rather than blended or on
campus.
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Figure 42. Case 4: Frequency - Number of Online Courses Previously Taken
The levels of proficiency with various types of software were self reported. Table 143 reflects the
proficiency levels students identified showing that students in this case had fairly high (intermediate to
advanced) levels of proficiency.
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Table 144. Case 4: Student Self Reported Technical Proficiencies
Software Type

Beginner

Intermediate

Advanced

Word Processors

0

0

7

Spreadsheets

0

0

7

Presentation software

0

0

7

Email

0

0

7

Chat

0

3

4

Web Page Creation

5

1

1

Audio & Video programs

2

3

2

Web Browsers

0

0

7

In order to obtain additional baseline information, students were asked to report what synchronous
tools they had previously used. The results for this case are presented in Table 144 which, shows little
previous experience before this course for students in this case.
Table 145. Case 4: Student Report of Tool Use in Synchronous Sessions
Tools Used

Frequency

Text chat

2

Two-way audio

1

Two-way video

0

Application sharing

1

A full synchronous online classroom

0

Case 5
Sixteen students from this case responded to the initial survey providing background information
and demographics for the study. The student ages (Figure 43) ranged from 20-44 years old, with the
majority falling in 25-29 years range (37.5%) and 30-34 years (32.3%) range.
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Figure 43. Case 5: Frequency - Student Age Range
As would be expected for a graduate level course in Engineering, all 16 students listed their major
area of study as Engineering. Students distance from campus varied (Figure 44) and where they planned to
access the course was evenly spread with six at home, four at work and six on campus. The age of these
computers ranged from 0 to 5 years old, half (8) of students were using newer machines in the range of 0-2
years old.
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Figure 44. Case 5: Frequency - Distance Students Live From Campus
Interestingly, a significant number of the students also had fast connection speeds with seven
using a cable modem, three using DSL and four on a LAN. Only two students were planning to use a dial
up connection (Figure 45).
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Figure 45. Case 5 Frequency - Type of Internet Connection
When asked which, features were available on the computers the students were to use for the class,
the results showed that most computers were adequately prepared (Figure 46).
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Figure 46. Case 5: Frequency - Features Reported on Student Computers
This case reported a significant spread of experience levels in taking online courses (see Figure
47). Students also reported a blended format for the course studied in this case with multiple formats
selected (Figure 48).
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Figure 47. Case 5: Frequency - Number of Online Courses Previously Taken
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Figure 48. Case 5: Frequency - Format of Current Course
The levels of proficiency with various types of software were self reported. Table 145 reflects the
proficiency levels students identified. Students in this case fall in the intermediate to advanced categories of
proficiency.
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Table 146. Case 5: Student Self Reported Technical Proficiencies
Software Type

Beginner

Intermediate

Advanced

Word Processors

0

2

14

Spreadsheets

0

3

13

Presentation software

0

2

14

Email

0

3

13

Chat

3

6

7

Web Page Creation

10

4

2

Audio & Video programs

5

6

5

Web Browsers

0

7

9

In order to obtain additional baseline information, students were asked to report what synchronous
tools they had previously used. As can be seen in Table 146, there were some previous experiences with
chat and two-way audio, but little other experience was reported.
Table 147. Case 5: Student Report of Tool Use in Synchronous Sessions
Tools Used

Frequency

Text chat

5

Two-way audio

4

Two-way video

0

Application sharing

2

A full synchronous online classroom

1

Case 6
Fifteen students from this case responded to the initial survey providing background information
and demographics for the study. The student ages ranged from 20-44 years old, with the majority falling in
25-29 years range (33.3%) and 30-34 years (26.7%) range. Figure 49 shows the overall spread.
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Figure 49. Case 6: Frequency - Student Age Range
As would be expected for a graduate level course in Library Science, all 15 students listed their
major area of study as Library Science. Students distance from campus varied (Figure 50). Eleven students
planned to access the course from their home computers, while three accessed it on campus.
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Figure 50. Case 6: Frequency - Distance Students Live From Campus
The age of the student’s computers ranged from 0 to 5 years old, with the majority (8) of students
were using machines in the range of 3-5 years old (Figure 51). A significant number of the students also
had fast connection speeds with six using a cable modem, three using DSL and one on a LAN. Only one
student was planning to use a dial up connection (Figure 52).
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Figure 51. Case 6: Frequency - Age of Computer Student Used
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Figure 52. Case 6: Frequency - Type of Internet Connection
When asked which, features were available on the computers the students were to use for the class,
the results showed that most computers were adequately prepared (Figure 53).
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Figure 53. Case 6: Frequency - Features Reported on Student Computers
This class reported a mixed of level of experience in taking online courses (see Figure 54). The
Library and Information Sciences department has many on line offerings, so this is not out of the ordinary
for a group of students from this department. Three students in this case described their online courses as
on campus, five said they were blended and seven listed online, reiterating the mixture of experiences with
online courses.
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Figure 54. Case 6: Frequency - Number of Online Courses Previously Taken
Overall, the students reported intermediate to advanced proficiencies with software except for
higher end applications such as web page creation and audio/video. Table 154 reflects the proficiency
levels students identified.
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Table 148. Case 6: Student Self Reported Technical Proficiencies
Software Type

Beginner

Intermediate

Advanced

Word Processors

0

3

11

Spreadsheets

7

4

3

Presentation software

4

5

5

Email

0

2

12

Chat

4

3

7

Web Page Creation

5

7

2

Audio & Video programs

7

7

0

Web Browsers

3

4

7

In order to obtain additional baseline information, students were asked to report what synchronous
tools they had previously used. The results for this case are presented in Table 148. As can be seen, textual
chat had been used by about half of the students, but with most other applications there was little previous
experience before this course.
Table 149. Case 6: Student Report of Tool Use in Synchronous Sessions
Tools Used

Frequency

Text chat

7

Two-way audio

1

Two-way video
Application sharing

4

A full synchronous online classroom

1
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Appendix F: Student Reflections
Table 150. Case 5: Student Open Ended Comments on the Use of Synchronous Software
Positive Comments

Negative Comments

Legend:
Click to Talk – Aqua, Other tools are better – Purple, Scheduling – Orange, Video conferencing – Blue, Outside the scope of
Elluminate Live! ™ – Green
With the lack of screen sharing, I found Elluminate Live! ™ no better
than a conference call and instant messaging. Actually it was worse,
the click to talk technology is very weak and the webpages hung up
sometimes.
Elluminate Live! ™ was great even for the students who sat
side by side and discuss their ideas.
Elluminate Live! ™ can be a nice feature for the university

The problems lay with the fixed hours and Elluminate Live! ™'s

to have. It is very user friendly, similar to that instant

availability after hours. The hours are not flexible.

messaging but with a talk feature.
It can be more useful if everyone can meet at the assign time. Because
most of the students have professional careers and personal
obligations, it maybe difficult to get everyone together at the assigned
weekly meeting time.
The limited hours are due to the current trend in software companies
trying to charge a usage fee on an ongoing basis. Not only do you
have to purchase a computer program but now you also have to pay a
continuing license fee. I think that is outrageous. I understand the need
for profitability but there has to be some concern for the customer.
I think any tool that can be used to help students
communicate is a benefit in my opinion. We must remember
that we had students all over Florida and even Puerto Rico.
Could that have even been imagined without this
technology? I don't think so. FEEDS is distant learning, but
it is an "isolated" distant learning. With Elluminate Live!
™, the students in remote locations can take an active part
in the class. Excellent.
(Response to above comment) Good point. Although the
software is not perfect, it did help a lot during the semester.
I think students who are in remote locations were highly
benefited by the software. As any software in the market it
needs some improvement and we as customers are giving
the tips to enhance the application.
(Response to above comment) I agree. I am in a remote
location and I found it beneficial. The software is good and
useful, but not perfect. I am sure that improvements will
continue to be made to the software, like any software, and
as a result be much more useful in the future. It may even
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incorporate video conferencing features in a future version
as well as other improvements.
I was a work for most of the Elluminate Live! ™ sessions. My office
is basically and open cubical. This made it hard for me to
communicate through Elluminate Live! ™ verbally because I would
need to speak rather loudly and I would disturb the other people in my
cubical. For this reason I stopped using the microphone and I would
just listen and type my responses to everyone. This made getting real
communication and decision making very difficult.
For this reason I think it is great, especially to save the far
off classmates the expense of long distance phone calls. I
just think it would be better if you could talk at once and did
not have to wait just to hear someone affirm what you said.
(Response to same comment above) You make a very good

If I was making the purchasing decision, I'm not sure I would

point. I think that any tool that allows better communication

recommend purchasing Elluminate Live! ™. I think our team was

between team members is a real asset. Since our teams are

successful using mostly email. I'm not sure that Elluminate Live! ™

made up of people from different locations, Elluminate

provides enough additional capability to make its purchase

Live! ™ is useful in allowing real-time communication and

worthwhile. Elluminate Live! ™ is useful, but does it really provide

facilitates better sharing of information. Conference calls

added value over email/conference calls. Sounds like we need a trade

and email are two other excellent tools for team

off analysis.

communications.
I agree Elluminate Live! ™ is a good tool, but like most of

In my case I'm in Puerto Rico and it was really hard sometimes to be

my colleagues are saying it has its problems.

at the scheduled hours. Also, some programs like MSN Messenger
have the capabilities of Web Cam, live audio and also typing board. It
maybe not that advance like Elluminate Live! ™ were you can
actually write with a pen if you have the pen board, but it is FREE. It
is possible to add a lot of people to a conversation and share files and
is a lot faster than Elluminate Live! ™. Sometimes when I tried to
speak it froze my computer and block everyone else in my group.
There are more software available in the market that probably are
cheaper and more efficient that can help a lot to FEEDS and local
students to communicate in a more efficient and productive way.

I found Elluminate Live! ™ to be a very interesting tool.
Even though people are right by saying that it is no different
to a conference call, there is a lot of useful tools like the
graphing calculator, the board and many other that we did
not really get the chance to use. My group opted to meet in
person since we did not have access to the threshold
software so I can't really say much about it. Only that it is a
step towards improvement in educational tools for distant
learners.
I think that Elluminate Live! ™ is a good tool for

However I find easier to use one of the messengers in which, you can

communication.

have voice and camera. The idea is really nice behind the Elluminate
Live! ™ but it is more complicated that other options for time
constraints.
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When three or more people are trying to Elluminate Live!
™, unless they have different colors it gets confusing. Other
point is that two people can overlap what they write. This
happened a lot to our group. And in that case you have to
move your text or write again.
Like everthing new technology,there are some bugs in the
early stage. It is important to use a demo type approach to
exercise in real world in order to identify all the bugs. While
Ellimunate offers a good option to communication it still
has to be fine tuned.
You may have a setting issue with your computer hardware.
I don't recall having hangup issues at USF, at work or at
home. Maybe I was just lucky. Overall, I also did not like
the click-to-talk feature.
I have found Threshold very useful. But, I agree with
Michelle. It would be better if everyone within a group
could be on a conference call within Threshold. This would
make communicating much more effective.
I think Threshold combine with some type of conferencing

Elluminate Live! ™ was the second option to meeting in person,

would be ideal. Our team found it beneficial to meet for

however it lacked the video conferencing capabilities.

each quarter and develop our decisions. Having
communication capabilities as part of the simulation
package would have helped by reducing the number of
meetings.
Click and talk is better, when you talk there is no
interuption.
For me this was the only draw back to the program. If the

For me this was the only draw back to the program. If the program

program allowed a conference call instead of a one person at

allowed a conference call instead of a one person at a time protocal

a time protocal this would have been a perfecct tool for use

this would have been a perfecct tool for use to use.

to use.
Elluminate Live! ™ has been very useful for our team. One
of our team member is in Orlando and the other one is in
California. Elluminate Live! ™ in conjunction with e-mail,
and phone made our work less complicated.
Thanks for this initiative.
Interesting perspective. I guess it does allow you to "take
the floor", without having others interrupt your train of
thought. I can see this software working where members
live in different geographic areas. I liked the whiteboard
feature, although it did have limitations. The headphones
should be wireless and more comfortable, but I'm sure you
can buy that for a price. Overall, it's better than nothing.
The Elluminate Live! ™ system has worked very well for

However, I do not like the fact that one has to press the “talk button”

our group. We have used the sessions to plan our Threshold

to speak. If everyone could communicate similar to a conference

strategies and to discuss our group project.

would be great.
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I agree I hated the talk button
I think Elluminate Live! ™ is a good option to work in
virtual groups. The software obviously has some limitations
but we can not pretend that it is perfect at this time. I guess
that for the next version of the software it will have a
teleconferencing feature and others. Probably people who
take this class next year will have those options.
We (my team) used Elluminate Live! ™d all the time for
our meetings and we could share the information we
needed.
I actually didn't feel uncomfortable with the headphones
although I think headphones and other devices are not
relevant when evaluating the Elluminate Live! ™ software
itself.
I thought Elluminate Live! ™ was a nice alternative to

The one time we made plans to meet on Elluminate Live! ™ over the

email, however, the time limitation really hindered my

weekend, it took half the session to get everyone logged on. Also, the

group from using it.

click to talk feature made communicating difficult.

I agree. I see the usefulness in Elluminate Live! ™, but I

As you know, I would get locked up in Elluminate Live! ™ and need

encountered various problems using it.

to reboot my computer. Each time, this wasted ten minutes. I am just
not sold on Elluminate Live! ™ being better than email/conference
calls. Before purchasing Elluminate Live! ™, I think someone needs
to explain the advantages of Elluminate Live! ™ versuses
email/conference calls. Why add a new tool if it isn't better than
existing technology???

They have a new version already, and will probably be used
as early as next semester. The FEEDS lady did not go into
the specifics of what new features are included, but I would
expect at least some of what we suggested will be included
in the new version.
Yes, I also spoke with her and she did say that they are
incorporating video conferencing in the next version as well
as other new features.
Yes, even though if the headphones were not working you
still have the instant messanger and blackboard options to
continue the discussion as we did last week.Learning: If
something has limitations, look the positive side and it will
work for you, then be part of the solution and
improvements.
The good thing about the Eluminate is that we could type or

Personally I don't like Eluminate as it has a limitation of one person

write on the board, that will be good for engineering

talk at a time. My phone has a teleconference function and our group

discussion in case we need to draw some schematics.

benefited by making group discussions using this feature and of
course I have to do a little more dialing job to let everyone in.

The "Talk" feature on Elluminate Live! ™ is not so bad, it

I really didn’t like the headsets though.

similar to the Nextel's walkie-talkie feature. This way
everyone has to hear what each group member has to say.
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I believe that Elluminate Live! ™ is a great tool. I have used
for another class. I thought that discussions could be easily
carry, when a meeting was well planned with a specific
agenda.
I like Elluminate Live! ™

but it is hard to use it for this class because of the fact that Threshold
cannot be installed on the computers that we are using. If each group
member were able to look at all of the information at the same time,
we would not need to meet at all.

That's true, I forgot about that point. It would make life
easier if threshold was installed on the lab computers. We
would probably be able to use Elluminate Live! ™ more if
we all had access to threshold when we were online. I have
a labtop but I dont like to bring it because it would have to
sit in my car when I am at work and I know extreme temps
arent really good for it.
I agree with the fact that the Threshold software is useless unless we
can use it in multiple locations. I also understand that they control the
usage, and they want to make sure they maximize their profit. I had to
buy two copies of the textbook, just so that I could install Threshold at
work and at home.
I think the Threshold is a very good and useful program.

One thing I don't like about Elluminate Live! ™ is time limit. We can

They have to do like because of copy right problem. By the

use it only when we have class. So we can not discuss more on our

way Elluminate Live! ™ is very useful too.

holiday.
True, true, true... We should be able to use the Elluminate Live! ™
anytime we need so it would be easier to meet for those groups that
can't do that personally.

I found it very usefull, it has the advantages of instant
messages plus conference call. I think it was a great tool for
groups this semester
I agree with you. Some may critizice the click to talk when
only one person can talk, this is due to the lack of patience
and this is one of the reason that meetings are waste of time.
Everyone want to talk at the same time. We are humans and
Elluminate Live! ™ was a challenge to our patience. It is
great when you can hear someone else without interruption.
Well I don't know if that is because of lack of patiente or
something else but I do think that it is nice when everybody
has his/her opportunity to talk (with out interruptions) and
then listen to every one's ideas.
I'd leave the "click to talk" feature as it is now.
I got to say that the overall performance of the Package is

the only problem with is the time. For distance learning students,

very good, but

meeting on the right time is a cumbersome. For example, I was on the
road twice and I could not meet on the ellumince session. This
meeting was a waste for me. It would be much nice, if we can post our
meetings summary in a folder, where we can go back and refer to
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them.
Also, I hate interactive teaching style. I personally think it is
bogus. It may help some to understand sometimes but it is
not optimal. I have been seeing it over and over. I believe in
competition but not sharing. Get the best out of you for
learning. Some might argue, that in companies sharing and
team effort is important and I agree with that. But that is in
companies which, is different from academia. That is my
opinion
The Work Groups option in the blackboard menu is very
useful when working in groups. You can upload files and
have discussions with the members of your group without
disturbing others. I think this option could be a good
complement when groups are assigned in a class.
Blackboard is very useful however it has some of the same

My recommendations like many other students would be that

limitations that Elluminate Live! ™, no video, plus others

Elluminate Live! ™ look into adding video conferencing to their

like voice conferencing.

software.

True. We have been using this option with our game. It has
been great for the rest of the members to read and make
changes to the decisions as soon as you send them.
Part of our education at USF should be to learn software that we will
use in the "real world". I'm almost positive there is no company out
there that uses Elumniate as their collaboration software. Every
company uses conf. calls and software such as Sametime, WebEx,
Netmeeting, Placeware, or eRoom to collaborate and screen share.
Learning one or more of these tools in the classroom will give
students a leg up when real jobs come around.
You are probably correct - that companies don't use Elluminate Live!
™. I guess the other software packages may be too cost prohibitive.
The positive aspect about illuminate is that it integrates

However it would be nice if illuminate where to incorporate a video-

different communication tools into 1 software. Therefore if

conferencing feature that would allow users to see each other.

one where to overlook the initial development glitches, it is
safe to say that overall the program provides a convenient
method of file sharing and communication.
One of the problems I see with Elluminate Live! ™ is that it does not
offer much more than programs such as Microsoft Messenger or
AOL’s Instant Message. Both of those programs offer video
conferencing with sound, which, in my opinion is better than
Elluminate Live! ™. The best part of those two programs is that they
are free. They are both secure and can get the job done just as well as
Elluminate Live! ™.
I believe the video conferencing would also help out a lot
because you get to see teammates. We use video
conferencing at work and we find the communication is
much better than having a teleconference because you can
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see body language.
I agree with you. I think it would be very usefull to have video
conference.
Though video Cameras are relatively inexpensive and can be used. A
lot of times, it is not effective in real world meetings. Everyone has to
be connected to a computer with a cameras. It is still much cheaper
and easier with a simply telephone conference call.
I don't know how feasible is to have the threshold
competitor installed in the computer lab but I think it would
be a great idea for improving efficiency during the sessions.
Having the posibility of runing the simulation during the
meeting could help in the decision making process, even
more if there is a posibility of sharing the image of the game
screens among the team members.
I think that one of the advantages of Elluminate Live! ™ is

Elluminate Live! ™ can be improved in several ways: better speed,

that only your group is in the session. At least in the case

better writing areas and more user friendly.

when we use it.
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Appendix G: End of Semester Instructor Survey Results
Delivery of the Course
Usefulness of the SWBCS Tools - Which, tools did you feel were most useful? Why?
1. I felt to VOIP was very useful and meaningful to the students. The interactive features were very
useful and the chat was particularly important particularly when the VOIP became inactive.
2. Chat and VOIP allowed good one-to-many and one-to-one interactions. Breakout rooms were
excellent to allow project groups privacy to discuss their own projects.
3. Student Interaction
4. All of above.
5. The two way VOIP allowed for verbal explanations from the instructor and Q/A with the students.
It also allowed for more networking and sharing of ideas among the students. The application
sharing was also helpful for teaching students how to navigate specific websites. The polling
allowed for more active participation, practice and formative feedback.
Teaching Strategies
What teaching strategies did you use that you felt were most effective? Why?
1. The interactive content with case study materials and website review were very effective.
2. I primarily used Elluminate Live! ™ to allow my project groups to meet to share information and
make decisions regarding their projects.
3. Case Study method. Students learned from each other not just from the instructor.
4. Audio-enhanced lecture Small group breakouts Quizzing Whiteboard
5. Mini lecture - presented more difficult concepts that would be hard to master through reading.
practice problems - gave students and opportunity to apply what they learned and receive feedback
group work - used breakout rooms for students to work on their group projects. This allowed them
to use the 2 way VOIP and work more efficiently. Q/A - gave students the opportunity to clarify
the muddiest point.
What teaching strategies did you use that you felt were least effective? Why?
1.
2.
3.

I used groups instead of meeting with the entire class and I think in the future I would meet with
larger groups or the entire class.
None
Large group discussions

What teaching strategies did your students enjoy the most? Why?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Student enjoyed the ability to connect both to their peers and the instructor.
Groups varied in how much they liked to meet using Elluminate Live! ™. About half of the
groups chose other methods of meeting when given the option.
Student interaction
Breakout groups (although they had trouble getting started) Audio-enhanced lectures
The ability to practice problems, ask questions and get immediate feedback. They also liked
having the time to work with their groups to complete the group project using the SWBCS.

What teaching strategies did you use that you felt your students enjoyed the least? Why?
1. The flexibility of moving around screen views was difficult for many of the students. They hadn't
had experience with working with multiple windows and when attempting to integrate the webpush feature, they felt lost when they couldn't find the Elluminate Live! ™ window.
2. None
3. quizzes -- because they did not understand the objective (because I was not able to communicate
with them due to technical issues)
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4.

They didn't like the amount of start-up time it took to get everyone logged in and mikes tested.
Realizations vs. Expectations

In what ways was your delivery of synchronous sessions different from your expectations?
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

I think that the synchronous sessions were more valuable than I had anticipated to student feeling
of connectedness and content exposure.
I thought the students would enjoy using it more than they did. It seemed a little slow to log on.
Students reported some difficulties getting logged in.
None
It was quite easy to use the tools with the producers' help. The PowerPoint slides looked very good
in Elluminate Live! ™. I liked the ability to push websites to students. The quiz feature offers a
great way to uncover mis-conceptions by students. Students were a bit "shy" about using the mic - I'm sure that would change over time.
It took longer to learn the software than I expected. There were more technical problems than I
expected but we were able to get through them. All in all, for a pilot, I think it went very well.
Challenges

What significant challenges or obstacles did you encounter during the synchronous sessions of this course?
How did you overcome these challenges?
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

Student download of software was difficult for some. Also, when technical problems cropped up
during a session their was no one to call to offer on the spot support. Also, the tight scheduling of
Elluminate Live! ™ did not offer student flexibility to meet before hand to test the equipment and
familiarize themselves. Students also reported needing some training prior to the use as a content
tool.
None
Forgetting to turn my mike off. Learning to turn the mike off.
Technical issues -- could not connect at the last minute. Producers took over, but needed a more
systematic plan for how to deal with last-minute glitches. Some students had the wrong signin ID
due to confusion between Blackboard ID and WebCT ID. Some microphones did not work -students were able to chat but did not feel as much a part of the class. Was very difficult to bring
notes from breakout room back into the Main room for discussion. Although I guess this is
possible, it seemed to be more trouble than it was worth. Scheduling was a challenge for courses
that are completely online and do not have a scheduled meeting time. Some students tried to
monopolize the mic -- same as in a regular class.
Technical problems with getting students logged in were handled by the producer. By the second
session we had everyone on.
Effectiveness

How did you measure the effectiveness of your synchronous sessions? Using this measure, to what extent
were the synchronous sessions effective?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Student feedback and responses on open-ended questions. Students really enjoyed and appreciated
the tool and recommended continued use in subsequent semesters
Since use was connected to project work, the usefulness of the system could be seen by how much
the groups used it when given other options. About half the groups freely chose to use it. I would
say this was moderately successful.
Testing on Blackboard
Students enjoyed the sessions and were able to learn new concepts. The polling, quizzing, and
small groups provided excellent ways for me to communicate with the students and gauge their
understanding as the class progressed.
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5.

Faculty and student satisfaction - both expressed verbal satisfaction with the tool. Very effective
student learning - the students mastered the material and produced good projects Very effective

Support
What support and assistance did you receive during your delivery of this course for using the SWBCS?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Prior training session. Producer should be available during session delivery.
Producer assisted me for first 2 weeks.
T/A help and connection help with the students.
The support was excellent -- couldn't have worked without VITAL support. I"m sure I'd be able to
do it alone after a few more sessions, but it was great to have the support in trying a new
technology.
5. Support from the trainers - training sessions and one-one sessions. They participated in the first
pilot class and gave very helpful feedback on how to better facilitate the session and use the
software.
How can the training and support provided for synchronous online course delivery be improved?
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Students paid for synchronous support time to ensure availability during delivery times.
Training was pretty good. I needed to participate in some Elluminate Live! ™ sessions prior to
using it, which, I did not do because I was too busy to spend that time. However, I can see that I
would have had more confidence and more creative ideas had I used it some before the course
began. I'll be better prepared now.
Formal class room training to learn the ins and outs of what Elluminate Live! ™ can do.
Need some plan for last minute glitches in technical issues -- such as a phone number to call, etc.
Need more systematic "releases" -- postings for the students as to what they need to get ready,
sign-on, test equipment, etc.
Provide more training on how to be the moderator and include practice sessions.
Future Plans Further Course Development

If a SWBCS was available to you in the future, what changes/refinements would you make for this course,
based on your experiences with the SWBCS?
1.

I would make the specifics of tool use more clear in the syllabus and provide practice workshops
for students.

2.

I would assign each group some virtual office time to use the system. I would also try to use it for
some other purpose as well as group activity.

3.

Voice operated mike for the instructor.

4.

I would schedule a couple sessions at the beginning of the class so that the scheduling wouldn't be
so challenging. I would let students know in the syllabus that they needed a microphone, speakers,
etc., and how to test them out before the online course. I would plan a couple class sessions each
semester that were especially appropriate for synchronous delivery (as opposed to asynchronous
delivery).

5.

I will continue to use the software and would like to add a couple more sessions during the
semester. I would like to use it for guest speakers as well.
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Overall Perspective on SWBCS
Given your overall experiences with this project, would you do this again?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

I plan to use this in the future.
Absolutely. I hope it will be available next fall.
Yes hopefully next semester.
Yes -- I am hoping that there is a solution for next semester. I will definitely use it. The students
really enjoyed it and benefited from it.
YES!
Words of Wisdom

What would you tell others (faculty or administrators) about the usefulness of a SWBCS for enhancing
your distance or face-to-face courses?
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

This is a great tool that should be explored by any one who wants to use a synchronous portion to
a distance delivered course.
It is excellent for allowing interactions between prof and students and amongst students when they
are located at a distance. I hope to integrate its use into more of my distance courses.
Students get the next best thing to face-to-face teaching.
It adds a crucial element of communication. Definitely enhances an online course -- I think that if
it were available, almost everyone teaching an online course would use it to some extent -- some
might use it only once a semester to get to know their students -- others might teach completely in
a synchronous manner. I would use a combination -- seeking an appropriate balance of
asynchronous/synchronous deliver.
The SWBCS is a great addition to web-based and web-enhanced courses becasue it allows for
more faculty-student and student-student interaction without having to travel. SWBCS can be used
to actively engage the students in the learning process through discussion, Q/A, practice problems
and group work.
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Appendix H: Synchronous Web Based Course Observation Instrument
This instrument is to be used for observation of recorded synchronous class sessions. The purpose is to
determine the overall success of the session based on pedagogy applied, interaction levels, session structure
and learner autonomy. These constructs come from theories of transactional distance and social learning.
Each section of the instrument has a set of guiding items that should be used as a means of understanding
the concepts to be observed. These are only guidelines and may vary from sessions to session as different
themes are detected, but these guiding items should help everyone start from the same place.

General Session Information
1.

Please select your last name to record which, team member is making the observation.
_________________________________

Instructions: Please fill out the following information for the session you are observing.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Please select the instructor whose class you are observing.____________________
If a producer(s) was present during the session, select them from this list (select all that apply).
_________________
If Other, please specify: ___________________
Please select the name, date and time of the course session you are observing:
____________________
Number attending (including instructors and producers): _______________________
Recording observed covers the following time codes (when the session actually started and
stopped): __________________________
What URL did you view the recording from (hint: cut and paste the url of the link that opened the
recording)? _____________________________________

Notes taken by observer
Instructions: Use this area to take notes when observing the recording. Be sure to use time codes when
things are important so they can be found and referred to later. The notes taken here will be the basis used
for filling out the observation instrument. Good notes will make it easier to record your findings and will
require less repeated observation of the session later.
9.

General Notes:

Pedagogy
Pedagogy is often defined as the art and science of teaching. It is a rather vague concept that we shape with
our teaching philosophies and strategies. It contains many elements, many of which, will be seen in themes
discovered during the observations of these synchronous class sessions. At the end of this study, a solid
definition of the pedagogy used in a SWBCS should be formed. The next few sections of the observation
matrix will cover Pedagogy.
Directly Observable Pedagogical Strategy
Instructions: Pedagogical strategies can often be observed in a classroom. Record any strategies you see
during the synchronous session by noting the roles the instructor and students played. If you do not see this
type of strategy mark No, do not leave it blank. Use "other" if what you see is not represented here.
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10. Instructor lectured – conveyed information through talking or demonstration - Direct (telling,
lecturing) whole group. ___ Yes ___ No
11. Description or explanation with time codes if appropriate
12. Instructor used interactive direction with whole group (posing questions and calling for answers)
___ Yes ___ No
13. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
14. Instructor questioned at different levels ___ Yes ___ No
15. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
16. Individual students worked alone ___ Yes ___ No
17. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
18. Students worked in pairs or small groups ___ Yes ___ No
19. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
20. Students acted as a whole class (ie. large class discussion, full class quizzing or polling, lecture,
whole class project etc.) ___ Yes ___ No
21. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
22. Other approaches (Description or explanation with approximate time codes)
Pedagogy - Judged Pedagogical Strategy
Instructions: Some pedagogical strategies can not be directly observed, but are rather a judgment call.
From your experience as a student, an instructor or an instructional designer, record your impression of
the following items about pedagogy in this session. Remember the items listed here are just guidelines,
record what you see and/or feel! If you do not feel this type of strategy is present mark No, do not leave it
blank. Use "other" if what you see is not represented here.
23. The teaching strategies utilized tools appropriate for the students’ level of skill with the
technology and were well supported ___ Yes ___ No
24. Description or explanation with time codes if appropriate
25. Teaching methods were appropriate for the content ___ Yes ___ No
26. Description or explanation with time codes if appropriate
27. Lesson required student thought and participation– explain. ___ Yes ___ No
28. Description or explanation with time codes if appropriate
29. The teaching strategy included a problem solving activity– explain. ___ Yes ___ No
30. Description or explanation with time codes if appropriate
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31. The Instructor set cognitive tasks for the students – explain. ___ Yes ___ No
32. Description or explanation with time codes if appropriate
33. Session required higher order (not route memory or just opinion) and/or critical thinking on the
part of the students– explain. ___ Yes ___ No
34. Description or explanation with time codes if appropriate
35. Other approaches (Description or explanation with approximate time codes)
Summary of Pedagogy Used
Instructions: Use this area to summarize in a few sentences what you observed and recorded above about
the pedagogical strategies of the session
36. Summary of Pedagogy

Interaction
Interaction as defined by Wagner in 1994 is “reciprocal events that require at least two objects and two
actions. Interactions occur when these objects and events mutually influence one another” (Wagner, 1994,
p. 8). Moore’s (1989), discussions on interaction between students and content have long been recognized
as a critical component of both campus-based and distance education. For purposes of observation during
synchronous sessions, a reciprocal event that occurs between the learner and the instructor, the learner and
another learner, the learner and the content, and the learner and the interface should be recorded. These
should then be categorized as either social, academic or technical interactions based on the definitions
below. A=Academic S=Social T=Technology
Instructions: When recording interactions, place an X in the Yes or No column if you can make a
determination. It is OK to leave rows blank if you do not feel comfortable making a decision (ie. Did not
see this but not sure it is applicable). If Yes is chosen, then also mark the type of interaction (A=
Academic/content related, S= Social/interpersonal, or T = Technical/Problem related). It is possible to
have interactions that cover more than one type. If you chose Academic and the interaction is a
collaborative one, please note this in the description.
Directly Observable Instructor-Learner Interaction
Instructions: These are directly observable interactions with the learner that were initiated by the
instructor. Use "other" if what you see is not represented here. If you do not see this type of interaction
mark No, do not leave it blank. Use "other" if what you see is not represented here.
37. Checks student comprehension ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
38. Description or explanation with time codes if appropriate
39. Knows and uses student names ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
40. Description or explanation with time codes if appropriate
41. Responds to students as individuals ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
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42. Description or explanation with time codes if appropriate
43. Praises students for contributions that deserve commendation ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
44. Description or explanation with time codes if appropriate
45. Criticizes student ignorance or misunderstanding ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
46. Description or explanation with time codes if appropriate
47. Encourages questions, involvement, debate and/or feedback ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
48. Description or explanation with time codes if appropriate
49. Encourages students to answer questions by provided cues and encouragement ___ Yes ___ No
___ A ___ S ___ T
50. Description or explanation with time codes if appropriate
51. Other Directly Observable I-L Interactions (Description or explanation with approximate time
codes) ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
Judged Instructor-Learner Interaction
Instructions: These interactions are a bit harder to record because they require your judgment and are not
directly observable. Make a decision based on whether you feel the instructor initiated this type of
interaction with the learners. There are three categories of questions in this section, Instructor Questions,
Responses and Overall Impressions. . If you do not feel this type of interaction took place mark No, do not
leave it blank. Use "other" if what you feel is not represented here.
Instructor Questions
52. Instructor feedback is informative ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
53. Description or explanation with time codes if appropriate
Instructor Responses
54. Instructor listens carefully to student comments and questions ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
55. Description or explanation with time codes if appropriate
56. Instructor feedback is informative and constructive ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
57. Description or explanation with time codes if appropriate
58. Instructor answers student questions clearly and directly ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
59. Description or explanation with time codes if appropriate
Overall Impression
60. Good rapport with students ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
61. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
62. Treats class members equitably ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
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63. Description or explanation with time codes if appropriate
64. Encourages mutual respect among students ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
65. Description or explanation with time codes if appropriate
66. Respects diverse points of view ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
67. Description or explanation with time codes if appropriate
68. Recognizes when students do not understand ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
69. Description or explanation with time codes if appropriate
70. Other Judged I-L Interactions (Description or explanation with approximate time codes)
Directly Observable Learner- Instructor
Instructions: These interactions are learner driven and directly observable. If you see a learner interact
with the instructor as noted here, mark yes and then determine what type of interaction it was. If you do not
see this type of interaction mark No, do not leave it blank. Use "other" if what you see is not represented
here.
71. Students ask questions of the instructor ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
72. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
73. Students volunteer information ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
74. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
75. Students present information ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
76. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
77. Student feedback is on topic ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
78. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
79. Other Directly Observable L-I Interactions (Description or explanation with approximate time
codes)
Judged Learner- Instructor
Instructions: These interactions are a bit harder to record because they require your judgment and are not
directly observable. Make a decision based on whether you feel the learner initiated this type of interaction
with the instructor if so, mark yes and then determine what type of interaction it was. If you do not feel this
type of interaction took place mark No, do not leave it blank. Use "other" if what you feel is not represented
here.
80. Other Judged L-I Interactions (Description or explanation with approximate time codes)
Directly Observable Learner- Content
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Instructions: Learners can interact with course content in many ways we can directly observe. If you see a
learner interact with the content as noted here, mark yes and then determine what type of interaction it
was. If you do not see this type of interaction mark No, do not leave it blank. Use "other" if what you see is
not represented here.
81. Reading ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
82. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
83. Writing (i.e., on whiteboard, in chat, etc.) ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
84. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
85. Presentation (i.e., verbal, graphical, etc.) ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
86. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
87. Discussion ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
88. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
89. Responds ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
90. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
91. Participates in Poll ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
92. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
93. Other Directly Observable L-C Interactions (Description or explanation with approximate time
codes)
Judged Learner- Content Interaction
Instructions: These interactions are a bit harder to record because they require your judgment and are not
directly observable. Make a decision based on whether you feel the learner initiated this type of interaction
with the content if so, mark yes and then determine what type of interaction it was. If you do not feel this
type of interaction took place mark No, do not leave it blank. Use "other" if what you feel is not represented
here.
94. Interpret ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
95. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
96. Comprehend ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
97. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
98. React ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
99. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
100. Listening ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
101. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
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102. Other Judged L-C Interactions (description or explanation with approximate time codes)
Directly Observable Learner- Learner Interaction
Instructions: In classes, learners often interact with each other. If you see a learner interact with another
learner(s) as noted here, mark yes and then determine what type of interaction it was. If you do not see this
type of interaction mark No, do not leave it blank. Use "other" if what you see is not represented here.
103. Students discuss the content of the session with each other (on-task academic conversation) ___
Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
104. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
105. Students engage in conversation that is not related to the subject of the session but is related to the
course or other courses (off task academic conversation) ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
106. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
107. Students engage in conversation that is not related to the course (social conversation) ___ Yes ___
No ___ A ___ S ___ T
108. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
109. Students encourage other students’ questions, involvement, debate and/or feedback ___ Yes ___
No ___ A ___ S ___ T
110. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
111. Students criticize other students ignorance or misunderstanding ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___
T
112. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
113. Students use each others names ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
114. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
115. Other Directly Observable L-L Interactions (Description or explanation with approximate time
codes)
Judged Learner- Learner Interactions
Instructions: These interactions are a bit harder to record because they require your judgment and are not
directly observable. Make a decision based on whether you feel the learner initiated this type of interaction
with another learner if so, mark yes and then determine what type of interaction it was. If you do not feel
this type of interaction took place mark No, do not leave it blank. Use "other" if what you feel is not
represented here.
116. Students answer questions clearly and directly ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
117. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
118. Students maintain a good rapport with each other ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
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119. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
120. Students show mutual respect for each other (i. e. listening carefully, responding constructively,
etc.) ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
121. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
122. Students treat class members equitably ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
123. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
124. Other Judged L-L Interactions (Description or explanation with approximate time codes)

Directly Observable Learner- Interface Interaction
Instructions: Whenever we use technology to teach, it is possible and sometimes necessary for learners to
interact with the technology. This is called interface interaction and it can be both positive and negative in
nature. If you see a learner interact with the interface as noted here, mark yes and describe the interaction
noting if it was positive or negative. If you do not see this type of interaction mark No, do not leave it blank.
Use "other" if what you see is not represented here.
125. Work on whiteboard ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
126. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
127. Use microphone ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
128. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
129. Exchange messages in chat ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
130. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
131. Raises hand ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
132. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
133. Completes a poll ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
134. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
135. Uses emoticons ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
136. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
137. Troubles connecting ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
138. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
139. Troubles with microphone ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
140. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
141. Unable to use tools ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
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142. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
143. Other Directly Observable L-Interface Interactions (Description or explanation with approximate
time codes)
Judged Learner- Interface Interaction
Instructions: Along with interface interaction we can see, there is sometimes interactions that we judge.
These interactions are a bit harder to record because they require your judgment and are not directly
observable. Make a decision based on whether you feel the learner initiated this type of interaction with the
interface if so, mark yes and describe the interaction noting if it was positive or negative. If you do not feel
this type of interaction took place mark No, do not leave it blank. Use "other" if what you feel is not
represented here.
144. Did any students voice frustration with the interface? ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
145. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
146. Shows emotion ___ Yes ___ No ___ A ___ S ___ T
147. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
148. Other Judged L-Interface Interactions (Description or explanation with approximate time codes)

Summary of Interactions
Instructions: Based on the information you entered in this section and what you know about interactions in
education, summarize in a few sentences what you observed and recorded above about the interactions that
took place in the session. Then, note how interactive you felt this session was overall.
149. Summary of Interactions

Structure
Structure contains multiple dimensions, such as course organization, Course design and course delivery. It
is determined by the educational philosophy of those involved with creating and maintaining the course. In
part, it expresses the rigidity or flexibility of the course’s educational objectives, teaching strategies and
evaluations methods and therefore describes the extent to which, course components can be responsive to
the individual learner’s needs. Structure of a course is directly related to the pedagogical strategies an
instructor incorporates into his/her course. For a more difficult or risky strategy, more structure is usually
needed. For example, instructors can provide structure in a SWBCS by having students do pre-work,
making sure instructions are clearly defined for the activities, have visual or textual materials (i.e. slides or
instructional text) prepared that will be used in the session, have planned for proper support to make the
session successful yet be flexible enough to change plans if needed. Overall, preplanning is the key to
successful structure in a SWBCS.
Directly Observable Classroom Management
Instructions: While observing this session, note different methods that the instructor used to manage the
classroom. If you see those listed below, mark yes and describe what was done. If you do not see a
management approach mark No, do not leave it blank. Use "other" if what you see is not represented here.
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150. Instructor began class on time in an orderly, organized fashion ___ Yes ___ No
151. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
152. Instructor digressed often from the main topic ___ Yes ___ No
153. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
154. Instructor had readily available the materials and equipment necessary to complete the activity ___
Yes ___ No
155. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
156. Instructor gave prompt attention to individual problems ___ Yes ___ No
157. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
158. Instructor maintained student attention ___ Yes ___ No
159. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
160. Instructor paused to allow students to interact and answer questions (wait time). ___ Yes ___ No
161. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
162. Provided opportunities for dialogue about the activity with peers and/or instructor ___ Yes ___ No
163. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
164. Instructor allowed opportunity for individual expression ___ Yes ___ No
165. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
166. Instructor provided practice time and sufficient time for completion ___ Yes ___ No
167. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
168. Other Directly Observable classroom management (Description or explanation with approximate
time codes)
Judged Classroom Management
Instructions: Judging classroom management is more difficult than direct observation. So, while observing
this session, make a decision based on whether you feel the instructor used the classroom management
methods listed below. If appropriate, mark yes and describe the method used. If you do not see a
management approach mark No, do not leave it blank. Use "other" if what you see is not represented here.
169. Instructor appeared well prepared for class ___ Yes ___ No
170. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
171. Instructor had a clear organizational plan ___ Yes ___ No
172. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
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173. Instructor clearly organized and explained assignments ___ Yes ___ No
174. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
175. Instructor provided clear directions or procedures ___ Yes ___ No
176. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
177. Instructor provided sufficient wait time (i. e. gave students enough time to respond to and ask
questions) ___ Yes ___ No
178. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
179. Skills required during the session were not beyond reasonable expectations for this course and/or
these students (were they struggling with any skills? Why?) ___ Yes ___ No
180. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
181. Instructor maintained credibility and control (i. e. Spoke about course content with confidence and
authority, used authority in classroom to create an environment conducive to learning, etc.) ___
Yes ___ No
182. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
183. Instructor Is able to admit error and/or insufficient knowledge ___ Yes ___ No
184. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
185. Instructor respects constructive criticism ___ Yes ___ No
186. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
187. Instructor responds to distractions effectively yet constructively ___ Yes ___ No
188. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
189. Other Judged classroom management (Description or explanation with approximate time codes)
Directly Observable Content Organization
Instructions: While observing this session, note different methods that the instructor used to organize
content. If you see those listed below, mark yes and describe the content organization approach. If you do
not see an organization approach mark No, do not leave it blank. Use "other" if what you see is not
represented here.
190. Previewed lecture/discussion content ___ Yes ___ No
191. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
192. Introduced organization of the lecture ___ Yes ___ No
193. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
194. Explained the goal or objective for the period ___ Yes ___ No
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195. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
196. Reviewed prior class material to prepare students for the content to be covered ___ Yes ___ No
197. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
198. Provided internal summaries and transitions ___ Yes ___ No
199. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
200. Summarized and distilled main points at the end of class (formally) ___ Yes ___ No
201. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
202. Previewed by connecting to future classes (hinting at things to come) ___ Yes ___ No
203. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
204. Instructor incorporated student responses ___ Yes ___ No
205. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
206. Integrates assigned course material into class presentation (readings, web sites, etc.) ___ Yes ___
No
207. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
208. Relates current course content to students’ general education ___ Yes ___ No
209. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
210. Makes course content relevant with references to “real world” applications ___ Yes ___ No
211. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
212. Explicitly states relationships among various topics and facts/theory ___ Yes ___ No
213. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
214. Explains difficult terms, concepts, or problems in more than one way ___ Yes ___ No
215. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
216. Presents background of ideas and concepts ___ Yes ___ No
217. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
218. Presents up-to-date developments in the field ___ Yes ___ No
219. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
220. Other Directly Observed Content Organization (Description or explanation with approximate time
codes)
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Judged Content Organization
Instructions: Judging content organization is more difficult than direct observation. So, while observing
this session, make a decision based on whether you feel the instructor used the content organization
methods listed below. If appropriate, mark yes and describe the method used. If you do not see a
management approach mark No, do not leave it blank. Use "other" if what you see is not represented here.
221. Introduction captured attention ___ Yes ___ No
222. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
223. Main ideas are clear and specific ___ Yes ___ No
224. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
225. Sufficient variety was provided to support information ___ Yes ___ No
226. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
227. Relevancy of main ideas were clear ___ Yes ___ No
228. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
229. Other Judged Content Organization (Description or explanation with approximate time codes)
Directly Observable Presentation
Instructions: While observing this session, note different methods that the instructor used to for
presentation. If you see those listed below, mark yes and describe the presentation approach. If you do not
see a presentation approach mark No, do not leave it blank. Use "other" if what you see is not represented
here.
230. Articulation and pronunciation was clear ___ Yes ___ No
231. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
232. Absence of verbal pauses (speech fillers) ___ Yes ___ No
233. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
234. Volume was sufficient to be heard ___ Yes ___ No
235. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
236. Varied pace ___ Yes ___ No
237. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
238. Included illustrations ___ Yes ___ No
239. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
240. Presented views other than own when appropriate ___ Yes ___ No
241. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
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242. Visuals were clear and well organized (large and legible) ___ Yes ___ No
243. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
244. Visual aids were easily read ___ Yes ___ No
245. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
246. Other Directly Observation Presentation (Description or explanation with approximate time codes)
Judged Presentation
Instructions: Judging Presentation is more difficult than direct observation. So, while observing this
session, make a decision based on whether you feel the instructor presentation method are listed below. If
appropriate, mark yes and describe the method used. If you do not see a presentation approach mark No,
do not leave it blank. Use "other" if what you see is not represented here.
247. Instructor spoke extraneously ___ Yes ___ No
248. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
249. Effective voice quality ___ Yes ___ No
250. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
251. Rate of delivery was appropriate ___ Yes ___ No
252. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
253. Communicates a sense of confidence, enthusiasm and excitement toward content ___ Yes ___ No
254. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
255. Speech is neither too formal or too casual ___ Yes ___ No
256. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
257. Other Directly Observation Presentation (Description or explanation with approximate time codes)
Summary of Structure
Instructions: Based on the information you entered in this section and what you know about structure,
summarize in a few sentences what you observed and recorded above about the structure of this session.
Then, note how structured you felt this session was overall.
258. Structure Summary

Learner Autonomy
Learner autonomy is about student’s taking more control over their learning. This does not mean that
autonomous learning is synonyms with word such as self-instruction, self-access, self-study, self-education,
or even distance learning. These terms basically describe various ways and degrees of learning by yourself,
whereas autonomy refers to abilities and attitudes. Many scholars feel that the autonomous learner
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understands the purpose of learning, explicitly accepts responsibility for learning, shares in the setting of
learning goals, takes initiatives in planning and executing learning activities, and regularly reviews learning
and evaluate its effectiveness (cf. Holec 1981, Little 1991). Saba and Shear determined that learner
autonomy was comprised of both independence and interdependence. The theory of transactional distance
uses learner autonomy as a variable affecting the psychological distance between the learner and the
instructor or the learner and other learners. Therefore it is important to examine how pedagogical strategies
used in the SWBCS account for learner autonomy. This can most easily be done by examining the roles and
relationships that all participants have with each other, but most specifically, the roles of the instructor and
the students.
Directly Observable Learner Autonomy
Instructions: While observing this session, note different ways learners takes control over his/her own
learning. If you see those listed below, mark yes and describe the learner’s approach. If you do not see an
autonomous approach mark No, do not leave it blank. Use "other" if what you see is not represented here.
259. Activities such as self-guided reading, participation in groups, electronic dialogues, or reflective
writing activities were used in this session ___ Yes ___ No
260. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
261. Instructor utilized dialogue with learners ___ Yes ___ No
262. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
263. Students are given options on how they will interact and learn the material ___ Yes ___ No
264. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
265. Learning was “primarily” independent or interdependent, not dependent on the instructor ___ Yes
___ No
266. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
267. Students take noticeable responsibility for various decisions associated with the learning in this
session ___ Yes ___ No
268. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
269. Students discover information that they need for the session rather than being provided all of it
___ Yes ___ No
270. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
271. The discussion in groups was dominated by one or two people ___ Yes ___ No
272. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
273. Students ask a lot of productive questions ___ Yes ___ No
274. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
275. Students who struggle with the technology bounce back and become productive members of the
class ___ Yes ___ No
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276. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
277. Other Directly Observed Learner Autonomy (Description or explanation with approximate time
codes)
Judged Learner Autonomy
Instructions: Judging learner autonomy is more difficult than direct observation. So, while observing this
session, make a decision based on whether you feel the learner took control of his/her own learning in the
following ways. If appropriate, mark yes and describe the method used. If you do not see a learning
autonomy approach mark No, do not leave it blank. Use "other" if what you see is not represented here.
278. Strategy used provides for multiple learning styles ___ Yes ___ No
279. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
280. Strategy used allows for learner independence and/or interdependence ___ Yes ___ No
281. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
282. Students seem to have positive attitudes about this learning experience ___ Yes ___ No
283. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
284. Students seem to enjoy discussion of ideas ___ Yes ___ No
285. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
286. Instructor provides challenges that students seem to enjoy ___ Yes ___ No
287. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
288. Other Judged Learner Autonomy (Description or explanation with approximate time codes)
Summary of Learner Autonomy
Instructions: Based on the information you entered in this section and what you know about learner
autonomy, summarize in a few sentences what you observed and recorded above about the learner
autonomy of this session. Then, note how you felt the learners took responsibility for their own learning
during this session.
289. Learner Autonomy Summary
Tools
Tools are available in a SWBCCS which, are somewhat unique. Therefore it is important that we examine
which, tools are used and why. For this purpose we will be examining use of the following: Textual Chat,
VOIP, Breakout Rooms, Whiteboard, Shared Browser, Application Sharing, Private Messaging, Pace
meter, Hand Raising, Polling, Emoticons, Step away feature, Quizzing, as well as any other tool use that
catches the eye.

Directly Observable Tool Use
Instructions: Please note the tools that were used during the session.
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290. Textual Chat ___ Yes ___ No
291. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
292. Voice Over Internet Protocol (VOIP) Audio ___ Yes ___ No
293. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
294. Breakout Rooms ___ Yes ___ No
295. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
296. Whiteboard ___ Yes ___ No
297. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
298. Shared Browser ___ Yes ___ No
299. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
300. Application Sharing ___ Yes ___ No
301. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
302. Private Messaging ___ Yes ___ No
303. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
304. Pace Meter ___ Yes ___ No
305. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
306. Hand Raising ___ Yes ___ No
307. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
308. Polling ___ Yes ___ No
309. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
310. Emoticons ___ Yes ___ No
311. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
312. Step away feature ___ Yes ___ No
313. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
314. Quizzing ___ Yes ___ No
315. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
316. How often were the tools used? – describe ( ie. Used extensively, regularly, minimally, etc.)
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317. A variety of the available tools were used to present materials ___ Yes ___ No
318. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
319. Other Directly Observable Tool Use (Description or explanation with approximate time codes)
Judged Tool Use
Instructions: Judging tool use is more difficult than direct observation. So, while observing this session,
make a decision based on how you feel the tools were used. If appropriate, mark yes and describe the
method used. If you do not see a tool use mark No, do not leave it blank. Use "other" if what you see is not
represented here.
320. Use of tools was effective ___ Yes ___ No
321. Description or explanation with approximate time codes
322. Other Judged Tool Use (Description or explanation with approximate time codes)
Summary of Tool Use
Instructions: Based on the information you entered in this section and what you know about the tools in a
SWBCS, summarize in a few sentences what you observed and recorded above about the use of tools in this
session. Then, note your feelings about the use of tools was during this session.
323. Tool Use Summary
Success
Success will be hard to define as it is subjective and depends greatly on the observers perspectives. For this
reason the observation instrument will collect the strengths, weaknesses and overall perspectives of the
session. A summary of any thoughts about the success of the session as seen by the observer or mentioned
by any participants can be included in the summary section. This will help to establish the success of the
session and overall success of the how the course uses the SWBCS will be gleaned from the observations
of multiple sessions as well as instructor, producer and student perceptions obtained from additional
instruments.
Judged Overall Strengths and Weaknesses observations
Instructions: Judging success difficult and subjective.. So, while observing this session, make a decision
based on how you feel. What were the strengths and the weaknesses of the session? Record your thoughts
in the space provided.
324. What strengths were observed?
325. What weaknesses were observed?
Summary of Session Success
Instructions: Based on the information you entered about the strengths and weaknesses of this session and
what you know about education and SWBCS, summarize in a few sentences how successful you felt this
session was.
326. Success of the session
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Appendix I: Producer Focus Group Protocol
Producer focus groups or individual interviews were conducted at the end of the study to determine if the
plans originally made were successful. These sessions were either conducted in a face-to-face setting or
using Elluminate Live! ™ Live! ™. The following is the protocol that was used for these sessions.
The protocol addresses the following categories:
A. General information about the focus group
B. Background information about producers
C. Overall impressions on using a SWBCS for teaching
D. Pedagogical strategies that the instructors chose to use
E. How successful were the strategies
F. Usability of the SWBCS and Problems encountered
G. Thoughts on future use of SWBCS for teaching
H. Words of wisdom
A. General information about focus group
1. Do you mind if this is recorded for later review? __Yes ___ No
2. (unless there are No answers, start recording here)
3. Date and time of session __________________________________
4. Who is present? _________________________________________
5. Have you provided informed consent for this research project yet? If not, please take just
a moment to read this (I will push/send a web page to you – online
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s.asp?u=91476612535) and provide consent.
B. Background information about producers
1. Describe your previous experience (before the pilot study) with online learning
2. Training was offered before the semester began. Did you participate? If so, which
sessions did you attend?
i. Face-to-face Orientation
ii. Interactive Lecturing with Elluminate Live! ™ (Horizonlive)
iii. Active Learning with Elluminate Live! ™ (Horizonlive)
iv. Working with Groups using Elluminate Live! ™
3. Besides the training and experience provided by the pilot project, have you had any
training or experiences in using synchronous tools in an online course before? If yes,
what were those experiences?
i. Synchronous chat
ii. Instant messaging
iii. Satellite or TV classes (one way video, maybe in conjunction with a phone
bridge)
iv. One-Way Audio
v. Audiographics
vi. Two-way audio or video such as ITV or PictureTel
vii. Online groupware
viii. Others?
4. What other experience might have helped you with this project?
5. What was your relationship/arrangement with the instructors that you assisted?
6. How often did you meet with the faculty members during the semester to work on
synchronous?
7. What were the major duties that you performed for the faculty members?
8. In your judgment, will the instructors be able to do these things on their own now or will
they still need some technical assistance?
C. Overall impressions on using a SWBCS for teaching
1. What are the strengths of SWBCS for teaching?
2. What are the weaknesses of SWBCS for teaching?
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D. Pedagogical strategies that the instructors chose to use
1. In the sessions in which you assisted, describe some of the teaching strategies that were
used [lecturing, group work, active learning, case studies, polling or Q/A, etc.]
2. Did you practice these strategies with the instructor before using them?
3. What techniques were employed to help build a learning community and reduce feelings
of isolation?
4. How was interaction with students encouraged and how did the instructor get them to
interact with each other?
E. How successful were the strategies
1. Which strategies did you feel were most successful? Why?
2. Which strategies did you feel were least successful? Why?
3. Given the content and the students, were these the best strategies to have used?
F. Usability of the SWBCS and problems encountered
1. What problems have you encountered with the software?
2. How have you solved them?
3. What tools did you use? How frequently?
4. What tools worked well?
5. What tools did not work well?
G. Thoughts on future use of SWBCS for teaching
1. Are there specific aspects about the use of SWBCS in teaching that you are really excited
about?
2. Are there other advantages you foresee with using SWBCS for online delivery of courses
in comparison to a face-to-face delivery? In comparison with an asynchronous (nonblended) online delivery?
3. Are there other challenges you foresee with using SWBCS for online delivery of courses
in the future?
H. Words of wisdom
1. Do you have any "lessons learned" that you would like to share with new producers or
instructors planning on using SWBCS?
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